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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
LUNAR ULTRAVIOLET _LESCOPE EXPERIMENT (LUTE)
PHASE A FINAL REPORT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 porpose
The purpose of the Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) phase A study was to
determine the feasibility of placing an unmanned, 1 m aperture, transit telescope on the Moon and
operating it from Earth for a minimum period of 2 years.
1.2
The scope of the LUTE phase A study included identifying the scientific and engineering
requirements, developing a feasible reference design configuration that satisfies the scientific and
engineering requirements, developing an operational approach to recovering and processing LUTE data,
and documenting the trade studies that were accomplished during the phase A activity. The educational
aspects of LUTE were assumed to be included in the scientific and engineering requirements and will be
addressed in phase B. The LUTE project incorporates new ways, recently identified by NASA, of
planning and implementing projects.
1.3
Over the past 25 years, a scientific revolution has occurred in astrophysics as a result of two
advancing fronts. First, instruments and telescopes have been developed to make more sensitive meas-
urements throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Second, access to space has permitted
observations without the influence of our atmosphere. The lunar surface is another advantageous loca-
tion for astrophysical observations, and many studies show that the Moon is a logical place to utilize
these advances in sensing technology and to establish space observatories. The unique advantages of the
Moon would enable instruments to achieve high resolution, operate over longer useful lifetimes, and
make observations in specialized areas of concern in ways not feasible with current telescopes operating
in Earth orbit.
Lunar-based telescopes will capitalize on a number of advantages the Moon offers as an observ-
ing platform (table 1). The lunar environment will enable important observations in the ultraviolet
(UV), which are constrained on Earth and in low-Earth orbit (LEO). Observation times for lunar-based
telescopes will not be handicapped by frequent interruptions due to occultations by the Earth, Sun, and
Moon. The dark lunar sky and the Moon's slow rotation will facilitate observation of very faint objects.
This remote location also minimizes the geocoronal effect on observations. Lunar seismic activity is far
less than Earth's, simplifying the choice of a stable site for a telescope. In addition, the low-gravity
environment will enable the use of lightweight structures and optics, as well as the positive preloading of
telescope joints and bearings.
Studies of lunar observatories (fig. 1) at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) sponsored by
NASA Headquarters Astrophysics Division have shown that the design of telescopes that will reliably
operate on the Moon differ in many aspects from the traditional ground-based and orbiting telescopes.
Table 1. Advantagesof astronomyfrom theMoon.
Vacuumenvironment No atmosphericabsorptionor attenuation
Dark,cold sky/surface Facilitatesobservationof faint objects;minimizeslight pollution and
radiointerference;aidsIR observations
Magneticfield very low Magneticfield 10-4 to 10-2 timeslessthanEarth's
Full sky view 28daysrotation;Earthsubtends<3°from Moon;siteselectionto
placeEarth 10°abovehorizon
,, ,, ....,i,
Instrument support Natural lunar structures
Long baselines feasible Enhances construction of interferometers
Stable platform Lunar seismic activity far less than Earth's (-2.5 Richter)
Low gravity Facilitates light weighted structures and optics; positive preloading
of joints; bearings feasible; no tethers required
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Recent MSFC lunar-based optical astronomy facilities studies.
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The primary reason is the temperature extremes associated with the long lunar day and night cycle.
Therefore, the development of a small, scientifically productive telescope would also serve as a
technology pathfinder for future lunar observatories. The LUTE would provide this learning experience
prior to deploying a major astronomical facility on the Moon like the 2 m lunar transit telescope (LTT),
the 4 m lunar cluster telescope experiment (LCTE), or the 16 m large lunar telescope (LLT).
The LUTE project will also be utilized as a pathfinder for implementing new approaches to the
management of new NASA projects. On July 28, 1992, an in-house MSFC LUTE Task Team was
formed to focus and complete the remaining phase A activity and to perform the project planning for
design, fabrication, testing, launch, and 2 year operation of a telescope on the lunar surface. The LUTE
project will provide for an extended phase B activity, with a 5 year span from the start of phase B to
launch. The LUTE mission characteristics include: scientific merit, educational opportunities, low cost,
and high benefit-to-cost ratio. The LUTE project will provide opportunities to use and develop new
ways of doing business (NWODB) in the design, development, and procurement phases while serving as
a technological pathfinder for future lunar science hardware design. The NWODB's are described in
several NASA briefings. ]-3
The LUTE is a 1 m class, fixed pointing declination, UV imaging telescope that can be placed on
the Moon by an unmanned lander as an early scientific payload (fig. 2). It could produce a multiple
bandpass (1,000 to 3,500 A) UV survey of more than 300 square degrees of the sky, with a resolution of
less than 0.5 arcsecond, and repeat observations at intervals to allow studies of stellar variability. The
concept of this high-resolution survey of the UV sky is proposed by the "Decade Report of the
Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey Committee. ''4 In addition, the LUTE concept is specifically
endorsed by the UV Missions Operations Working Group as the highest priority early lunar astronomical
instrument and by the Lunar Astrophysics Management Operations Working Group as an excellent
candidate precursor lunar science payload. Both working groups are sponsored by NASA's Office of
Space Science and Applications.
Aperture
Cover
Removed
Elevation
Axis
Upper
Rollring Rollring
Figure 2. LUTE in operational configuration, integrated with the lander, deployed on the lunar surface.
1.4 Project Management
The LUTE Task Team was established to manage the development of the LUTE project. The
task team was given ground rules to use LUTEas a pathfinder project for new "small, fast, low-cost"
projects. These ground rules were (1) keep the telescope simple, (2) keep the cost low, and (3) keep the
development time short. Implementing this approach required NWODB within NASA. NWODB
applicable to LUTE include the following: extended phase B effort (including more early year funding),
early appointment of a project manager, concurrent engineering, reduced organizational complexity,
advanced design and configuration control methods, completion of preliminary design review before the
start of phase C/D, utilization of performance specifications, three project review gates before phase
C/D, the early use of breadboards to reduce phase C/D engineering changes, and utilization of a program
commitment agreement.
The LUTE Task Team was established approximately half-way through the phase A activity. The
task team core was comprised of four full-time members: a manager, deputy manager, chief engineer,
and secretary. Approximately 15 full-time equivalent people (engineers, scientists, and program ana-
lysts) from Program Development, Science and Engineering Directorate, and the Safety and Mission
Assurance Office were utilized in a matrix organization to complete the phase A activity. The organiza-
tional interfaces worked Smoothly, andre_6Ui'ces were efficiently utilized for the LUTE phase A final
activity with this approach. The phase 13 activity will require some additions to the core group of full-
time team members and additional matrix support.
The LUTE phase A final effort under the task team was expanded to concurrently involve people
from other elements of the MSFC organization with hands'on hardware development experience. This
expertise was utilized to augment the special talent in Program Development for performing feasibility
studies. This resulted in development of LUTE phase A final products that are usually not available until
the phase B activity: draft LUTE level I and level II systems requirements document, lander systems
requirements document, preliminary project plan (appendix A), preliminary reliability plan, preliminary
safety plan, preliminary hazard analysis, and a preliminary project logic flow diagram have been pre-
pared as part of the phase A effort. These documents are some specific, tangible examples of involving a
wide range of engineering disciplines in the project early enough to ensure that considerations are given
to all aspects of the project during its formative stages.
A three-dimensional (3-D) electronic engineering drawing system was utilized during the LUTE
phase A final study to improve the analytical process. The drawings prepared by the assembly and
layout analyst were utilized by the thermal analyst, the structures analyst, and the pointing and control
analyst to evaluate the LUTE configuration. This eliminated the need for separate layouts for each
discipline's analysis. Since the assembly and layout analyst made all changes in the layout computerized
drawings, there was assurance that all analysts were working on the same configuration. This
configuration was electronically transferred to the Visual Information Division at MSFC and utilized in
the development of an animation of the LUTE mission scenario_ Someof this same material was utilized
in the development of a "penny folder" on the LUTE project that was printed at MSFC using an
advanced reproduction process. The MSFC internal graphics and printing capability made an animation
and "penny folder" possible with severely limitedLUTE funding.
This report outlines the mission science and educational criteria that were used for the phase A
activity, the reference design concept that resulted from phase A, the subsystem trades that were accom-
plished to develop the reference design concept, safety and mission assurance considerations, the project
schedule and cost estimates that were developed from the phase A effort, a summary of future work, and
conclusions that can be drawn from the phase A activity.
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2.0 SCIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
2.1 UV Survey Characteristics. Expected Astronomical Capabilities and Progress
The scientific value of the LUTE will be primarily in its role as the first high-resolution astro-
nomical survey in the UV and far ultraviolet (FUV) regions of the electromagneticspectrum. Although
there have been observations in this wavelength range, these have been mostly limited to spectra of
selected objects, with the targets chosen because of their interesting appearance in some other spectral
regime. There have been a few previous imaging surveys. Those with the Far Ultraviolet Space
Telescope (FAUST) and very wide field camera onboard Spacelab 1 had several hundred times less
sensitivity and spatial resolution than will be provided by LUTE. The ultraviolet imaging telescope
(U1T) on Astro-1 had comparable sensitivity to that projected for the LUTE, but the LUTE will have
approximately 3 times the spatial resolution and 10 times the spatial coverage (per year). In contrast to
these earlier surveys which sampled only nearby or extremely UV-bright objects, or objects in a fairly
restricted volume of space, the LUTE will furnish a statistical sample of the UV sources in the universe
as a whole. The value of such a sampling in this previously neglected region of the spectrum will be
immense, comparable to a celestial census. The worth of the LUTE as a survey instrument will also be
considerably enhanced by other complementary missions (e.g., Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and
Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)). The relative sensitivities of the instruments are entirely
appropriate for this use. Interesting objects can be identified from the LUTE sample, then examined in
more detail with longer observations by the other instruments.
The wavelength range planned for the LUTE, approximately 1,000 to 3,500/_, is of great interest
to astronomers because of the physical insight it gives into dynamic processes in the universe. Emission
at these wavelengths is characteristic of plasmas that are hotter than the surface temperatures of most
stars. Although many objects show a bit of UV emission, for something to be really bright in this regime
it must usually be dynamic, heated by some sort of energetic process. Examples are flares in the outer
atmospheres of relatively cool stars like our own Sun, or accretion disks of matter spiraling into black
holes. UV observations allow us to see directly into the heart of many astrophysical phenomena.
The LUTE is planned to be a 1 m f/3 imaging telescope. Operating as a transit telescope, the
LUTE will have fixed pointing, allowing the Moon's rotation to move it along a ribbon of sky. Its field of
view (FOV) will sweep out a circular swath on the celestial sphere, 1.4 ° (1 ° unvignetted) wide, once each
month. The choice of power source will determine what fraction of this swath can be observed each
month. The use of solar arrays would restrict operation to approximately lunar daytime, i.e., at most,
about half of the circle could be observed in any given month. (There are other possible operational con-
straints which may reduce the observable fractions somewhat more, such as avoiding periods near lunar
sunrise and sunset during the lunar summer when direct sunlight might enter the telescope aperture. See
section 5.8 for a discussion of these constraints.) The use of a radioisotope thermoelectric generator
(RTG) would permit around-the-clock observations (subject to the other possible constraints). The total
annual coverage will exceed 300 square degrees, but the number of repeats of any given portion of the
swath will be larger with an RTG. Increasing the number of repeats is desirable for all of the science
objectives since combining the observations can dramatically increase the signal to noise. Science
objectives concerning time varying objects are particularly sensitive to the number of repeats. Figure 3
shows a map of the celestial sphere. 5 The thin curved line represents the plane of the galaxy, and the
three labeled points correspond to the north and south galactic poles and the galactic center. The thicker
curved lines show two of the many possible survey strips for the LUTE. The upper one of these is the
preferred survey. Here, the lunar site and instrument pointing (selenographic declination +30 °) have been
selected to include the north galactic pole in the observed area. It is desirable to have the swath approach
the galactic pole as closely as possible because the dense clouds of dust and gas within our own galaxy
5
obscuremoredistantobjects;looking out thepolewhereourgalaxyis thinnestwill permit observation
of distanttargets.This obscurationisnot asimplefunctionof galacticlatitude;if operationalor
hardwareconstraints(section5.8)precludepointingdirectiyat thepole,it shouldStill bepossibleto
choosetheLUTE orientationsoasto include suitable lines of sight out of the galaxy within the swath.
The approximate spectral range of the LUTE will be 1,000 to 3,500/_,. This is to be covered in three
filter bandpasses, each about 800/_, wide. Resolution of 0.33 arcsecon," per pixel is planned. The point
source sensitivity at a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 for a B0 star at 1,500 Ais currently estimated to be V_>
25 (after correction for reddening)i The planned combination of _nsitivity and spatial Coverage ensure
that the LUTE will sample a statistically significant volume of the universe. Together with the expected
spatial and temporal resolution, this Will enable the LUTE to contribute substantially to many current
scientific investigations. These include (but are not limited to) the following topics:
(I) Extragalactic Astronomy
: !
Imaging and morphology of distant galaxies: More than 10 6 galaxies will be imaged within the
annual strip.
Galaxy evolution: Regions of recent star formation can be identified from the presence of hot
young UV-bright stars. Star formation rate as a function of galactic redshift and morphological type can
be determined.
Search for gravitational lenses and lensed objects: UV-bright objects such as quasars (QSO's)
can be detected at large distances and so are excellent candidates for lensing. The LUTE survey will
determine the frequency of occurrence of gravitational lenses. Combining this with the separation of the
lensed images gives an estimate of the mass density of the universe.
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Search for cosmic strings: Special case of gravitational lenses---cosmic strings have been postu-
lated as "seeds" for the observed structure of the universe. One could search for clusters of identical
pairs of galaxies lensed by a continuous string to demonstrate the existence of strings or limit their space
density.
Distribution of extragalactic background light: How much of the UV background is diffuse or
discrete? Is it all composed of galaxies? Also map windows through "nearby" haze for intensive obser-
vation by other missions.
Active galactic nuclei (AGN's) and QSO's: The UV survey will find an entirely new sample of
these objects. The statistics of this population are of great interest. Monthly variability may be common,
resulting from occultation of the central broad-line region by dark orbiting narrow-line material. The
time scales of the variability can be used to determine the size of the regions involved.
(2) Galactic Astronomy
Measure motions of stars/kinematics of the galaxy: Repeated observation of the field will allow
derivation of proper motions at the subpixel level. A parallax program for stars at distances of hundreds
of parsecs can be initiated.
Discover and monitor interacting binaries: Detailed studies of cataclysmic variables, x-ray
binaries, V471 Tauri systems, and binary Wolf-Rayet systems will be possible.
Study of the interstellar medium (ISM): Supernova remnants (SNR's) interact with the ISM as
they spread outward, heating and locally enriching it to enhance emission in the UV. Also reflection of
other radiation sources by interstellar dust ("reflection nebulae") can be studied.
Discover and monitor variability of chromospherically active stars: Much flare energy goes into
UV lines, so the output variations of these stars will appear at high contrast. Monitoring of starspot
cycles analogous to the solar magnetic cycle may greatly enhance our understanding of the Sun's own
dynamo. This is one area in particular where increasing the number of repeated observations (via an
RTG) could greatly enhance the science return.
Production mechanisms for white dwarfs: Stars just cooling to the white dwarf stage are strong
UV emitters.
(3) Solar System Astronomy
Distribution of zodiacal dust: This is constantly removed and replenished. Observations of proper
motion and parallax can define the circulation patterns.
Very early/late coma on comets and transieni coma on asteroids: Water vapor and its dissociation
products can be easily detected.
The LUTE science working group (SWG) met during the course of this phase A study (March
18-20, 1993). One topic considered by the SWG was whether the telescope, which had served as the
basis for the early phase A, represented the best choice of design parameters or if the scientific return
might be enhanced by an alternate design. The early phase A strawman was the same telescope reported
here, a 1 m f/3 telescope with detector pixels covering 0.33 arcsecond each. The specific alternative con-
sidered, within the constraint of the 1 m size, was a change to a telescope that would be slower (f/9), but
havegreaterspatialresolution(0.11arcsecondperpixel).Thischangewould havesomeadvantages.
Therewouldbeasignificantimprovementin theability of theLUTE to accuratelymeasurethepositions
of objects(astr0metry).OtherobjectivesthatCouldbenefitfrom theincreasedspatialresolutionwould
be thestudiesof UV-bright starswithin othergalaxiesandthestudiesof AGN's andQSO's,becauseof
the increasedability to discerntheradial distributionsof UV sourceswithin thesedistanttargets.
However,thegroupconsensuswasthatmorewouldbelost thangainedby suchachange.Onenegative
effectof thechangewould beareductionin theareacoveredby thesurveyby afactor of three.This
wouldadverselyaffect thestatisticalvalueof thesampleof all typesof objects,but wouldbeespecially
badfor someof therarertypes,suchasSNR'sor starsjust coolingto thewhite dwarf stage.Sofew of
thesemight be foundin thesmallersurveyStripthatnogefi_-rfilconclusionsaboutthegroupcould be
madeatall. Furthermore,thestudiesof diffusetargets,theISM, SNR's,andtheUV backgroundwould
beseverelycurtailedby thereducedspeedof theinstrument.This is becausethereis a fixed noiseper
pixel. Spreadingtheimageof afaint extendedobjectovermorepixels(to achievehigherspatial
resolution)hastheunfortunatedisadvantageof addingmorenoiseto the image.The conclusionof the
SWGwasthatthestrawmanparameterswereoptimal for the 1m UV telescope.
2.2 Role in Education
In addition to its scientific goals, the LUTE has excellent potential as an educational tool. At the
graduate and undergraduate level, research involving the LUTE data base will differ from most astro-
nomical research. Traditionally, astronomers formulate a question, make observations with a (pointing)
telescope, then reduce and analyze the data. The LUTE survey data will be archived immediately, with
no individual data rights. Data bases of positions and varying intensities of cataloged objects will be
formed, allowing-r_tii'ch to be done at the level Of data access r/_ther than telescope access. A scien-
tist/student can simply formulate a problem and begin accessing data. Problems of many types can be
attacked, including statistical analy_s of _,ad_s ciasses of objects and selection of specific targets,
either for intensive analysis of LUTE data itself (e.g., for time variation) or as candidates for follow-on
observations at other telescopes. This data base query system is designed to promote "lateral thinking"--
the interactive nature of commanding and graphically representing large data sets allows one to investi-
gate interesting phenomena as they appe_the data. This mode of operation Opens up discovery space
to any user. Knowing that one could make an entirely unanticipated discovery enhances the excitement _
of working in this way and encourages constant critical thinking, in particular, while the professional
astronomer with training in astrophysics, experimentation, and critical thinking has an advantage in dis-
covery, the student being trained in these and other aspects of physical sciences has a real possibility of
making exactly the same discovery. At elementary and secondary education levels, the LUTE data will
have a different sort of appeal. The complete public access to the data will make it possible for the data
to be received by schools in near real time. The excitement of seeing "live" astronomical observations
from the Moon should inspire many young scientists and engineers, and be the basis for spinoff lessons
in many different fields of physics, engineering, and astronomy.
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3.0 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
A preliminary project requirements document (PRD) has been developed by systems engineering
for the LUTE project. Ordinarily, project management would not initiate the development of a PRD so
soon, but according to NWODB, it is both prudent and cost-effective to begin generating such a docu-
ment, even as early as phase A. With that in mind, a comprehensive list of science and design require-
ments was compiled for the LUTE project. This preliminary PRD serves not only as a holding tank and
tracking device for derived system requirements, but also as a head start on an effort that would likely be
much more time- and cost-intensive if it were delayed until later in the program. These requirements are
written in a format that will lend itself to the development of an official document in the future.
Accordingly, these requirements have been organized using the prescribed format of the generic systems
requirements specification document, and even though the PRD is far from complete, it is fully capable
of evolving into a baseline document as the LUTE project enters new phases. These requirements,
though preliminary, helped to accelerate LUTE development by providing a clear requirements status to
the LUTE technical discipline leads early in the project. Requirements regarding science, materials,
mechanisms, optics, thermal control, structures, dynamics, power, command and data management,
software, weight and center of gravity (CG), mission analysis, and mission environments have been
included in the document and provide a reference point not only to the present development team but
also to any new team members. The PRD has been through several informal reviews to date and will
continue to be reviewed and updated as necessary.
3.1 Requirements Summary.
The systems integration team joined the LUTE phase A Task Team in October 1992, and began
by generating a preliminary set of level II LUTE systems requirements. These requirements were trans-
formed into a level II systems requirements document (SRD) according to NASA and MSFC generic
systems requirements documentation standards. This initial document included science, design, mission,
operations, and performance requirements which were derived from the overall LUTE scientific goals.
Consistent with the LUTE level I SRD, the level II SRD serves as the basis for lower level requirements
and also drives the development of support plans, interface documentation, specifications, and drawings
to be compiled in later phases of the program.
3.2 Level I Requirements
The level I SRD was prepared by the Task Team, but has not been baselined by NASA
Headquarters. A copy of this document is included in appendix B.
3.3 Level II Telescope Requirements Summary
The level I mission requirements of the LUTE (section 3.1) drive the telescope requirements at
level II and specify what kind of data are needed from a lunar-based UV telescope. The level II require-
ments are derived from them and specify the parameters that will keep the LUTE within the bounds set
at the highest level. For example, the requirements in section 3.1 indicate what kind of data are desired
from the LUTE, and the level II requirements define the lunar site selection criteria and landing orienta-
tion that will be conducive to obtaining that data. The system has been divided into two major elements:
the telescope and the lander that delivers it to the lunar surface. Together, these two major elements are
called the integrated payload and, for the sake of simplicity, they are treated separately at level II. This
method will allow the development of the two separate elements to proceed independent of each other
9
eventhoughtheyperformasaconnectedunit for nearlyall functional,mechanical,andoperational
purposes.Thelevel II requirements,whichdrive thetelescopedesign,areaddressedin this section.The
level II telescopeandlandersystemsrequirementsareincludedin appendicesC andD.
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4.0 LUTE REFERENCE DESIGN CONCEPT
The following sections describe the reference design concept to date. The design is derived from
requirements described in the previous sections, and supported by trade study results in the individual
subsystems areas. The trade studies, as described in detail in section 5.0, provided conclusions that were
incorporated into the following reference design. The configuration was generated using an integrated
design and engineering analysis software tool. The software consists of both solid modeling generation
and structural/thermal analysis tools. The software integrates these tools into one package with a com-
mon interface and a shared application data base. Geometric concepts and designs developed in the solid
modeling package were utilized by the structures and thermal analysis groups to aid in building their
finite element models. This integrated approach maintained a consistent configuration across engineer-
ing disciplines and was used extensively during the phase A analytical process.
4.1 System Description
The configuration design effort was directed toward a LUTE concept that would be compatible
with requirements imposed by the launch vehicle, lander, and overall performance of a lunar based tele-
scope. A reference concept was established after analysis and trade studies were conducted, examining
both physical and performance characteristics of each subsystem. A landing site of 66.5 ° north latitude
and 24.2* west longitude was selected to meet a number of site selection constraints and after numerical
thermal analyses had been done for 65 ° latitude. Some of the results described in section 5 refer to 40"
north latitude because initial studies were based on this latitude. An overall description of the LUTE ref-
erence design concept will be given in this section.
4.1.1 Objectives and Requirements for the LUTE Reference Design
In developing the reference LUTE design to meet the scientific objectives outlined in section 3,
goals were established to minimize the need for active thermal control and minimize weight. The LUTE
optical design was developed by D. Korsch. This compact design lent itself to the limited volume of the
Atlas II 3.3 m diameter payload fairing, which also houses the lander. Additional design requirements
were derived from the launch vehicle, accommodation of the optical design, optimum science return, the
lunar environment, the continuous operation of the telescope, structural efficiency, and thermal designs.
During the initial phase of the design activity, the LUTE payload was baselined to use the Artemis
common lunar lander. The Artemis concept, a generic lander to be launched on a Delta II vehicle, was
proposed by Johnson Space Center (ISC) as a cost-effective approach to delivering various payloads to
the lunar surface. After extensive study, it was determined that the Delta/Artemis vehicle was both
performance- and volume-limited for the LUTE payload (see appendix E.) Therefore, a generic lander
was sized for use on an Atlas II launch vehicle. The lander provides a structural interface (identical to
Artemis) and a power interface for the RTG.
The harsh lunar environment created thermal control problems. It was desired to maximize the
operation time of the telescope throughout the day/n'ight cycle. The radiators needed to have an unob-
structed view to deep space and also be located in close proximity to the heat source. Doing so would
maximize heat transfer and minimize weight. The detector, located in the plane of the secondary mirror,
required a cold environment. Lunar surface radiation impinging on the upper interior surface of the light
shade tended to heat the detector and the mirrors, causing nonuniform temperature gradients. One solu-
tion involved the use of solar baffles, another changing the site latitude, and the third was a combination
of the two. The omnidirectional and high-gain antenna, on the other hand, needed to be mounted near
the periphery of the telescope to preclude any view obscuration or obstruction. The lander could not
guarantee a specific landed attitude or orientation; therefore, the LUTE was required to provide roll and
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tilt capabilityto align theelectronicsbox,high-gainantenna,andfocalplanedetector.This wouldbe
accomplishedautomaticallyby asignalto thelow-gainantennato startthetelescopeactivation.The ref-
erenceconfiguration,asshownin figure4, wasstronglyinfluencedby theseconsiderations.
5.75M
T
2.06M
4.72M
Figure 4. LUTE reference configuration.
4.1.2 Primary Interfaces
The following two sections will cover the LUTE primary interfaces: the launch vehicle and the
lander.
4.1.2.1 Launch Vehicle
The LUTE/lander payIoadisdesigned to be launchedon an Atlas II vehicle utilizing a Centaur
third stage. The 3.3 m external diameter payload fairing, with a 2.9 m diameter dynamic envelope,
determines the maximum outer dimensions of the LUTE/lander payload. The Atlas Ii User's Mission
Planning Guide is the reference used in determining the dynamic envelope, as shown in figure 5. It is
assumed that space vehicle primary structure first lateral modes are above 10 Hz and first axial modes
are above 15 Hz. These envelopes include allowances for payload fairing static and dynamic deflections,
manufacturing tolerance, out-of-round conditions, and misalignments. Additional information on the
capabilities of the Atlas II will also be found in the guide.
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Figure 5. Atlas-II 3.3 m payload envelope.
4.1.2.2 Generic Lander
A study was performed to determine the physical size of a lander required to accommodate the
LUTE. A four-tank lander configuration, with a single 4,000 N Marquardt gimbaled engine, was
assumed. Using a total propellant load of 1,650 kg of nitrogen tetroxide/monomethylhydrazine, each
tank would have volumetric requirements of 0.39 m 3. The spherical domed tanks were located 90 ° apart
on a 1.82 m diameter circle. The body of the lander is an octagonal structure with the four legs located
between the tanks. An RTG is attached to one of the lander legs. The overall stowed diameter of the
lander stage is 2.70 m, with an overall length of 1.78 m. The lander provides 12 hardpoints, to be used
only for payload attachment. Six hardpoints are located on a 1.82 m diameter circle and the remaining
six are located on a 0.76 m diameter circle, as shown in figure 6.
°to ,, ' , ,,To,..
Figure 6. Lander/payload interface hardpoints.
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4.1.3 Major LUTE Systems/Elements
Thehardwaretree,shownin figure 7, containsa first- andsecond-ordersubassemblybreakdown
of theLUTE payload.Someof theelementsarecommonto morethanonesystem.Furthersubassembly
breakdownis providedin appendixF. Thefollowing sectionsdefinefunctionalrequirementsanddesign
conceptsfor themajorLUTE assemblies.Additionalanalysisandtradestudieswill beconductedto
determinethebestwaysof implementingdesignrequirements.
Main Optics [ Stru_ural [ _3trmros! ]
System j [ Suppo¢l [
I LUTE
Telescope Assy I
I
Pointing I
Control
S_/stem
I
Teles¢o_ I
Protection
System
Figure 7. LUTE hardware tree.
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The selected three-mirror system is shown in figure 8. The primary mirror diahaeter is 1 m with a
0.5 m central hole. Tile secondary mirror is 0238 m in dJaineter with a 0.15 m Central hole. The tertiary
mirror is 0.28 m in diameter and located in the same plane as the primary mirror. The focal plane detec-
tor is located in the same plane as the secondary mirror. The separation distance between the primary/
tertiary and secondary mirror is 0.65 m.
Base Plate
Tertiae/Mirror
Figure 8. Optical bench assembly.
E
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4.1.3.2 OpticalBenchAssembly
Theprimary functionof theopticalbenchassemblyis to hold therelativealignmentof theoptics
anddetectorwithin anallowabletolerance.This is accomplishedby usingthermallystablematerials,
isolatingthestructurefrom thechangingenvironment,andprovidinganarticulatingsecondarymirror.
Thespacingandattitudeof thesecondarymirror relativeto theprimarycanbeadjustedto compensate
for thermallyinducedmotions.Thedesigngoalof minimizingthermalgrowth wasincorporatedto limit
thefrequencyanddegreeof adjustments.Themajorstructuralelementsof theopticalbenchassembly
aremirrors, focal planedetector,light baffles,meteringstructure,andbaseplatesupport.
4.1.3.3 Baffles
Thefunctionof thebafflesis to attenuateanystraylight enteringtheopticalbenchassembly.
Baffle geometryis alsospecifiedby theopticaldesign.Theenvelopedimensionsof theopticalbench
andrelative locationsof thebafflesareshownin figure9.
M_in Baffle--The main baffle is a cylindrical shell with open ends having internal rings and
external Iongerons. The shell has an outside diameter of 1.08 m and overall length of 0.82 m. The aft end
of the shell is attached to the baseplate.
Internal Baffles--Truncated conical baffles enclose the secondary mirror, tertiary mirror, and the
focal plane detector. The secondary mirror baffle is attached to the hub ring supporting the secondary
mirror assembly. The tertiary mirror baffle is attached to the baseplate. The detector baffle is integrated
into the support structure for the detector.
/_,J30M
.16M
I_ 1.08M
.87M
','t'_'--. 54 M "''-'---"_
I I I
Figure 9. Optical bench envelope dimensions.
1.27M
J
4.1.3.4 Metering Structure
The key function of the metering truss is to provide a stable support for the optics and focal plane
assembly. A single bay truss, with eight struts, spans between the base plate and the forward metering
ring. The truss assembly interfaces with the secondary mirror support spider. The truss length is 0.83 m,
with a diameter of 1.19 m. An alternate metering structure considered is a cylindrical shell structure that
also supports the secondary mirror via the spider assembly. The construction would be a closed shell
consisting of longitudinal stringers and formed rings.
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_p.h_--The referencedesignhasthesecondarymirror andfocalplaneassemblynestedinsidea
circularring frame.Beamsextendradially from thisring to themeteringstructurewhereall four are
rigidly connected.Thefour beamsarearrangedin acruciformstructure.
4.1.3.5 Baseplate
The baseplateis thecentralstructuralelementof theLUTE payload.It servesastheintegrating
structurefor theopticalbenchassembly,pointingsystem,andlight shade.Themeteringtruss,attached
to theforward sideof theplate,supportsthesecondarymirror assembly.Theprimary andtertiary
mirrors aresupportedby thebaseplatethroughflexuremounts.Theaft endof the light shadeandtertiary
mirror bafflearecan_everedfrom theplate.A motorandbearingassemblymountedon theaft sideof
thebaseplateprovides+180 ° rotation of the LUTE about the optical axis for initial orientation after
landing.
4.1.3.6 Power System
The power system generates, regulates, and distributes the electrical energy output from the RTG
to the lander during its operational phase and then, after landing, to the LUTE. The power is distributed
to the electromechanical devices and avionics subsystems which perform the various spacecraft func-
tions.
When activated, the RTG produces power continuously, therefore, cooling provisions will be
required in the Atlas II fairing. Figure 10 shows the LWIE/lander stowed in the Atlas II fairing. The
RTG is located on one of the lander legs to maximize its distance from the optical assembly during
LUTE operation. The RTG requires a thermal isolator which is included in the phase A design concept.
A _Atlas I1
t_ Medium Payload Fairing
CentaurlLande [rI_ Generic Lander
Interface Adapter _ Centaur Equipment Module
Figure 10. Launch configuration.
4.1.3.7 Communications and Data Handling (C&DH)
The reference design C&DH system includes all the equipment required to manage the flow of
data to and from the LUTE and lander. This includes the receipt, processing, and execution of com-
mands; the storage and transmission of information from LUTE systems; and the routing of scientific
E
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data and subsequent transmission to the ground. The LUTE configuration was required to accommodate
the placement of a high-gain antenna, four omnidirectional antennae, and a standard complement of
C&DH components as defined in section 4.2.6.
High-Gain Antenna Assembly--The high-gain antenna dish is 0.46 m in diameter. The antenna
utilizes a double axis gimbal system to acquire and track Earth. Due to limitations in the lander design, a
specific attitude and orientation of the LUTE could not be assured. Therefore, the LUTE will provide
some means of initial alignment. This is accomplished by mounting the antenna assembly on a mast.
The mast is structurally attached to the light shade external ring frames.
Qmnidirectional Antennae--Omni-antennae will be used for initial acquisition of LUTE. It is
anticipated that four omnidirectional antennae will be needed to ensure adequate pattern coverage. This
is necessary due to the uncertainty of landing orientation and the potential obscuration of the Earth from
the light shade. The exact location of the omni-antenna is subject to further analysis; however, it is
expected that they will be equally spaced around the lander periphery.
Integrated Electronics Box--A major assumption in the study was the use of an integrated elec-
tronics box_It was decided that a single box containing the power, C&DH, and sensor electronics would
be easier to accommodate than numerous individual components. Also, many of the existing off-the-
shelf electronic components would have to be requalified or redesigned to sustain the harsh lunar
environment. The box, with dimensions of 0.3 by 0.6 by 0.15 m, is located on the north side of the tele-
scope. The electronics box is attached to a strut supported shelf, as shown in figure 11.
\
High Gain Light Shade
Antenna
Optical Bench Assy
I"
L _l II1,_-. /Integrated
_ Electronics
AssyUpper Roll
Figure 11. C&DH equipment locations.
The need to be located on the anti-Sun side of the telescope during lunar operation was dictated
by thermal control requirements of unobstructed view to space. The upper surface of the box served as
the radiator. Thermally activated louvers were included in the design of the radiator. Louvers are an
active element that have been used in different forms on numerous spacecraft. They can provide variable
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heatrejectionfrom fully closedto fully openwithoutanypowerconsumption.A bimetallic springactu-
atedrectangularblade(venetianblind) typewasselectedfor thephaseA concept.
It wasassumedthatthevolumeof theintegratedelectronicsboxwould beequalto thesumma-
tion of thevolumesof theindividual components.Thisassumptionwill berefinedin phaseB.
4.1.3.8 Mechanisms
LUTE cannotbelaunchedin its operationalconfigurationbecauseof shroudenvelopelimita-
tions.To function, theLUTE mustbeplacedin anoperationalconfigurationwhich includesarticulation
to align the telescopeto theproperdeclination.It mayalsobenecessaryto makefinepointing adjust-
mentstokeepthepayloadfunctioningproperlyoverits expected2 yearlife. Themechanismsrequired
includethosefoundon thetelescopepointingsystem;apei-tu-reCover,high-gainantenna,andelectronics
box thermallouvers.Thetelescopepointingsystem_mechanlsrniSdiscussedin detail in theguidance,
navigation,andcontrolsectionalongwith its operationalfunction.Thehigh-gainantennaandelectron-
icsbox thermallouverdiscussionsarefoundin theC&DH sectionof thedocument.It is understoodthat
eaclitimea mechanismisrequiredto deploy0r orient a device, a failure mode is Created. Therefore, a
primary goai in the phase A was to minimize the number of mechanisms. This approach should be
retained in subsequent phases of the project.
4.1.3.9 Telescope Protection System
_/gL_lIg...C,.9.__/_--An aperture cover is required for protection of the optical system from con-
tamination entering the telescope tube. This could occur any time during shipping, launch, in transit to
the Moon, or after landing on the lunar surface. For this study, it was assumed that the hinge and latch
mechanisms are required to operate only once and are single fault tolerant. Various design options were
assessed (see appendix G). The detailed design of the deployment mechanisms would depend on how
the cover is to be opened. Also important is the interface between the cover and the telescope tube. The
presence of an O-ring seal could change or eliminate several of the methods for opening the cover.
Redundancy requirements and the need for multloperation mechanisms can also be major design drivers.
A hinged aperture cover provides not only a pivot point for the door, but also a good location to apply
the torque required for opening the door. Motor-driven hinges which feature high redundancy/reliability
would be suited for applications requiring repeated operation. They require thermal control and more
complex electronics than "one shot" schemes. The simplest concept for opening the aperture cover
would be a hinge with the required torque applied by a torsional spring, as shown in figure 12. This type
of configuration has flown in the past as a solar array deployment mechanism. The design is currently
being developed for AXAF-S. With proper design and materials selection, a similar design could be
adopted for the LUTE application.
If a passive spring hinge system is used, some method of controlling rate and/or stopping may be
required. This will help minimize disturbance of any dust that settles on the cover during landing and
prevent damage to the barrel section or other telescope parts. Candidate mechanism that limit rate
include torsional springs which oppose the motion, Viscous dampers, friction brake, magnetic brake, or
eddy current damper. These are essentially passive devices that require no control other than initial
setup. Eddy current dampers have been used for many spacecraft and are to be used for AXAF-S. The
mechanism may need to be thermally conditioned to stay within its qualification range. A latching
system will also be required for the aperture cover. These latches will serve as launch locks and allow
opening of the door on command. If repeatability is required, a motor-driven latch system is preferred.
Appendix H shows a high redundancy motor-driven latch used on the HST. This type of system would
also require complex electronic and thermal control. For a "'one shot" system, pyrotechnics provide an
ii-
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Figure 12. Deployment mechanisms.
attractive system. Small pyrotechnic devices, such as guillotines, pin pullers, and nut separators, produce
very little shock and contain the gases from firing. Proper isolation can help attenuate the shock they
produce. Pyrotechnic latch systems have been used on many spacecraft and are to be used for AXAF-S
and most likely on AXAF-I. They are also relatively inexpensive, have built-in redundancy, and are well
proven. Paraffin devices were also investigated for latch design. Some of the same methods used for
pyrotechnic latch design (nut separator and pin puller) could also be used with a paraffin actuator. A
resettable nut separator qualified for space applications, and resettable paraffin operated latches are
available. These latch designs offer a very simple system with much lower shock loads than pyro-
technics. The main disadvantage of paraffin actuators is that temperature is the triggering device.
Paraffin devices would have to be thermally isolated or the high lunar temperatures would prematureIy
activate them. For this reason, paraffin technology is not recommended for LUTE. Another possible
method of a latching/release system for the door would be thermal knives. The thermal knife system is
more expensive than pyrotechnics, but would produce less shock to the spacecraft. Additional informa-
tion on eddy current dampers, pyrotechnic devices, paraffin actuators, and thermal knives is given in
appendix H. In summary, the following configuration is recommended for the LUTE aperture cover:
Drive
Rate Control
Latches
- torsional spring located at hinge line
- eddy current damper
- pyrotechnic nut separator.
Configuration of the LUTE aperture cover, required redundancy, repeatability requirements,
method of opening the door, acceptable levels of shock, available power, and thermal control will be
considered in phase B.
_--The light shade is designed to keep direct sunlight from entering the telescope
tube and impinging on the optical bench assembly. The light shade is an open-ended circular shell with
a diameter of 1.27 m and an overall length of 3.35 m. The forward end is sliced at a 60* angle with
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respectto thehorizontal.However,theangleof thesliceisdependenton theviewing declination
selected.Theshapeis maintainedwith ring framesandlongerons.Thering framesareexternalin the
regionsurroundingtheopticalbenchassemblyandinternalelsewhere.Theinternal ring framesalso
serveasbaffles.The 24 longeronsarelocatedinternalto thelight shadeandareequallyspacedaround
thecircumference.
4.1.3.10 ReferenceDesignConfigurationSummary
Theconfigurationeffort concentratedonstrikingabalancebetweenthediverserequirementsand [
evolving a concept that would be feasible and ultimately could be developed. The primary considera-
tions for the optimized design included limiting the weight Of the LUTE, ensuring c0mpatibiiity with the
lander, fitting within the Atlas-II launch vehicle fairing, satisfying the thermal control requirements, and
maintaining a high reliability while minimizing the Complexity of the Overall design._is optimized
design, shown in figure 13, would change as the design requirements change. Studies performed by JSC |
indicate that the Delta-II launch vehicle, originally assumed for the lift-off to transiunarinjection, did
not have adequate performance to carry the launch weight of the Artemis/LUTE combination. Once the
Artemis took its share of the 2.9 m diameter Delta fairing, the volume left for the LUTE was marginally
adequate. Therefore, it was decided to utilize the Atlas-qI launch vehicle. The additional performance
allowed the use of an RTG, giving virtually continuous operational capability. In addition, a dedicated
lander allowed the sharing of some common subsystems, eliminating duplication inherent in the
approach pursued previously. There also exists the possibility of a more efficient structural arrangement.
These changes, intuitively, would reduce the total mass that the launch vehicle would have to carry to
orbit.
Figure 13. LUTE configuration.
4.2 Subsystems De_;ign
4.2.1 Optical Configuration
The optical design of the LUTE was primarily driven by the requirement for a wide field-of-
view, which requires a three- or four-mirror telescope. A three-mirror system (fig. 14) was selected
because an additional reflection resulting from a fourth mirror would further reduce the throughput of
the telescope. Also, the location of the focal plane in front of the telescope, a result of the three-mirror
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configuration, is advantageous. While in most practical systems the focal plane is located behind the
primary, the location of the focal plane in front of the telescope has the added advantage of facilitating
the required radiative cooling of the detector array. The current optical design is a compact 1 m aperture,
three-mirror telescope with a field-of-view of 1.4 ° and a system focal length of 300 cm. The image
diameter is 7.4 cm. The back focal distance, i.e., length of the optical train between the tertiary and
secondary mirrors, is 65 cm. A more detailed discussion of the optical design and the trade studies
involved in the design of the optics is given in section 5.1.
S E CONMDAA;EY
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Figure 14. Optical layout.
4.2.2 Focal Plane Instrument
The focal plane instrument for the LUTE consists of an array of charge-coupled device (CCD)
detectors operated in a time delay and integration (TDI) mode, wherein the charge image is clocked
from column-to-column across the CCD' s at just the proper rate to remain synchronized with the optical
image (see section 5, fig. 47). This approach improves the faint-object sensitivity of the instrument and
at the same time eliminates the need for mechanically driving the telescope assembly to compensate for
the apparent motion of the stars and other celestial objects across the lunar sky. The focal plane instru-
ment, as currently envisioned, covers the UV portion of the spectrum from approximately 1,000 to 3,500
A in three bands of approximately 800 A each. There are two image sensors for each bandpass. These
sensors are physically separated on the focal plane. This layout of sensors allows measurement of short-
term variability of stellar objects. In addition to the UV detectors, visible band (optical) detectors are sit-
uated at the edges of the usable image area. These detectors are useful for assessing the overall per-
formance of the optical system and assist in the alignment of the telescope. A more detailed description
of the focal plane instrument and component elements is provided in section 5.2.
4.2.3 Baseline Structural Design
The following sections describe the individual structural components in the baseline LUTE
design. The structural trades and analyses supporting their design will be discussed in section 5.3 of this
report.
Methodology--The structural components were analyzed with a combination of hand calcula-
tions, 6 spreadsheet analyses, and finite element (FE) analyses with the I-DEAS TM finite element
modeling (FEM) and model solution software codes. After each component was analyzed and a baseline
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designchosen,anintegratedI-DEASTM model of the structural components was assembled, primarily to
calculate natural frequencies for the combined structure. This section discusses the LUTE structural
requirements, mass estimate, primary mirror, mirror support structure, metering structure, optical
baffles, light shade, aperture cover, electronics box support structure, and baseplate. Stress and natural
frequency results for the integrated LUTE FE model are presented.
Results--Individual detailed component analyses and trade studies were completed and are
documented in section 5.3. Thermal deformations for the SiC optics were calculated and found to be
acceptable by optical analyses. In addition, the LUTE components were analyzed as an integrated whole
structural system. Natural frequencies for the combined structure meet Atlas IIAS requirements, and
computed launch stresses are safe from material failure. The mass estimate for the structural system is
122 kg. These analyses show that the structural system for LUTE is adequate and safe.
4.2.3.1 Requirements
To identify the requirements affecting the structural system, a functional analysis for the LUTE
structures was performed. Derived requirements are summarized in table 2.
Table 2. Functional analysis for structures. 7-11
Functions Requirements
• Minimize mass Structural mass requirement not given
• Survive launch loads and vibrations
• Survive lander loads and vibrations
• Operate in lunar environment
• Minimize disturbances to optics:
- Maintain dimensional stability
- Reduce thermal paths
- Minimize light blockage
• Assure adequate strength and safety
Launch vehicle = assumed Atlas IIAS
• Frequency: 1st lateral mode > 10 Hz,
1st axial mode > 15 Hz.
• Max LF = 6.0 g's axial at BECO,
2.0 g's lateral at BECO/BPJ.
• System random LF's = 2.1 g's axial, 2.0 g's lat.
• Component-level random load criteria = TBD.
Lander = assumed Artemis
• Interface at 2 hex. frames with 6 hardpoints each.
• Landing loads < launch vehicle loads.
• Frequency constraints = TBD.
• Random vibration loads criteria = TBD.
• Surface AT = 93to 395 K.
• Optics AT = 65 to 265 K.
• Minimum operating life requirement = 2 years.
• Contamination requirements = TBD.
Mirror surface figure (requirements w/o actuators)
• Vertical peak-to-valley deformation < TBD microns.
• Curvature deformation < TBD # radians.
(Deformations supplied to Optics for acceptance)
• General safety factor = 1.4.
• Safety factor for glass analysis = 3.0.
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The structural design of the LUTE was primarily driven by two objectives. The first was to
minimize degradation of the LUTE optical performance due to thermal deformations. The second
objective was to minimize structural mass.
4.2.3.2 Structural Mass Estimate
A summary of the structural mass estimate for the baseline LUTE preliminary design appears in
table 3.
Table 3. Structural mass estimate for basetine design.
Component
Mirror Support Structure
Flexures
- Primary
- Secondary
- Tertiary
Launch Locks
Metering Structure
- Truss rods
- Spider
- Secondar_ mirror housin_
Optical Baffles
- Primary baffle
- Secondary baffle
- Tertiary baffle
- Science instrument
Material Mass (kg)
Graphite/Epoxy
Graphite/Epoxy
Graphite/Epoxy
TBD
Graphite/Epoxy
1
1
1
TBD
11
9
1
12
Light shade
- Skin
- Support frames
- Skin stringers
Miscellaneous
A12219
0.5
1
0.2
- Power system attachment
- Electronic box support
- Aperture cover
Telescope Baseplate
Total
A1 2219
11
TBD
AI 2219
Aluminum
12
14
TBD
8
15
Graphite/Epoxy 24
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4.2.3.3 Primary Mirror
The LUTE primary mirror has an outside diameter of 100 cm and an inside diameter of 50 cm.
The internal mirror construction, as pictured in figure 15, consists of two faceplates, 3 mm thick, sepa-
rated by a 6 cm thick core of triangular cells. Each cell of the sandwich core is an equilateral triangle
with sides that are 5 cm in length and 1 mm thick. The mirror also has a 2 mm thick hatband around the
outer circumference. It is anticipated that the secondary and tertiary mirrors will have similar construc-
tion schemes, albeit with different geometric dimensions.
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1 mm thick
wails
TOP VIEW
r_
°cmIcorethickness
SIDE VIEW
Figure 15. Primary mirror internal construction.
Mirror Material--Thermal deformations for three primary mirror candidates were analyzed with
I-DEAS TM 6.1 and are described in detail in section 5.3.4.3, with the mirror material trade study. From
that trade, SiC was selected as the baseline mirror material. Optical studies and trades also favored SiC
as the mirror material choice.
4.2.3.4 Mirror Support Structures
Structural supports for the primary and tertiary mirrors C0nneci these mirrors to the baseplate.
These supports must minimize stress and deformations in the mirrors during operation, by allowing the
mirrors to expand and contract in the thermal environment. A statically determinant support with three
bottom-mounted flexures, pictured in figure 16 and discussed in section 5.3.4.2, has been chosen as the
reference design for the primary, secondary, and tertiary mirrors.
eO:
at 41.67-cm radially in Finite Element model
Restrained
d.o.f.
0 = 30 ° 0 = 150 ° 0 = 270 °
r0z 0z z
::
Figure 16. Baseline primary mirror support.
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The three bottom-mounted support flexures were radially located at the neutral surfaces of the
three mirrors. The primary mirror's neutral surface is at a radial location of 39.5 cm. Figure 16 shows
supports at 41.67 cm in the FE mesh because this was the closest nodal location to 39.5 cm. The tertiary
mirror's neutral surface is at 9.9 cm radially, and the secondary mirror's neutral surface is at 14.4 cm
radially.
4.2.3.5 Metering Structure
The metering structure supports the secondary mirror and the science instrument. Its primary
structural function is to maintain the focal distance from the primary and tertiary mirrors to the secon-
dary mirror and science instrument. The structure must have extremely small deflections and low ther-
mal expansion for dimensional stability during the lunar thermal cycle. Another objective is to minimize
heat transfer to the secondary mirror and science instrument by selecting materials with low thermal
conductivity and by reducing the number of heat conduction paths. Light blockage must also be
minimized so that the FOV of the primary and tertiary mirrors is not obscured. A picture of the metering
structure finite element model is shown in figure 17. The configuration is based on the design of the
HST's metering truss.
Figure 17. Metering structure finite element model.
Geometry--The diameter of the truss and outer hub were assumed to be 110 cm (the primary
mirror is 100 cm in diameter and the baseplate is 120 cm in diameter). The metering truss is 83 cm tall,
with 65 cm separation distance between the optics. The outer hub is 3 cm tall. The inner hub diameter is
40 cm and the detector housing is 14 cm in diameter. They are both 6 cm tall. The structural model was
one design iteration behind the configuration; the latest configuration has both the detector housing and
inner hub at 40 cm in diameter.
The metering truss tubes are 5 cm in diameter, with a 5 mm wall thickness. The outer hub thick-
ness is 2.5 cm, and the inner hub thickness is 6 mm. The outside spider thickness is 1.5 cm, and the
inside spider thickness is 1 cm. The sides of the detector housing are 1.5 cm thick, and the detector cover
is assumed to be 6 mm thick.
Materials--Graphite/epoxy is the reference material for the metering structure.
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4.2.3.6 OpticalBaffles
The opticalbafflesblock straylight from impingingon theLUTE mirrors.Noneof thebafflesin
thebaselinedesignareload-carrying.Thebaffleswereassumedto bealuminumwith a minimumgauge
thicknessof 1mm for themassestimate.Handcalculationsfor thesecondaryandtertiarybafflespredict
thatthe 1mmgaugethicknesswill besufficientto preventbucklingduringlaunch.
4.2.3.7 Light Shade
Thelight shadeblocksdirectsunlight,earthlight,andlunarsurfacereflectionsfrom theoptics.In
thecurrentLUTE design,thelight shadeis mountedontothebaseplate.It doesnotsupporttheoptical
assemblybut doessupportmultilayerinsulation(MLI), thehigh-gainantenna,aperturecover,and
electronicsbox.As a goal,the light shadeshouldminimizevibrational transmissioninto thebaseplate
andopticalassemblyduringoperations.Thebaselinelight shademodelis shownin figure 18.
L ig htshade model
278-cm
88-cm
Figure 18. Light shade.
Geometry The structural model of the LUTE light shade is 120 cm in diameter and 278 Cm
tall, with 88 cm being the cylindrical section's height. The skin thickness is 0.508 mm with 24 T-section
skin stringers attached to the inside circumference of the light shade at 15 ° intervals. The skin thickness
and number of stringers were determined from a trade study summarized in section 5.3.6. The spacing
between stringers is 15.7 cm. The geometry of the skin stringers is shown in figure 19.
m
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t sk = 0.0508 cm
bf = 1.5cm J tf = 0.35cm
II I= 0.35cm _ Total height = 1.75cmI -- ,__=0.05cm j
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bst =15.7cm
Figure 19. T-stringer geometry.
The skin stringers act to increase the stiffness of the structural design. Likewise, one intermediate
Z-frame is located halfway up the cylindrical section of the light shade to provide reinforcement for the
skin stringers to prevent column buckling. The Z-frame has 1.27 cm wide flanges, a height of 2.54 cm,
and a web thickness of 0.254 cm.
In addition, two major frames, to be assembled withthe light shade, have been identified as
necessary to increase stiffness and to provide structural attachments for the high-gain antenna, aperture
cover, electronics box, and potentially the power system. Both frames were assumed to be simple box
beams.
4.2.3.8 Electronics Box Support Structure
The electronics box support structure, shown in figure 20, is attached to the north side of the light
shade (the shortest side). The structure provides a stable support for the electronics box while maintain-
ing an open view to space for thermal radiative heat transfer. The support structure is an aluminum truss
consisting of a 1 cm thick electronics box shelf and 11 circular rods which are 1.25 cm in diameter.
_ ...._i__::_i_::_::!::iiii _::!_::_::!ii ::i::::iiiiii_i!i::?::::
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FRONT
22 cmJ I,_" I 22 cm
60 cm 30 cm
TOP
Aluminum
30 cm 1 cm thick shelf
Tr ss with 11circular rods.
Rods are 1.25cm diameter.
60 cm
Figure 20. Electronics box support structure.
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4.2.3.9 Aperture Cover
The function of the aperture cover is contamination control. Although a reference design has not
been selected, a mass estimate of 15 kg for an aluminum cover was derived by scaling the masses of the
HST and AXAF sunshade doors. This mass estimate is described in section 5.3.8.
4.2.3.10 Baseplate
The structural function of the LUTE baseplate is to provide support for the entire optical assem-
bly and light shade. It will also interface with the telescope mount.
Geometry--The baseplate is 120 cm indiameter in the structural model. It is modeled as a
honeycomb structure with two faceplates. Internal dimensions for the baseplate construction have been
assumed to be identical to the primary mirror construction (fig. 15), pending detailed stress analysis.
Materials--Since the reference optics are SiC, the b_plate has been modeled as graphite/epoxy,
in an effort to maintain athermalization between the optics and baseplate thermal growth.
4.2.3.11 Integrated Structural Model
After baseline designs for each component were selected, the components were incorporated into
an integrated FEM of the L_ structural system. This model was used to calculate launch stresses and
normal mode dynamics.
Stress analysis--A linear statics stress analysis conducted with I-DEAS_/model solution deter-
mined that the reference designs and mass estimates for the LUTE structural components are reasonable.
Quasistatic loads of 6 g's axial and 2 g's lateral, representing maximum launch vehicle loads on an Atlas
IIAS, were applied to the model. Table 4 summarizes the results of the FE stress analysis.
Table 4. LUTE linear static stress analysis with Atlas HAS launch loads.
Max. Launch Allowable
S tress Strength Stress
Structure (kPa) Location (MPa) M.S. Results
Integrated FE model 40,000 Metering structure. - - -
Baseplate
Primary mirror
Metering structure
Spider
Truss
Light shade
Skin
T-stringers
Electronics box support
-9,640
426
40,000
--680
-18,390
-14,700
12,170
Above hexapod mount.
Outside and inside, near mounts.
Attachments to secondary housing.
Near baseplate attachment.
At elec. box upper attach.
Near elec. box lower attach.
Upper light shade attach, rods.
356.07 >20
>1
356.07 7.9
356.07 High
236.36 I 1.9
236.36 15.1
236.36 >20
SF = 1.4
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
E
=
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Stresses developed in the LUTE structural components are safe from material failure, with high
margins of safety. Positive margins will be maintained for the structural system even if combined quasi-
static and random vibration load factors were to increase up to 53 g's axially and 16 g's laterally. For
some components, especially the mirrors and metering structure, stiffness and deflection requirements
will probably drive the structural design more so than the stress requirements. Buckling requirements
must also be considered.
Normal modes analysis--A normal modes analysis run with I-DEASrM/model solution deter-
mined that the reference structural design does not violate Atlas IIAS payload frequency constraints. A
summary of the natural frequencies analyzed for the LUTE structure appears in table 5.
Table 5. LUTE structural natural frequency.
Mode
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Natural Frequency
(Hz)
20.8
22.9
23.7
36.7
38.5
38.9
Description
Lateral (E to W) vibration of light shade conic section.
Axial vibration of light shade conic section.
Lateral (N to S) vibration of light shade.
(Pictorial output not obtained.)
(Pictorial output not obtained.)
(Pictorial output not obtained.)
Violates Atlas II
Constraints
No
No
No
No
No
No
Atlas HAS frequency constraints, listed in section 4.2.3.1, are that the first lateral mode must be
above 10 Hz and that the first axial mode must be above 15 Hz.
4.2.3.12 Conclusion
Individual detailed component analyses and trade studies were completed and are documented in
section 5.3. Thermal deformations for the SiC optics were found to be acceptable by optical analyses.
The LUTE components were analyzed as an integrated whole structural system. Natural frequencies for
the combined structure meet Arias HAS requirements, and computed launch stresses are safe from
material failure. Launch loads were the driving load condition. The mass estimate for the structural
system is 122 kg (with two TBD's identified). These analyses show that the structural system for LUTE
is adequate and safe. It is assumed the RTG is mounted on the lander structure and, therefore, does not
affect the telescope structure.
4.2.4 Electrical Power System (EPS)
The LUTE power system is based upon the use of existing design features and configuration of
the Galileo spacecraft RTG, as shown in figure 21. During the trade studies, a 150 W RTG, based upon
use of one-half of an existing design, was evaluated as a candidate power source. However, during the
course of the phase A final study, it became apparent that utilizing an existing 300 W RTG design could
supply the power needed during lunar descent and would offer to LUTE the capability of future power
growth. Location and characteristics of the existing RTG design are shown in figure 22.
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Telescope
Landing Legs
RTG
RTG EPS Characteristics
Power Capability (..&x_'_
EPS Mass
300 watt
RTG 56.2 kg
Regulator 12 kg
Distribution 10 kg
Figure 22. RTG EPS characteristics.
4.2.5 Thermal Control System (TCS)
The objective of the LUTE thermal control system is to maintain the primary mirror, optical
system, detector, and subsystem equipment within the required temperature range with minimum
expenditure of mass and power. In addition, thermal gradients in the primary mirror and optical system
must be minimized. Power availability is very limited. An RTG will be available to provide small
amounts of heater power during the night periods. Mass for the thermal control system is also very
limited since the LUTE is designed to be launched on a Delta or an Atlas vehicle.
4.2.5.1 Requirements
Specific requirements influencing the thermal control system are listed in table 6. The launch
vehicle selected defines the ascent and transit environment for the LUTE. Material selection and
degraded insulation and coating property assumptions must allow for the 2 year minimum useful life
requirement. The allowable temperature range and the maximum temperature differential for the optics,
which depend on the optics configuration, material, construction, and performance requirements, will be
defined after preliminary trade studies have been completed. The focal plane detector is an array of
Table 6. Systems requirements affecting the thermal control system.
Launch vehicle
Lander
Useful life
Optics temperature range
Optics maximum temperature differential
Detector temperature range
Detector heat rejection
Detector temperature stability
Electronics temperature range
Electronics heat rejection
Atlas class vehicle
Undefined
2 years
TBD, based on optical req./design
Less than TBD
77 to 210 K
TBD, estimate 2 to 10 W
TBD
223 to 398 K
---90 W in subsystem box(s)
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CCD's which hasatemperaturestability requirementaswell asmaximumandminimum operatingtem-
peraturerequirement.The totalheatloadto beremovedfrom thedetectorarray is modeledat 10W. The
LUTE electronics,which will belocatedin oneor moreboxes,havemaximumandminimumtem-
peraturerequirements,asshownin table6.Total heatdissipationfor theseitemsis estimatedat 90W.
Othercomponents,suchasmotorsandmechanisms,maydissipatesmallamountsof heator require
somethermalconditioning.Thesearecurrentlyundefinedandwill betreatedin later studies.
4.2.5.2 Environment
TheLUTE mustfunctionproperlyin its operatingenvironmenton thelunarsurface,aswell as
withstandits handlingandtransitenvironmentswithout degradation.Transitphaseenvironmentsfor the
AtlasII vehiclewereusedto analyzethepresentdesignconfigut'ation.
Prelaunch--Duringprelaunchactivity, thetemperaturewithin thepayloadfairing will beheld
between277 and303 K, with arelativehumidity ator below50percent.
Ascent--The payload fairing protects the spacecraft from aerodynamic heating to a nominal alti-
tude of 113,000 m, during which the peak heat flux radiated by the inner fairing is less than 400 W/m 2 at
the warmest location. After fairing jettison, the maximum free-molecular heat flux is 1,135 W/m 2. Solar
heating, Earth albedo and thermal heating, and radiation to the lander and upper stage are also present
during this phase. The heat flux from these sources is configuration dependent.
Transit--The thermal environment for the LUTE during transit from Earth orbit to the lunar sur-
face is dependent on payload configuration, orientation, and trajectory. Further definition of these
parameters will support a more complete analysis. However, the design impact of this environment is
not expected to be as severe as the lunar environment.
D_p..c..r.ali_--The LUTE operating environment on the lunar surface is a more severe thermal
environment than that encountered by orbital space telescopes because the lunar surface acts as a heat
source during the lunar day and also complicates heat rejection by limiting the view to deep space. Surface
temperatures may vary from 85 to 390 K during the 14 day hot and cold soak periods, whereas the typical
30 minute dark period for an Earth-orbiting telescope results in much smaller temperature swings. In addi-
tion, Earth-orbiting telescopes have more flexibility than lunar telescopes to maintain a particular orienta-
tion with respect to the Sun. Telescope thermal interaction with the lunar surface is illustrated in figure 23.
Space _)
(Absolute Zero Sink) _Solar
L_ _ dSa°_tri_ pderri_dg
Luna r Surface Infrared & _ A
Reflected Radiation " _/_,._ /
Figure 23. Heat sources and sinks for LUTE in the operating environment.
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4.2.5.3 Summary of TCS Reference Design
The LUTE reference design consists of the cylindrical light shade truncated at a 60 ° angle with
external MLI, heat pipes on the baseplate, and lower light shade to approximate the isothermal baseplate
and ring concept, separate primary and tertiary mirrors with three points, flexure supports, a northerly
location for the electronics box, and a louver/radiator system with heaters and MLI for electronics
thermal control. Thermal control of the detector is by a heater and radiator system, insulation
thicknesses for the light shade and baseplate are described in section 5.5.3 of this document. The power
requirements for the LUTE thermal control system are 10 W during parts of the lunar day and night.
Table 7 summarizes the LUTE thermal control system mass. This estimate is based on the
dimensions of the components, as currently defined, and does not include any contingency factor. TCS
mass was estimated for a 1.25 m diameter light shade with a maximum height of 2.87 m and a shade
angle of 60 °. The detector radiator mass is based on a 0.5 m diameter circular radiator. The subsystem
radiator and insulation masses are based on an electronics box with external dimensions of 0.6 by 0.33
by 0.15 m tall.
Table 7. Thermal control mass summary.
Component
Qptical System
Heat pipe assembly
Thermal isolation
De$e¢t0r TCS
Radiator
Thermal shield
Heaters
Heat transfer device
Subsystem TCS
Radiator
Insulation
Coatings
Heater devices
Component
(k_)
11.2
0.5
2
1
0.25
0.25
3
2.2
0.5
1
System
(kg)
I1.7
3.5
6.7
Light Shade 4.9
Insulation 3.2
Coatings 1.7
Total 26.8
4.2.5.4 Summary of Thermal Analysis Results
The thermal model of the reference configuration consists of the LUTE with SiC primary and
tertiary mirrors, a light shade truncated at a 60 ° angle, simulated heat pipes on the baseplate and lower
light shade, and an RTG. Three-point supports are used for the mirrors in this model. The telescope is
located at 65 ° north latitude and is tilted to view at a 40 ° north declination. The RTG, simulated in this
model, generates 350 W of electrical power. The primary mirror temperature is plotted for one diurnal
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cycle in figure 24.The maximummirror temperatureis 173.5K andtheminimumtemperatureis 84.3
K, for a totalbulk temperatureswingof 89.2K. Themaximumpredictedtemperaturegradientin the
primarymirror is 0.17K, whichoccursshortlyafterdawn.If therapidtemperaturechange,which occurs
in the30 to 40hjust afterdawn,is omitted(i.e.,thetelescopeis notoperatedat thattime), themaximum
predictedgradientoverall othertimesis 0.06K.
200 '
E 150 '
1 O0 "
50"
,,,j
110 220 330 440 550
Time (Hours from Dawn)
7
660
Figure 24. Primary mirror temperature (reference configuration).
The focal plane array, composed of CCD's, is cooled by a radiator located forward of the sec-
ondary mirror. For the reference configuration and site, the array temperature can be maintained at or
below 190 K, even if the heat dissipation requirement is as high as 10 W. To control the rate of tempera-
ture change of the focal plane array, 10 W has been included in the budget for heaters. The electronics
box is mounted on the north side of the LUTE light shade after post lunar landing alignment and is
equipped with thermally actuated louvers on the top :t0 prevent both overheafing_urihg the lunar day
and excessive cooling during the lunar night. As long as the equipment is operating,added heat will
probably not be required to maintain allowable temperatures during the lunar night, but 10 W heaters are
included to maintain minimum temperature within the box in case the telescope systems should be shut
down during the night. Figure 25 shows that the RTG will be located on one of the legs of the LUTE
lander. The telescope with the RTG on the lander was modeled to determine the effect of the RTG heat
load on the primary mirror. Because the telescope's pointing direction relative to the RTG location is
unknown, mirror temperatures were calculated for an RTG located on the north and south sides of the
telescope.
% _Telescope
Landing Legs
y _ _RTG
Figure 25. The LUTE with RTG.
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Figure 26 is a comparison of the primary temperature results of an analysis without an RTG
versus those of analyses with an RTG. These results indicate that the RTG heat load reduced the bulk
temperature swing of the primary mirror by about 27 K, while only increasing the peak temperature at
lunar noon by about 5 K. Note that the results also show that the mirror temperature is not affected by
the location of the RTG.
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Figure 26. Effect of RTG heat load on primary mirror.
4.2.6 C&DH System
The C&DH subsystem for the LUTE will be required to collect, process, and transmit the science
and engineering data from the telescope to Earth. The C&DH subsystem will also provide communica-
tions with the LUTE for receiving and processing all commands from the ground station. Based on the
current focal plane instrument, the raw science data rate has been estimated to be about 2.6 megabits per
second (Mbs).
Because of power and antenna size restrictions, some method of reducing the transmission
bandwidth is necessary. Transmission of all the raw data is desirable; however, data compression is
necessary to reduce the transmitted data rate to approximately 200 kilobits per second (kbs). It will be
possible to preserve the highest information content of the data while using low-loss data compression.
The C&DH subsystem for this study has, therefore, been based on this 200 kbs transmitted rate. If the
data rate should increase from the baseline 200 kbs, some adjustments in the C&DH subsystem will be
necessary. A data rate increase will necessitate an increase in the output radio frequency (RF) power or
an increase in the antenna size or both. For example, a data rate increase to 400 kbs, now under consid-
eration, would require the RF power output to be doubled. Except for a minimal increase in transmitter
weight and volume, the impacts of increasing data rates to 400 kbs are not considered to be significant.
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With an RTG, the LUTE will be able to operate continuously while it is on the lunar surface,
which requires that the Earth be in view at all times to provide constant communication. This creates a
requirement on the LUTE site selection. The Earth subtends an angle of 1.8" at the lunar distance,
allowing coverage of the whole Earth without moving the telescope antenna. However, the Earth appears
to move in a 16" by 18" box over a period of 18.6 years, requiring periodic adjustment of the antenna as
the Earth changes position. Thus, the antenna for the LUTE is specified as a steerable parabolic reflector
with two degrees-of-freedom (DOF). Omnidirectional antennas will be provided for initial contact and
setup of the telescope. Another ground rule for this study was that the telescope and the lunar lander
would have independent, noninterfacing communication systems. When the lander is defined, an option
to share the omnidirectional antennas will be explored.
The NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) has been selected as the primary facility for receiving
the data from the LUTE. The DSN, operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is NASA's largest
and most sensitive telecommunications and radio navigation network. The DSN has locations at Gold-
stone, CA; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Each complex consists of stations with large
parabolic dish antennas; these antennas have diameters of 26, 34, and 70 m. Each complex also has a
data processing center which is constantly manned and capable of receiving and processing signals from
several spacecraft simultaneously.
Due to weight and power limitations, the system has been designed with a minimum number of
LUTEcomponents. Figure 27 shows a simplified block diagram of the _C&DH subsystem. A typical
weight and power breakdown for such a system is given in table 8. Some weight and power savings may
be achieved by selectively choosing specific components at later phases of the study. Component
weight, power, and size will be influenced by the phase B design activity.
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Antenna
T
C&D Module Telescope
F m D m I Command | Telescope
Transponder | Detector 1 Commands
DJplexer
RF Amplifier
Antenna Drive
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Figure 27. LUTE C&DH simplified block diagram.
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Table 8. LUTE C&DH subsystem equipment list.
Quantity Weight (kg) Average Power (W) Unit Size (cm)
Module Comoonents
Transponder
Command Detector
Diplexer
Central Data Unit
Central Computer
Ant. Drive Elect.
Power Dist.
Structure and Cabling
Subtotal
External Comoonents
Omni Antennas
High-Gain Antenna
Antenna Mount
Antenna Drive
Subtotal
Total
6.8
1.4
1.0
14.5
14.5
2.3
1.4
_.6.A
28.3
1.0
2.3
1.8
3.2
8.3
36.6
18
10
15
15
10
7
75
m
w
__8
8
83
36x 11x25.2
3x10x15
5x15×3
18x15x12
22.7x17.8x20.3
3x4xl
5xl0xl5
3x3x30
TBD
10Dx30
4.2.7 Pointing and Alignment
The lunar site selection, the surface characteristics, and the capability of the lander, combined
with the focal plane alignment requirements, drive the telescope mount and mechanisms design. A
summary of alignment requirements and lander attitude capability is presented in this section.
As the Moon rotates, stars will track curved paths from east to west across the telescope focal
plane. The curvature of these paths is a function of the telescope line-of-sight declination from the
Moon's equator (see sec. 5.2(2)). To ensure that a star path does not stray more than one-tenth of a pixel
in the north-south direction, the focal plane array orientation must be held to 14.6 arcseconds in the east-
west direction, for a device integration time of 883 seconds. The tilt alignment requirement for the focal
plane is specified by the sensitivity of star-path curvatures to declination misalignment; for a telescope
line-of-sight declination of 40 °, the tilt accuracy is 5 arcminutes in the north-south direction. These
arcminute tilt and arcsecond roll alignment requirements on the focal plane array drive the pointing
requirements for the telescope. Although there are no east-west alignment requirements on the optics
due to its symmetry, the arcminute tilt requirement applies to the entire line-of-sight assembly.
Since alignment is critical for telescope function and the lander does not ensure any roll orienta-
tion after landing, the LUTE telescope mount must be designed to accommodate any roll or tilt errors.
The lander will provide a stable base after landing, so that the lander and LUTE will not tip over. The
LUTE telescope mount will have to provide alignment capability to accommodate +180 ° roll and a tilt
range for lunar slope, leg crushing, and surface rocks.
The telescope mount has three DOF (azimuth, elevation, and roll), and is composed of upper and
lower rollrings and two elevation actuators mounted on a support structure. Pointing system components
are identified in figure 28. The launch lock is a rotating support bolted to the upper rollring and is
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deployed after landing by either a pyrotechnic nut splitter or a pyrotechnic pin puller. A vibration isola-
tion and fine adjustment system will provide the periodic alignments necessary for disturbance compen-
sation. A Sun sensor mounted on the antenna bracket provides initial acquisition attitude information for
rolling and tilting the assembly before the aperture cover is removed. Alignment CCD's on the edges of
the focal plane provide fine alignment sensing for both roll and tilt. A five DOF steerable secondary
mirror will provide focus and tilt adjustments for the three-mirror optics. A wavefront sensor for optical
assembly alignment is optional.
Sun
Sensors
Alignment CCDs on
Focal Plane
5 DOF Steerable
Secondary Mirror
Vibration Isolation
and Fine Adjustment
System
Racering
Assembly
tged
Launch Lock
Three-Axis
Accelerometers
Elevation Axis
Incremental Rotary
Actuators
Lower
Assembly Pinion Gear-
Drive
Trundle Assembly
Bearings
Figure 28. Pointing system components.
It was assumed that the lander would accommodate up to 12 ° of lunar slope on mature mare, with
a 3_ landing error of 3 kg, and would sustain a maximum vertical velocity of 1.74 m/s and 1.53 m/s
maximum horizontal velocity. 12 Parametric curves are available to estimate the leg stroke for landing
energy attenuation as a function of vertical velocity. ]3 It has been assumed as a worst case that the legs
will permanently deform and shorten by the leg stroke. To determine the shortening of struts in the legs,
coordinates of strut hardpoints are needed. The dimensions of the lander were estimated from the
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engineering drawings. The coordinates shown in figure 29 were scaled from the 1.818 m diameter for
the hexagonal interface hardpoints. 13The maximum deck-tilt angle occurs when one leg sustains all the
crushing. To estimate the deck-tilt as a function of attenuation stroke, the difference between pre- and
postlanding positions of the feet was determined, as well as the corresponding tilt angle for a flat deck.
Two cases were studied: one in which all crushing is sustained by the middle leg strut, and the other case
in which one side leg strut is crushed. These two cases are extremes, since leg crushing would most
likely involve permanent deformation of all three struts. Both of these cases are plotted in figure 30. A
crushed side strut produces the larger tilt angle, and for a maximum stroke length of 0.18 m, the worst
case deck-tilt is 1.9 °.
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diameter for interface points
Figure 29.
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Artemis lander with estimated strut hardpoint coordinates.
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To provide a worst-case estimate of deck-tilt, the effect of one surface rock under an uphill foot
was included. Lunar surface rocks are discussed in a summary of Apollo and Surveyor data by Shoe-
maker and Morris. 14 Surveyor sites 5 and 6 represent mature mare, and provide a worst-case estimate of
10 cm for large rock diameters. Shoemaker notes that this 10 cm is a maximum dimension, usually
parallel to the surface, and that rocks are generally one-half to one-third buried in the surface. Hence, a
maximum height of 5 cm is assumed for our analysis, and a worst-case estimate with one rock under an
uphill foot produces a deck-tilt angle of 0.79 °.
Landing error also contributes to the amount of tilt required by the telescope mount to bring the
line-of-sight to zenith. Using a landing error requirement of 3 km (3o) and a lunar mean radius of 1,738
kin, a worst-case (north or south) tilt error of 0.1 ° was obtained. Addition of the identified errors gives a
worst-case estimate of 14.8" for the elevation range necessary for the telescope mount to point to zenith.
For a 66.5 ° latitude landing site and a pointing declination of 40 °, the mount must provide a 26.5* tilt
capability from zenith. Therefore, adding all tilt requirements, a 41.3 ° capability is necessary.
Table 9 contains a summary of LUTE mechanism and alignment requirements, and identifies
components in the baseline configuration that nominally satisfy those requirements. The light shade,
high-gain antenna, electronics box, and optical assembly, including the detector, are all one unit that
rotates and tilts together. The assembly must be tilted so that the optical axis points south to a 40 °
northern declination. The antenna base is aligned during preflight component integration so that it will
Component
Light Shade
• Roll
• Declination (from lunar equator)
High-Gain Antenna
• Declination
• Elevation (above local horizontal)
Pointing
Direction
Mechanism and alignment requirements.
_, =
I | I
Mechanism Requirements
Range
±180"
42 °
Table 9.
South
40 °
40*
31.2"
42 °
14.8"+{31.2"}
Accuracy
±1"
+1"
+1 °
±1"
• Azimuth
• Tracking
Optical Assembly
• Roll
• Declination
Focal Plane Array
• Roll
• Declination
Steerable Secondary Mirror
Electronics Box
• Roll
• Declination
153.9"
Earth (2 °)
None
40*
E-W
40 °
Primary
Mirror
North
NA
±180 °
±ll°"half_cone ''
None
42 °
±180"
42"
Unknown
Unknown
NA
+1 °
TBD
None
arcminutes
±14.6 arcseconds
_±5 arcminutes
(over 883 seconds
integration)
Unknown
Unknown
NA
Baseline Configuration
Upper Rollring
Lower Rollring, Elev. Actuators
Lower Rollring, Elev. Actuators
Elev. Actuators+{config.}
Upper Rollring
High-Gain Drive
Upper Rollring
Lower Rollring, Elev. Actuators
Upper Rollrmg
Lower Rollring, Elev. Actuators
Secondary Mirror Actuators
Upper Rollring
Lower Rollring, Elev. Actuators
=:
E
{ } Implies that range requirement is met by a specific fixed configuration
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point at the correct declination above the lunar surface when the light shade is tilted to the 40 ° declina-
tion. An antenna drive unit will provide two DOF for tracking the 2 ° image of Earth as it moves within a
cone of approximately 11 ° half-angle. Range and accuracy requirements for the steerable secondary
mirror will be identified when a complete analysis of optical assembly deformations is available.
Requirements for the vibration isolation and fine adjustment system will also be identified when
disturbance characteristics have been determined. This fine alignment system will periodically adjust
telescope pointing to compensate for thermal warping of the mount structure and lander disturbances.
4.2.8 Mass and Inertia Summary
4.2.8.1 Mass Statement
The LUTE system mass statement (table 10) contains the masses for the optical system,
structural components, and supporting subsystems. The total system dry mass of approximately 400 kg
includes a 30 percent engineering contingency. If the RTG is included in the LUTE weight, the total
LUTE weight would be increased to 472 kg.
Table 10. LUTE mass statement.
(kg) (kg)
(w/o RTG) (w RTG)
Optical System
Primary Mirror (1 m diameter)
Secondary Mirror (38 cm diameter)
Tertiary Mirror (28 cm diameter)
Optical Baffles
Detector
Structural Support Assembly
Metering Structure
Mirror Support Structure
Telescope Baseplate
Electronics Box Support Structure
Telescope Protection System
Light Shade
Aperture Cover
Launch Locks
Supporting Subsystems
Pointing System
Electrical Power System (RTG)
C&DH
Thermal Control System
Subtotal
Contingency (30 percent)
Total
19.6
3.5
2.3
13.7
5.0
21.0
3.0
24.0
8.0
37.0
15.0
4.0
66.0
22.0
36.6
26.8
307.5
92.2
399.7
(56)
(363)
(109)
(472)
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4.2.8.2 MassProperties
Themasspropertiesof theLUTE system(fig. 31)weredevelopedfor theanalysisof the launch
CG, thevehicledynamicsatlunar landing,andthetelescopepointing.Thesepropertiesarereferenced
from theright-handedcoordinatesystemshown.Thesystemorigin is locatedat thecenterof the lander
interfaceplanefor theLUTE massproperties.
= : : :
The CG location is important both at launch and during lunar landing. At launch, launch vehicle
performance is generally related to the CG distance above the separation plane. During landing, a low
CG produces greater landing stability. The lander tbr LUTE will accommodate the LUTE mass
properties.
3.7m
"_ Lander inlet#ace
Y
Lx
Telescope Mass * = 400 kg
Telescope Center of Mass (from Lander interface)
x-c.g.= 0.17 m
y-c.g.= 0.63 m
z-c.g.= 0.00 m
Telescope Moments of Inertia
Ixx = 322 kg m"2
Iyy = 240 kg m^2
Izz = 419 kg m^2
• LUTE mass excluding RTG
Figure 31. LUTE mass properties.
4.2.8.3 Stability
The lander will place the telesc0pe/lander assembly in an upright position on the lunar surface if
the center of mass remains within the lander footprint throughout touchdown. During landing, the land-
ing gears will crush and deform the footprint of the lander, tilting the lander deck and producing an off-
set of the lander/telescope center of mass from the footprint center. The composite telescope/lander
center of mass must remain within this footprint to ensure stability (fig. 32).
Assuming the lander has been balanced so that its center of mass is close to its centerline, the
14.7" tilt will shift the lander center of mass within the fo6tprint a distance of0.195 m from the center
out toward_the edge. The telescope-mount elevation axis is offset from the telescope centerline by
0.199 m, producing a worst-case footprint offset of 0.517 m. The telescope assembly is rotated to the 40 °
pointing declination, which when added to the 0.1 ° for landing site errors, provides an additional 26.6*
as a worst case, and shifts the telescope center of mass a maximum of 0.824 m in the footprint. The
composite telescope/lander center of mass is shifted 0.29 m from the center of the footprint in this worst
case. This offset is significantly less than the 1.209 m minimum distance for stability, and so the
i
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Before Crushing
After Crush "_._"__
__.>t' Footprint ......1:209m.__
3
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(a) Lander footprint, before and
after crushing.
(b) Center-of-mass offset after landing
and pointing to 40 ° declination.
Figure 32. Lander stability.
lander/telescope is in no danger of tipping over if the lunar slope is less than 12 ° and the landing
conditions do not exceed the lander design requirements. Dynamic stability is a function of the landing
gears ability to absorb energy and to reduce the transfer of landing energy into oscillations or bouncing.
Landing dynamics will be analyzed in phase B.
4.2.9 LUTE Software
The LUTE software reference design will require seven major systems: flight software, science
software, electrical ground support equipment (EGSE) software, development and verification software,
simulation software, operations software, and sensor data base software.
The flight software will be designed and implemented primarily for command and data manage-
ment. Flight software will also be responsible for the health and welfare of all the flight subsystemssuch
as environmental control, optics calibration, electrical power management, dynamics and pointing con-
trol, vehicle interfaces, and system safing. This software will have the capability for onboard loading and
dumping of the flight computer memory from the ground control center.
The science software will consist of requests to command science data requirements and receive
telemetry for data processing and display. Science so.ftware will also be designed to retrieve ephemeris
and basic science data. This software will reside in the LUTE operations center facility.
The EGSE software will be designed, developed, implemented, and utilized for test and checkout
of the flight C&DH hardware and verification and validation of the LUTE software. EGSE software will
consist of acquisition, processing, and display capability of the LUTE commands and telemetry. Space-
craft integration launch and lander vehicle interface software will also reside within the EGSE system.
The development and verification system for the LUTE software will be used to automate, as
much as practicable, the design and documentation of software test procedures to maximize benefits
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from emergingtechnology.This systemwill alsobeutilized to supportflight andEGSEsoftwaredevel-
opmentandunit test.Softwaredocumentationwill alsobeafunction of thissystem.
Softwaresimulationcanbeimplementedasa meansfor LUTE subsystemsmodelingandvehicle
interfacing.TheC&DH functionof theLUTE canalsobesimulatedby software.The softwaresimulator
will serveasavery importantfunctionfor flight softwareverificationandfor trainingpersonnelfor the
operationalconceptsof LUTE.
Themajor functionsof theoperationssoftwarewill betimelinemanagement,telemetryacquisi-
tion, LUTE commanding,processing,anddisplayof telemetry.Operationswill be responsiblefor data
archiveandplaybackof thetimelinedata.
Sensordatabaseandgenerationwill becontainedin a separatefacility. This systemwill alsobe
responsiblefor engineeringmeasurementidentificationanddatabaseconfigurationcontrol.
LUTE designrequiresthatthedownlinkdatabe transmittedaslow as200 kbsin a compressed
datastream.This will requirethatall of thegroundsupportsystemshaveadataprocessorwith the
capabilityof sortingthedataandprocessingtheportionrequiredto supportotherindividual functions.
TheLUTE, lander,andlaunchvehicleswill utilize thesameuplink anddownlink datastreams.This
doesnot presentanyforeseeableproblemsfor thedefinedLUTE software.For moredetailsof theLUTE
software,seesection5.0.
A functionaldiagramof therelationshipof thesemajorsystemsis providedin figure 33.The
vertical dashedline on this figureidentifiesafunctionalinterfacebetweentheonboardsoftwareandthe
ground/flightoperationssoftware.
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Figure 33. LUTE software functional configuration.
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4.3 Mission Operations
NASA will provide for the necessary facilities required to operate the instrument from the
ground for the operational period of the LUTE. The LUTE and the operations facilities will be devel-
oped for use by the scientific, engineering, and educational communities. The capabilities of the opera-
tions center will include services which will allow ground controllers to monitor engineering and scien-
tific information from the instrument and distribute scientific data. Ground controllers will also have the
capability to command the instrument. It is desired that all LUTE information be made readily available
to the public. The operations center will have a substantial capability to provide scientific and engineer-
ing information to individuals and institutions. NASA will select a location for the operations of LUTE
based on several factors. It is desired to draw upon existing resources of the NASA infrastructure along
with scientific and educational institutions in developing the operational facilities for LUTE. It is in-
tended that these facilities be designed and developed to be operated and maintained by the scientific
and educational community. An institution with a vested interest in the instrument performance and
science return will serve as the operations center for LUTE. A plan will be developed to dictate mission
operations in order to ensure that the mission goals will be accomplished. NASA will be responsible for
the development of this plan consistent with NASA policy and with guidance from the scientific com-
munity. A draft of this plan is included as appendix I.
4.4 LUTE Lunar Environmen_ Instrum¢nts
A large data base on lunar environmental conditions has been assembled through remote meas-
urements and by instruments carried on unmanned lunar landers and the Apollo missions; however,
there are many areas in which the data are either insufficient or lacking. The design of future lunar tele-
scopes, rovers, and lunar bases would therefore benefit substantially from further data on the lunar
environment. In addition, analysis of the science and engineering data returned from the LUTE telescope
could be aided by a detailed knowledge of the environmental conditions to which the telescope and its
subsystems are subjected. Design of the LUTE mission should therefore consider incorporating a lunar
environmental monitoring package which would ride along on the LUTE lander platform, would be
deployed on the lunar surface, and would operate in conjunction with the LUTE power and telemetry
system.
Researchers at the New Mexico State University have suggested such an environmental monitor-
ing system. A group of four instruments to monitor the lunar environment has been outlined and is cur-
rently under study at New Mexico State University.
The instruments are as follows:
(1) Micrometeorite Detector--Detect and determine the velocity vector and mass of micromete-
orites up to 100 mm in diameter.
(2) Dust Detector/Deflector--Incorporate a charged dust deflector into the design of the LUTE
telescope and characterize the local, time-varying dust conditions. Determine particle sizes of dust and
local natural electric field variations.
(3) Lunar Atmosphere Detector--Determine the composition and time variation of ionized
atmosphere components using a ion mass spectrometer.
(4) Cosmic Ray Detector--Determine the rate and energy distribution of cosmic rays using a
stacked-detector instrument.
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Theseinstrumentswouldbemountedona commonpalletwith theLUTE telescopeandwould
sharepowerandcommunicationswith it. Themicrometeoriteandcosmic-raydetectorsshouldbe
mountedhigh enoughto seeafull 2 _ steradiansview of thesky withoutblockageby thetelescope.The
instrumentsareexpectedto operateoverthefull 2 yearlifetime of theLUTE telescope.Preliminary
estimatesof instrumentparametersareapproximately30kg, with avolumeof 0.05m3andapower
requirementof about20W.
m
r..-
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5.0 SUBSYSTEM TRADES
The subsystem trades, identified by discipline in the following paragraphs, provide the background
of activity that led to the LUTE phase A final design concept described in section 4.0. These trade studies
are recorded as an indication of the options that have been investigated and evidence of the thoroughness
with which the feasibility of LUTE has been explored. These data are shared with the intent of providing a
stepping stone in analyzing hardware that will eventually be placed on the lunar surface.
5.1 D_p.I_
The optical design of the 1 m aperture LUTE was derived from the design of a 2 m aperture LTF.
The optical configuration of the LTT, as well as the LUTE, was primarily driven by the requirement for
a wide FOV. Two-mirror telescopes of the Cassegrain as well as of the Gregorian configuration can only
be corrected for spherical aberrations, specifically astigmatism and field curvature, limiting the high
resolution field to no more than a few arcminutes. Furthermore, the use of a refractive corrector, which
might solve the FOV problem, would result in a major reduction in throughput and severe limitation of
the spectral range; the only available option is a multimirror system. Satisfactory performance can be
obtained with both three- and four-mirror designs.
There are two important differences between three- and four-mirror systems. The first, and most
obvious, is the number of mirrors and, therefore, also the number of reflections. The second is the loca-
tion of the focal plane. While in most practical systems the focal plane of a four-mirror telescope is
located behind the primary, the focal plane of a three-mirror system is located behind the secondary.
Because of higher throughput and greater simplicity, the three-mirror configuration was selected
as the candidate concept for the LUTE, as mentioned in paragraph 4.2.1. The location of the focal plane
in front of the telescope has the added advantage of facilitating the required cooling of the detector
arrays. The basic configuration of the LUTE optical system and its dimensions are shown in figure 34.
Additional design parameters are given in paragraph 5.1.1. The secondary and tertiary baffles, which are
for an unvignetted circular field of 1.4 °, are indicated in figure 34, which also shows a full-field ray
trace. An exaggerated illustration of the geometric distortion in the focal plane is given in figure 35.
Preliminary performance optimization and analysis indicates that the residual aberrations at the edge of
the FOV can be reduced to less than 1 mrad.
PRIMARY
TERTIARY
100¢m
SECONDA RY j''
BAFFLES
PRIMARY
BAFFLE
Figure 34. Primary and secondary baffles.
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Figure 35. Geometric distortion in the focal plane.
Of all the problems to be expected when moving into a new and unknown territory, attaining and
maintaining the desired optical performance in the harsh lunar environment is one of the major concerns.
Apart from the dust that could contaminate the mirror surfaces, if not properly protected, the extreme
temperature fluctuations between lunar day and night place the optical performance of the telescope in
serious danger. To analyze this problem, two different aspects of temperature variation are considered.
First, there is a temporal change of the average uniform or base temperature; and second, there is a
spatial difference, or temperature gradient, which is particularly detrimental when any of the three
mirrors that make up the telescope are affected.
Since a change in the base temperature only changes the size of the components (i.e., the vertex
radii of the mirrors, but not their shapes), excellent performance restoration can be achieved, even for
temperature changes of 100 K or more, by simply readjusting the mirror separation. A special case
exists, if the en-tire optical system, mirrors as well as structural components, is fabricated from the same
material. A uniform..... scale change without affecting the optical performance is the result, as long as all
the mirrors attain the same temperature.
A more complicated problem is that of temperature gradients. Even though the telescope will be
thermally isolated, some residual gradients may be present, and the resulting wavefront error, induced
by the surface deformations, must be corrected. Performance restoration can no longer be achieved by a
simple realignment. This problem requires the use of adaptive optics; at least one of the mirrors must be
deformable in a controlled fashion to compensate the figure errors of the other mirrors. Since the tele-
scope system is by design aplanatic (corrected for spherical aberration and coma), it would take at least
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two deformable mirrors to maintain aplanatism. As will be shown later, use of adaptive optics was
avoided by minimizing mirror thermal gradients. The goal is to find out which of the three telescope
mirrors would make the most effective corrector by first introducing the optical design of the LUTE.
5.1.1 Telescope Design
A diagram of the LUTE is shown in figure 4. Because of phase A weight and space limitations,
compactness was an important design consideration. Primary and secondary baffles were configured to
prevent outside radiation from reaching any point of the 1.4" image field either directly or after only a
single reflection. The root-mean-square (rms) spot diameter is 1 mrad at the edge of the field and smaller
everywhere else. A summary of the important LUTE design parameters is given in the following:
Primary Diameter
Primary Hole
Secondary Diameter
Secondary Hole
Tertiary Diameter
Image Diameter
PrimaryVertex Curvature
Secondary Vertex Curvature
Tertiary Vertex Curvature
Image Curvature
Secondary Distance
Tertiary Distance
Image Distance
System Focal Length
100 cm
50 cm
38 cm
15 cm
28 cm
7.4 cm
-0.00500000/cm
-0.01135531/cm
-0.00295858/cm
+0.0062/cm
-65 cm
+65 cm
-65 cm
+300 cm.
The surface equation for the three mirrors is:
Z = h2c/[ 1+(1-(1 +6) h2c2)q3"5]+Ac6h6+Ac8h 8 •
The conic constant, tS, and the aconic coefficients, Ac6 and Ac8, for the three surfaces are sum-
marized in the following:
t5 Ac6 Ac8
primary - 1.2241
secondary -3.7020
tertiary -66.750
+2.067E-14 +1.5E-18
+l.400E-11 0
+2.500E-11 0
5.1.2 Figure Error Correction Using a Deformable Mirror
To determine which of the three telescope mirrors is best suited for the correction (as a deform-
able mirror), the following computer experiments were carded out: a surface deformation was intro-
duced to one of the mirrors until a noticeable performance degradation was observed, then each of the
other two mirrors were reconfigured alternately until system stigmatism was restored. The measurement
for the state of correction is the geometric rms spot size on and off axis.
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For thepurposeof thispreliminarystudy,only axially symmetricsurfacedeformationswerecon-
sidered.In practice,asymmetricdeformationsarenotonly likely to occur,butcanalsobecorrectedas
longasmagnitudeandspatialfrequencyarecompatiblewith therangeandthedensityof theactuators
thatdrive thedeformablemirror.
Thesurfacedeformationswereintroducedbychangingtheconic constantof therespective
mirror.To distinguishbetweenapositiveandanegativedeformation,thesignof A6 mustbeobserved.
A positiveA3 causesan increasededgebending,whileanegativeAt_causesadecreaseor flatteningof
thesurface.Sincepositiveandnegativedeformationsaffect thesystemaberrationsdifferently, both
caseswereconsideredseparately.
A specialprogramis usedto determinetheshapeof thedeformablemirror. This programis
basedon themethoddescribedby D. Korschin "ReflectiveOptics.''15With two mirror surfacesgiven,
thisprogramautomaticallyfinds theshapeof thethird deformablemirror, thecorrector,to renderthe
systemrigorouslystigmatic.
The resultsof thesecomputerexperimentsarerepresentedin figures36 through41.Eachgraph
showsthestateof correctionof thesystemwith oneof thethreemirrors deformedbeforeandafter
correction,usingalternatelyeachof theothertwo mirrorsascorrectors.Eachgraphalsoshowstheideal
or designperformancefor comparison.
The amountsof deformationintroducedwereAt_= +0.0021 for the primary, AS = _+0.011 for the
secondary, and AS= +1.0 for the tertiary. The edge bending caused by these deformations was -1-2 _m
for the primary and the secondary, and +10 I.tm for the tertiary.
Most noticeable in every graph is the comparatively weak influence of tertiary deformations on
the system aberrations. It takes significantly stronger deformations of the tertiary than of the primary or
secondary to cause a comparable image degradation. On the other hand, the tertiary is the most ineffec-
tive corrector and is therefore least suited as a corrective mirror. The effectiveness of the primary and
secondary mirrors are about equal, and the practical considerations will determine the final selection.
5.1.3 Effect of Bulk Temperature Changes on the Performance of the Optical Telescope System
During operation of the LUTE on the lunar surface, the primary, secondary, and tertiary mirrors
will cool to temperatures far below those experienced during mirror fabrication. Temperatures will range
from approximately 80 K (-193 °C) at lunar sunrise to 260 K (-13 °C) at lunar noon. No known mirror
material has a zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) over such a large range of temperature. Even
materials such as Corning's low expansion ULE titanium silicate, which has a near-zero CTE near room
temperatures, exhibit a positive CTE at much lower temperatures.
The combination of nonzero CTE and the wide temperature range that the LUTE will experience
will lead to changes in the shapes of the mirrors, which will affect the imaging characteristics of the
telescope. The purpose of this note is to document the effect of thermally induced changes in mirror
shape.
It should be noted at this point that variations in temperature will cause dimensional changes in
virtually all of the structural elements of the LUTE, not just the mirrors. For instance, the metering
structure will change length as the temperature decreases. This will affect the performance of the LUTE.
Dimensional changes in the supports for the mirrors can be manifested both as a displacement of the
E
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Figure 36. Primary figure error (positive deformation).
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Figure 37. Primary figure error (negative deformation).
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Figure 38. Secondary figure error (positive deformation).
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Figure 39. Secondary figure error (negative deformation).
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Figure 40. Tertiary figure error (positive deformation).
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Figure 41. Tertiary figure error (negative deformation).
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mirror away from the nominal position, and as a mechanical distortion of the mirror, if the forces are not
isolated by the use of an appropriate mount-ing scheme that supports the mirror in a stress-free
condition.
The thermal distortion of the LUTE mirrors can be divided into two cases: so-called "bulk"
temperature effects and effects caused by temperature gradients across or through the mirrors. Bulk
temperature effects will be considered first, since they are simpler to understand.
Bulk effects arise from temperature changes of the entire mirror substrate, hence the term "bulk."
A two-step process is used to assess the effect of bulk changes on the optical performance. First the
effect on mirror shape is determined, then this result is used to assess the impact on overall image
quality. Also, this procedure does not admit to any inhomogeneity in the CTE.
Effect On Mirror Shape--In general, My conic section (the curve resulting from the intersection
of a plane and a cone) can be described mathematically by the following equation:
Pr2 (5-1)
z(r)= l +_/1-(l+k)p2r 2 '
where
p = vertex curvature = I/R
r = radial coordinate = _2
k = conic coefficient
z(r) = sag (vertical displacement).
The coordinates used here are those of a right-handed system with the optical axis oriented along
the z-axis of the coordinate system.
The conic coefficient k determines the type of surface (sphere, parabola, ellipse, or hyperbola).
The range of values for each of these types of surfaces is listed as follows:
Conic Coefficient Type of Surface
0 Sphere
-1 < k < 0 Ellipsoid
-1 Paraboloid
<-1 Hyperboloid
It is possible for k to be positive. In this case, an oblate ellipsoid is obtained, however this surface
is not a conic section. For the LUTE, all the surfaces have conic coefficients <-1, thus all the surfaces
are hyperboloids.
When the temperature of a piece of material changes, in general its dimensions will change as
well. Let ct denote the ratio of lengths at the two temperatures. Define two new variables r' and z ',
related to r and z by r' = ar and z' = otz. Substituting these expressions into the equation of the surface
and doing a few lines of algebraic rearrangement, the following result is obtained:
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p ,r ,2 (5-2)z'(r) =
1 +_/1-(l+k)p'2r "2
where p' = pla.
The effect of contraction (or expansion) of the mirror substrate material is to change the vertex
curvature without any effect on the conic coefficient, so that a parabola remains a parabola, a sphere
remains a sphere, and a hyperbola remains a hyperbola with the same conic coefficient.
To apply this result to the LUTE optical system, it is first necessary to determine the change in
curvature of each of the mirrors. This will be a function of the total expansion of the mirror substrate
material. The results are summarized in the following:
Element Design Vertex Radius (cm) Beryllium ULE
a 0.99875 1.000020
Primary +200.00 +199.75 +200.004
Secondary -88.064 -87.9539 -88.0658
Tertiary +338.00 +337.5775 +338.0067
5.1.4 LUTE Sunshade/Light Baffle
5.1.4.1 Methodology
The primary tool used for stray light analyses of the LUTE was the APART TM computer code
from Breault Research Organization. This code is the industry standard for straylight analysis. However,
the code requires a more detailed description of the system being analyzed (optics, baffles, vanes, etc.)
than had been defined during the phase A effort. Therefore, in order to complete the analyses, some
assumptions were made, such as the size and shape of the truncated conical baffles, the absorptive
coatings used on the baffles, and the surface finish of the mirrors.
5.1.4.1.1 Baffle Design
The truncated baffles were designed to reduce the maximum amount of straylight without block-
ing any of the desired signal radiation. The main baffle is a right circular cylinder with 4 cm deep baffle
rings spaced 10 cm apart. It is located around the outside of the primary mirror. The truncated conical
baffles are the secondary, tertiary, and detector baffles. These enclose the secondary mirror, tertiary
mirror, and detector, respectively. The dimensions of these baffles (cm) are summarized in the
following:
Baffle Inner Base Radius Outer Base Radius Tip Radius
Main 50.00 50.00 50.00 65.00
Secondary 19.25 20.00 24.21 10.75
Tertiary 18.66 18.66 16.28 34.32
Detector 6.00 7.50 6.48 18.38
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Theorientationof thebafflesandmirror surfacesareshownin figure42.
Main Baffi,
Secondary Baffle
Detector
Tertiary
Figure 42.
B
Baffle designs for LUTE.
5.1.4.1.2 Baffle Coating
Two coatings from the APART r_ library, IITRI, and Ebinol C, were evaluated as candidates for
coating the baffles. IITRI is an experimental conductive black coating developed by the i_!linois Institute
of Technology Research Institute. It consists of a silica-graphite pigment in an elastomeric silicone
binder. Ebinol C is produced by a process that makes black cupric oxide coatings on copper and on
copper alloys containing 65 percent or more copper. Ebinol C is chemically and thermally stable, while
IITRI has been reported to have problems with debonding. The Ebinol C performed better than IITRI in
absorbing stray radiation.
5.1.4.1.3 Mirror Finish
One of the most important elements in any stray light evaluation is the surface finish of the mir-
rors, typically expressed in terms of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BP, DF), A BRDF
was assumed such that the magnitude was 0.001 at an angle of 0.57 °, with a roll-off exponent of -2. The
BRDF at other angle is given by
BRDF = 0.00 l*((fl--flo)/0.01)-2,
where fl and to are the d_ecfi0n cosines of the position vector of the observation p6irff and the position
vector of the specular reflection vector. Alternatively, fl and t3o Can be defined as the sines of the angles
of observation and reflection with respecft0 the surface normal. The values assumed for the BRDF are
values typical for mirrors with "normal" levels of contaminants.
5.1.4.2 Results
To reduce the amount of stray light in a system, the primary sources of light scattering must first
be determined. The most effective and practical way to do this is to determine the critical objects and
illuminated objects. Critical objects are those objects which the detector can "see," either directly or
through a mirror. For the LUTE design, the critical objects are the mirrors, the detector conical baffle,
the inside of the secondary and tertiary conical baffles, the main baffle, and the struts supporting the
secondary mirror assembly. Illuminated objects are those components which are directly illuminated by
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an outside source of radiation. In the LUTE, the illuminated objects are the light shade, the struts sup-
porting the secondary mirror assembly, the main baffle, the mirrors, and the outside of the secondary and
tertiary conical baffles.
Stray radiation enters the detector by scattering from the illuminated objects to the critical
objects, and then scattering from the critical objects to the focal plane. Each time the light scatters from
an object, it loses some amount of energy. Scatter paths, which include more than two (nonmirror) sur-
faces, usually lose too much energy to be considered further. If a critical object is also an illuminated
object, then stray radiation can reach the detector in a single scatter. These direct scatter paths usually
contribute the most stray light in the system. For the LUTE design, the critical objects that can be
directly illuminated by outside sources are the main baffle, the support struts, and the primary mirrors.
The APART TM code determines the power scattered to the detector for various off-axis angles.
The power is relative to a plane wave irradiance of 1.0 W/cm 2 at the primary mirror. On-axis the total
power entering the system would be 5,890.5 W. This is useful for comparing the scattered light power to
the power from the object being observed. For instance, a point source at an angle 2 ° off-axis, just
slightly outside the field view of the LUTE instrument, would scatter 0.000597 W of radiant energy to
the detector. This is 1.01" 10 -7 times the amount of energy this same source would transfer if it were on-
axis. The total power scattered to the detector as a function of angle is shown in figure 43. The individ-
ual contributions of five components of the system are also shown. Each of these components is the
dominant scattering source at some off-axis angle.
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Figure 43. Power scattered to detector.
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5.1.4.3 FutureAnalyses
Thebaffle designsandcoatingsusedin thisanalysisshouldnot beconsideredasthebestpossi-
ble design,but areinsteada "first-cut" of howthebafflescouldbedesigned.As thedesignfor the
instrumentevolvesandmatures,furtheranalyseswouidbeneededto determinetheoptimum baffle
design,vanestructure,coatingmaterial,andopticallayout.It is possiblethat afew internalvaneson the
detectorandtertiaryconical bafflesmight furtherreducestraylight leve!s.Scatterfrom themain baffles
is primarily dueto edgescatterfrom thevanes,soarestructuringof thesevanesmight beeffective in
reducingthescatteredlight, inadditi0n, alt_?hatecoatingssh0uldbe identifiedandcoatingproperties
measuredin theUV. If theopticalconfigurationChanges,thenbaffledesignwouldneedto beadjusted
for thatconfiguration.
Becausethemirrorsarecritical elementsfor straylight reduction,it is importantthattheyremain
ascleanaspossiblesincecontaminationwill degradetheBRDFof themirrors.This effect is morepro-
nouncedin theUV sinceanyparticulatesthatcollecton thesurfacesof themirrors will be large
comparedto thewavelengthof thelight. An estimateof theparticulatecontaminationof themirrors
shouldbemadeandthat valueusedin thestraylight analysisof themirrors.
5.1.5 Error Budget
Figure44presentsthepreliminarywavefronterrorbudget.Foreachof themirrors,anaccuracy
of 1/50thwave(0.02)at thehelium-neonlaserwavelengthof 6,328/_,wasassumed(all wavefronterrors
arermsat 6,328A, unlessotherwisenoted).Forreference,theHSTprimary mirror waspolishedto an
accuracyof 0.0iT-(=q760tliwave),aswasttie-ii.ek_'emonstrationmirror thatis currentlybeingusedin
theCDD transit instrument(CTI). AlignmenterrorsWere_sumed to contributeabout 1/50thwaveper
surfaceto theerrorbudget,andaresidualwavefrontdesignerrorwasassigneda valueof 1/50thwave.
This is somewhatlessthantheerror shownby thecodeV runs,but it is possiblethedesigncanbe
improvedsomewhat.An errorof 1/100thwavewasassignedto uncertaintyandnoisein measuringthe
individual opticsandtheoverall assembly.
Provisionis madeto includetheeffectof light scatteredby dustor othercontaminateswhich
maycollecton thesurfaceof theoptics.Theeffectof duston theopticalperformancewill be to increase
theamountof scatteredlight, whichwill reducethecontrastratioof thestellarimages.This is equivalent
to moving light energyfrom thecentralportionof thefocusedspotandredistributingit to theouter
portionsof the imagespot in a mannerverysimilar to wavefronterrorsintroducedby imperfectoptics
and/orimperfectalignment.At this time,thereisnoaccurateestimateof the levelof scatterthat canbe
expecteddueto dustcollectingon themirror surfaces.
The envirofimentalerrorsarelistedasTBD. Although_qeralcasesfor thermallydistortedoptics
havebeenanalyzed,theseanalyseshaveonly consideredtheprimarymirror, andhavenot includedany
effectsdueto thesecondaryandtertiarymirrorsor to distortionof theopticalmeteringtruss.
Independentanalysisby HughesDanburyOpticalSystem(HDOS)andLitton Itek OpticalSys-
temsshowthatthethermalexcursionsmustbecontrolledin orderto avoidactiveoptics(appendixL).
Thevariouserror termsarecombinedtogetherin a root-sum-squares(rss)manner.This is
appropriateif thesourcesof errorarenotcorrelated,which is likely to bethecasefor polishingand
alignment.For thermallyinducederrors,correlationbetweentermswouldbelikely, sotheerrorsshould
beaddedtogether.
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Considering only the quantities for which there are numerical estimates, the total rss wavefront
error is about 0.05 (about 1/20th wave) at 6,328/_,, which would be considered diffraction-limited
(anything better than about 1/14th wave is considered diffraction-limited). But this number must be
multiplied by 6.328 to determine the wavefront error at 1,000 A, which gives a value of 0.317 wave,
which is not diffraction-limited. When the effect of distorted optics is included, the total wavefront error
will become larger.
5.1.6 900 cm Effective Focal Length (EFL) Optical System
The LUTE focal plane detectors are envisioned to be CCD photodetector arrays, clocked at the
lunar sidereal rate. Current microelectronic technology can produce CCD's whose individual photo-
detectors are approximately 7 t.t square. An extension of this technology may produce CCD's with 5 _t
square pixels. Even using these smaller pixels, the basic resolution of the LUTE will be set by the pitch
of the CCD's, not by the resolving power of the optics themselves. This is equivalent to stating that the
available detector arrays do not make use of the resolution of the telescope optics. It can be shown that
in order to fully utilize the resolving power of the telescope, there Should be four pixeis spanning the
Airy diameter. For the LUTE, this would require a pixel pitch of less than 1.0 It. Since CCD's with
pixels this small are unlikely to be available in the foreseeable future, the only other avenue available to
increase the angular resolution of the LUTE is to increase the system focal length. This approach has the
disadvantage that the angular coverage is reduced in proportion to the increase in focal length if the
overall dimensions of the focal plane array are held constant. The tradeoff between angular coverage and
resolution and the quality of the science that can be obtained is discussed elsewhere.
It can be shown that the EFL of the optical system is equal to the product of the primary mirror
focal length, the secondary mirror image magnification, and the tertiary mirror magnification. The exist-
ing D. Korsch optical design has a primary mirror focal length of 100 cm, a secondary mirror
magnification of-4.875, and a tertiary mirror magnification of-0.6154, yielding an effective focal
length of 300 cm.
The approach taken to increase the EFL was to hold the primary mirror focal length constant at
100 cm. This approach was used because the overall length of the telescope was constrained to be as
short as possible, so that the experiment would fix within the launch vehicle payload shroud and so that
the CG of the experiment would be as low as possible, to minimize the possibility of the experiment
tipping over on uneven terrain.
As before, the EFL of the optical system is the product of the primary focal length, the secondary
magnification, and the tertiary magnification. Since the primary focal length has been maintained at
100 cm, the product of the secondary and tertiary must be _+9 so that the product of primary focal,
secondary magnification, and tertiary magnification is 900 cm. The relationship between magnification,
mirror spacing, mirror curvature, and the back focal distance is given by the following expression:
(is.i t)
m = m s. m t - (Os"(dsd-is)) ' (5-3)
where
is = secondary image distance
it = tertiary image distance
os = secondary object distance
dsd = primary-to-secondary distance.
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The relationship between Os, dsd, and the focal length of the primary mirror, fp, is given by:
Os = dsd-fp. (5-4)
Although the original design had a back focal distance of 65 cm to match the primary-secondary
and secondary-tertiary distances, there could be some advantages for detector cooling to making the
back focal distance larger, thus placing the image surface higher to avoid thermal radiation from the
sunshade.
The solution of this equation for a 900 cm EFL gives secondary and tertiary curvatures of
-0.00818 and -0.02189 cm -1, respectively. Compared to the 300 cm EFL design, the secondary is
somewhat flatter, but the tertiary is much more steeply curved. Also, both elements are now convex,
whereas before, the secondary was convex, but the tertiary was concave.
Of much greater concern is the strong curvature of the image surface. This is due to the strong
convex shapes of the secondary and tertiary mirrors, which are not offset by the relatively weaker posi-
tive curvature of the primary mirror. Generally, as the discussion in section 5.2 will indicate, focal sur-
face curvature can be accommodated by "mosaicking" the focal plane with sensors chips, at the expense
of a more complicated design and fabrication procedure. The curvature of the focal surface in this case
(radius -19 cm) is such that the CCD's would be prohibitively small, so that it does not appear that a
900 cm EFL instrument with 65 cm vertex spacing is feasible.
5.1.7 Resolution Versus EFL and Pixel Size
The formal resolution of the LUTE instrument is a function of two factors: the EFL of the
telescope optics and the pixel pitch of the CCD's. Figure 45 shows this relationship in tabular form.
The baseline pixel pitch is 5 pm, and the baseline focal length is 300 cm, yielding a resolution of
0.68 arcsecond. However, it is not certain that 5 pm pixel CCD's will be available for the LUTE. In that
6
300 0.82"
F/3
420
F/4.2 0.49"
0.59"
Figure 45.
_ Korsch Optics original design
F/3, 5p,m pixel baseline
_ Possible revised design
Resolution (arcsecond) versus EFL and pixel size.
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case, CCD's with larger pixels may have to be used. If the baseline optics are retained, then the formal
resolution of the instrument will become 0.98 arcsecond. One approach to maintaining the resolution of
the instrument would require increasing the focal length by a factor of 7/5, to 420 cm. However, the
diameter of the primary mirror would need to remain at 100 cm due to the physical space constraints
imposed by the launch shroud. Thus, the f-number of the telescope would increase from f/3.0 to f/4.2.
The preceding discussion indicates that regardless of whether 5 or 7 pm pixel CCD's are used
in the LUTE instrument, the resolution will be determined by the size of the detector pixels, not by the
resolving power of the optics.
5.2 LUTE Focal Plane Array (FPA)
The sensor array for the LUTE uses an array of frame transfer CCD optical detectors which con-
vert the optical image formed by the optical system into electronic charges. These electronic charges are
subsequently converted to digital form and transmitted to Earth for storage and analysis. For a more
detailed description of CCD operation, C09SU!t on e of the standard texts on CCD's, such as reference 16,
Figure 46 gives an overall view of the FPA architecture,
The technique used to acquire the star field image is termed drift scanning, since the telescope is
pointed in a fixed direction and the star images appear to drift across the focal plane in an east to west
direction due to the rotation of the Moon. This approach is shown schematically in figure 47. If the
CCD's are aligned so that the rows of pixels run east and west, and the CCD is clocked at the apparent
sidereal rate, the electronic charge image of the star field will remain exactly fixed under the optical
image. This prevents blurring or smearing of the image, and allows a longer image integration time,
thereby improving the overall sensitivity of the detection process. The process of synchronizing the
motion of the optical and electronic images is referred to as TDI.
t 1.4 0
i
I t 5.233 cm _ I II
I 14 1.0 ° _ I I • Mosaicked focal plane array
I I N I I with 8 CCD's plus alignment
I I i I I CCD's
:_:i ii :_:_ Ali nment _:z:_:z:_:_ I • 5-7pm p[xel size
n. • 3 Bandpasses with 2 physical
time
• 7576-10465 pixels in N-S
E 5.233 cm direction (depending on pixel
size)
Utlllti"'""711lil:_ :i :_ :_ :! :_ : Ali rtmeNt ,_ :i :i _ :I !i il !i _ !i! T_9_:;f::_::rri' ! ?,:
I I _ 14.6 arcsec (5/Jm pixels)
. _ S 20.5 arcsec (7 pm pixels)
I I 1411 pixels (5 pro)
t 1008 pixels (7 pro) Rotational alignment requirement
883 sec.@
0.344 arcsec/5 pm
0.480 arcsec/7 pm
Figure 46. LUTE focal plane CCD array.
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Figure 47. Schematic representation of CCD/TDI technique.
As the charge image reaches the western edge of the CCD, the accumulated electronic charges
are transferred into an analog shift register, and then sequentially shifted into the output amplifier. The
amplifier output is digitized (16 bit resolution) and the resulting data are transferred to the C&DH
system for transmission to Earth. For additional details on this observational technique.J7,18
Although the preceding description has discussed using CCD's as the sensing element, alternate
approaches exist. One alternate approach to conventional CCD's would be photon counting detector
arrays, although much development work remains before these devices will be mature enough for use.
Yet another approach is the use of active-pixel devices now under development in the U.S. and Japan. 19
This technology, which is still in the early stages of development, might allow area-of-interest image
processing which would greatly reduce the bandwidth required to return the data to Earth.
There are a number of items that must be considered in the detailed design of the FPA. These
items are:
(1) Curvature of the focal "plane"
(2) Curved star trails
(3) Pixel size (focal length, resolution, etc.).
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(1) Curvature Qf the focal plane--The baseline LUTE optics were designed to have negligible
curvature of the image surface so that flat CCD's can be used without an undue amount of image
blurring due to defocus. If the CCD's used in the FPA are no more than 14 by 14 mm, then a focal sur-
face radius of curvature _>100 cm results in only a small increase (=1 I.tm) in the image spot of light from
a point source. If larger sensorchips are used, then the-m_n_mum permissible image surface radius of
curvature is correspondingly larger. For example, a sensor 20.5 by 20.5 mm (corresponding to an array
of 4,096 by 4,096 pixels at a 5 pmlpixel pitch) would require that the focal surface radius of curvature be
greater than 215 cm, which is flatter than the existing baseline design. Sensor chips of this size therefore
could not be used unless: (a) the optical design was altered to produce an image surface with less
curvature, or (b) the image quality requirements were relaxed somewhat.
Even though the departure of the image surface is negligible over the dimensions of an individual
sensor chip, over the diameter of the entire focal plane the deviation is appreciable (=417 l.tm at the
edges of the FPA). This amount of curvature can be accommodated by building up the FPA as a
"mosaic" of CCD's which conforms to the approximate shape of the focal surface. Alignment of the
individual CCD's on the focal plane has been addressed by other researchers and is a manageable task. 2o
Deforming the CCD's in two dimensions, such as is done with the film for a Schmidt camera, is a
technique whose feasibility is unproved.
As an alternative to the focal plane mosaic approach, a fiber optic field flattener might be inter-
posed between the image surface proper and the CCD's. This approach has been used to convert and
detect x rays and is shown in figure 48. The drawback to this approach is limited resolution. Since the
fibers typically must be in the 4 to 6 l.tm diameter range, the spatial resolution in the focal plane cannot
be any better than this. Other unknowns are possible resolution degradation introduced by the conver-
sion phosphor, and questions regarding the durability of the phosphor in ground handling, during launch,
and in the lunar environment. These questions and others must be satisfactorily answered before this
approach could be selected.
Fiber Optic
Field Flattener CCDs
.
"_,_,.,,.,,,,,,lllUi ,illlll_llllllllTlllmllffflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIiilnlllni iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii llllllllllllliiiiilllllllllln,,,,i_
Ground & Polished to
Shape of Image Surface
Coated with UV
Conversion Phosphor
Figure 48. Fiber optic field flattener and UV converter.
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(2) Curved Star Trails--As the Moon rotates on its axis, the FOV of the LUTE instrument
sweeps across the lunar sky. As a star moves into the FOV, its image on the telescope focal plane moves
along a slightly curved path. The exact amount of curvature of this path depends on the pointing
declination of the telescope's optical axis and the declination of the star. The star image track on the
focal plane is a portion of an ellipse for viewing declinations greater than 45 °, a parabola for a viewing
declination equal to 45 °, and a hyperbola for declinations less than 45*. These curved star tracks can be
precisely described by mathematical expressions modified only by distortions in the telescope optical
system.21 22 The practical consequence of this is that "standard" CCD's, with a rectilinear arrangement
of pixels, will not align properly with the curved star image tracks, resulting in an image mistrack, or
"smear," from one horizontal row of pixels to the adjacent row. This would degrade the resolution of the
instrument and, to some extent, defeat any sensitivity gain from the TDI scheme. This difficulty will be
exacerbated as the resolution of the telescope increases (either smaller pixels or longer focal length or a
combination of both).
One possible solution to this difficulty is to fabricate custom CCD's with the rows of pixels laid
out on curved tracks. In principal the curvature of the tracks can be adjusted so that the star images
remain exactly centered on the row of pixels. The principal drawback to this approach is the higher costs
associated with custom CCD's, since each chip will need to be designed for a specific location on the
focal plane. Another drawback is the extreme pointing accuracy and alignment requirement for the
telescope with a detector that has been designed for star track curvatures corresponding to a specific
declination. Pointing accuracy ranges are typically a few arcseconds.
(3) Pixel Size--In addition to the consideration discussed in the preceding paragraphs regarding
the apparent necessity of having curved rows of CCD pixels, there are tradeoffs on the size of the CCD
pixels themselves. As discussed previously, the size of the pixels influences the angular resolution of the
LUTE telescope. The pixel size also influences the dynamic range of the instrument, since pixel size and
full well capacity (number of photoelectrons that can be stored and transferred along the row of pixels)
are related. At the same time, readout noise is relatively independent of the pixel size or well capacity
and sets the lower limit on detectability. At the present time, commercially available CCD's have
minimum pixel sizes around 7 _tm, with full well capacities on the order of 60,000 e-. Fabrication of
CCD's with smaller pixels is possible, and could be pursued in parallel with efforts to develop CCD's
with curved tracks. The challenge will be to maintain good device yield and reasonable full well
capacity as the size of the pixels is reduced.
5.3 $_ructural Trades and Analysis
The LUTE structural reference design, described in section 4.2.3, evolved through analyses and
trade studies described below. A combination of hand calculations, simple and detailed I-DEASrU/FEM
models, and consultation with vendor representatives were used to develop and evaluate options for the
LUTE structural systems. Table 11 summarizes the trade studies that were performed.
Structural analyses in this section compare temperature effects on structures, mirror support
trades, primary mirror material trades, metering structure design options, light shade construction trades,
and aperture cover design options. The effects of mirror material selection on other structural telescope
components are also given.
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Table 11. Summary of structural trade studies.
Structural
Components Trades Options Analysis
. 1, ,.,.,
Mirrors HandTemperature
effects.
Athermalization.
Substrate trades,
Construction trades.
Material trades.
Tilt from 0 ° to 90*.
Bulk temperature, axial gradient, diametral
gradient.
Baseplate-optics ACTE from 0 to 11.3 ppm/K.
One-piece versus separate mirrors.
Closed back, open back, meniscus, single arch.
Thermal deformations: Be, SiC, fused silica.
Deformation due to lunar gravity.
I-DEASrWFEM
Vendor (HDOS)
Vendor (HDOS)
I-DEASVWFEM
I-DEAS_/FEM
Mirror support Support concepts. Outer, inner, bottom three-point mounts. I-DEAS_/FEM
structure Support stiffness. Flexure stiffness k = 0.01 N/m to ,,_. I-DEAS_/FEM
Metering Design concepts. Seven options identified for trade space.
Material trades. Thermal deformations: Be and Gr/Ep cylinders. Hand
structure
Light shade Construction trades. Varied skin thickness and number of stringers. Spreadsheets
Aperture cover HandMass versus
thickness.
Alternate designs.
Baseplate
Assumed aluminum, compared to historical
data.
Two fabric/mylar concepts identified for trade
space.
Baseplate-optics ACTE.
Stress: beryllium, graphite/epoxy, titanium.
Loads with 40 ° site mount. 65 ° site mount TBD.
Athermalization.
Material trades.
Interface reactions.
I-DEASrWFEM
I-DEASVWFEM
I-DEASVWFEM
Definitions--The structural terms "allowable strengths" and "stress margins of safety" will often
appearln the text. F0r clarity, these terms have been defined below, as they are used in the structural
documentation.
allowable strength = O'allowable= material yield strength/safety factor (5-5)
stress margin of safety = M.S. = (Cranowablotcalculated stress) - 1 (5-6)
For stress margin of safety, positive values indicate a safe design while negative values indicate
structural failure.
5.3.1 FE Models
The reference structural design and geometry is described in section 4.2.3, Baseline Structural
Design. This section shall briefly describe some of the FE models that were generated from this geome-
try.
Primary Mirror--The reference primary mirror FE model has 192 nodes. Mesh increments are
6 cm vertically, 15 ° circumferentially, and 8.33 cm radially. There are 240 elements in the model.
Faceplates are thin-shell linear quadrilateral elements, and the mirror's sandwich core is modeled with
solid linear bricks. To approximate the sandwich construction, the solid elements were assigned a
J
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density equal to 5.3 percent of the material's normal value to simulate the sandwich cell mass and a
Young's modulus equal to 3.5 percent of the material's normal value to simulate the honeycomb's
stiffness. 23
Metering Structure--The metering structure model has 149 nodes. There are 125 elements in the
model: 8 rods for the metering truss tubes, 104 thin-shell linear elements, and 13 lumped masses for
inertial loading. The lumped masses represent the secondary mirror, science instrument, etc.
Eleq_r0nif8 Box Support Structure--The structure was modeled as an aluminum truss with 8
nodes, 11 circular rods, and a 1 cm thick electronics box shelf.
Baseplate--There are 650 nodes in the FE model. In addition, there are 1,054 elements in the
model: 648 thin-shell linear elements for the faceplates and 324 solid elements for the honeycomb core.
For preliminary design, the solid elements were assigned a density equal to 10 percent of the material's
normal value to simulate the sandwich cell mass and a Young's modulus equal to 3.5 percent of the
material's normal value to simulate the honeycomb's stiffness.
Intggrated Structural Model--Table 12 lists the number of nodes and elements in the model.
Table 12. Finite elements in structural model.
Component
Integraded FE model
Nodes
Elements
Lumped Thin
Masses Sprin_s Rods Beams Shells Solids
6
Total
1,339 79 19 408 1,269 396 2,177
Baseplate 650 648 324 972
Primary mirror 192 6 168 72 246
Secondary mirror - 4 4
Tertiary mirror - 3 3
Primary baffle - 36 36
Secondary baffle - 4 4
Detector - 1 I
Radiator - 4 4
Metering structure 149 8 104 112
408 348Light shade
Aperture cover
High-gain antenna
24
1
11 1Electronics box support
Electronics box
360 756
24
1
12
2
5.3.2 Requirements and Loads
The requirements used in the structural trade studies are listed in the reference design chapter in
section 4.2.3.1. The LUTE is currently designed to launch on an Atlas IIAS, which imposes challenging
mass and geometrical constraints. The baseline TCS, consequently, is designed to be passive. The base-
line optical system is inactive with the exception of a focusing actuator on the secondary mirror cell.
Operating in the lunar environment under these conditions imposes some substantial requirements on the
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opticalstructures.Thermaldatashowthatthe lunarsurfacetemperaturecanvaryfrom 93 K at sunriseto
ashot as395K at local noonduring the14daylunarday/nightcycle,lo
Design Factors for Glass Structures--Some glass structures design information and safety factors
appear in MSFC-HDBK-505. LUTE mirrors are to be qualified through analysis and testing of the flight
hardware, a protoflight test. A summary of the minimum design factors for glass appears in table 13.
Table 13. Minimum glass design factors.
Glass Analysis
Condition Factor of Safety
Nonpressurized 3.0
(Analysis and Test)
Bonds for Structural 2.0
Glass
Qualification Test
Factor
N/A
Protoflight
Test Factor
1.2
1.4 1.2
Also specified in MSFC-HDBK-505, "the material strength allowables for adhesives shall meet
the requirements of MSFC-STD-506" and "the material properties of glass shall meet the requirements
of MSFC-STD-506."
Launch Vehicle Loads--Preliminary loads for the three LUTE/lander launch vehicle candidates
of Atlas HAS, Titan III/TOS, and Titan IV/Centaur can be found in their mission planner's guides.
These loads include design load factors, acoustic environments, and shock response spectrum for the
three launch vehicles. The Atlas IIAS has been chosen as the baseline launch vehicle for LUTE.
Random loads have not been identified for the LUTE/lander interface, and are to be accounted
for in future analyses.
Random vibration levels are given for the payload to launch vehicle interface in General
Dynamics's "Mission Planner's Guide for the Atlas Launch Vehicle Family," dated luly 1990. Using the
methods detailed in JA-418, "Payload Flight Equipment Requirements for Safety Critical Structures,'"
NASA/MSFC, August 1984, and the natural frequencies listed for the baseline LUTE
structure in section 4.2.3.12, random vibration load factors were derived to be 2.1 g's axially and
2.0 g's laterally for the overall system. A component-level random loads analysis must be performed
in phase B.
Structural Load Paths--The structural load path diagram associated with the baseline LUTE
design is drawn in figure 49.
The baseplate is one of the most important structural components of the LUTE, since all other
LUTE structural components are affected by its performance. Likewise, the light shade and metering
structure provide structural attachments for several components. The complexity of maintaining the
spacing between the primary and tertiary mirrors with the secondary mirror is also evident, from the
number of structural components through which loads must pass.
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Figure 49. Structural load paths for LUTE reference design.
5.3.3 Structural Material Selection
A detailed discussion of the candidate materials in the LUTE preliminary design appears in
appendix J of this report. Although not included in this report but of great value in the LUTE phase A
study, a data book was compiled from the literature search done in preparing the "LUTE Mirror Mated
als Report" contained in appendix J. When selecting materials for LUTE structural components, low
mass was an important requirement. Materials with high strength-to-mass ratios and high stiffness-to-
mass ratios are desirable, unless other requirements, such as thermal deformation constraints or material.
based athermalization designs, dictate otherwise. Table 14 lists the materials which were considered for
LUTE structural components.
Table 14. Room temperature mechanical properties of candidate structural materials.
Material
Aluminum
AI-Li
AI/SiC
Beryllium
Graphite/Epoxy
Invar
Titanium
Type
Density YTS E
(kg/m 3) (MPa) (GPa)
2219-T81 2,823 330.9 74.5 117
2195 2,700 690.0 78.6 256
Metal matrix composite
1-250 (structural grade) 1,850 = 544.7 303.0 294
GY70/934, +12' 1,689 498.5 268.2 295
36 8,080 = 248.2 = 144.0 31
Ti-5A1-2.5Sn 4,484 758.4 106.9 169
Specific
Strength
[YTS/rho]
(YO/kg)
Specific
Stiffness
[E/rho]
(MJ/kg)
26
29
CTE
(ppm_/K)
22.14
11.3
_3.54
0.00177
10.26
164
159
18
24
Poisson's
Ratio
mu
(-)
0.33
0.08
0.33
high is good high is good
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Roomtemperaturematerialpropertiesfor theopticalcomponentsof theLUTE aregivenin the
primarymirror tradesection,section5.3.4.3.Temperature-varyingpropertiesfor beryllium andSiC
appearin appendixK.
Table 15showswhich candidatematerialswereselectedfor eachstructuralcomponentfor the
baselinedesignof LUTE, basedonspecificcomponentrequirements.Thestructuraltraderesults
responsiblefor manyof theseselectionswill bediscussedwith thecomponentanalyses.
Table 15. Structuralmaterialselectionfor baselinedesign.
Optics
Component
Mirror Support Structure
Metering Structure
Optical Baffles
Material Candidates
(ALI,-CAPS were selected)
SILICON CARBIDE
Beryllium
Fused Silica
GRAPHITE/EPOXY
Titanium
Berylliium
Invar
GRAPHITE/EPOXY
Beryllium
ALUMINUM
Aluminum-Lithium
Beryllium
Graphite/Epoxy
Section Rationale
Minimize thermal deforma-
tions during lunar operations.
Good UV performance
Compatibility with mirror
material. Minimize stress and
deflections in the mirrors.
Low CTE to maintain focal
length between optics.
Nonload bearing structures,
wanted a cheap material,
easy to manufacture.
Analysis Method
I-DEASrM/FEM and Model
Solution.
Hand analysis.
Engineering judgment.
I-DEAS TM FE models.
Hand analysis.
Light Shade ALUMINUM Well-understood manufactur- PD22 spreadsheet analytical
Aluminum-Lithium ing process. Cheap. tool. I-DEAS TM FEM.
Graphite/Epoxy Technical simplicity.
Aperture Cover To be determined Historical data for mass.
Electronics Box Support ALUMINUM Cheap, easy to manufacture. Hand and FE analysis.
Power System Attachment To be determined
Telescope Baseplate I-DEAS TM FEM.Thermal distortion compat-
ibility with optics. Optics-
baseplate material athermal-
ization desired.
GRAPHITE/EPOXY
Titanium
Beryllium
5.3.4 Mitigation of Mirror Deformations in Lunar-Based Telescopes
Structural design and analysis of the optical systems for lunar-based telescopes is a challenging
task. A concern during this study was the degradation of the LUTE optical figure due to thermal defor-
mations. In addressing this task, a multidisciplinary analysis process was developed, temperature effects
were characterized, and primary mirror thermal deformations were calculated for use in the optical
analyses. Trade studies evaluated the qualitative performance of various design schemes. Results
indicate that statically determinant mirror supports with bottom-mounted flexures render less optical
disturbance under thermal loading than mirror supports at the inner or outer periphery. Another trade
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indicated that a telescope's baseplate should be athermalized with respect to the mirrors by matching
thermal distortion coefficients. A comparison of three materials for the primary mirror indicated that SiC
would be the best material for LUTE's operational environment.
5.3.4.1 Temperature Effects on Structures
Thermal data show that the lunar surface temperature can vary from 93 K at sunrise to as hot as
395 K at local noon. lo During this 14 day lunar day/night cycle, thermal analysis predicts that the
temperature of LUTE's primary mirror will vary from 65 to 265 K at 40 ° latitude, 0 ° longitude, which
was considered early in the phase A final study. Operating in the lunar environment under these thermal
conditions is very challenging, and a primary concern is the degradation of LUTE's optical performance
due to thermal deformations.
A general understanding of the temperature effects on structures will provide some valuable
insights to guide the design of lunar-based telescopes. To illustrate, the characteristic deformations of a
beam under three basic thermal loads are sketched in figure 50.
1 ) Bulk Temperature Excursion (eg. 70 K - 230 K)
internally isothermal, no lemperalure gradients.
• .................. -- ............ _| _...L
l--ql_ AT :, OO -_I_
cross-
side view s ectSon
2) Axial Temperature Gradient
I< AT,, 0°
slde vlew
250_
230- _
21C-
cross-
section
3) Diametral Temperature Gradient
I I I I I
21°O 22 ° 23 ° 24 ° 25 °
cross-
s Ide view s ec tlon
Figure 50. Temperature effects on a beam.
Hand analysis shows that a pure axial (through the thickness) temperature gradient is more sig-
nificant than a pure diametral (across the span) temperature gradient in causing vertical deformation. For
instance, in a beam with no constraints, having a span of I and a thickness of t, a diametral gradient of
[(//02/2] is needed to equal the vertical tip deflection caused by a 1 K axial gradient. If the beam had a
span of 50 cm and a thickness of 6.6 cm, a 28.7 K diametral gradient would cause the same vertical tip
deflection as a 1 K axial gradient.
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Athermalization--Athermalizationschemesmaybematerial-based,geometry-based,or a combi-
nationof thetwo. This analysiswill assumematerial-basedtechniques.Krim discussestheconceptof
athermalizationin detail.24If careis not takento athermalizelunar-basedtelescopes,bulk temperature
excursionswill drive thedeformations.To illustrate,FEanalyseswith I-DEASTM were conducted to
evaluate the interaction between mirror thermal deformation and baseplate athermalization. A beryllium
LUTE primary mirror was mounted to a basepiate via three flexures on the mirror's outside edge. The
CTE of the baseplate was allowed to vary between 0 and 1 i.3 ppm/K (11.3 ppm/K equals the CTE of
beryllium). The variation in baseplateCTE represented different candidates for the basep!ate material
selection. The thermal deformations of the primary mirror's figure, in response to an assumed tempera-
ture loading of 96 K bulk temperature excursion, 0.1 K axial gradient, and 0.6 K diametral gradient, are
plotted in figure 51. i|
80
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,.. _ k radial = 7.42 E6 N/m)
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Figure 51. Thermal deformation versus baseplate CTE.
When the difference between CTE s of the baseplate and optics becomes wider, the mismatch in
their thermal growth during the 96 K bulk temperature excursion results in larger deformations.
Utilizing an athermalizaiionscheme is recommended for the baseplate-optics system and for any
other sensitive component such as the metering structure. For the L_, current athermalization plans
are to match the CTE's of the baseplate and optics as closely as possible. Matching other thermal-
distortion indicators, such as the steady-state and transient-thermal distortion coefficients, may also be
and mirror trade, assumed annecessary. The mirror support trade material discussed later, athermalized
baseplate-optics system.
A concern, however, is whether athermalizati0n can accommodate large bulk temperature swings
(e.g., the 200 K range predicted for the LUTE optics). Material-based athermalization schemes work
best when the operating temperature is held within a narrow band, since the athermalized design can be
tailored for those specific temperatures. If the temperature variation is outside this band, though,
athermalization may break down. For example, when a design has been athermalized using material-
based techniques, there exists a ratio C between the CTE's of two materials that allows the structure to
be athermalized at a given temperature To:
C = CTE1 (T=To)/CTE2 (T=To). (5-7)
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If the temperature T should change by an appreciable amount, the design will only remain
athermalized if the ratio between the thermal expansion slopes of these two materials equals the same
ratio constant C:
f (3CTE1/3T)dT (3CTE 1fi)T)AT (3CTE 1/3T)
3CTEz/3T)d T (3CTE2/3T)AT (3CTE2/3T) •
(5-8)
A more detailed discussion on athermalization is beyond the scope of this report.
5.3.4.2 Mirror Support Trades
Before a mirror material trade was conducted, a design for the mirror support structure was
baselined. Structural supports for the primary and tertiary mirrors hold these optics above the baseplate
and must allow the mirrors to expand and contract in the thermal environment. Otherwise, stress and
additional warpage will be introduced into the mirrors. The mirror support trade was conducted to assess
the impact of different mirror support concepts on a primary mirror's thermal deformations. The affect
of mirror support stiffness on thermal deformations was also evaluated. Launch and lunar gravity loads
were not considered in this trade.
Method--For the mirror support trade, a beryllium primary mirror was modeled. An assumed
temperature loading of 96 K bulk temperature excursion, 0.1 K axial gradient, and 0.6 K diametral gra-
dient was applied to the model to assess the thermal deformation figure change when the mirror was
supported along its outside edge, inside edge, and bottom with three flexures. The bottom supports,
utilizing a statically determinant support concept, were mounted close to the neutral surface of the
mirror. The three designs are illustrated in figure 52.
The supports were modeled with spring elements. Several runs were made with each design to
assess the thermal deformations as the spring constants were varied. These deformations are plotted in
figure 53 ................
Outer Determinant Inner
support_ Bottom-support_ supports
0 ° O:z0
at 50-cm R at 41.67-cm R at 25-cm R
Support
Locations
0
150°
270°
RESTRAINED D.O.F.
Outer Bottom Inner
supports supports supports
r0z r0z r0z
r0z 0z r0z
r0z z r0z
Figure 52. Mirror support concepts.
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Figure 53. Thermal deformation versus support stiffness.
Results--Figure 53 indicates that the resulting deformations of the mirror using the outer
supports and bottom Supports are less than when using inner supports. The current data are not conclu-
sive in showing whether bottom supports are better than outer supports. The assumed thermal loads were
not large enough to create a discernible difference between these options. Kinematic bottom supports,
however, are statically determinant, i.e., having the advantage of not being influenced by the stiffness of
the flexures.
The statically determinant support concept with three bott0m-mounted flexures was chosen as
the baseline design for the LUTE primary and tertiary mirrors during preliminary design. The mirror
support flexures have been radially located at the mirrors' neutral balance point. The location of the
neutral balance point was estimated by calculating the radial distance r, where the mirror's outer radial
mass equaled the mirror's inner radial mass:
2 2 (r 2-R_..er) tp/T (Router-r) tp = tr
This equation was then simplified to derive an expression for the radial balance point r:
S
2 2 )/21r = outer+Rinner
(5-9)
(5-10)
Using this equation, hand calculations approximated the primary mirror's neutral balance point at
a radial location of 39.5 cm and the tertiary mirror's neutral balance point at 9.9 cm radially. The
secondary mirror's balance point is at approximately 14.4 cm radially.
Launch Locks--Stress analysis is required and has not been performed to determine if the mirror
support flexures can withstand launch and lunar landing loads without damage. If the flexures cannot
support the mirror safely, launch locks will be required to support the LUTE optics during launch and
landing.
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5.3.4.3 Primary Mirror
Extreme temperature swings in the mirrors of lunar-based telescopes with passive TCS's will
necessitate that the optical structures be designed carefully in an effort to reduce thermal deformations of
the mirrors and to maintain satisfactory optical performance. It is desirable to maintain the dimensional
stability of the optical structures, to reduce thermal conductivity paths to the mirrors, and to minimize
light blockage. The analysis of thermal deformations on the LUTE optics has been a very detailed under-
taking. In addressing this task, an interactive, multidisciplinary analysis process, as sketched in figure
54, was developed.
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Figure 54. Analysis process for mirror deformations.
This process was used to calculate primary mirror thermal deformations. Numerical data gener-
ated by the process were transmitted electronically between disciplines. The configuration, thermal, and
structures disciplines used the I-DEAS TM software package for FE design and analyses of the LUTE.
Structural analyses compared the qualitative performance of various design schemes. To conduct
the design trades for the LUTE optics, analyses were based on the I-DEAS TM FE model of the primary
mirror. The primary mirror geometry and construction are described in section 4.2.3.3. The FE model is
described in section 5.3.1. Models were not built for the secondary and tertiary mirrors. It is anticipated
that the primary mirror results will be pertinent to the design of lunar-based telescopes in general, even if
their thermal control systems are not entirely passive. Trades resulted in the selection of a baseplate
athermalized with respect to the mirrors by matching thermal distortion coefficients, statically deter-
minant mirror supports with three bottom-mounted flexures, and SiC as the baseline mirror material.
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Integrated Primary-Tertiary Versus Separate Primary-Tertiary Mirror--The baseline primary-
tertiary mirror assembly has the mirrors ground on separate blanks. Another option reviewed was to
grind the primary and tertiary mirrors on a single blank. This option was not chosen, however, because
consultation with industry indicated that it would be difficult to grind a primary and tertiary on one
blank, because of alignment of the two foci. Normally, the mirrors are ground separately and then
aligned. Similarly, during operation, the mirrors may experience a misalignment which could be
corrected by rigidly moving one or the other.
Another advantage to having the L_ primary and tertiary mirrors ground on separate blanks is
reduced weight. If these mirrors were ground on a single blank, the weight would be 17 percent higher
than the combined weight of the separate primary and tertiary.
Mirror Construction Trades--The baseline mirror geometry with closed-back construction was
primarily chosen due to heritage from previous studies. A study on mirror construction trades was
undertaken by HDOS during the LUTE preliminary design. HDOS investigated a number of different
geometries, including single-arch, closed-back, open-back, and meniscus constructions. Results of their
study are summarized in table 16. A copy of HDOS's report appears in appendix L.
Table 16.
Based on Wave Front Error (WFE)
1. Single arch
2. Closed back
3. Open back
4. Meniscus
HDOS ranking of mirror construction geometries (from "best" to "worst").
(supported at inner radius)
(supported at 2/3R)
(supported at 2/3R)
(supported at 2/3R)
Based on Deflection
1. Closed back
2. Open back
3. Single arch
4. Meniscus
calculated from lg sag and fundamental frequency
Mirror Material Property ComparisonISelection of the mirror material is one of the first steps in
the design of a telescope's optical structures. After a mirror material is selected, the material for the
mirror support structure can be chosen. The baseplate material selection will be impacted by the choice
of a mirror material. The metering structure material selection may also be influenced. Room tempera-
ture properties for the LUTE optical system material candidates are listed in table 17. Beryllium and SiC
temperature-varying mechanical properties are listed in appendix K.
Table 17. Room temperature properties of candidate mirror materials 24-3o
Material Type
Beryllium 0-50
Silicon dioxide (quartz)
Elastic
Density modulus
rho YTS E
(kg/m^3) (MPa) (GPa)
1827- 1855 172- 207 303
265( -- --
,..Zl.flZ.:..222_ .............. = ......... Z2...
= 233C -- --
2920 - 459,= -- 311
291( -- 117
2187 - 2205 UTS 5£ 68
2519 - 2570 -- 89
_,_llco_._J_J_e ...(l,_._l,_JlJ_a ........
Silicon
Silicon Carbide
SiClAI MMC
ULE Ti Silicate, 7971
Zerodur M
CTE
(ppm/K)
11.3- 11.5
_0.5.4..:..0..5f_
2.5
2.6 - 3.24
12.4
0 + 0.054
0 + 0.09
Conductivity
k
(W/(m-K))
182 - 22d
6.2- lO.z
14(
112-156,4gE
12:
1.(
specific
heat
Cp
(J/(kg-K)
1825- 1926
745
712_
675 - 1255
1004
766
812
Poisson's
ratio
mu
[--]
0.04
......0.2.4.-4...
0.17
0.25
m
L
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An effort was undertaken to identify all comparison factors, or figures of merit, pertinent to a
telescope's mirror material selection and to assemble them in a systematic summary chart. There are
many factors to be considered when selecting a suitable mirror material. Table 18 lists some of these
comparison factors.
Table 18. Comparison factors for mirror material trades.
PARAMETER
• Specific stiffness
• Specific strength
• Microyield strength
• Fracture toughness
• Anisotropy (homogentety of properties)
• Hysteresis due to thermal cycling
• Steady state thermal distortion coefficient
• Transient thermal distortion coefficient
• Surface figure
-- Peak-to-valley deformation
-- Curvature tilt
• Surface microroughness
• Optical scatter (scatter _ roughness^2)
• Bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF)
;• UV reflectance (normal incidence)
• Cost
DEFINITION
E / rho
YTS / rho
stress which causes l%
creep in TBD hours
Klc
ratio of directional props.
change In optical figure
CTE/k
(CTE-rho-Cp)/k
departure of actual from
undeformed.
departure of surface
from plane.
TBD
angle off specular,
amount of light
R = [(n _, - 1)^2 + _,k^2l /
[(n_, + 1)^2 + _k^2l
Price / diameter
UNITS
MJ / kg
kJ / kg
MPa
dimensionless
TBD
cm / Megawatt
10E-6(sec/cma2-K)
I.tm (microns)
micro-radians
Angstroms (A) rms
Angstroms (,_)rms
TBD
TBD
percent (%)
$/cm
CRITERIA
high is good
high is good
high is good
near 1 is good
low is good
near 0 is good
near 0 is good
low is good
near 0 is good
low is good
low is good
low is good
high is good
low is good
Mirror material trades and mirror support trades were complicated by the requirement that the
optics withstand a bulk temperature excursion of approximately 65 to 265 K. Ground- and space-based
telescopes typically do not have to contend with the harsh thermal environment affecting lunar-based
telescopes. Consequently, the structural results presented herein will focus primarily on the ability of a
material to resist deformation due to thermal loads. Steady-state thermal distortion coefficients, transient
thermal distortion coefficients, and FE analyses of the primary mirror's surface figure in response to
thermal loads will be discussed.
The transient thermal distortion coefficient (TTDC) is a figure of merit that indicates a material's
tendency to deform under transient thermal loads. It is calculated from a material's density, coefficient
of thermal expansion, specific heat, and thermal conductivity:
'ITDC = CTE×p×Cplk. (5-11)
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A TI'DC nearzerois consideredgoodbecauseit indicatesthatthematerialtendsnot to deform
undertransientthermalgradientsat agiventemperature.A plot of TI'DC versustemperatureis shownin
figure 55.
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Figure 55. Transient thermal distortion coefficient.
Figure 55 was reproduced with permission from data presented by Paquin in 1986. 31 According
to the plot, beryllium and Zerodur resist transient thermal distortion better than other materials in the
LUTE primary mirror temperature range of 65 to 265 K.
However, the information displayed in figure 55 does not include some materials like SiC. 32 33
Beryllium and SiC temperature varying material properties were obtained from literature and discussions
with vendors. 34 Beryllium and SiC temperature-varying mechanical properties are listed in appendix K.
The transient thermal distortion coefficients of these materials were then calculated and plotted in figure
56. The curves indicate that SiC tends to resist transient thermal deformations better than beryllium.
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Figure 56. Transient thermal distortion coefficient
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The steady-state thermal distortion coefficient (SSTDC) is another figure of merit for a materi-
al's resistance to thermal deformation. It is calculated from a material's thermal conductivity and CTE:
SSTDC = CTE/k. (5-12)
Values of SSTDC near zero are considered good because they indicate that the material tends not
to deform under steady-state thermal gradients at a given temperature. After temperature-varying
material properties were obtained, the SSTDC was calculated and plotted for beryllium, CVD TM SiC,
and Ceraform TM SiC in figure 57. 35 This figure indicates that SiC tends to resist steady-state thermal
deformations better than beryllium.
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Figure 57. Steady-state thermal distortion coefficient.
The TTDC and SSTDC figures of merit provide some direction for the structural analysis of the
primary mirror. Results from FE structural analyses were used to compare the surface figure thermal
deformations of a beryllium, SiC, and fused silica primary mirror.
Mirror Material Trade; Figure Deformations Under Thermal Loads--Thermal deformation
analyses were utilized in the preliminary design of the LUTE to characterize temperature effects, to
study the interaction of the baseplate and optics material selection on thermally induced deformations, to
compare various design concepts for the mirror support structure, and to conduct mirror material trades.
Both hand and FE analyses were conducted.
After the athermalized baseplate-optics design and the statically determinant support concept with
bottom-mounted flexures were baselined, a mirror material trade was conducted. The trade used FE
analyses to calculate thermally induced figure deformations of the primary mirror during lunar operation.
The thermal load case applied to the FE models represented an isothermal light shade and baseplate at a
40 ° latitude, 0 ° longitude landing site. Beryllium, SiC, and fused silica were compared during the study.
Detailed analyses for SiC will be discussed later, but only the summarized results for fused silica will be
presented. Beryllium and SiC temperature-varying mechanical properties are listed in appendix K.
Beryllium thermal deformations--Beryllium was the first material analyzed because of its good
thermal properties and low density. SiC and fused silica were then analyzed.
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Figure 58. Beryllium primary mirror thermal load at 40 ° lunar latitude.
Figure 59 illustrates the maximum thermal deformations calculated with I-DEASrWmodel
solution for the beryllium LUTE primary mirror.
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Figure 59. Beryllium primary mirror thermal deformations at 40 ° lunar latitude.
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Figure 59 represents the results from only one thermal load case, the temperature case causing
maximum thermal deformation. In all, beryllium primary mirror temperatures and deformations were
calculated for three critical time steps during the lunar day/night thermal cycle. The output temperatures
and deformations are summarized in table 19(b).
The time steps in table 19(b) were chosen because the largest temperature gradients in the mirror
existed at these times. The bulk temperature range was 65 to 262 K. The maximum vertical peak-to-
valley thermal deformation was about 0.16 Bm, with a maximum curvature tilt of about 56 B deg. The
maximum thermal stress in the mirror was 102.6 kPa, resulting in a high margin of safety.
Table 19. Thermal-structural performance of primary mirror materials at 40 ° latitude
("best" material to "worst" material).
(a) SiC (Ceraform TM) Mass = 16.9 kg + 15 percent= 19.4 kg Oallowable = TBD (>1 MPa)
Average Temperature
Temperature Gradient
(K) (K)
Maximum
Peak-to-Valley
Vertical Maximum
Deformation Curvature Tilt
(Ix) (It deg)
Time
(h) Descriptor
820 Noon 261.3 0.20 0.048 10.66 27.8
1000 Afternoon 157.1 0.09
i
Low is good Near zero is good
Thermal
Stress
(kPa)
*Used room temperature properties, except CTE as f(T). Assumed Poisson's ratio = 0.25.
(b) BERYLLIUM 0-50 Mass = 10.7 kg + 15 percent = 12.3 kg aallowable = 122.86 MPa (1.4 SF)
Average Temperature
Time Temperature Gradient
(h) Descriptor (K) (K)
650 Morning 123.2 0.I1
820 Noon 261.2 0.18
1000 Afternoon 159.5 0.09
Maximum
Peak-to-Valley
Vertical Maximum
Deformation Curvature Tilt
(Ix) (Ix deg)
0.035 13.42
0.160 55.75
0.054 -15.70
Low is good Near zero is good
Thermal
Stress
(kPa)
102.6
*Used temperature-varying properties.
(c) FUSED SILICA Mass = 12.7 kg + 15 percent = 14.6 kg Oallowable = TBD (>1 MPa)
Average Temperature
Time Temperature Gradient
(h) Descriptor (K) (K)
690 Morning 177.7 7.07
820 Noon 260.1 3.34
1000 Afternoon 159.0 7.80
1030 A_ernoon 104.8 2.73
Maximum
Peak-to-Valley
Vertical Maximum
Deformation Curvature Tilt
(Ix) (Ix deg)
0.459 794.66
0.210 197.53
0.460 -873.50
Low is good Near zero is good
*Used room temperature material properties.
Thermal
Stress
(kPa)
53.7
41.8
82.6
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SiC Thermal Deformations--Figure 60 illustrates the maximum thermal deformations calculated
with I-DEAS TM for the SiC LUTE primary mirror. As with the beryllium mirror, a statically determinant
mount with three bottom-mounted flexures was used, and the thermal load case applied to the FE model
represented an isothermal light shade and baseplate at a 40 ° latitude landing site.
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Figure 60. Ceraform TM SiC primary mirror thermal deformations at 40 ° latitude,
Figure 60 represents the results from the temperature case causing maximum thermal deforma-
tion. The output temperatures and deformations are summarized in table 19(a). The time steps in table
19(a) were chosen because the largest temperature gradients in the mirror existed at these times. The
bulk temperature rangewas 65 to :262 K. The maximum vertical peak'to-vailey thermal deformation was
about 0.05 gm, with a maximum curvature tilt of about 11 g deg. The maximum thermal stress in the
mirror was 27.8 kPa, resulting in a high margin of safety.
Thermal D_fgrwation_Trade Results--Structural analyses were conducted with I-DEAS_/model
solution for SiC, beryllium, and fused silica primary mirrors. Thermal deformation results are
summarized in table 19. The thermal stresses developed in all three materials were low, below 1 MPa,
and acceptable.
Table 19 shows that SiC resisted thermal deformation better than the other two mirror materials,
since its maximum peak-to-valley and tilt deformations were the lowest. The results from this material
trade, based on FE analysis of the thermal deformations, concurred with the TI'DC and SSTDC material
property comparisons in figures 55 through 57. Optical studies also favored SiC as the mirror material.
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As a result, SiC has been chosen as the baseline mirror material for the LUTE phase A final reference
configuration.
Note that the SiC structural analysis was based on room temperature properties, except CTE as a
function of temperature. SiC temperature-varying mechanical properties are listed in appendix K.
Typical temperature-varying properties for SiC from 65 to 265 K will be better than the room
temperature properties. Therefore, the tabulated thermal deformation for SiC represents a "worst-case"
scenario, and it is expected that the qualitative results in table 19 will still hold if temperature-varying
properties are used for SiC in a more detailed analysis.
Figure Deformations Under 1/6 Gravity as a f (Nonzenith Pointing_--In addition to thermal
deformations, the primary mirror's surface figure will be affected by the lunar gravity of 1/6 g. An FE
analysis with I-DEAS TM was completed to assess primary mirror figure deformations for SiC and
beryllium.
LUTE will be tilted on the Moon, to assure correct pointing declination. Mirror tilt angles, as
illustrated in figure 61, were varied from 0 ° (horizontal) to 90 ° (vertical) for the lunar gravity deforma-
tion analysis.
Mirrr.-q_t.
tilt
Figure 61. Mirror tilt angle.
The peak-to-valley and curvature deformations of a beryllium and SiC primary mirror are plotted
in figure 62.
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Figure 62. Lunar gravity deformations.
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In figure 62, theberyllium mirror deformedlessthanSiCdueto lunargravity, aswasexpected
sinceits specificstiffnessis higher.
Combined Thermal and Lunar Gravity Loadinu--When only thermal deformations are
considered, SiC is better than beryllium at maintaining low deformations. When only lunar gravity
deformations are considered, though, beryllium is better than SiC. As an indication of mirror
performance under combined loading, the maximum 40 ° latitude thermal deformations for each material
were added to the lunar gravity deformations of the primary mirrors with a 0 ° tilt angle.
Table 20 shows that the SiC primary mirror performed better than the beryllium mirror, when
maximum thermal deformations were added to lunar gravity deformations, for mirrors with 0 ° tilt.
Table 20. Flat (0 ° tilt) LUTE primary mirror at 40 ° lunar latitude.
Beryllium Silicon Carbide
Peak-to-Valley Curvature Peak-to-Valley Curvature
Deformation Deformation Deformation Deformation
Condition (it) (It deg) (It) (I t deg)
Thermal 0.16 56 0.05 11
Lunar g 0.05 8 0.08 14
Sum -- 0.21 64 0.13 25
Low values are better
L_onCh Stresses--Structural stresses were calculated for beryllium, SiC, and fused silica primary
mirrors during launch on an Atlas IIAS launch vehicle. Maximum quasi-static loads of 6 g's axial and
2 g's lateral were applied to the FE models.
Table 21 indicates that all three candidate mirror materials will survive launch on an Atlas IIAS,
assuming quasi-static loads and the mirror construction of section 4.2.3.3. Random vibration loads will
be significant and must be considered in future analyses.
Table 21. Primary mirror quasi-static launch stress.
Material
Beryllium
Fused Silica
SiC
Maximum
Launch Stress
246.7 kPa
299.0 kPa
397.0 kPa
Analysis
Safety Factor
1.4
3.0
3.0
Allowable
Strength
122.86 MPa
TBD (>5 MPa)
TBD (>5 MPa)
Result
Safe
Safe
Safe
r_
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5.3.4.4 Primary Mirror Trade Summary
Degradation of the optical performance due to thermal deformations, during the lunar day/night
cycle, was an important concern of the LUTE preliminary design study. This task necessitated close
interaction between the materials, configuration, thermal, structures, and optics disciplines.
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Three modes of thermal loading--bulk temperature excursion, axial temperature gradient, and
diametral temperature gradient--on the optics were identified. Axial gradients are more significant than
diametral gradients in causing thermal deformations. However, structural analyses indicated that the
primary mirror bulk temperature excursion during the lunar day/night cycle will drive the vertical peak-
to-valley deformation in the optics unless the primary mirror and baseplate are athermalized with respect
to each other. Athermalization, in this case, may be accomplished by matching thermal distortion simi-
larity parameters for the optics and baseplate, such as the coefficients of thermal expansion or transient
thermal distortion coefficients. A concern, however, is whether athermalization can accommodate the
large bulk temperature swings predicted for LUTE.
Trade studies for the primary mirror were discussed, including a mirror support trade and a
mirror material trade. Using separate primary and tertiary mirrors, the mirror support trade evaluated
various inner, outer, and bottom support concepts. Analysis, based on an assumed beryllium primary
mirror thermal loading, indicated that inner supports were worse than the other concepts, since thermal
deformations were larger. Outer supports and bottom supports resulted in similar deformations. How-
ever, kinematic bottom supports had the advantage of being statically determinant. As a result, a stati-
cally determinant support with three bottom-mounted flexures was baselined. Using this support config-
uration, an FE mirror material trade evaluated the thermal and lunar gravity deformations of a beryllium,
SiC, and fused silica primary mirror. At a 0 ° longitude, 40" latitude landing site, the maximum peak-to-
valley and curvature tilt primary mirror deformations were smaller with SiC than with beryllium or
fused silica. SiC has therefore been baselined as the mirror material for the LUTE preliminary design.
5.3.4.5 Analysis Summary for SiC Primary Mirror
I-DEASVM/FEM was used to analyze launch stresses, operating thermal deformations, and lunar
gravity deformations of the SiC primary mirror. The analysis results are summarized in table 22, given a
statically determinant mount with three bottom-mounted flexures.
Table 22. Structural analysis summary for SiC primary mirror.
CONDITION LOAD
Operate 40 ° Lat. Thermal: 261K with 0.20K gradient.
O _it.' 1 6 with OTilt.
Operate 65 ° Lat. Thermal load less than 40° Lat.
Operate 650 Lat. Lunar gravity: 1/6g with 25 o Tilt.
SURFACE FIGURE
Curvature
deformation
(Il deg)
Peak-to-Valley
deformation
(microns)
0.048
0.079
TBD (< 40 ° Lat)
0.101
10.6
13&__
TBD(<40 ° lat)
16.8
STRESS
Max7 l
Stress | Result
_92AkP_ _afe_
27.8 kPa Safe
< Launch i_.._[._
< 40 ° Lat. Safe
< Launch Safe
0
i
When the 40 ° latitude thermal deformation results were used in the optical analysis, optical
performance was found to be acceptable, i.e., the optical spot diagram and encircled energy performance
were satisfactory.
Note that the baseline LUTE landing site is 66.5 ° latitude by 24.2 ° longitude, not 40 ° latitude by
0 ° longitude. Thermal analysis has shown that thermal loads will be smaller at 65 ° latitude. Thermal
deformations will also be smaller at 65" latitude. Consequently, the optical performance at 65 ° latitude
will still be satisfactory.
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5.3.5 Metering Structure
The primarystructuralfunctionof themeteringstructureis to maintaintheseparationdistance
from theprimaryandtertiarymirrorsto thesecondarymirror andithescienceinstrument.The structure
mustbevery stiff andhavelow thermalexpansionfor dimensionalstability during thelunar thermal
cycle.AnotherObjective is to minimize heat transfer to the secondary mirror and science instrument by
selecting materials with low thermal conductivity and by reducing the number of heat conduction paths.
Also, light blockage must be minimized, so that the FOV's of the primary and tertiary mirrors are not
obscured.
5.3.5.1 Design Trade Space
Figure 63 shows the design trade space for the LUTE metering structure.
COMPONENT
SUPPORT PATH EXTERNAL
(to Primary mirror)
METERING STRUCTURE [
/
ASSEMBLY [ Separate /
SKETCH
P = Primary m [rror
S - Secondary
T = Tertiary (a)
_a
Truss [
Tilted I
[ (conic)
[ ICylinder/Tress
Integrated
with Baffle
_f#es _[lus
hal s_lched not skelc_u_d
(C) (d)Co) (e) (0
ba[_
nat drawn
(g)
Figure 63. Metering structure design concepts.
Figure 63 only shows the primary to secondary mirror portion of the metering structure. Figure
64 illustrates three possible designs for the portion of the metering structure that lies in the plane of the
_condary mirror.
Structural trades have not yet been completed to compare the seven different metering structure
design concepts. Due to heritage from previous telescope studies, the baseline design for the LUTE
metering structure was chosen to be option "c" in figure 63, a derivative of the HST straight metering
truss, external to the optics, with the structure in the plane of the secondary mirror being similar to
option "b" in figure 64.
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Figure 64. Secondary mirror enclosure options.
5.3.5.2 Back Focal Distance Thermal Disturbances
A dimensional stability requirement for the separation distance between the secondary mirror and
the other two mirrors has not yet been defined. It is possible that the LUTE metering structure may not
be able to maintain thermal deformations within the focus requirement for the entire lunar day. Conse-
quently, the effect of focal length thermal disturbances on the back focal length of the LUTE optical
system requires additional analysis in phase B.
A hand analysis of these deformations was conducted to develop an initial bounding estimate for
the preliminary design. For ease of analysis, the metering structure configuration was assumed to be an
83 cm tall cylinder external to the optics (similar to metering structure design option "a" in figure 63).
Room-temperature isotropic material properties for beryllium and graphite/epoxy were used. The
thermal loading affecting the focal length was assumed to be a pure bulk temperature excursion; no
internal temperature gradients were applied. Based on these assumptions, the change in focal length was
calculated and plotted in figure 65 as the bulk temperature excursion varied from 0 to 200 K.
The LUTE optics are currently predicted to e.xperience a bulk temperature excursion of 200 K
from 65 to 265 K. If it is assumed that the metering structure is designed to a 165 K reference and that
its temperature range will be 165+100 K, then figure 65 shows that a beryllium cylinder will have a
maximum back focal distance change of about 940 It while a graphite/epoxy cylinder will have a
maximum back focal length distance change of about 45 It. These numbers represent an initial bounding
estimate, which is within available actuator capabilities.
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Figure 65. Metering structure thermal deformations.
5.3.5.3 Stress Analysis Results
I-DEAS TM was used to analyze the launch stresses in the metering structure. Quasi-static launch
loads of 6 g's axial and 2 g's lateral resulted in a maximum stress of 40 MPa, located in the structural
attachments io the secondary mirror housing. The metering structure is safe with a margin of safety
equal to 7.9, which indicates that the structure can withstand combined quasi-static and random vibration
loads of 53 g's axial and 18 g's lateral before material failure.
5.3.6 Light Shade
The light shade FE model, geometry, and construction are described in section 4.2.3.7 of this
report. The light shade is constructed of aluminum. It has major support frames around the aperture
opening and at the top of its cylindrical section. There is also an intermediate Z-frame located at the
middle of the cylindrical section to provide additional support against buckling.
5.3.6. I Light Shade Construction Trade
A light shade construction trade was conducted to determine the required skin thickness and
number of T-section skin stringers needed to prevent buckling of the light shade cylinder during launch.
The trade was run with skin-stringer tank analysis spreadsheet system (STASS) 1.0, an extensive system
of analysis spreadsheets developed for the analysis of skin-stringer-stiffened cylindrical shells under
compression. This tool calculates buckling margins of safety for six failure conditions, including general
instability (Shanley and Becker criteria), stringer crippling, local elastic buckling, wide column
buckling, and sheet buckling.
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A 1.4 safety factor and Atlas HAS quasi-static launch loads of 6 g's axial and 2 g's lateral were
used to calculate loads for the trade, resulting in a compressive axial force of 12,855 Newtons (N)
(2,890 lb) and bending moment of 2,960 N-m (26,200 in-lb). Analysis with STASS 1.0 showed that
sheet buckling was the dominant failure condition. The margins of safety (MS) and mass (kg) estimates
for the construction trade are summarized in table 23.
Table 23. Light shade trade summary.
Skin Thickness
0.0508 cm (0.02 in)
0.0762 cm (0.03 in)
0.1016 cm (0.04 in)
No. of T-Section Skin Stringers
12 18
ii' !!iiii  i i i i!  i!iiiiii!',il
_:i:_i_iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!ii_i_ii_i_iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!m = 39 kg
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... :::;
M.S. = 0.68 M.S. ---2.57
m = 42 kg m = 45 kg
24
M.S. = 0.27*
m --37kg
M.S. = 2.17
m=43 kg
M.S. = 5.23
m = 49 kg
*Selected option.
Positive values for buckling margin of safety indicate a safe design while negative values indi-
cate structural failure. From table 23, six of the nine design options had positive skin buckling margins
of safety. The lowest mass option, 24 T-section skin stringers and 0.0508 cm skin thickness, was chosen
as the baseline light shade structural design.
5.3.6.2 Buckling Analysis of Baseline Light Shade
The baseline light shade has 24 T-section skin stringers, 0.0508 cm skin thickness, an inter-
mediate "Z"-frame, and two major support frames attached to the skin of the light shade. Spreadsheet
analysis with STASS 1.0 has determined that the stiffened light shade is safe during launch on an Atlas
IIAS. The minimum margin of safety was positive 0.27, as shown in table 24. Component-level random
vibration and shock loads have not yet been quantified.
Table 24. Buckling margin of safety summary for stiffened light shade.
Failure Condition
General Instability
- Shanley
- Becker
Stringer Crippling
Column Allowable
Skin Buckling
Buckling
Margin of Safety
(Launch Loads)
>30
>30
26
17
0.27
Result
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
5.3.6.3 Stress Analysis of Baseline Light Shade
I-DEAS TM was used to analyze launch stresses in the baseline light shade. Quasi-static launch
loads of 6 g's axial and 2 g's lateral resulted in a maximum stress of minus 18,390 kPa, where the upper
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attachmentsof theelectronicsboxsupportstructureconnectto the light shadeskin.Thelight shadeskin
is safefrom materialfailure with a marginof safetyequalto 11.9.Thelight shadecanwithstand
combinedquasi-staticandrandomvibration loadsup to 77g's axialand26g's lateralbeforematerial
failure.
5.3.6.4 Light ShadeMass
Themassestimatefor thebaselinelight shadestructureis givenin table25.
Table25. Light shademasssummary.
Cylindrical Conic
Parts Comment Section Section Light Shade
Skin
Stringer land
T-stringers
Z-frame
0.0508 mm A1 2219-T81
Attachment for 24 stringers
24 T-section stringers
Cylindrical section only
4.7 kg
0.5 kg
5.8 kg
1.1 kg
5.0 kg
0.5 kg
6.2 kg
+Major frame: Aperture opening
+Major frame: Top of c_ylinder
Subtotal =
+ 15 percent for attachments and fittings
Total =
Grand Total =
9.7 kg
1.0 kg
12.0 kg
1.1 kg
23.8 kg
6.4 kg
_ 2.4 kg
32.6 kg
4.9 kg
37.5 kg
5.3.7 Electronics Box Support Structure
An analysis of the LUTE electronics box support structure was performed with the structure
modeled as an aluminum truss with 8 nodesl i 1 Clrcular rods, and a 1 cm thick electronics box shelf. The
reference geometry is detailed in section 4.2.3.8. using ,_tlas IIAS launch loads Of 6 g's axial and
2 g's lateral, element forces were calculated with I'DEASrU/FEM analysis. Hand analysis, using the tan-
gent modulus theory, indicated that rods sized to be 1.25 cm in diameter would resist the compressive
element forces calculated by I-DEAS TM without buckling. The first rod to fail is predicted to have a
critical buckling load of 1,790 N with a critical buckling stress of 14.6 MPa. The electronics box support
structure weighs 8 kg.
I-DEASrM/FEM was also used to analyze the launch stresses in the electronics box support struc-
ture. Quasi-static launch loads of 6 g's axial and 2 g's lateral resulted in a maximum stress of 12.2 MPa.
This indicates that the electronics box support structure is safe since the maximum launch stress of 12.2
MPa is below the critical buckling stress of 14.6 MPa. It is estimated that the structure can survive
combined quasi-static and random vibration loads up to 7.2 g's axial and 2.4 g's lateral before buckling.
5.3.8 Aperture Cover
Based on historical data of HST and AXAF-I, a mass of 15 kg was estimated for a LUTE aper-
ture cover. The mass estimate assumes the aperture cover to be aluminum, like HST and AXAF. The
mass estimate is shown in figure 66.
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Deployment mech.
Construction
Size
Surface area
Structure
Structural mass
Structure/SA ratio
Scaled to LUTE SA =
Hubble Space Telescope
R
iiiii!iii!iiiiiii!iii!iiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Opens/Closes, reusable.
AXAF-I
_" 2R ,,---
!l...!...i...l...I.i I I I I t I !..J...]
S.8 kg mech., opens once only.
LUTE
TBD (will open once only)
AI facesheets, t = 0.03 cm.
A] honeycomb core, t = 3.7 cm.
2R = 304.8 cm
SA = 8.29 m^2
44,3 kg
5.34 kg/m^2
11.3 kg
Gr/Ep facesheets
AI honeycomb core
2R = 266.7 cm
SA - 5.59 mA2
39.5 kg
7.07 kg/m^2
1S.O kg
TBD
2a=224cm, 2b= 120cm.
SA = 2.12 m^2
TBD
TBD
Figure 66. Aperture cover mass estimate.
cover.
Figure 67 shows how the mass would vary with thickness for a fiat aluminum elliptical aperture
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Figure 67. Aluminum cover mass versus thickness.
Two lightweight options for a fabric or mylar aperture cover have been identified in appendix G.
A design for the aperture cover has not been performed.
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5.3.9 Baseplate
At 40 ° latitude, hexapod mounts were circumferentially located at 20 °, 40 °, 140 °, 160 °, 260 °, and
280 ° along the outside edge of the baseplate, as shown in figure 68(a). The reference landing site for
LUTE has been moved to 66.5 ° latitude. Landing at this latitude required a new mount to accommodate
the pointing requirement of the 40 ° declination. Restraints for this new mount have not yet been
incorporated into the structural baseplate model, although the two mounts are fairly similar. It is
expected that analysis results will remain valid in either case.
ii
O - structural hardpoint.
I 2> \ I
l
[ iiR = radius II
(a) 40 ° Latitude Mount
Figure 68.
LUTE "X
I
Baseplate _ardpoints
Vibration isolation system
(pending design)
I
Roll Ring
I
Azimuth-elevation mount
I
,,. Lander .................._j
(b) 65 ° Latitude Mount
Interface hardpoints from LUTE to the lander mount.
Launch Stress Versus Baseplate Material--Using the reference baseplate geometry described in
section 4.2.3.11, FE analyses evaluated the stresses that would develop in different baseplate materials
during launch on an Atlas HAS. Results from these analyses are summarized in table 26.
Table 26. Baseplate launch stresses versus material selection.
Baseplate
Material Mass
Beryllium 26 kg
qitanium 63 kg
Graphite/Epoxy 24 kg
Max. Launch Allowable Stress
Stress Strerl_th mar_Sn of safety
6.3 MPa 389.1 MPa 60.8
4.3 MPa 541.7 MPa 125.0
6.8 MPa 356.1 MPa 95.5
Result
Safe
Safe
Safe
SF = 1.4
The baseplate launch stress analyses show that all baseplate materials will be safe during launch
on an Atlas IIAS, with high margins of safety. It is anticipated that the baseplate structures will still be
safe with the new 66.5 ° latitude mount.
Baseplate Material Selection--The choice of a baseplate material is largely dependent on the
material selection of the mirrors that will be supported by it. As discussed in section 5.3.4.1, athermal-
ization between the optics and baseplate, by matching coefficients of thermal expansion, is very
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desirable because this will reduce optical deformations induced by bulk temperature excursions. When
beryllium optics were being considered, a beryllium or titanium baseplate appeared feasible. However,
now that the reference optics are SiC, a graphite/epoxy baseplate would be a better material choice.
5.3.10 Component Trade Summary
Most of the structural analysis trades focused on thermal deformation analysis, mirror support
trades, and mirror material trades for the LUTE optical system. The selection of an optical mirror
material must be one of the first considerations when designing a lunar-based telescope, since the mirror
material selection influences the selection of materials for the rest of the telescope, as illustrated in table
27, due to athermalization schemes and back focal distance requirements.
Table 27. Impact of mirror material selection on structural mass.
Impacted Structural
Components
Mirror (P&T)
Mirror Support Flexures (P&T)
Mirror Material Selection
Beryllium Silicon Carbide
Material MaterialMass (kg)
Beryllium 0-50 12+ 1
Ti-5A1-2.5Sn 3+2
Mass (kg)
SiC 19+2
Graphite/Epoxy 1+ 1
(or) lnvar 5+4
Baseplate Beryllium 26 Graphite/Epoxy 24
(or) Ti-5A1-2.5Sn 63 (or) SiC/AI MMC 41
Graphite/Epoxy 11
Be 1-250 10
Ti-5A1-2.5Sn 2
Metering Structure
- Truss rods
- Spider
- Secondary mirror housin_
Secondary Mirror
Total =
Beryllium 0-50 2
69 or 106
Graphite/Epoxy 11
Graphite/Epoxy 9
Graphite/Eoxy 1
SiC 4
72, 79, 89, or 96 kg
Results from the other component structural trades are summarized in table 28. These results
have been incorporated into the reference structural design described in section 4.2.3, Baseline Structural
Design.
5.3. I I Integrated LUTE Structural Model
As designs for components were selected, they were incorporated into an integrated FE model of
the LUTE structural system. The FE's used in the structural model are listed in section 5.3.1, figure 68.
The integrated structural model was used to calculate interface loads, stresses, and frequencies for the
baseline configuration.
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Structural
Components
Mirrors
Mirror support structure
Metering structure
Light shade
Aperture cover
Baseplate
Table 28. Summary of structural trade results.
Trades Results
Temperature effects.
Athermalization.
Substrate trades.
Construction trades.
Material trades.
Tile from 0° to 90 °.
Support concepts.
Design concepts.
Material trades.
Construction trades.
Design concepts.
Athermalization.
Material trades.
Interface reactions.
Axial gradient more significant than diametral gradient.
Match thermal distortion parameters of baseplate and optics.
Separate substrates for primary and tertiary mirrors.
Closed back design, heritage from past studies, is reasonable.
SiC baselined.
Lunar g deformations tend to increase with mirror tilt angle.
Kinematic supports with three bottom-mounted flexures.
External metering truss due to heritage from past studies.
Graphite/epoxy chosen over beryllium.
24 T-section skin stringers and 0.0508 cm skin thickness.
Three designs identified but not analyzed.
Match thermal distortion parameters of baseplate and optics.
Graphite/epoxy due to athermalization with SiC.
Loads calculated for 40* site mount, pending for 65° site mount.
5.3.11.1 Interface H_dpoints From LUTE to the Lander Mount
The LUTE was initially planned to land at 40 ° latitude and 0 ° longitude. The interface points for
the 40 ° latitude mount are shown in figure 68(a). Hardpoint locations were determined by the controls
system; hexapod actuators were to be attached to the LUTE baseplate at these hardpoints for the 40 °
latitude mount.
The interface hardpoints from LUTE to the lander mounL at 65 ° latitude, have not been defined,
because the vibration isolation system between the baseplate and roll ring is pending design in phase B.
5.3.11.2 Interface Loads
_ _ _: _: :_, .... _ .... _i- _ : _ ° 4 : - :
Interface reactions: for the 40 ° latitude mount were calculated in both cylindrical and cartesian
coordinates. Coordinates are shown in table 29. The interface reactions represent limit loads with a
factor of 1.0 and were calculated using Atlas IIAS quasi-static launch loads of 6 g's axial and 2 g's
lateral.
The analytical work on the 66.5 ° latitude mount will be performed in phase B.
5.3.11.3 Stress Analysis
A linear statics stress analysis with I-DEASTM/model solution determined that the reference
designs and mass estimates for the LUTE structural components were reasonable. Quasi-static loads of 6
g's axial and 2 g's lateral, representing maximum launch vehicle loads on an Atlas IIAS, were applied to
the model. Table 30 summarizes the results of the FE stress analysis.
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Point
20°
40°
140 °
160 °
260 °
280 °
Table 29. Quasi-static reactions forces (N) for 40 ° latitude mount.
Cylindrical
Radial Tangential
Fr Ft
Cartesian
-5265 -1974
-3248 474
-1063 -13
28 -401
Fx Fy
-4272 -3656
-2792 -1725
822 -674
111 386
457 1229
920 4439
Vertical
Fz
6562
2747
1101
-694
-85
4635
-1290 237
-4212 1677
Magnitude
8642
4280
1530
801
1314
6484
Table 30. LUTE linear static stress analysis with Atlas IIAS launch loads.
Structure
Integrated FE model
Baseplate
Primary mirror
Metering structure
Spider
Truss
Light shade
Skin
T-Stringers
Electronics box support
Maximum
Launch Stress
(kPa) Location
40,000 Metering structure.
-9,640
426
40,000
-680
-18,390
-14,700
12,170
Above hexapod mount.
Outside andinside, near mounts.
Attachments to secondary housing.
Near baseplate attachment.
At electric box upper attach.
Near electric box lower attach.
Uppe r light shade attach, rods.
Allowable Stress
Strength (MPa) M.S.
356.07 >20
?(>1)
356.07 7.9
356.07 high
236.36 11.9
236.36 15.1
236.36 >20
SF = 1.4
Result
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe
Stresses developed in the LUTE structural components are acceptable, with high margins of
safety. Positive margins will be maintained for the structural system even if the combined quasi-static
and random vibration load factors increase up to 53 g's axially and 16 g's laterally. For some compo-
nents, especially the mirrors and metering structure, stiffness and deflection requirements will probably
influence the structural design more than the stress requirements.
5.3.11.4 Normal Modes Analysis
A normal modes analysis with I-DEASrU/mo.de! solution determined if the reference structural
design violated Atlas IIAS payload frequency constraints. Figure 69 shows the first mode shape of the
integrated structural model at 20.8 Hz.
A summary of all the frequencies from the FE normal modes analysis appears in table 31. Note
that the first three normal modes involved vibration of the conic section of the light shade. Conic
sections are inherently less stable and stiff than cylindrical sections. Equipment must be attached to the
cylindrical section of the light shade instead of the conic section. If equipment must be attached to the
conic section, it should be attached as low as possible.
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Figure 69. First natural frequency mode shape.
Table 31. LUTE structural natural frequency.
Mode
1. 20.8
2. 22.9
3. 23.7
4, 36.7
5. 38.5
6. 38.9
Natural Violates Arias II
Frequency (Hz) Description Constraints?
Lateral (E to W) vibration of light shade conic section.
Axial vibration of light shade conic section.
Lateral (N to S) vibration of light shade.
(Pictorial output not obtained.)
(Pictorial output not obtained.)
(Pictorial output not obtained.)
No
No
No
No
No
No
Analysis predicts that the LUTE will not violate the Atlas IIAS payload frequency constraints.
Atlas IIAS frequency constraints, listed in section 4.2.3.1, are that the first lateral mode must be above
10 Hz and that the first axial mode must be above 15 Hz.
5.3.12 Structural Mass Estimate
A summary of the structural mass estimate for the baseline LUTE preliminary design appears in
table 32.
5.3.13 Analysis Conclusion
Individual detailed component analyses and trade studies were completed and documented.
Thermal deformations for the SiC optics were calculated and found to be acceptable. The LUTE
components were analyzed as an integrated structural system. Natural frequencies for the combined
structure meet Atlas IIAS requirements, and computed launch stresses are below material failure criteria.
Launch loads were the driving load condition. The mass estimate for the structural system is
122 kg. These analyses show that the structural system for LUTE is adequate and safe.
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Table 32. Structural mass estimate for baseline design.
Component Material Mass (kg) Scaled Hand FE
Mirror Support Structure
Flexures
- Primary
- Secondary
- Tertiary
Launch Locks
Metering Structure
- Truss rods
- Spider
- Secondary mirror housin_
Optical Baffles
- Primary baffle
- Secondary baffle
- Tertiary baffle
- Science instrument
Graphite/Epoxy
Graphite/Epoxy
Graphite/Epoxy
TBD
Graphite/Epoxy
A12219
l
l
1
TBD
11
9
1
12
0.5
1
0.2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Light Shade AI 2219
- Skin 11 X X
- Support frames 12 X X
- Skin stringers 14 X X
Miscellaneous
- Power system attachment TBD TBD
-Electronic box upport A1 2219 8 X X
- Aperture cover Aluminum 15 X X
Telescope Baseplate Graphite/Epoxy 24 X X
Total = 122
5.4 Electrical Power System (EPS)
5.4.1 LUTE Power System Trade and Selection Criteria
The lunar surface environmental conditions, coupled with the lunar cycle of approximately 28
Earth days (14 Earth days of sunlight followed by 14 Earth days of darkness), placed a significant driver
on the selection of a LUTE power system. The early goal of keeping the total LUTE mass to 200 kg
placed further constraints on the EPS design. Using the above criteria, the logical candidate power
source was a solar array without an energy storage system or an RTG. Study guidelines of minimizing
program cost and a 1998 launch date would also influence the selection. To a lesser degree, the power
systems selection would be influenced by the expected LUTE system power growth and the relatively
short mission life. It was recognized that the solar array selection would restrict LUTE operations to the
lunar day. Additionally, the absence of electric power during the lunar night limits the design approach
of the thermal control system to meet the thermal requirements of the various subassemblies. For these
reasons the option of using an RTG was kept as a candidate for the power system. EPS requirements are
summarized in table 33.
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Table33. EPSrequirements/selectioncriteria.
• Primary powersystem(i.e.,noenergystorage)
• 2 yearminimumlife
• Operatein lunar environment(dust,temperature,radiation,etc.)
• Accommodategrowth in powerrequirementasstudymatures(initial requirement
85We ave.)
• Programcost
• Programmanagement
PrimaryCandidates
- SolarArray--Sunlit periodoperationonly
- RTGcontinuousoperation*
*Selectedfor currentdesign.
5.4.2 EPSCandidateComparison
Someof themajorengineeringandprogrammanagementconsiderationsthatneedto beconsid-
eredin thefinal selectionof theLUTE powersystemarelistedin table34. It shouldbeemphasizedthat
thesecomparisonsarenot intendedto betotally inclusive.As thestudymatures,increasesin mass,
overalicompiexity,interactionwith othersubsystems,andcostwill play asignificantrole in thefinal
selectionof theLUTE powersystem.
Table34. EPScandidatecomparisons.
S/A RTG
Launcl_relaunch Stowed Requires cooling on pad
Transit Stowed Could supply power to lander
Initial Deployment Primary battery required Self sufficient
Life Degrade with thermal cycling More complex, voltage regulation
radiation and dust (25 percent required.
allocated)
Lunar Environment S/A fabrication to accommodate Minimal effects
temperature extremes
System Impacts Required solar orientation Thermal and radiation
environment impacts
Growth Governed by packaging volume, Current technology up to 300
deployment complexity, and W/unit
mass budget
Cost Minimal cost system 5-6 times S/A cost
Program Management Well understood MSFC Complex: Heavy DOE
experience involvement; no MSFC
experience
i
i
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5.4.3 LUTE Power Requirements
LUTE power requirements for each mission phase are shown in table 35. The normal LUTE
operating power is 79 W. However, during the mission phase of optical train alignment power
requirements approach 95 W. The intermittent mission phase accounts for the possible occurrence of
minor realignment of the optical train due to mechanical thermal disturbance. For this phase of the
mission, 92 W is expected to be the maximum power requirement.
Table 35. Power requirements (W) for each mission phase.
Subsystem Acquisition* Operation Intermittent*
Sun Sensor
Roll Ring Assembly
Mount Actuators
Secondary Mirror Actuators
Detector Electronics
C&DH
Antenna Drive
2.8
10.0
42.0
50.0
18.0
2.0
2.4
I0.0
65.0
42
30
5O
18
Maximum/Phase 94.8 79.4 92
*All items not on simultaneously.
5.4.4 Use of Solar Array
The use of solar array power system, based on an average lunar day power requirement of 80 W,
is described in figure 70. The solar array area is based on 130 W/m 2 performance with allowances made
for temperature degradation and lunar dust effects. A total degradation of 25 percent was allowed as a
result of radiation damage and dust accumulation.
Power Req. 85 Wails
Power System Description
, • Solar Array 2.8 m 2 10 kg(fixed)
_,_ Primary Batteq/ 5k<:J{for deployment)
Stowed S/A
• Power Distr. Reg. 9
24 kg"
Oel_oyed S/A
"Moun_Jng hau'dware & development mechanisms
not included
Figure 70. EPS solar array description.
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The solar arrays are mounted above the rollring and are oriented with the centerline along the
north-south direction by the telescope pointing system. The arrays are nontracking and, therefore, must
be oversized to accommodate the Sun incidence angle loss. The arrays must be deployed from their
stowed positions to align the normal of the arrays to the plane of the solar vector. The angle of deploy-
ment is equal to 90 ° minus the latitude of the LUTE landing site (fig. 71). This angle is preset before
launch. The array has a tent cross-section (fig. 72). The tent configuration is modeled such that the
power at sunrise and sunset is equal to that at high noon. The final configuration (see fig. 70) consists of
four panels, panels 1 and 4 are fixed while panels 2 and 3 require deployment. Panels 1 and 4 are
illuminated only during low Sun angles and are not sensitive to latitude. Designing the array as a four-
panel configuration helps accommodate packaging within the allowable constraints.
Solar Vector
_,, _ Telescope
', _..__J_ Lande r
k = 90 ° - tat.
.._ Moon
Figure 7 l. LUTE solar array Sun angle.
Sun at Lunar Mid Day
at Mid Day ,_ai Mid Day
Array"°rm I L Arra 
Sun _ Incidence Angle "_ _ l \
RiseSunLunarat_ at Sunset .___,__ / __ _c_duence_An gle "91'-'- Sun_ atRiseLunar
Major Factors of Array Performance
• Area
• Incidence Angle
• Temperature
• Degradation
# Array oriented such that the
normal to the array panels
lies in the plane of the solar vector
Figure 72. LUTE photovoltaic power system.
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5.4.4.1 Solar Array Requirements
The power source, when utilizing a solar array, must be designed for the nominal operation
power condition; however, as noted from the power requirement of table 35, there are expected power
levels during the acquisition phase as power levels approach 95 W. During this phase, a supplemental
primary lithium battery could be used to supply power to the Sun sensor and rollring assembly. The
battery is sized, however, to have the required energy to completely perform the entire mission phase of
acquisition. The normal operational power required by LUTE is approximately 79 W. The array must be
designed and sized to supply this amount of power under the worst case condition at the end of life
(EOL). From figure 73, it would be represented by the combined array output when operating at
approximately 58 percent of the array's capability. Due to the temperature rise of the array as the lunar
day progresses and the incident angle of the Sun vector to the plane of the arrays, the output power will
vary for the eastward and westward pointed array, as shown. By utilizing the inherent characteristic of
this solar array configuration and the effects of solar cell temperature, the average power output is
sufficient during parts of the lunar day to supply the intermittent power requirement if these power
consuming functions are timed to occur at high Sun incidence and low temperature conditions, as shown
in figure 73. The power level requirement for the intermittent phase is expected to be 92 W. These
power levels can be accommodated early in the mission, but at the EOL, the power required exceeds the
worst-case design capability. However, this can still be accommodated by proper time of day selection
to perform the alignment. Figure 73 shows that the array can provide the required power except at the
minimal output periods at approximately the 10 and 2 o'clock Sun positions. Timing actuator operations
should alleviate this problem.
ID-
t_
o
O
1.2
1.0 t
0.8
0.6-
0.4 ay
A _- Westward Array
/ _ ---- Combined Outputi'i /
• , | • " I "
0 100 200 300
Time from Sunrise in Hours
Figure 73. LUTE solar array performance.
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5.4.4.2 SolarArray Performance
Solararraycell performanceis significantlyaffectedby cell temperature;therefore,it was
necessaryto determinetheexpectedsolararraytemperaturefora lunarday/nightcycle.Figure74shows
aplot of thesetemperatures.The hightemperatureis approximately370K andthelow temperatureis
approximately78 K. It shouldalsobenotedthattheeastwardpointingarrayandthewestwardarray
experiencethe sametemperaturedelta,butat differenttimesof thelunarday.This facthasbeenutilized
to improveLUTE systemperformanceasaddressedin figures74and75.
T
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Figure 74. Solar array temperatures.
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Figure 75. LUTE power requirements by phase.
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5.4.5 Use of an RTG
The use of an RTG for the LUTE EPS is described in figure 76.
Telescope
Landing Legs
RTG
Power Capability
EPS Mass
RTG
Regulator
Distribution
300 watt
56.2 kg
12 kg
10 kg
Figure 76. EPS RTG description.
Consultation with the Department of Energy (DOE) and General Electric (GE) Aerospace on the
configuration, mass, and cost of an RTG has shown the configuration that represents the least cost and
earliest availability approach consists of one-half (150 W) of the current general purpose heat source
(GPHS) RTG. The power level, delivered by this configuration, is compatible with the current LUTE
requirement with approximately 100 percent growth. However, the full 300 W RTG has been selected
for LUTE, as discussed in the following.
5.4.5.1 RTG Requirements
The requirements of the LUTE RTG would be to maximize the use of the current RTG. This
configuration would minimize design, qualification test, and to some degree, meet the required compli-
ance of the National Nuclear Safety Policy. These conditions can be best met by using the GPHS RTG,
used on the Galileo and Cassini spacecrafts. If the 150 W power level were desirable, the physical
configurations and designs of this RTG could be Used by reducing the thermoelectric converters and
plutonium general purpose heat sources of the GPHS RTG by 50 percent and retaining the end cap and
mounting flange. The gas management assembly would have to be redesigned.
5.4.5.2 RTG Performance
The design of the Galileo-type RTG is based upon a considerably longer lifetime requirement
than that proposed for LUTE. This RTG offers a distinct advantage. Additionally, the ability for lunar
day and night operation, with possibly only a minor drop in power output, will offer considerably more
flexibility for LUTE performance and system operations. The RTG, as designed, for Galileo has a
restriction upon the ambient temperature maximum limit of 563 K. In addition to the physical dimension
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changesto theGPHSandthermoelectricgenerator,thereis somereductionin outputpowerof theRTG
asthecoldjunction of thethermoelectricgeneratorincreasestheeffectof backgroundtemperatureon
theavailablepower,asshownin figure77.
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Figure 77. RTG power output versus background temperature.
5.5 Thermal Control System
. :=
The procedures and requirements used to define the LUTE TCS are described below. In addition,
the trade studies and analyses conducted are discussed and general conclusions are presented. Telescope,
detector, and subsystems thermal control are treated separately. A baseline telescope system is described
for use as a reference point in the trade studies. Please note that this baseline is not the LUTE reference
configuration.
5.5.1 Procedure
A combination of hand calculations, simple and detailed math models, and consultation with
vendor representatives has been used to develop and evaluate options for the LUTE TCS. The analysis
tools used are listed in table 36.
As indicated, spreadsheet calculations were used for quick estimates and preliminary assess-
ments. Thermal Radiation Analyzer System (TRASYS) and Systems Improved Numerical Differencing
Analyzer (SINDA) models were used in conjunction for heat transfer analyses, primarily of the detector
radiator and the subsystem radiator. Models constructed using I-DEAS TM were used in the thermal
model generator (TMG TM) program for more detailed analyses of the primary mirror, light shade, and
subsystems. The TRASYS and TMG TM programs calculate radiation conductors and orbital heating at
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Table 36. Analysis tools. 36-4°
Code Platform Function
Excel Macintosh
TRASYS
SINDA '85
I-DEAS TM
TMG TM
VAX
VAX
SG 4D/35 W/S
SG 4D/35 W/S
Spreadhseet, quick estimates of temperature, heat
rejection capability, etc.
Radiative heating calculations
Heat transfer calculations with input from TRASYS
model
Model generation and postprocessing of results
Radiative heating and heat transfer analyses
specified times during an orbit, based on the model geometry and orientation. SINDA and TMG TM are
used to conduct either transient or steady-state heat transfer analyses, considering thermal capacitance,
radiation, convection, and conduction. Boundary conditions are specified by the user. Output from a
transient analysis is in the form of time-varying element temperatures, supplemented by heat flux
through specific conductors, if desired.
5.5.2 Trade Description
Trade studies were conducted in several areas, indicated in table 37, to understand the implica-
tions of different TCS and configuration options, to provide a basis for evaluating them, and to support
selection of a preferred option.
The TCS trade criteria included performance of the optical system (related to mirror temperature
differential and bulk temperature swing) and the performance of other elements of the TCS, such as the
detector radiator and the subsystem thermal control.
5.5.3 Telescope Thermal Control
The thermal analysis of the telescope has focused on the LUTE primary mirror and light shade.
Some temperature predictions are also available for the tertiary mirror, but will not be discussed in this
report. No temperature predictions have been made for the secondary mirror or the metering structure.
Thermal requirements for the telescope, as well as analyses and results for the baseline configuration and
trade studies, are discussed in the following sections.
5.5.3.1 Requirements
The telescope thermal requirements will be derived from the optical requirements listed in
table 6. Deformations induced by temperature gradients within the mirror and its supporting structure
have an adverse effect on optical performance. In addition, due to bulk temperature swings experienced
by the mirror and its supporting structure, changes in the shape, spacing, and orientation of the optical
elements require correction. For these reasons, both temperature differential within the mirror and bulk
temperature changes during the operating period must be minimized as much as practical. As used here,
temperature differential refers to the maximum temperature difference between any two points on the
mirror at a particular time. Bulk temperature change refers to the difference between the maximum and
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Table 37. Summary of trade studies performed.
Trade Options
Isothermal Enclosure
Light Shade
Site Latitude
Mirror Construction and Support Structure
Lunar Surface Optical Properties
Isothermal Rings
Isothermal Basket
Isothermal Light Shade
Isothermal Baseplate and Ring
Isothermal Baseplate
Cylindrical With Insulation
Cylindrical Without Insulation
Thermal Control Baffles
65°N Latitude With 25 ° Tilt
Low Emissivity Light Shade Interior
External Ground Shade
40 °
48.5 °
57 °
65 °
One-Piece Primary/Tertiary With Ring
Two-Piece Primary/Tertiary With Ring
Two-Piece PrimaryFl'ertiary With Three-Point Flexures
Low _ Low e
High a, Low e
Low _ High
Low _ High 6, Low e Light Shade
Light Shade Baffles Angled
Rings
Light Shade Flare Angle 5 °
10 °
15 °
Mirror Material Beryllium
SiC
Fused Silica
Effect of RTG Location North Side on Lander Leg
South Side on Lander Leg
Detector Cooling Passive Radiator
TEU plus Radiator
Alternatives
Electronics Box Radiator Position North Side
East/West Side
South Side
Electronics Box Night Heat Source Heater
Electronics Operating
Phase Change Material
Electronics Box Radiator Cover Louvers
Insulated Door
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minimum temperature of the mirror during a lunar day/night cycle. As will be seen, light shade tempera-
ture has a significant effect on mirror temperature differential, mirror bulk temperature swing, and detec-
tor performance. Therefore, mirror temperature differential, bulk temperature swing, and light shade
maximum temperature will be used to evaluate telescope thermal control options.
The allowable temperature gradient and total bulk temperature change has not yet been quanti-
fied and can only be determined by much more detailed thermal, structural, and optical analyses. It is
expected that the allowable gradient will eventually be specified as a set of temperature differentials in
the axial, diametral, and circumferential directions. The bulk temperature change allowable may be
specified as a maximum and minimum allowable temperature during operation, with or without a maxi-
mum rate of change specified. These requirements will be influenced by the choice of mirror material
and construction and by the support structure design.
Mass and power constraints strongly suggest a passive thermal control system, although low
power heaters may be an option, with the availability of an RTG.
5.5.3.2 Initial Thermal Analysis
I-DEAS TM TMG TM thermal models were used to predict mirror temperatures and to determine
what factors influence the primary mirror temperature distribution. A reduced model with approximate
geometry and a greatly reduced number of elements was used to determine factors influencing light
shade internal temperatures and evaluate concepts in a quick fashion, while a more detailed model with
accurate mirror geometry was used for actual mirror temperature predictions.
The geometry for the baseline configuration is shown in figure 78. The model is assumed to be
located on a flat site at 40 ° north latitude with the sunshade rotated so that its highest point is to the
south. Note that for the reference configuration, LUTE is located at a 65 ° north latitude, but still views
at a 40 ° declination.
5.5.3.3 Model description
The two basic computer models used for this effort will be referred to as the reduced model and
the detailed model. Both consist of the same basic elements: light shade, external insulation, mirror,
lander body, lunar surface, and subsoil. In both cases the mirrors and light shade are beryllium, the
external insulation is MLI, the lander body is aluminum, and the lunar surface properties are based on
information obtained during the Surveyor and Apollo programs. 41
Figure 79 shows how the lunar surface was simulated in the model and the arrangement of
elements simulating the surface. The curvature of the Moon was simulated and a large enough portion of
the lunar surface was modeled to adequately represent radiation interchange between the LUTE and the
surface. Surface material thickness and subsoil temperature were varied to obtain a day/night tempera-
ture profile that simulates measured lunar surface temperatures.
The 40 ° north latitude location was simulated by tilting the entire model 40 ° from the solar vector
and placing the model in a planet oriented orbit about the Earth at a radius of 390,290 km. The solar
declination was specified as -23.5* and the orbit inclination was specified as 25 ° to simulate correct
lighting conditions for midsummer on the Moon, which is the hot case lighting condition. The solar flux
is 1,353 W/m 2, the Earth infrared flux is 236 W/m 2, and the Earth albedo factor is 0.35.
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_, 2.54 m r
0.89 m
____ N_, Solar
_ vector
- Latitude
• Bottom of tertiary mirror is 6 cm
above the baseplate.
• Tertiary mirror is 0.14 m dia.
• Primary mirror is 1 m dia.
with a 0.5 m dia central hole
0.76 m
_,,j Lunar surface
Figure 78. Baseline model geometry.
Direct solar Surface nodes are segments of
Heat sink: Boundary radiation during concentric rings, extending from LUTE
node representing space day base to a radius of 800 m.
at0K
Surface node S
representing a giv LUTE
area, with a soil
density of 1968
kg/cu, meter
Boundary node !elm_!ii e_°:n_g_it'_r
representing
subsoil at 253.5 K_.
Figure 79. Lunar surface simulation.
Preliminary analyses indicated that if the thermal analyses are begun with the initial tempera-
tures, as shown in table 38, the effect of the initial temperature is eliminated by the second diurnal cycle.
All results presented are for the second diurnal cycle of a simulation. All simulations begin at sunrise
and output is typically recorded at 10 hour intervals.
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Table 38. Model initial temperatures.
Component Initial Temperature (K)
Mirrors
Light shade
Baseplate
MLI
Lander
Lunar surface
Subsoil
Space
100
110
110
110
i10
100
253.5
0
Assumed internal construction of the primary and tertiary mirrors is shown in figure 80. The
sandwich core of the mirrors was simulated as a linear conductance based on the area of the core
material in contact with the face sheets. This construction was used for all mirror materials evaluated.
alls
t3 cm
thick
_a mm thick
face sheets
Top view Side view
Figure 80. Mirror construction.
The reduced model, shown in figure 81, has a square light shade and mirror to reduce the number
of elements in the model, which reduces the time between concept generation and availability of analysis
results.
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Light shade
Simplistic mirror
model included
North
Landerbody
Figure 81. Reduced LUTE TMG TM model.
The total number of elements included is 210, with 20 of those representing the telescope and the
rest representing the lander and the lunar surface. The primary mirror is composed of four elements, two
on the top surface and two on the bottom surface. These are oriented to represent the north and south
halves of the mirror.
The detailed thermal model, shown in figure 82, has 112 elements representing the primary
mirror and 64 representing the tertiary mirror for the thermal analyses. The primary and tertiary mirrors
are located on the same blank of material and are connected by a ring of elements. The primary mirror is
assumed to be supported by a continuous ring at the outer diameter. The model consists of 575 elements
with run times of 13 to 36 hours, depending on the degree of element merging and presence of additional
elements required for a particular trade study.
Internal baffles, metering structure, and secondary mirror are not included in this thermal model.
These components will have some effect on mirror temperatures and should be evaluated in future
activities.
There is some concern about the precision of the analytical results from these models. Model
inputs such as material properties, optical properties, and geometry are typicallyknown to one or two
significant figures. Results have been presented to two significant figures in most cases. However, errors
of 5 to 10 K are not uncommon for a thermal model. Additional information on the environment and
physical construction will improve the accuracy in phase B.
5.5.3.4 Material Properties
Table 39 indicates the major parts of the LUTE and identifies the material, thickness, and optical
properties used for each. The baseline model was generated before the concept was well defined and
does not necessarily represent the reference configuration. For instance, the light shade is not beryllium
in the reference configuration and the lander body is not necessarily aluminum. In addition, beryllium
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Light shade
=\
\
Lander body _Z
\\
One-piece primary and
tertiary mirror (enlarged)
.--.- Outer 3 rows of elements
represent primary mirror
Inner 2 rows of elements
represent tertiary mirror
North
Figure 82. Detailed LUTE TMG TM model.
may not be the material selected for the optical elements. These assumptions were made in the early part
of the study and the materials have not been changed to preserve the consistency of the trade studies
done with the models. In general, the trends observed should be valid, even though the actual tempera-
tures will be affected if significant material changes are made.
Insulation thicknesses were chosen based on previous work done for the LTT. 42
Table 39. LUTE thermal analysis materials.
Component Material Thickness Emissivity (e) Absorptivity (a)
Mirror (front)
Mirror (back)
Light shade
Baseplate
Light shade ins.
Baseplate ins.
Lander
Beryllium
Beryllium
Beryllium
Beryllium
MLI
MLI
Aluminum
see fig. 82
see fig. 82
0.11 cm
1.0 c_
0.625 cm
1.27 cm
1.0 cm
0.03
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.78
0.2
0.78
0.09
0.05
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.28
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5.5.3.5 Initial Results
Theseresultsarefor thedetailedthermalmodel,pointingto zenithat the40°north location,with
nominalopticalpropertiesandinsulationsandnoheatpipesor otherdevicesto reducetemperature
gradients.Primary mirror temperatureversustimeis shownin figure 83.The totalmirror temperature
swingis 161K andoccurs,roughly,betweendawnandlocalnoon.Themaximumprimarymirror
temperaturedifferential is0.35K andtheaveragetemperaturedifferential is 0.25K.
250
200
150
100
E
E
/ \
\
110 220 330 440 550 660
"iqme [Hours from Dawn}
Figure 83. Primary mirror temperature for baseline.
A representation of the mirror temperature distribution for local morning, noon, and late after-
noon is shown in figure 84. This illustrates the hot spot on the primary mirror, which is located on the
north side at midday, but generally moves from the east to north to west during the day. Figure 85 shows
the Iight-s_ade temper-ature at local mornifig, noon, and iaie r arterno6n, which influences the mirro_ hot
spot. The upper internal surface of the light shade is significantly warmer than the lower portion at
North
Post-Dawn Noon Pre-Dusk
Contour Temp.(K) Contour Temp.(K) Contour Temp.(K)
1 123.91 1 228.17 1 184.96
2 123.94 2 228,20 2 18.4,98
3 123.98 3 228,22 3 185.01
4 124.01 4 228,24 4 185.04
5 124,04 5 228.27 5 185.06
6 124,07 6 228.29 6 185,09
7 124.11 7 228.31 7 185.12
8 124.14 8 228.34 8 185.14
Figure 84. Baseline primary mirror temperature distribution (top view).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
/
J
t
Temp. (K)
119.42
131.76
144.11
156.45
168.80
181.14
193.49
205.83
Figure 85.
Nodh
Noon
\
(_
Contour Temp. (_
1 233.42
2 242.35
3 251.27
4 260.20
5 269.13
6 278.06
7 286.98
8 295.91
Pre-Dusk
J"
Contour Temp. (K)
1 175.17
2 182.81
3 190.46
4 198.10
5 205.75
6 213.39
7 221.04
8 228.68
Baseline light shade temperature distribution.
midday because of radiation interchange between the upper light shade (high emissivity) and the lunar
surface (high emissivity and =368 K) illustrated in figure 86. Another contributing factor to the mirror
hot spot is early morning and late afternoon "peek over" of solar radiation, in which sunlight impinges
directly on the upper east or west edge of the light shade interior as shown in figure 85. This phenom-
enon occurs near local midsummer and is due to the slight tilt of the Moon's axis of rotation with respect
to the ecliptic pole. A third contributor to the temperature differential across the primary mirror is the
asymmetric view to space of the primary mirror illustrated in figure 86. The light shade is truncated at a
57.5 ° angle to prevent sunlight from impinging directly on the north side of the light shade and heating
the shade. The 57.5* shade angle also precludes earthlight from entering the telescope. However, this
causes the south side of the mirror to have a more favorable view to space than the north side of the
mirror. Finally, the mirror temperature is influenced by the baseplate and light shade, which radiate and
conduct heat to it, but are not heated uniformly by the environment.
Solar
Radiation
\
(25 north < O south J
-> Asymmetric
mirror view to space
Figure 86.
Upper interior of light
shade is heated by
radiation from the Lunar
surface
rth North
\\
,/
L
Sources of temperature differential in primary m_rror.
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5.5.3.5.1IsothermalEnclosureTrades
Theobjectiveof this tradewasto examinetheinfluenceof theprimary mirror's surroundingson
temperaturedifferential andbulk temperatureswingandto identify optionsto reducethoseparameters.
Thefive isothermalenclosuresexaminedareisothermalrings,isothermalbucket,isothermallight shade,
isothermalbaseplateandring, andisothermalbaseplate,which areshownalongwith thebaselinein
figure 87.Thermalanalysisandresultsfor thebaselineconfiguration(fig. 87(a))havebeendiscussed
previously.Theenclosureoptionsexaminedandcorrespondinganalysisresultsarediscussedin the
following paragraphs.
Isothermal Rings--The four rows of light shade elements in the TMG TM model were modified by
using four merge sets so that the model simulates four highly conductive rings around the light shade as
shown in figure 87(b). Each of the four rings is isothermal. In addition to the light shade rings, the
baseplate inner surface was forced to be isothermal. Primary mirror temperature distribution at noon is
shown in figure 88. The mirror maximum temperature differential is 0.3 K, the average temperature
differential is 0.16 K, and the bulk temperature swing is 174.6 K. This represents a slight improvement
in mirror temperature differential, but an increase in bulk temperature swing from the baseline. In
addition, it may be impractical to achieve this effect.
Isothermal Bucket--In this concept, illustrated in figure 87(c), elements of the inner light shade
below the secondary mirror position were merged so that they are forced to an average temperature. This
simulates a highly conductive bucket, including the baseplate, which encloses the optical system.
Primary mirror temperature distribution at noon is shown in figure 89. The maximum primary mirror
temperature differential was 0.06 K, which is a significant reduction from the baseline case. The mirror
bulk temperature swing is essentially the same as for the baseline case. An additional advantage of this
option is that the metering structure temperature differential would also be reduced from the baseline.
However, an isothermal bucket such as this one may be difficult to achieve without significant mass
penalties.
Isothermal:Light Shade All dements formlng the inner light Shade_surface, including the base-
plate, were merged and forced to an average temperature so that all light shade surfaces visible to the
mirror would be at the same temperature at a given time. This is illustrated in figure 87(d). Primary
mirror temperature distribution at noon is shown in figure 90. The maximum primary mirror temperature
differential of 0.09 K is a significant reduction from the baseline case, though the reduction is not quite
as large as for the isothermal bucket option. An interesting result of this analysis is that the remaining
gradient across the mirror (about 0.09 K) can be attributed entirely to the asymmetric view to space of
elements on the primary mirror. The maximum mirror temperature, and thus the bulk temperature swing,
for this option is higher than for the isothermal bucket option or the baseline. This warmer mirror results
in a larger temperature differential across the mirror than for the isothermal bucket option because the
asymmetric mirror view factor to space is more influential forhigher mirror temperatures.
Isothermal Baseplate and Ring--In an effort to determine the minimum isothermal area, which
would be effective in reducing the temperature differential across the primary mirror, the lower ring of
elements on the light shade interior and the baseplate elements were merged as illustrated in figure
87(e). Primary mirror temperature distribution at noon is shown in figure 91. The maximum mirror
temperature differential of 0.06 K and the bulk temperature swing of 160.6 K are essentially the same as
for the isothermal bucket case. In addition, the area requiring modification via heat pipes or other very
conductive material is much less, so this concept should have a mass advantage.
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No heat
pipes
(a) Baseline
Each ring is isothermal to
simulate a circumferential
arrangement of heat pipes
_eplate is also
isothermal, but separate
from light shade
(b) Isothermal rings
_ Secondary
• prri_itir° n
' P / Inner light shade
below secondary
mirror position,
including baseplate,
is isothermal
Entire inner light
shade, including
the baseplate,
is isothermal
(c) Isothermal bucket (d) Isothermal light shade
i
Lower ring of
TMG elements,
plus baseplate
elements, are
isothermal
_ Baseplate
_TMG elements
.......... _are isothermal
(e) Isothermal baseplate & ring (f) Isothermal baseplate
Figure 87. Isothermal enclosure options (side view).
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North Contour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Temp. (K)
242.78
242.78
242.79
242.80
242.80
242.81
242.82
242.82
Figure 88. Mirror temperature distribution for isothermal rings (noon).
North
r
;/
Contour Temp.(K)
1 227.90
2 227.90
3 227.91
4 227.92
5 227.92
6 227.93
7 227.94
8 227.94
Figure 89. Mirror temperature distribution for isothermal bucket (noon).
Nodh
Figure 90.
Contour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Temp. (K)
261.41
261.42
261.43
261.44
261.44
261.45
261.46
261.47
Mirror temperature distribution for isothermal light shade (noon).
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North
Figure 91.
Contour Temp. (K)
1 227.89
2 227.89
3 227.90
4 227.91
5 227.91
6 227.92
7 227.93
8 227.93
Mirror temperature distribution for isothermal baseplate and ring (noon).
Isothermal Baseplate--This option considered the effect of having an isothermal baseplate, as
illustrated in figure 87(f). No portion of the light shade wall was forced to be isothermal. The maximum
primary mirror temperature differential was 0.22 K, which is somewhat lower than for the baseline, but
not as low as for the isothermal bucket or isothermal baseplate and ring options. The bulk temperature
swing for this option is essentially the same as for the baseline. Primary mirror temperature distribution
at noon is shown in figure 92. Although this option is the simplest of the five to fabricate, it does not
reduce the mirror temperature differential as much as when the ring is also included (above).
Summary. of Enqlosure Trades--Table 40 summarizes the results of this trade study. The
isothermal bucket and isothermal baseplate and ring options have the lowest primary mirror temperature
differential and bulk temperature swing.
North Contour Temp.(K)
1 228.81
2 228.83
3 228.85
4 228.87
5 228.88
6 228.90
7 228.92
8 228.94
Figure 92. Mirror temperature distribution for isothermal baseplate (noon).
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Table40. Summaryof isothermalenclosuretraderesults.
Option
Baseline
Iso.Rings
Iso.Bucket
Iso.Shade
Iso.BP andRing
Iso.BP
Maximum
AT (K)
0.35
0.3
0.06
0.09
0.06
0.22
Mirror
Maximum(K)
229.3
243.6
228.3
261.6
228.0
229.2
Night/Day
Swing(K)
161.0
174.6
161.6
194.4
160.6
160.8
Shade
Maximum (K)
304.8
273.2
304.8
262.!
304.8
304.8
Average
AT (K)
0.25
0.16
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.16
Primarymirror temperaturedifferentialduringthedayis shownfor eachoption in figure 93.
Sunsetoccursatabout330hourson thisgraph.Peaksaftersunriseandsunsetarecausedby therapid
temperaturechangein theenvironment.Theisothermalbasepiateandring seemsto be thebest
isothermalenclosureoptionfor LUTE.
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Figure 93.
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Primary mirror temperature differential for enclosure options.
40C
Results for the isothermal shade indicate that a significant mirror temperature differential
(0.09 K) is caused by the asymmetric light shade geometry. The difference in results for the isothermal
bucket and isothermal shade options (0.06 K versus 0.09 K) indicates that this differential is strongly
dependent on mirror maximum temperature and increases with mirror maximum temperature. Thus,
lowering the mirror maximum temperature will also help to reduce the mirror temperature differential.
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5.5.3.5.2 Light Shade Trades
As indicated earlier in table 37, several options for light shade shape, orientation, and construc-
tion were considered as part of the light shade trade. Two alternate light shade shapes and one alternate
orientation are illustrated in figure 94. In addition, a concept in which the upper portion of the light
shade was coated with a low emissivity material and an option with an external, three-sided ground
shade were considered. These options are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Light shade is
truncated at
57.5 ° angle,
with MLI
_ Solar_ North
Light shade is
a right circular
cylinder, (not
truncated at
57.5 ° angle),
with MLI
(a) Basefine (b) Cyfindrical with MLI
Light shade is I I
a right circular ] [
cylinder, (not [ .1
truncated at I ["
57.5 ° angle) I I
MLI _
No MLI
_=0.8
E=0.8
(c) Cylindrical without MLI
Solar
Vector
truncated at
57.5 ° angle,
with MLI
Located at 65° N,
but tilted 25 ° /
sout_ 40°. N
v_ew_ng
declination
(d) 650 N with 25 ° tilt to south
Figure 94. Light shade shape and orientation options.
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Cylindrical Shade with Insulation--A cylindrical light shade was proposed to provide a symmet-
ric view to space for the north and south sides of the primary mirror. This concept is illustrated in figure
94(b). The interior of the light shade has a = 0.8 and e = 0.8 and the entire exterior is insulated with
MLI. The maximum mirror temperature of 371.7 K is much hotter than for the baseline case (229.3 K)
due to the hotter light shade temperature (410.4 K versus 304.8 K) caused by direct solar absorption on
the north side of the light shade interior. This direct solar heating of the light shade interior causes the
mirror hot spot to move from east to south to west during the day. For the baseline configuration, the hot
spot moved from east to north to west during the day. Mirror maximum temperature differential also
increased from the baseline, although the average temperature differential decreased to 0.16 K. This
concept is not recommended because of the elevated temperatures in the vicinity of the detector radiator,
which must reject heat at approximately 200 K inside theupper light shade. In this concept, not only was
the radiator FOV reduced, but the temperature of the radiator surroundings increased to about 400 K at
midday.
±
CylindricalShade Without Insulation--In an attempt toreduce the light shade temperature while
maintaining a symmetric light shadel theMLI was removed from the upper light shade and the optical
properties of the shade exterior were changed to a = 0.8 and e = 0.8, as shown in figure 94(c). This pro-
vides for more even heating of the shade from solar radiation and interchange with the lunar surface. The
mirror temperature differential is reduced during the middle part of the day, but is increased at low Sun
angles, primarily because at that time only one side of the shade receives direct solar radiation and the
surface temperature at that time of day is lower than the light shade temperature. The maximum and
average mirror temperature differentials are 0.86 and 0.05 K, respectively. The maximum mirror
temperature remained high, at 348.7 K, contributing to a bulk temperature swing of 278.7 K, over 100 K
greater than for the baseline. The maximum light shade temperature of 363.8 K is also higher than the
baseline and, like the previous option, will adversely affect detector heat rejection capability. This option
is not recommended.
65" North Latitude With 25" Tilt--Moving the telescope to a more northerly latitude, then tilting
it southward to view at 40" declination reduces the upper light shade radiative interchange with the lunar
surface. The case examined was a latitude of 65 ° north with a resulting 25 ° southerly tilt as illustrated in
figure 94(d). Results showing primary mirror and light shade temperature distributions are presented in
figures 95 and 96, respectively. The mirror average temperature differential of 0.13 K is a significant
reduction from the baseline concept. The maximum mirror temperature differential and maximum mirror
temperature were also reduced from the baseline. The bulk temperature swing of 105.1 K is significantly
lower than the 161 K for the baseline. The maximum upper light shade temperature was reduced from
304.8 K in the reference to 198.6 K, providing a much better environment for the detector radiator which
must reject heat at 200 K.
Low Emissivity Light Shade Interior--Since heating of the upper light shade is primarily from
radiative interchange with the lunar surface, a low emissivity coating was suggested for this surface
rather than the high emissivity coating previously examined. The coating analyzed was a = 0.7, e = 0.07.
The effect was actually to increase the temperature of this surface from 304.8 K in the baseline to 336 K,
since some reflected solar radiation from the surface was still absorbed, but could not be rejected by
radiation to space as effectively as when the emissivity was 0.8. The result was radiation of a lesser
amount of heat from the surface, but with a lower emissivity and, therefore, at a slightly higher tempera-
ture. Mirror temperature gradient and bulk temperature swing were essentially the same as for the base-
line.
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North
Post-Dawn Noon Pre-Dusk
Contour Temp. (K) Contour Temp. (K) Contour Temp. (K)
1 121.69 1 169.35 1 157.03
2 121.72 2 169.36 2 157.05
3 121.75 3 169.37 3 157.07
4 121.78 4 169.38 4 157.09
5 121.81 5 169.40 5 157.12
6 121.84 6 169.41 6 157.14
7 121.87 7 169.42 7 157.16
8 121.90 8 169.43 8 157.18
Figure 95. Mirror temperature distributions for 65* north with tilt option.
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Temp.(K) Contour Temp.(K) Contour Temp.(K)
t07.03 1 161.41 1 134.05
120.45 2 166.06 2 145.09
t33.88 3 170.70 3 156.13
147.30 4 175.35 4 167.17
160.72 5 180.00 5 178.21
174.14 6 184.65 6 189.25
187.57 7 189.29 7 200.29
200.99 8 193.94 8 211.33
Light shade temperature distributions for 65 ° north with tilt option.
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External Ground Shade--An external ground shade was suggested to reduce heating of the upper
light shade from the lunar surface. This was examined in the form of a three-sided shade as illustrated in
figure 97. The shade was MLI with an internal absorptivity of 0.2 and emissivity of 0.78 and an external
(away from telescope) absorptivity of 0.15 and emissivity of 0.15. Results indicate increased tempera-
ture differential, temperature swing, and light shade temperature as compared to the baseline, because
the ground shade temperature is similar to the lunar surface temperature, but is much closer to the
telescope. This concept is not viable unless a tall southerly shade can also be provided to eliminate direct
solar absorption by the enclosure or the interior of the shade can be made specular.
4.68 m3.0m
\ _ /[ _ _----.--./.__.f'_ / / to intercept _ -]
_'- \ / I'- --J.t HJ / / //--,'1'/ radiation from \ [
\_. _ _.._,_ Lunar surface _, /
Side view
i
#
j'
/
!
_2
/l/
i
! 2.44 m
Figure 97. External ground shade encloses LUTE east, west, and north sides.
Summary_ of Light Shade Trades--Table 41 summarizes the results for all light shade options
examined. The only clear improvement over the baseline is the 65 ° north location with the LUTE tilted
25 ° to the south. This reduces mirror temperature differential, bulk temperature swing, and light shade
maximum temperature. The cylindrical light Shades reduce the average mirror temperature differential,
but increase bulk temperature swing and light shade temperature dramatically. These side effects are
probably unacceptable for LUTE.
Table 41. Summary of light shade trade results.
Option
Baseline
Cylindrical
Cylindrical, no MLI
65" N, tilted
Low emissivity
Ground shade
Maximum
AT (K)
0.35
0.61
0.86
0.27
0.35
0.54
Mirror
Maximum (K)
Night/Day
Swing (K)
229.3
371.7
348.7
170.1
229.1
280.0
161.0
301.1
278.7
105.1
160.8
213.4
Shade
Maximum (K)
304.8
410.4
363.8
198.6
336
331.8
Average
AT (K)
0.25
0.16
0.05
0.13
0.24
0.32
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Figure 98 shows the primary mirror temperature differential versus time for all light shade
options and the baseline. The 65 ° north option gives the lowest overall temperature differential. Note
that the differential for this option is also quite constant for most of the viewing period.
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Figure 98. Primary mirror temperature differential for light shade options.
5.5.3.5.3 Alteration of Lunar Surface Properties
The lunar surface has a high solar absorptivity and a high emissivity. Consequently, it absorbs
most of the solar radiation incident upon it and reradiates this energy very effectively as heat. The inner
light shade, with its high emissivity, absorbs this radiated heat, and the resulting high light shade tem-
perature causes thermal gradients in the primary mirror. Past studies have suggested that the optical
properties of the lunar surface near a lander might be modified by spraying a powder on the surface or
deploying a fabric cover. Analysis indicates that a majority of the heat absorbed by the upper light shade
is from the surface within a 20 m radius of the landing site, as illustrated in figure 99. Using the reduced
thermal model, the effect of altering the optical properties of the lunar surface within a 20 m radius of
the LUTE was examined. Properties were only modified on the north side of the LUTE, since the light
shade interior has no view to the south. Both the light shade and lunar surface elements are diffuse in
this model.
Table 42 summarizes the results of this study. Reducing lunar surface absorptivity (o0 resulted in
increased reflected solar radiation absorbed by the light shade. As long as the surface o_/e ratio is about 1
(first and second cases), the lunar surface temperature is essentially unchanged. If the surface absorp-
tivity remains high, but the emissivity is reduced (third case), the surface temperature increases. This
results in decreased light shade heating by reflected solar radiation but increased heating by thermal
radiation from the surface. If the surface absorptivity is reduced, but the emissivity remains high (fourth
case), the surface temperature is reduced considerably. This decreases light shade heating by thermal
radiation from the surface but substantially increases heating by reflected solar radiation.
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Case
1
2
3
4
5
!
Heat flux to
this element
9.8%
2%
6.1%
.8%
5.9%
28.3%
18.5%
Radius (m)
• Oto5
[] 5to10
[] lOto 20
I_1 20 to 40
[] 40to 80
[] 80to 200
[] 200to 400
[] 400 to 800
Table 42.
Shade tw'e
0.08/0.08
0.8O/O. 80
0.80/0.80
0.80/0.80
0.20/0.80
Shade
Temperature (K)
275.4
275.0
274.9
275.3
252.9
28.7%
Figure 99. Heat flux contribution of lunar surface.
Absorbed heat loads, at noon, for various optical properties.
Modified Surface Absorbed
Surface _e
O.93/0.95
0.20/0.20
0.80/0.20
0.20/0.80
0.20/0.80
Temperature (K)
367.4
366.5
521.3
261.0
261.0
Solar (W)
27.4
197
57.5
197
60.2
Absorbed
[R (W)
248.2
131.6
270.2
90.1
119.6
It was apparent from these results that changing the lunar surface properties, and thus lunar sur-
face temperature, was not sufficient to change the light shade temperature significantly. However, a
combination of reduced absorptivity on the light shade, plus the lunar surface property combination,
which resulted in the lowest surface temperature (fifth case), reduced the light shade temperature from
275 to 253 K. Thus, a low absorptivity coating on the upper light shade to reduce solar absorption with a
high emissivity to radiate to space effectively, coupled with a reduced lunar surface temperature, is one
means of reducing the light shade temperature. This approach may complicate stray light baffling. Other
options that might have a similar effect are a specular, high emissivity coating on the upper light shade
or a specular coating on the lunar surface. No investigation of the practicality of these options has been
made.
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5.5.3.5.4 Light Shade Baffles
Baffles on the light shade were identified as an option to influence the light shade and mirror
temperatures. Both angled baffles and horizontal ring shaped baffles were considered. These analyses
were performed using the reduced model and the TMG TM analysis program.
_lg._l..,]_f._--Because of the desire for a symmetrical light shade shape, reduced radiative
exchange between the lunar surface, and a moderate temperature in the vicinity of the detector radiator,
the concept illustrated in figure 100 was developed. The upper ring baffles on the open side of the light
shade are parallel to the nominal solar vector (50 ° from the horizontal) and treated with a low e coating
on the undersides and a high e coating on the top for minimum surface heat absorption and maximum
heat rejection to space. This arrangement gives the mirror a symmetric view to space, and the baffles
block over 50 percent of the radiation from the lunar surface to the upper light shade as shown in figure
101. Primary mirror temperature differential is reduced from the baseline, although maximum mirror
temperature (i.e., mirror temperature swing) and upper light shade maximum temperature are increased.
These temperature increases occur because of reduced view to space. Although these baffles complicate
the placement of other subsystems, such as electronics and solar panels, this option should be studied
further because it addresses two key issues in primary mirror thermal control (mirror temperature swing
and upper light shade temperature) and may lend itself to incorporation into the aperture cover.
Light shade
TCS baffles:
• Parallel to solar vector
• Do not obstruct FOV
• Trimmed to fit in shroud
• Upper sides are c_=0.2, _=0.85
• Lower sides are ct=O.2,e = 0.1
Large baffle is insulated
on bottom, minimizes
heating of bottom side
from Lunar surface
Landerbody
Figure 100. Angled baffle concept.
Rin_ Baffles--Large flat ring-shaped baffles above a short cylindrical light shade were suggested
as a means to block solar radiation while providing a symmetric view to space for the mirror. This
option, illustrated in figure 102, could also be deployed by a simple mechanism and would result in a
shorter stowed configuration. During early morning and late afternoon, when the Sun is low in the
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Figure 102. Horizontal ring baffle concept.
sky, most solar radiation passes between the baffles. Near local noon, when the Sun is near maximum
elevation, the baffles completely shade the telescope interior. However, during midmorning and mid-
afternoon, some solar radiation passes between the baffles and is absorbed by surface inside the
telescope. This results in elevated temperatures inside the telescope. Local high gradients would be
expected between shaded areas and those in direct Sun, although the model is not sufficiently detailed to
detect this phenomenon. Any influence this might have on optical performance will be addressed in
phase B.
Summary of Baffle Trad¢_--Results for the two baffle options are summarized in table 43. The
angled baffles indicate some improvement, but the ring baffles cannot be recommended, primarily
because of the high bulk temperature swing which will result from the 336 K maximum mirror tempera-
ture.
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Table 43. Comparison of baffle options to baseline at local noon.
Mirror North Side Mirror South Side Mirror Tempera- Light Shade
Option Temperature (K) Temperature (K) ture Differential (K) Temperature (K)
Baseline 238.29 238.22 0.07 275.4
Angled 268.81 268.84 0.03 278.87
Ring 336.14 336.06 0.08 N/A
5.5.3.5.5 Flared Light Shade
One method suggested to reduce the temperature of the upper light shade is to flare it, as shown in
figure 103. This simultaneously reduces its view to the lunar surface and the primary mirror, and increases
its view to deep space. Using the reduced TMG TM model, 0 °, 5 °, 10 °, and 15 ° flare angles were analyzed.
_, Solar\ \
1
Secondary _[__
mirror
posttton _
Side view
Figure 103.
Front view
Flared light shade concept.
/
Analysis results are summarized in figure 104. Flare angles of 10 ° or less provide little improve-
ment in the temperature differential. Unfortunately, flare angles of 15 ° or greater become extremely large
and difficult to deploy successfully. For these reasons, the flared sunshade was not considered in further
studies. Although any flare is positive, flare angles large enough to significantly reduce thermal control
complexities pose packaging and deployment concerns.
5;5.3.6 Mirror Construction and Support Structure Effects
The mirror support structure can significantly influence the temperature distribution in the
mirror. For all the studies discussed above, a ring support on the outer edge of the primary mirror was
used and the primary and tertiary mirrors were ground on a continuous beryllium blank (no center hole).
Structural analysis indicated that a three-point support using titanium flexures was preferable for the
large temperature excursions experienced by the mirror. Titanium was chosen because its coefficient of
thermal expansion closely matches that of beryllium, and it has good strength and stiffness properties.
Other flexure materials, such as Invar TM, might be more appropriate for mirror materials other than
beryllium. Separate primary and tertiary mirrors are also preferable to a one-piece design for manufac-
turing considerations. To assess the impact of these mirror construction and support differences, the
three cases below were analyzed. The isothermal light shade model described above was used for all
three cases.
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Figure 104. Effect of flare angle on north/south temperature differential (local noon).
One-Piece Primary/Tertiary with Ring Support--For this case, the primary and tertiary mirrors
are ground on a continuous blank of beryllium and supported by a continuous ring around the outer edge
as shown in figure 105. The ring is assumed to be 1 cm tall, with a total area (for conduction calcu-
lations) of 3.9 cm 2. The maximum temperature differential for the primary mirror elements is 0.08 K.
Primary & tertiary
on one blank
..... p surface r
__:_-_'_--_.._'._'_'-_1 Oute ring
/ Z ///Z.Z.J--_-d_"support
Figure 105. One-piece mirror with ring support.
Separate Primary/Tertiary With Ring SUpport--For this case, the primary mirror has a center
hole, as shown in figure 106, and is supported by a continuous ring around the outer edge as described
previously. The maximum temperature differential for the primary mirror elements is 0.18 K. This
center hole in the primary mirror increases the gradient across the diameter of the mirror.
Pri mary
Tertiary
Top surface
__..,. :..,__ ._:_,..,._::: ___ _ Outer ring
(/""/""77"'___""'support
Figure 106. Separate primary and tertiary with ring support.
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Separate Primary/Tertiary With Three-Point Flexure Support--For this case, the primary mirror
is supported by three titanium flexures, located midway between the inner and outer radii and spaced at
120 ° intervals. Each flexure consists of two titanium rods, 3.2 mm in diameter and 6 cm long, as shown
in figure 107. No insulating buttons at the ends of the rods were included, although it may be possible to
incorporate such insulators in the design of the flexures. The maximum temperature differential for the
primary mirror elements is 0.18 K, which is the same as for the previous case.
Side view
enlarged _ FIexures at
3 locations,
120 ° apart
Baseplate
3.2mmd'm. titanium \ v _ /
rods, 6 cm long _ _/
Top View
Figure 107. Titanium flexures supporting primary mirror on baseplate.
$0mmw3/of Mirror Construction and Support Structure Effects--Results of this trade are shown
in figure 108. Both of the mirrors with center holes (two-piece) have larger temperature differentials
than the one-piece mirror. However, for most of the operating period, there is little difference between
the flexure and ring supports for the mirrors with a center hole. The flexure support creates slightly
higher mirror temperature differentials during the early morning and late afternoon periods when the
mirror is undergoing relatively rapid temperature changes. This is primarily caused by rapid local
heating or cooling of the mirror in the vicinity of the flexure. Mirror construction and support had no
effect on bulk temperature swing or light shade temperature.
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One-piece, ring support ]
Two-piece, ring support
Two-piece, flexures
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Figure 108.
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Primary mirror gradient for different methods of support.
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5.5.3.7 Mirror Material Trades
The baseline for all trade studies conducted previously was a beryllium primary and tertiary
mirror. Beryllium was initially chosen because of its high thermal conductivity and relatively low CTE.
In this trade, other primary and tertiary mirror materials were examined. The support structure used was
a three-point support with titanium flexures at each point (described previously). The construction of the
mirrors was not changed, except the primary and tertiary were separate mirrors, not ground on a single
blank as stated previously. This was for consistency with structures and optical system models. Results
from the thermal analyses described were transferred to the structural analyst for deformation analysis.
The materials considered were be_llium, Ceraform TM SiC, and fused silica. In the final analysis, mirror
material selection will be based on optical performance over the temperature range, plus other factors
such as surface quality, manufacturability, etc. All three material options were run with an isothermal
light shade as described above: - = _ _ -
_--The maximum temperature differential for the beryllium primary mirror is 0.18 K.
Figure 109 illustrates the temperature distribution on the primary mirror at local noon.
North Contour Temp. (K)
1 261 •23
2 261.25
3 261.27
4 261.29
5 261.30
6 261.32
7 261.34
8 261.36
Figure 109. Primary mirror temperature distribution at noon (beryllium).
$.jli_',.gll._C.art2jde--The maximum temperature differential for the Ceraform TM SiC primary mirror
is 0.22 K. Figure 110 illustrates the temperature distribution on the primary mirror at local noon. The
SiC results differ little from those for beryllium. This is not surprising since the thermal conductivity and
specific heat of the two materials are similar. Values for specific heat of SiC below room temperature
were not available, so a projected value was used. This analysis should be reevaluated if
temperature-dependent data become available.
North
/ "\,
Figure 110.
Contour Temp• (K)
1 261.16
2 261.18
3 261.21
4 261.23
5 261.25
6 261.27
7 261.30
8 261.32
Primary mirror temperature distribution at noon (SIC).
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Fused Silica--The maximum temperature differential for the fused silica mirror is 13.08 K.
Figure 111 illustrates the temperature distribution on the primary mirror at local noon. This is much
larger than the differential for beryllium or SiC, primarily because of the lower thermal conductivity of
fused silica. However, fused silica also has a much smaller coefficient of thermal expansion than the
other two materials. A deflection analysis must be performed to determine which material will have the
smallest distortion due to thermal loading.
Noah Contour Temp.(K)
,_,. 1 258.77
2 259.14
3 259.51
4 259.88
5 260.26
6 260.63
7 261.00
8 261.37
Figure 111. Primary mirror temperature distribution at noon (fused silica).
Summary_ of Mirror Material Trades--Table 44 summarizes the results of the mirror material
trade study. The only parameter affected by the mirror material is the mirror temperature differential.
Table 44. Summary of mirror material trade results.
Option
Beryllium
SiC
Fused Silica
Maximum AT
(K)
0.18
0.22
13.08
Mirror Maximum
(K)
261.4
261.7
261.4
Night/Day
Swing (K)
194.2
194.4
194.5
Average AT
(K)
0.12
0.14
4.19
The temperature differential across the primary mirror is shown in figure 112 for beryllium and
SiC and in figure 113 for beryllium and fused silica. Beryllium, SiC, and fused silica primary mirror
temperature profiles for the LUTE operational period were transferred to LUTE structural analysis
personnel for evaluation of temperature-induced deformations. Names and descriptions of output files
for these and other telescope thermal analyses discussed are listed in appendix M.
5.5.3.8 Site Latitude Trade
Changing the latitude of the LUTE landing site from 40* north to 66.5* north, while still viewing
at a 40 ° declination, reduced the detector radiator temperature to an acceptable value and reduced the
mirror bulk temperature swing. To assess the sensitivity of light shade interior temperature, mirror bulk
temperature swing, and mirror temperature differential to telescope latitude, landing sites of 40* north,
48.5 ° north, 57 ° north, and 65 ° north have been modeled with the TMG TM program. Figure 114
illustrates the orientation of the telescope relative to the lunar surface, the lander, and the solar vector at
each landing latitude.
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Figure 114. Telescope orientation at latitudes studied.
In all cases, the LUTE is pointing at a 40 ° declination, the primary and tertiary mirrors are
beryllium and are ground on a single blank, and the primary mirror is supported by a ring at its outer
radius. Table 45 summarizes the results of the latitude trade study. Generally, mirror temperature
differential (AT), maximum temperature, temperature swing, and light shade temperature decrease with
increasing latitude. The detector radiator temperature will be Somewhat lower than the light shade
interior temperature.
Table 45. Summary of latitude trade results.
Latitude
40.0
48.5
57.0
65.0
Maximum AT 9
(K)
0.35
0.27
0.21
0.20
Average AT
(K)
0.25
0.19
0.15
0.13
IV[iffOf
Maximum (K)
229.3
211.5
194.1
170.1
Night/Day
Swing (K)
161.0
143.0
125.9
105.1
Light Shade
Interior
Temperature (K)
304.8
284.6
258.9
198.6
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Maximum light shade temperature, mirror temperature, and mirror day/night temperature swing
are shown in figure 115 for the latitudes studied. Note that the light shade temperature decrease is larger
between 57 ° and 66.5 ° than between 48.5* and 57*. This indicates that even lower light shade interior
temperatures could be obtained for locations north of 66.5 °.
35O
Light Shade Interior Max. Temperature
300
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_" 200
I.- Mirror Day/Night Temp. Swing
150
100 , , , ,
40 45 50 55 60 65
Latitude (° North)
Figure 115. Summary of mirror and light shade maximum temperatures.
The primary driver for the reduction of mirror temperature, temperature swing, and temperature
differential is the reduction of the light shade interior temperature. This reduction is caused by the
southward tilt of the telescope (shown in fig. 114) that is required to view ata 40* declination from
landing sites higher than 40* north. The tilt reduces the inner light shade view to the lunar surface and
increases its view to space--its ultimate heat sink. The reduced view to the lunar surface lowers the heat
load to the light shade, and the increased view to space allows rejection of the fieat load at a lower
temperature. The temperature differential across the primary mirror is shown in figure 116 for the four
latitudes studied. The average mirror differential is lower for higher latitude locations because the cooler
light shade interior causes less heating of the north side of the mirror. Maximum and average mirror
temperature differential are shown for each latitude in figure 117.
The trend is toward lower differentials at higher latitudes, but the curves begin to flatten between
57* and 65*. This indicates that the differential cannot be reduced indefinitely by moving to higher lati-
tudes. The portion of the differential, which is due to the asymmetric view factor of the mirror to space
and the nonuniform temperature of the baseplate, will not be affected by the change in latitude. In sum-
mary, significant thermal control benefits can be obtained by moving the LUTE landing site to a latitude
higher than 40 ° north, as long as the telescope can be tilted to continue viewing at a 40* declination
angle. The reduction in primary mirror maximum temperaturerdi-fJ_erendai is cle_rlyn-6i_Iine_an-d I0_-a-
tions north of 65* will probably result in little additional reduction. However, the analysis results indi-
cate that maximum light shade temperature (hence detector radiator operating temperature), mirror tem-
perature, and mirror temperature swing will continue to decrease for locations north of 65*.
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Figure 117. Mirror average and maximum temperature differential.
5.5.3.9 Use of Heaters on Primary Mirror
The LUTE primary mirror experiences a large diurnal temperature swing with only passive
thermal control. With the possibility of an RTG power source and resulting power availability during the
lunar night, it becomes reasonable to examine active thermal control in the form of heaters for the pri-
mary mirror. The purpose of the heaters is to increase the minimum temperature of the mirror and, thus,
decrease the total temperature swing of the primary mirror. For the first case analyzed, the LUTE is
located at 40 ° north latitude, pointing at a 40 ° declination, has beryllium primary and tertiary mirrors
ground on a single blank, and has a ring supporting the primary mirror at its outer radius. The data pre-
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No heat pipes, heaters, or other active thermal control techniques were used for the light shade or mirror.
With passive thermal control, the minimum mirror temperature is 71.8 K and the maximum mirror
temperature is 239 K, for a total temperature swing of 167.2 K. If the minimum temperature is to be
raised to 220 K, a maximum of 34.2 W of heater power is required. The power required varies from zero
to the maximum value, and heat must be applied for a total of 480 hours of the 654 hour diurnal cycle.
The second case analyzed places the LUTE at 65 ° north latitude, pointing at a 40 ° declination,
and retains the beryllium primary and tertiary mirrors and the outer support ring. The data presented are
taken from TMG TM thermal analysis results using the model mentioned previously. No heat pipes,
heaters, or other active thermal control techniques were used for the light shade or mirror. With passive
thermal control, the minimum mirror temperature is 67.8 K and the maximum mirror temperature is 175
K, for a total temperature swing of 107.2 K. If the minimum temperature is to be raised to 160 K, a
maximum of 10.2 W of heater power is required. The power required varies from zero to the maximum
value, and heat must be applied for a total of 440 hours of the 654 hour diurnal cycle.
For the cases previously described, heat was applied directly to the back of the primary/tertiary
mirror. If this is not feasible, then a heater plate must be added between the baseplate and the mirror. It
is not feasible to apply heat directly to the baseplate because it is not thermally isolated from other large
LUTE components. Use of a heater plate is less efficient than applying heat directly to the mirror back
and might require as much as 25 percent more power to maintain the same mirror temperature. In addi-
tion, because the design of the mirror support is not well defined, a 15 percent contingency factor should
be applied to the calculated heater power estimates previously described. The benefits of reduced mirror
temperature swing should be weighed against the costs of a heater system. The benefits include simpli-
fied analyses, optimized temperature range selection, traceability of image quality degradation, etc.
These costs include, additional mass (approximately 1.5 kg), additional system complexity, and greater
potential for significant temperature gradients within the mirror, particularly if a heater unit should fail.
5.5.3.10 Metering Structure Axial Gradient
Knowledge of the temperature gradients, which will exist in the LUTE metering structure, is
needed for the design of the metering structure and secondary mirror support system. The existing LUTE
thermal models do not include a simulation of the metering structure or secondary mirror. A detailed
thermal model of the metering structure cannot be constructed at this time because several metering
structure concepts are being considered, and design details are not available for any of the concepts. For
preliminary purposes, the axial gradient of the light shade in the vicinity of the metering structure may
be used as an estimate of the gradient which will exist in the metering structure. The metering structure
is in close proximity to the light shade, so use of the light shade temperature predictions should provide
a reasonable approximation of the metering structure temperature. However, circumferential and
diametral metering structure gradients cannot be estimated based on the light shade temperature predic-
tions because of the "spider" structure supporting the secondary mirror. This structure will provide con-
duction paths across the metering structure which do not exist for the light shade.
For the case documented, the LUTE is located at 40 ° north latitude, pointing at a 40 ° declination,
has beryllium primary and tertiary mirrors ground on a single blank, and has a ring supporting the pri-
mary mirror at its outer radius. For higher latitude locations, pointing at the same declination, the light
shade axial gradient would be somewhat lower than for the case documented. Since this is a preliminary
estimate, it is appropriate to use the higher gradient. The data presented in the following are taken from
TMG TM thermal analysis results using the model previously mentioned. No heat pipes, heaters, or other
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activethermalcontrol techniqueswereusedfor the light shadeor mirror. Figure 118showsthetempera-
turevariationof the light shadeat theupperandloweredgeof meteringstructurefor onelunarcycle.
For thepurposeof thisreport,the"upperedge"meansthelight shadeat approximatelythe level of the
secondarymirror, ratherthantheactualendof the light shade.Thethermalanalysisdocumentedis for
"midsummer"lighting conditions.PointA in thefigure indicatesanelevatedlight shadetemperature
causedby direct sunlightinsidethelight shadeshortlyafterdawn.A similarphenomenon,causedby
directsunlight insidethelight shadebeforesunset,is indicatedby pointB on thegraph.Thelower edge
of the light shadeis essentiallyunaffectedby thedirectsunlight"peek-over"into theupperlight shade.
After sunset(about350hours)theloweredgeis warmerthantheupperedgebecauseit losesheatto
spacelessrapidly. Theupperedgecoolsmorerapidlybecauseof its higherview factorto thedeepspace
heatsink.
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Figure 118. Light shade temperature at lower and upper edge of metering structure.
Figure 119 shows the axial temperature difference between the upper and lower edges of the
metering structure, as indicated by the light shade temperature. The gradient is positive when the upper
edge is warmer than the lower edge. The maximum gradient is about 100 K and occurs shortly after
local sunrise. If the seasonal effects of sunlight peeking over the light shade are neglected, the maximum
axial gradient is about 40 K.
When the metering structure and secondary mirror support structure design has been better
defined, a more detailed thermal analysis of the metering structure may be appropriate. That analysis
might be expected to yield a time-varying temperature profile of the entire metering structure, which
could be used in a structural analysis to predict thermal deformations of the metering structure.
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Figure 119. Estimate of metering structure axial thermal gradient.
5.5.3.11 Declination Effect on Mirror Temperature
Previous thermal analyses were conducted for a pointing declination of 40 ° north, however, a
declination of 30 ° north is of considerable scientific interest. In order to accommodate this lower
declination, the light shade angle must be increased to approximately 70 °, which increases the length of
the light shade by over 1 m. The thermal effects of the two declinations have been compared for a
telescope with beryllium optics at a 65 ° north latitude location. Sketches of the two configurations are
shown in figure 120.
Figure 120.
40 °
d_lina_
3oo
declina_
Lunar Lander
surface
Light shade configurations for 30 ° and 40 ° point declinations.
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Table 46 summarizes the analysis results for the two declinations. The lower declination causes
an 8.4 K increase in the mirror maximum temperature. This increase is primarily driven by the larger
light shade required for a 30 ° pointing declination. No increase in temperature gradient over the primary
mirror was noted due to change in pointing declination. The increase in mirror maximum temperature
and day/night temperature swing resulting from the lower declination is undesirable. However, the
magnitude of the change is relatively small and can probably be tolerated, if required. The increase in
light shade size required to accommodate the 30 ° declination is probably a more serious design problem
than the resulting thermal effects.
5.5.4 Detector Thermal Control
The detector is an array of several CCD's and is located in the central hole of the secondary
mirror. Figure 121 shows the location of the detector.
Table 46. Results of pointing declination thermal trade.
Pointing
Declination
30 °
40 °
Maximum
183.5 K
175.1 K
Mirror Temperature
Minimum
67.4 K
67.8 K
Day/Night Swing
116.1 K
107.3 K
Light Shade Maximuum
Temperature (K)
183.1 K
178.3 K
LIGHT SHADE
DETECTOR RADIATOR
DETECTOR
SECONDARY MIRROR
TERTIARY MIRRORS
Figure 121. Location of CCD detector and radiator.
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5.5.4.1 Requirements
Thermalrequirementsfor CCD's varywith theapplication,size,andwavelengthof interest.For
theLUTE application,themaximumallowableCCD temperaturefor UV andvisibleapplicationsis
about210 K. Over sh6rip--_erfodsoi' time,thedetect6_t_m_pera_uremustbestabletOtenthsof adegree,so
rapidtemperaturechangesmustbeeliminated.Theheatto beremovedfrom thedetectorcomesfrom
conductionthroughthewiresleadinginto thearray,heatproducedby readingtheinformation from the
CCD's, andradiationfrom theenvironment.Thetotalheatto beremovedfrom thefocal planearrayis
estimatedat not morethan5 to 10W. BecausetheLUTE ismassandpowerlimited, passivethermal
controlof thedetectoris preferred.ThisdoesnotprecludetheuseOfheaters,but suggestsminimum
usageof suchdevices.
5.5.4.2 Concepts
Conceptsfor thermalcontrolof theCCD includeapassiVeradiator,a thermoelectricunit (TEU)
with aradiator,acryo-cooler,andcryogenicfluid. Eachconceptis discussedin detail below.
Passive Radiator--The first step in the design of the thermal control system for the detector was
determining how much heat could be radiated from a radiator attached to the detector. The radiator area
was assumed to be the same as the secondary mirror area. A 10 K temperature rise was assumed
between the radiator and the detector, giving a target maximum radiator temperature of 200 K. Initial
analyses involved some handcalculations using aSsumed view factors based on a TMG TM model of a
similar geometry. These analyses, assuming a radiator temperature of 200 K, showed that the radiator
would be absorbing heat during operating times rather than rejecting heat. A TRASYS model of light
shade, lunar surface and the radiator were built to more accurately represent the radiation environment of
the radiator. The output of the TRASYS model was used as input for a SINDA model to determine the
amount rejected or absorbed by the radiator and the temperature at which it radiates. Steady-state analy-
ses were run for a hot environment and also for a cold environment. The hot environment represented
the midday when the hinar Surface may reach temperatures of 385 K, and the interior light shade may
have an average temperature of 270 K. The cold environment represented the time during the lunar night
just before dawn where the lunar surface temperature falls to about 85 K, and the interior light shade
temperature is about 80 K. Two different analyses were run for both the hot and cold cases: one to cal-
culate how much heat can be rejected or absorbed at a radiator temperature of 200 K and the other to
determine the radiator's temperature with a constant heat load of 10 W. For this trade study, the tele-
scope was located at a 40 ° north latitude, unless noted. The radiator, telescope, and lunar surface were
also modeled using TMG TM. The model was run to calculate the transient radiator temperature, assuming
a I0 W heat load, during the lunar cycle.
Trade Studies--Figure 122 shows the four concepts for thermal control of the detector which
were analyzed. Concept 1 is a horizontal radiator behind the secondary mirror. The radiator diameter is
limited to 0.5 m to avoid obscuration of the primary mirror and the radiator has optical properties of
_x = 0.8 and e = 0.8. In this location, the radiator has a view to space which is limited by the light shade.
Because the radiator has a view to the light shade interior, the radiator heat rejection capability is depen-
dent on the light shade temperature.
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Figure 122. Passive radiator concepts for detector heat rejection.
Concept 2 is a radiator slanted 50 ° so it will be parallel to the solar vector. The radiator's pro-
jected area would be the surface area of the secondary mirror. This concept has two benefits: the surface
area of the radiator increases so that there is potential to radiate more heat, and the radiator has a better
view to space and a limited view of the light shade. The major drawback of this concept is that it has a
view of the lunar surface, which severely limits the heat rejection capability of the radiator during the
operating period.
In concept 3, the radiator is placed in its own shade to block radiation from both the light shade
and the lunar surface. The shade around the radiator again limits the radiator's view to space, thus
limiting its heat rejection capability.
Concept 4 involves moving the telescope to a higher latitude (65 ° north, as discussed previously).
At this latitude, the light shade interior surface has a reduced view to the lunar surface, thereby reducing
the interior shade temperature. Also, the radiator can be oriented parallel to the lunar surface to avoid
lunar surface radiation and moved forward in the telescope to reduce the radiator's view of the light
shade. This concept allows a nearly 100 percent view to space, and increases the heat rejection capability
of the radiator.
Results--Each of the concepts mentioned above was analyzed using TRASYS and SINDA. The
results shown in figure 123 and table 47 indicate that the environment for concept i would heat the
radiator to a temperature of 228 K, or 28 K above the target radiator temperature, even with no heat load
from the detector. The same is true for concept 2, where the lunar surface radiation raises the tempera-
ture, with no detector heat load, to 227 K. The calculated temperature for concept 3 with no heat load is
240 K. However, for concept 4, the radiator temperature is 117 K with no heat load and 190 K with a
heat load of 10 W. This is 10 K below the maximum target radiator temperature of 200 K. Based on
these results, moving to a 65 ° latitude will allow the use of passive cooling to maintain the detector
within acceptable temperature limits during operation.
TEU Plus Radiator--Because no heat could be passively rejected in the baseline configuration,
other methods of thermal control were pursued. One of these is cooling using TEU's, which are small
devices that transfer heat when current is passed through them. The amount of cooling is proportional to
the current passed through the device, and the heat flow direction is determined by the direction of the
current. A TEU has hot and cold sides as shown in figure 124. The cold side would be attached to the
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Results of passive detector radiator trade study.
Table 47. Detector radiator temperature summary.
Concept Temperture With No Heat Load Temperature With 10 W Heat Load
,r,
1
2
3
4
228
227
240
117
265
247
280
190
LUTE detector, and the hot would be attached to a heat pipe or directly to a radiator to reject heat to
space. These devices can require large amounts of power depending on the temperature difference (AT)
between the hot and cold sides and how much heat must be transferred. The efficiency of these devices
is generally low and decreases as the AT increases. As a result, more power is required to remove the
unwanted heat from the instrument for larger temperature differentials.
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Figure 124. Illustration of a TEU.
The major problem with using a TEU in this application is the large AT between the cold side
and the radiator. The radiator needs to operate above 300 K to reject the required heat load in its warm
environment, while the detector needs to be cooled to 210 K. Another problem is the amount of heat that
needs to be rejected. The TEU would require 400 W of power to remove 10 W from the detector if an
appropriate TEU were available. Based on conversations with vendors, the cost of fabricating a TEU
that would perform as required would be prohibitive. The TEU is not a viable option for the baseline
configuration and requirements. These devices require considerable power and can only pump small
amounts of heat. A change in the thermal control method or a change in the detector constraints is
needed.
Alternate TCS Ontions--Since the detector heat rejection options discussed above seem to be
unacceptable for the LLr:I'E reference location (40 ° north latitude), several other options have been
identified. These are cryo-coolers, cryogenic fluids, alternate detector locations, an alternate telescope
location, and altering detector requirements by changing the detector design.
Cryo-cooler: One alternative option for a detector thermal control is a cryo-cooler. Cryo-coolers
are mechanical devices that can operate at temperatures as low as 4 K. Drawbacks to using these devices
are the large power requirement and the vibration they induce in the system. Because there is some
vibration associated with this device, attaching it to the detector would probably reduce the image
quality. Cryo-coolers with no moving parts are being developed to reduce vibration and extend life, but
these currently have very low efficiencies and high power requirements.
Cryogenic fluid: A cryogenic fluid such as nitrogen or helium could be used to provide a heat
sink for the detector. Telescopes such as AXAF-S will use this method to maintain instruments at the
proper temperatures. However, for AXAF-S, nearly the entire spacecraft is a dewar which contains the
superfluid helium coolant. The dewar itself, which would have to be designed to minimize boiloff in the
harsh lunar surface environment for 2 years, would probably be a large portion of the LUTE mass
budget. The cryogenic fluid required or 2 years operation would further increase the system mass.
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Alternatedetectorlocation: Enlargingtheradiatorwouldallow rejectingmoreheator rejecting
thesameamountof heatat a lower temperature.However,becausethedetectoris locatedinside the
telescopelight shadeandcannotobstructtheFOV, thethermalradiatoris limited in size.Also, with the
currentradiatorlocation,radiationfrom thelight shadedrivestheheatrejectioncapabilitiesof the
detectorradiator.Onesolutionto theseproblemsis to movethedetector.Moving it to thesideof the
light shade,asshownin figure 125,wouldallow useof a radiatorthatcould "see"mostlyspaceand
would alsoallow anincreasedradiatorStirfac-e_e_i_ifneeded.Onedisadvantageto this ideais that
movingthedetectorwouldmeanmovingthefocalplaneandchangingtheopticaldesign.Also, the
radiatorwould probablyhaveto bedeployablebecauseof spacelimitations in the launchvehicleshroud.
Additional structuremightbeneededto supporttheradiatorafterdeployment.
Reflector
Detector
Secondary Mirror Radiator
Support Structure
Primary and Tertiary Mirrors
Figure 125. New detector location to alleviate thermal control problems.
Alternate telescope location: The major driver of the detector radiator thermal environment is
the light shade. Analyses have shown that the upper light shade reached average temperatures over
270 K. The radiation of this heat to the detector radiator dramatically limits its capability. Changing the
thermal environment of the light shade is necessary to radiate 10 W of heat at 200 K from inside the
light shade. One way of changing this environment is to locate the telescope at a higher latitude and tilt
it so that its view of the lunar surface is reduced. Reducing the view to the hot lunar surface allows the
light shade temperature to drop down to about 200 K, which reduces the amount of radiation from the
light shade to the radiator. Coupling the cooler light shade with a radiator-oriented parallel to the lunar
surface provides an almost ideal radiation environment.
Alteration of detector thermal requirements: The thermal requirements for the detector are pre-
liminary. If an adequate TCS to maintain the detector within its specified operating limits cannot be
designed, then the fe_iblqit_ 6f the LUTE is questionabie, it may-be necessary t0-_ter the requirements
so that a more functional TCS can be designed for the detector. If the allowable detector temperature
were increased, the radiator could operate at a higher temperature decreasing the AT between hot and
cold sides on a TEU and decreasing the amount of power needed to remove the heat from the detector.
However, raising the operating temperature of the detector would decrease the quality of the images
obtained since temperatures above 210 K will increase noise. Therefore, it appears unlikely that the
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detectormaximumtemperaturewill beincreased.A reductionin theamountof heatdissipatedto alevel
of 0.5W or lessmaymaketheuseof aTEU morefeasiblebecauseit woulddecreasetheamountof
powerneededto removetheheatfrom thedetectorat thespecifiedtemperaturedifference.Theheatload
assumedfor theanalysesis basedon limited informationaboutthedetector.Moredetailaboutthedetec-
tor andits connectionswouldallow bettercharacterizationof thethermalenvironmentandmayreduce
theheatloadassumed.
5.5.4.3 DetectorTCS Recommendations
Locatingthetelescopeat ahigherlatitudeis themostattractivesolution.The temperatureand
heatrejectionrequirementscanbeeasilymetwith thisoption.Not only is thethermalenvironment
affectingthedetectorradiator lessseverely,but theradiator'sview to spaceis increasedsothat theheat
canbemoreeffectively radiated.Thisoptionalsorequirestheleastweightandpowerfrom theTCS per-
spective,becauseit is totally passive.Theotherpassiveradiatorconceptsexamineddonot meetthe
detectormaximumtemperaturerequirements.Of theactivecoolingconceptsexamined,theTEU and
cryo-coolerhavelargepowerrequirementsandthecryogenicfluid systemhasalargemassrequirement.
Noneof theseoptionsis feasiblewith thecurrentsystempowerandmasslimitations.Changingthe
detectorlocationhasbeensuggestedasameansto providealargerdetectorradiatorin abetterlocation,
but this wouldbeundesirablebecauseit resultsin anopticalconfigurationwith afourth reflector.It is
alsounlikely that adetectorcanbedevelopedto operateat 260K andproduceanimageof acceptable
quality in time for theLUTE mission.Theotherpassiveradiatorconceptsexamineddonot meetthe
detectormaximumtemperaturerequirement.
5.5.5 SubsystemThermalControl
LUTE subsystemequipmentrequiringthermalcontrolincludestheelectronics,solararrays,and
variousmechanisms,motors,andotherequipment.Themajorsubsystemcomponentshavebeenillus-
tratedpreviously.Passivethermalcontroloptionswerestronglyfavoredfor thermalcontrolof this
equipment.
5.5.5.1 Requirements
For anoperatingrangeof 208to 398K, heatrejectionrequirementsfor subsystemcomponents
areshownin table48.
Table48. Subsystemthermalcontrolrequirements.
ModuleComponents AveragePower(W) Temperature(K)
Transponder 18 208 to 398
CommandDetector 10 208 to 398
Diplexer - 208to 398
CentralDataUnit 15 208 to 398
CentralComputer 15 208to 398
AntennaDrive Electronics 10 208to 398
PowerDistribution 7 208to 398
ACS Electronics - 208to 398
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5.5.5.2 ElectronicsAnalysis
TheLUTE electronicsconsistsmainlyof thecommandanddatahandlingandpowercondition-
ing equipment.Thermalcontrol of theelectronicspresentedsomechallengingproblems.Theequipment
needsto bemaintainedwithin atemperaturerangeof 208K (nonoperating)to 398 K (operating).As
statedearlier, theelectronicsdissipateabout90W of heat.During theLUTE operatingperiod,the lunar
surfacetemperaturesmayrise to 385K while beingexposedto solarradiationfor about 14-Earthdays.
This hotenvironmentcreatesproblemswhentrying to rejecttheheatgeneratedbytheelectronicsduring
operation.On theotherhand,thereis a concernfor thesurvivalof theelectronicsduring thelunarnight
whenlunarsurfacetemperaturesdropto aslow as85K during the14-Earthday/nighttime period,if the
electronicsarenotoperatingandproducingpowerinternallyduring this time.
Becauseof limited power,passivethermalcontrolis necessary.To simplify theTCS andmake
temperaturecontrol of componentsmoremanageableall electronicswerelocatedin onebox.This also
minimizestheradiatorsurfaceareaneededandTCSmass.
Placementof thebox is importantto providingproperviewing for theradiator.Reductionof
directsolarheatingon theradiatorandavoidanceof lunarsurfaceradiationis necessarywhile providing
view to spaceto radiatetheheatproducedin thebox.
Theradiatorsurfaceareaneededto rejectheatgeneratedbyelectronicswascalculatedusingan
Excelspreadsheet.TRASYS andSINDA modelswerebuilt to moreaccuratelycharacterizethethermal
environmentandcalculateradiatortemperatures.Theradiatorwasmodeledin four differentpositions
aroundthelight shadeasis shownin figure 126.Thehot lunarenvironmentwasassumedasthebound-
arycondition for theanalyses.Theboxwasassumedto bewell insulatedandto haveno conduction
throughanystructuralattachments.Steady-stateradiatortemperatureswerecalculatedassuminga 90W
heatloadon theradiator.
i
TELESCOPE
NORTH
Figure 126. Electronics box analysis positions.
For the night case, it was assumed the radiator has a perfect view to space. The objective of this
analysis was to determine the emissivity necessary to limit the heat loss from the box and also determine
how much heat would be needed to maintain the box at survival temperature. Because the box will be in
the cold environment for an extended period, it will be necessary to provide some heat. This heat could
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come from an RTG, a phase change material, or an radioisotope heating unit (RHU), or from leaving the
components operating at night. Using an RTG as a power source, the LUTE could operate continuously
providing power necessary for the electronics' survival. A phase change material could be used to store
heat from the daytime operation and maintain the temperature of the electronics above the minimum
during the night, but calculations from a previous study showed that the amount of mass needed would
be prohibitive. RHU's show the most promise to provide heat during the night. These devices are small
and provide heat continually, almost indefinitely, at no increase in power system mass.
The thermal analysis showed that the radiator could be located in any position, provided that it is
an optical solar reflector (OSR). An OSR is a radiator that has a thin coating on the surface to minimize
the amount of absorbed solar energy while allowing the surface to radiate. At night, though, the emis-
sivity of the radiator would have to be modified to about 0.45 to reduce the box heat loss by radiation to
an acceptable level. To accomplish this with an OSR, a cover with a low emissivity would have to be
moved into position over the radiator at night. This would require a mechanism to open and close the
cover as shown in figure 127. A more practical method of accomplishing this surface modification is
using louvers. Louvers have a range of effective emissivity of 0.2 to 0.7. No power is required to close
louvers and they have been used for space applications for many years. A drawback to using louvers is
that to maximize their radiation capability, solar radiation must be avoided because they have a high
solar absorbtivity. A cover could be used to protect the louvers from solar heating, but the effective
emissivity would be reduced, significantly decreasing their radiation capability during daytime
operation.
The radiator surface area was determined to be 0.2 m 2 radiating at 343 K. If the radiating surface
were modified to have an emissivity of 0.45, 10 W of heat would have to be added to maintain the
electronics above its lower temperature limit.
Rotational axis
"Flip-top" Lid Rotating Lid
Louvers
Figure 127. Thermal control methods for electronics box.
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5.5.5.3 PowerSystemAnalyses
_--The purposeof thisanalysiswasto calculatetheoperatingtemperatureof a
300W RTG on thelunarsurfaceduringthelunarday/nightcycleandto determinewhetherthetempera-
tureof theRTGwill exceedits allowableoperatingtemperature.Theuppertemperaturelimit of the
RTGwasdeterminedto be533K.43If theRTGtemperaturehadbeenabove533K, othermethodsof
thermalcontrol would havebeenrequiredor theRTGcouldnothavebeenused.BecausetheLUTE is
powerandmasslimited, thetherma[controiof theRTG is limited to passivemethods.But, ashasbeen
discussedin anearlierdocument,themodelrun is simply theRTG located2 m abovethelunarsurface.
TheRTG is 1.17m longand0.23m in diameterwith eightfins extendedradially 0.091m andlocated
aroundthecircumferenceof theRTG, asshownin figure 128.A 4,100W heatloadwasappliedto the
bodyof theRTG, which wasassumedto belocated2 m abovethelunarsurface.Otherheatsourcesare
solarenergyandradiatedenergyfrom thelunarsurface.Thethermalmodelwasrun for onelunar
day/nightcycle.Outputfrom theanalysiswastakenevery 10hoursduring the660hour cycle.
Theanalysisresultsshowthatthereis ahotspotin theareaof theRTGnearesthelunarsurface.
Thehighertemperaturewasexpectedbecausethisareaof theRTG is exposeddirectly to thelunar
surfaceandreceivesthemostthermalradiationfrom thesurface.However,figure 129showsthatthe
temperatureat this spotonly reachesabout505K, which is about28K belowthemaximumallowable
temperature.
TheanalysisresultsshowthattheRTGcaneffectivelyradiatetheheatit generatesin the lunar
environment.If themaximumcalculatedtemperaturehadexceededtheallowablelimit of 533K, the
opticalpropertiesof theRTGsurfacecouldbemodifiedto enablemoreeffectiveradiationof theheat
load.But, if modifying theopticalpropertiesdid notachievetherequiredresult,analternativemethodof
thermalcontrol would haveto havebeenemployed,whichmighthaverequiredadditionalmassand
volume.
m
/
-.40.23
0.41 m --_IP"
I -[_"_ 1.17m v
Figure 128. RTG dimensions and optical properties.
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Figure 129. RTG outer shell temperature.
Solar Array Analysis--The temperature of the solar array affects the efficiency of the solar cells.
For this reason, a preliminary thermal analysis using an I-DEAS TM TMG TM model was done for the
original solar array configuration (the arrays were later enlarged), which is shown in figure 130.
-..l_m
East
/
Solar
panels
End view
Figure 130.
Plane of sola 1
vector
.4 1.03 m
Side view
Solar array configuration analyzed.
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The solar array front surface was modeled as having _ = 0.667, e = 0.8, and the back surface was
modeled as having _x = 0.8, e = 0.7. In addition, it was assumed that there was good conduction between
the solar array front and back surfaces. The predicted temperatures for the two panels are shown for one
diurnal cycle in figure 131. The maximum solar array temperature of approximately 370 K results in
some degradation of the cell efficiency.
4oo[
Wesl panel
300'
v
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E
I.-
200"
100
East panel
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0
0 110 220 330 440 SSO 660
Time (Hours from Dawn)
Figure 131. Solar array temperature predictions.
5.5.5.4 Mechanism Analysis
Several mechanisms are included on LUTE. These have not been analyzed, but motors are
available which can withstand the expected temperature excursions (approximately 70 to 380 K). In
addition, thermal control coatings and paints can be used to reduce the expected temperature excursion
on selected components, if needed. While none have been identified to date, a few components may
require heaters to assure proper operation.
5.5.5.5 Thermal Control Conclusion
Thermal analyses and trade studies performed for the LUTE show that the lunar surface
significantly influences the thermal control systems of the telescope and supporting subsystem
equipment. Radiation from the lunar surface during the day heats the light shade interior, which then
heats the optical system and the detector radiator. The asymmetric light shade opening, coupled with the
radiation from the upper light shade, produces a temperature differential across the primary mirror
during the lunar day. Heat pipes or other highly conductive devices placed in and around the LUTE
baseplate can be used to reduce the temperature differential in the primary mirror.
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Mirror construction also affects the temperature differential in the mirror. Under the same
conditions, a mirror with a center hole will have a larger differential than one without a hole. Of the
mirror materials examined, beryllium has the smallest temperature differential, followed closely by SiC,
but the low thermal diffusivity of fused silica results in a very large temperature differential. The mirror
support system (three-point flexures or a ring) has little influence on temperature differential. Mirror
construction and material do not influence mirror maximum temperature and diurnal temperature swing.
Applying heat to the primary mirror to raise the minimum temperature can reduce the diurnal tempera-
ture swing, but if very precise temperature control is required, heat should be applied to the mirror at all
times.
Locating the telescope at a latitude near 65 ° north and tilting it southward to view at a 40 °
declination provides several benefits to the thermal control system. Mirror maximum temperature
differential, maximum temperature, and diurnal temperature swing are all reduced by locating the LUTE
at 65 ° north latitude rather than 40 ° north latitude. In addition, the focal plane array can then be passively
cooled by a radiator situated forward of the secondary mirror. Passive cooling of the detector is not
feasible at lower latitude sites.
Thermal analyses have not revealed any serious problems in the area of subsystem thermal
control. Electronics box heat can be rejected at all locations studied, but the recommended location is on
the north side of the telescope. This location allows the use of louvers to regulate heat rejection and
avoid excessive heat rejection during the lunar night. The RTG can radiate 4,100 W of waste heat in the
proposed location and orientation. Its maximum case temperature will be approximately 505 K, which is
well within allowable limits. Future thermal analysis efforts for LUTE should identify thermal control
systems for the metering structure and the secondary and tertiary mirrors. Also, the effect of the stray
light baffles on optical system temperatures should be quantified. Eventually, a parametric assessment
must be done considering the effects of variations in local environment, such as lunar surface properties,
terrain, and landing slope, to determine the worst case thermal performance of the LUTE. In a similar
vein, some estimation of the uncertainty of thermal model results should be undertaken, either by com-
parison with test results, or by analysis of the solution algorithms and computer hardware precision.
5.6 Communications and Data Handlin_
The DSN has the capability to operate at S-Band, X-Band, and Ka-Band frequencies. The 26 m
DSN subnet, using S-band communications, is generally used for Earth orbit and near-space applica-
tions. Advantages of this option are the large numbers of space qualified equipment choices and the
magnitude of experience with this equipment. Disadvantages include higher power requirements, larger
antenna size, and the difficulty in obtaining frequency allocations due to the large number of spacecraft
using S-band. Table 49 compares the three bands along with a sample calculation of link margin using
the LUTE baseline requirements. This chart shows that with the 200 kb data rate, using a 0.3 m diameter
antenna at the telescope and 10 W of RF power on the DSN 26 m S-Band antenna, the link margin is a
positive 7.2 dB. This is a sufficient margin for good communications and a reasonable power allocation
for the current power system. Using X-Band would give a +18.7 dB margin and would permit a power
reduction or a data rate increase and still have an acceptable link margin. As requirements become more
fully defined, the various transmission band options will be reexamined.
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Table49. LUTE frequencyoptions.
S-Band X-Band Ka-Band
Frequency/Wavelength 2.25GHz 8.4GHz 39.0GHz
13.3cm 3.57cm 0.77cm
AntennaGain Ref. +11.5dB +23.1dB
Comparison(Theor.)
Weather/Atmospheric LeastSensitivity Little Sensitivity -0.5 dB @30el.
Link Degradation -7.0 dB@ 10el.
PowerAmplifier TWTA 30-50% TWTA 30-40% TWTA 30-35%
Efficiency
Technology Mature/Proven Mature/Proven TechnologyOngoing
Link Margin (200kHz, 7.2dB 18.7dB 30.3dB
1ft, 10W, 26m DSN)
DSN Availability Yes Yes Yes
DesignImpacts LargestAntennaand
PowerRequirement
FrequencyAllocations
SmallerAntenna
LowerPower
LowerBeamWidth
SmallestAntenna
LowestPowerReq.
Low BeamWidth May
RequireFrequent
Pointing.
Attn. at Low Elev.
Angles.
If thedatarateshouldincreasefrom thebaseline200kbs,someadjustmentswill benecessaryin
theC&DH subsystem.A datarateincreasewill necessitateanincreasein theoutputRF poweror an
increasein theantennasizeor both.Forexample,adatarateincreaseto 400kbswould requiretheRF
poweroutput:tobe d0iabIed(to keepthesameRF ilnk _i_gin).Th_s would:alsodoubletherequireddc
inputpowerto thetransmitter.Conversely,doublingthedatarateat thesamepowerwill resultin a 3 dB
reductionin thecurrentlink margin,or to +4.2dB in thecurrentdesign.Antennasizeeffectsarepro-
portionalto theareachange(or thesquareof thediameter).Doublingtheantennadiameterincreasesthe
areaby four timeswith a6 dBincreasein the link margin.However,anotherfactor comesinto play with
increasedantennasizeandthat is beamwidth,which decreaseswith antennaSize.Doubling thesizeof
thecurrentantennafrom 0.3m to 0.6m would reducethebeamwidth from 30.4°to 15.2".Thiswould
requiretheLUTE antennato berepositionedmorefrequentlyto tracktheEarth.
Otherpotentialimpactsarein hardwareweightandvolume,softwarecapabilities,anddata
handlingandstoragecapacityat thegroundstation.Exceptfor aminimal increasein transmitterweight
andvolume,theseimpactsarenotconsideredto besignificant.All of thesefactorswill needto be
examinedif thedatarate increases,to seewhatcombinationgivesthemostefficient systemwith the
leastimpact.
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5.7 Pointing and Alignment
5.7.1 Guidelines and Assumptions
The objective of the pointing system is to meet the telescope alignment requirements and accom-
modate attitude errors present after landing. Design goals are to provide a lightweight, low-power, and
low-cost system utilizing hardware and designs that have previously flown. No sensor information from
the lander will be available for use by the telescope subsystems. The telescope operates in a transit
mode, in which no tracking of celestial targets or reorientation is necessary after initial attitude acquisi-
tion. Hence, control systems were not required for this telescope, particularly in light of the risk,
complexity, and cost of these systems. Compensation for disturbances was not required of the pointing
system, since small variations in the observed region of sky could be identified by processing data from
the alignment CCD's. It is not clear at this time whether the response to alignment disturbances will be
small enough to continuously satisfy the arcsecond east-west requirements. Small periodic alignment
adjustments may be necessary during operation. Assuming all disturbances are thermally induced, the
mirror deformations are being accommodated by the thermal control system, and deformable or actively
controlled mirrors will not be used. A five DOF steerable secondary mirror has been identified as
necessary for focus and tilt adjustments.
The emphasis of phase A tasks has been on estimation of alignment requirements, identification
of suitable pointing system components, and component and configuration trades. The mount must
provide a 42°-tilt capability in all directions so that the 40°-declination requirement can be met from a
66.5 ° latitude with a maximum 15 ° lander tilt. To avoid changes to the telescope configuration, the
mount was required to attach to the telescope at the baseplate. The mount must interface with the lander
bolt hole pattern, not change the configuration of the lander, or intrude on the region below the interface
points. Redundancy of certain components may be desirable, but is not a major criterion. Alignment
requirements are discussed in section 4.2.7; the pointing requirements are 14.6 arcseconds in roll about
the line-of-sight, and 5 arcminutes of north-south tilt, over a device integration time of 883 seconds. The
function of the pointing system is to acquire the proper telescope attitude after lunar landing, and then
maintain that attitude over the 2 year lifetime of the telescope. A nominal list of tasks for attitude
acquisition include initial estimation of both axis and angle of flit, rotation of the evaluation axis to the
proper azimuth, elevation of the telescope to the proper declination, and roll of the light
shade/antenna/electronics assembly to their proper orientation. After the aperture cover is removed and
any other deployables are positioned, alignment sensing and mount adjustments are initiated.
5.7.2 Acquisition Sensor Trades
Attitude acquisition begins immediately after landing, so that estimates of tilt and roll angles can
be used to align the light shade/antenna/electronics assembly to their proper orientation. Tilt direction
must be sensed for proper orientation of the elevation axis, since the combination of lander deck tilt and
40 ° pointing declination cannot be determined before landing. Tilt direction and angle could be sensed
by a tiltmeter; laboratory tiltmeters are available that sense tilt within 1 arcsecond. Unfortunately, no
readily available space-qualified tiltmeters could be identified, although the pendulum sensor on the
Saturn guidance platform was suggested as a possible alternative. Lander tilt estimates of approximately
1 arcminute could be provided by the dc component from the lander accelerometers, and the lander star
tracker may provide additional attitude information if it is not pointed at the Sun or the Earth, but study
guidelines preclude any use of lander information by the telescope. Hence, an accelerometer set on the
mount is recommended. Pointing declination and roll angle sensing can be provided by a Sun sensor
mounted to the light shade or antenna. Unfortunately, Sun sensors will not operate or even survive over
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a full lunar thermalcycle.Preliminaryestimatesof theantennabrackettemperaturesindicatea swing
from 80 to 370K over thefull lunarday.Sensorheadoperationaltemperaturesmustbemaintained
within 263 to 333 K, andnonoperationaltemperaturesrangefrom 233 to 343K. Sinceno thermal
controlwill beprovidedfor theSunsensorhead,it will be functionalfor only about24hoursafter
landing,andSoinitial attitudeacquisi_i0_mustbeaccomplished-6ringthis time.A NASA-qualified
two-axisfine digital Sunsensor,providinga64° by 64°FOV, hasbeenbaselined,anda supplemental
coarseSunsensoris recommended.
5.7.3 TelescopeMountTrades
Varioustelescopemountdesignswereconsideredfor useonLUTE. Lightweight, low-power,
shortdesignsthathavealreadybeenspace-qualifiedor flown arecharacteristicsto beusedin design
selection.Alignment requirementsindicatethatasaminimumthethreerotationalDOF arenecessary
(azimuth,elevation,androll canbeusedto characterizetheseDOF).TranslationalDOF havenotbeen
identifiedasnecessaryduringthephaseA final study,sincethetelescopedesignhasnot progressedto
thepoint wheretranslationalbalancingshouldbeconsidered.An evaluationof landerpostlanding
attitudecapabilitiesshowsthatthetelescopemountmustprovidea+180 ° roll capability, but only 42 ° of
tilt capability is necessary for the selected lunar site and pointing declination.
Traditional telescope mounts, aa such as horseshoe, frame, or English mounts, require broad bases
that are unsuitable for the small interface surface provided by a lunar lander. German mounts are suit-
able only for designs without height constraints, and yoke or fork mounts are generally massive. All of
these mounts are designed to support and rotate the telescope about its center of mass, which was not
suitable for the LUTE configurations. Lightweight balloon-borne telescope mounts were examined, 45-47
but these mounts are designed to be hung below a gondola, and counter-rotational controls with counter-
weights are one of the main design considerations for these mounts. Single-column mounts, such as the
shuttle-based IPS, were also considered, but in many cases they are too tall or weigh too much for our
application. The telescope was zenith-pointing during the first part of the study, requiring only a maxi-
mum tilt of 15 ° to accommodate the lander crushing, surface slope, and site errors. Hence, the first half
of the study examined mounts with small tilt capabilities, a tilt-plate mount, and the hexapod mount
design baselined in earlier telescope studies like the 2 m LTT. 48
The tilt-plate design, shown in figure 132, consists of two actuators and a ball socket mounted on
a rollring. For the 21.8 ° strut angle shown, the nominal actuator length is 0.875 m, with a stroke lengih
of 0.292 m. The ball socket is elevated to a height of 0.3251 m above the rollring, so that the optical
assembly is vertical during launch and landing. The rollring provides +180 ° about the line-of-sight for
east-west alignment of the focal plane. Unfortunately, this design does not provide moment control
about the horizontal centerline that runs between the two actuators and through the outer ball joint. For
equal actuator lengths, the telescope will rotate about this axis until the baseplate rests on an actuator.
The tilt capability for this configuration about other azimuthal axes is shown in figure 133. The right half
of the tilt range is defined by a 5 ° limit on the angle between the strut and the lander mounting surface,
preventing horizontal strut configurations that produce infinite loads. The left half of the tilt range is
defined by the maximum and minimum strut lengths due to stroke. For axes with tilt capability greater
than 90 °, a value of 90 ° has been assigned. Tilt angles at the 0 ° and 180 ° axes are not defined, since all
angles will satisfy the kinematic equations for these axes. This configuration problem is resolved if the
upper hardpoints of the actuators are not colocated, but the tilt capability will change. The maximum tilt
angle that can be guaranteed about any axis is 22.1 °. Actuator resolution is probably adequate for tilt
accuracy specifications, but focal plane roll alignment requires arcsecond accuracy for the rollring. Since
the tilt-plate concept requires more design definition, and the hexapod mount has been defined in previ-
ous studies, the hexapod concept was selected early in phase A when small tilt capability was required.
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Figure 132. Tilt-plate mount.
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Figure 133. Tilt range for tilt-plate configuration.
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Hexapodmountshavebeenusedfor manyyearsfor precisionalignmentandsupportof
secondarymirrors, for bothground-andspace-basedtelescopes.Althoughtheyprovidesix DOF,
applicationswith symmetricopticsdonotgenerallyrequireroll alignment,andsohexapodmountsare
treatedasfive DOFredundantsystems.Hexapodsalsoprovidesmallrangesof motion,which were
appropriatefor earlyLUTE tilt requirements,but not for roll. Hence,arollring assemblywasaddedto
thehexapodmountto provideroll rangeandgrossalignmentcapability,andthehexapodswereusedfor
fine roll alignment.
Sincepointingrequirementsfor thelight shade,high-gainantenna,andtheelectronicsboxwere
on theorderof degreesin thefirst half of thestudy,atradewasdoneearlyto determineif aseparate
fine-alignmentroUringcouldbeusedfor thefocalplaneandanotherrollring for therestof theassembly.
Sincetheopticsdonot needto roll, thebiggerrollring wouldjust rotatethe light shade/antenna
assembly,andtheelectronicsbox,asshownin figure 134(a).This optionrequiresacomplexdesignto
accommodateload-pathsbetweentheouterrotatingassemblyandthetelescopemount,addsanother
mechanismnearthedetector,andmayincreasetheoveralldiameterof thetelescope.Sincethefocal
planerollring andmotorshouldnotobscureincominglight andalsonotcontributeto theheatrejection
of thedetector,this optionwasnotconsidered.
(a)Separatefocalplanerollring. (b) Rollring atlanderinterface. (c) Rollring at telescopeinterface.
Figure 134.Rollring trades.
For thesinglerollring configuration,two locationswereconsidered.A rollring at the lander
interface,shownin figure 134(b),hasthepotentialfor accuracydueto thelargediameter,butwould also
beheavierthanlocatingtherollring atthetopinterface,asshownin figure 134(c).This lastoptionalso
hasthepotentialof weight reductionby integratingtherollring with thetelescopebaseplatestructure.
Sincethehexapodactuatorsarenominallycapableof providingfine roll adjustments,theoption in
figure 134(c)waschosenfor thebaselinerollring configurationduringthefirst half of phaseA.
5.7.4 KinematicandStaticEquilibriumEquations
To analyzethecapabilityof various mountconfigurations,kinematicandstaticequilibrium
equationswerederivedandprogrammedin MATLAB TM. 49 The center of the lander interface surface
will be treated as the origin of an inertial coordinate frame I, J, K, where the K-axis is normal to the
interface surface. A body-fixed coordinate system i,j, k aligns the k-axis along the line-of-sight, and has
an origin at the center of mass. The telescope mass has six DOF, represented by the Cartesian inertial
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translational coordinates {x, y, z}, and the azimuth, elevation, and roll angles { 3, i = 1..... 3}. Each
actuator has three DOF, represented by the spherical coordinates {ri, Oi, _i, i = 1..... 6 }, to provide
orientation with respect to the inertial reference frame. The system is constrained, however, by the ball
joints at each end of the actuator, so that motion of the telescope mass and the actuators is not
independent. The constraint equations are derived by writing vector loop closure equations for each
actuator, as shown in figure 135. The vector R from the origin to the actuator base hardpoint is added to
the vector r along the actuator, and this in turn is added to the vectors s and I in body-coordinates, where
s runs from the upper hard-point in to the center of the telescope base, and I runs up to the center of
mass. The inertial-coordinate vector from the center of mass to the origin -(xl+yJ+zK) is added to this
sum, and the total around the loop is set to zero. Each actuator's vector loop equation provides three
scalar constraint equations. The system is represented by the 24 coordinates {x, y, z }, { )_, i = 1..... 3 }, and
{ri, 0,, ¢i, i = 1..... 6 }, but with the 18 constraint equations the motion still has six DOF.
"r"
Figure 135. Kinematic constraint loop closure equations.
Traditional solutions 5o 51 to the loop closure equations would utilize iterative methods like
Newton-Raphson to solve for the attitude and translational variables in terms of the six actuator lengths,
which are the commanded variables. In the solution technique used for this analysis, the constraint
equations for the actuator variables are solved after specifying values for the six attitude and transla-
tional coordinates. Then the actuator lengths are checked to meet the stroke length constraints. Checks
are made for singular configurations or geometries in which the actuators intrude below the lander inter-
face. This technique solves the inverse problem, which provides sufficient but not necessary configura-
tions. For use in a control algorithm, however, one would need to ensure that the solutions are necessary
and unique as well as sufficient.
5.7.5 Hexapod Mount Trades
The design goal was to determine a hexapod configuration that is short, lightweight, utilizes the
lander interface hardpoints, and meets the alignment requirements. Maximum tilt capability is the
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primaryconsideration,with roll capabilityasafunctionof tilt to bedefinedafteraconfigurationis
selected.Althoughno translationalrequirementshavebeendefined,excessivemotionof thetelescope
centerof massmaycausethelanderto shift in thelunarsoil, andsothemounthasbeendesignedto
constraintelescopeCG translation. Strut forces should not be excessive. The lander interface surface
was identified early in the study as a possible location for mounting the subsystems, and so the actuator
workspace needed to provide an adequate region below the rollring for this packaging. The mounting of
antennas and the electronics box on the sunshade requires us to locate the rollring at the telescope base
rather than higher on the barrel of the telescope, and, although additional capability can be found by
placing this ring at a higher location, that configuration parameter could not be adjusted in these studies.
Nominal actuator length is defined at midstroke, and stroke length throughout this analysis is sized as
one-third of the nominal strut length. Calculation of forces was based on an early estimate of 133 kg for
the telescope moving mass, and the mount capability was determined for a center of mass at 0.58 m
above the rollring, along the line-of-sight. The lander hardpoint locations were provided by JSC; 12 the
outer hardpoints are located 0.909 m from the centerline, and the inner hardpoints are 0.381 m from the
centerline.
Four hexapod configuration options were analyzed, as shown in figure 136. Option 1 utilizes the
outer lander hardpoints, with upper actuator hardpoints located at 120 ° apart. Option 2 relaxes colocation
of the upper actuator hardpoints in option 1. Option 3 is the vertical inverse of option 1, and provides
flexibility by varying the angle between upper hardpoints. Option 4 utilizes the lander inner hardpoints
with the option 1 configuration.
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
Figure 136. Hexapod mount trades.
Analysis for option 1 included tilt angle capability for various actuator lengths, strut forces,
actuator workspace, and sensitivity to configuration changes. The maximum tilt angle for a particular
horizontal axis varies as that axis changes from 0 ° to 360* around the base. Most hexapod configurations
will produce three- or six-sided tilt regions, as shown in figure 137(a). The maximum tilt angle that can
be guaranteed in any direction is the radius of an inscribed circle for this region. Figure 137(b) plots the
maximum tilt angle as a function of nominal actuator length. A 0.813 m actuator will provide 15.3 ° of
flit, as shown in figure 137(a), with a stroke length of 0.271 m. The actuator lengths corresponding to the
maximum tilt angle are plotted in figure 138. The actuator workspace and corresponding region
available for subsystem packaging are plotted in figure 139. Note that each pair of upper hardpoints
traces out a planar ellipse as the actuators tilt the telescope. The upper surface of the subsystem packag-
ing region is defined by the motion of the telescope base. Variations in upper and lower hardpoint radii
showed that option 1 is sensitive to lander hardpoint locations.
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Figure 137. Option l--tilt angle.
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Option l--actuator lengths at maximum tilt angle for 0.813 m actuators.
Several upper hardpoint locations were considered in evaluation of option 2. Locating the upper
hardpoints directly over the lower hardpoints (at 60 ° separations) provided the largest tilt angles for a
given actuator length, but the equilibrium solution for the strut forces in this configuration showed that it
is statically indeterminate. This configuration also had the potential for kinematic instability, in which
the struts would allow the telescope to collapse down to the lander interface surface. Hence, this
configuration was not pursued.
Option 3 provides the flexibility to optimize placement of the actuator upper hardpoints to
maximize tilt. Variations in the angle between upper hardpoints indicated that smaller angles between
pairs, in which the actuators are more vertical, produced more tilt angle for a given actuator length. In
fact, a maximum tilt angle is produced when the angle is reduced to zero and the pair collapses to a
single actuator. This configuration is also statically determinate, since the redundant struts from option 2
have been removed. Unfortunately, the three-strut configuration is kinematically unstable, as shown in
the free-body diagram of figure I40. The struts are two-force members, either in tension or compression,
so that actuator forces must be applied to the upper plate along the strut longitudinal directions. These
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Figure 139. Option 1--actuator workspace for 0.813 m actuators.
forces each produce a moment r x F perpendicular to the plane defined by the strut and the radial vector
from the center to the upper hardpoint. These three moments sum to zero in the horizontal plane, but
produce a nonzero sum in the vertical direction, causing the plate to rotate and fall to the interface plane.
Hence, the three-strut configuration is eliminated, and a six-strut configuration that can provide forces in
directions that counteract these nonzero moments must be used.
To determine the upper geometry for six actuator configurations in option 3, the sensitivity to
angular separation between actuator pairs and rollring radius was analyzed. A strut length of 0.508 m
was chosen for this analysis. Angular separation was parametrized using the upper half-angle between
an actuator pair; for a 0.56 m rollring radius, the maximum tilt angle and strut force are plotted in figure
141. Small angular separation produces larger tilt angles, as shown before, but also requires larger strut
forces, and so an upper half-angle of 10 ° that just meets the 15°-tilt requirement from the first half of
phase A was selected. For a 10 ° upper half-angle configuration, the sensitivity to rollring radius is
plotted in figure 142. The tilt angle is maximized for a rollring radius of approximately 0.56 m, pro-
viding the required 15° of tilt. Note that this rollring radius is close to the 0.55 m radius determined in
option 1.
Using a 0.508 m nominal strut length, a rollring radius of 0.56 m, and a 20 ° total upper
separation angle between actuator pairs, option 3 provides a 15.32 ° tilt capability. Strut forces range
between 458 N in compression and 334 N in tension, as shown in figure 143(a); actuator length at the
maximum tilt angle is plotted in figure 143 (b). Roll angle capability decreases to zero as the flit angle
increases, as shown by the surface in figure 144. A 16.7 ° maximum roll capability is available for 0 ° tilt,
and the average over this tilt region is 5.9 °. This roll capability will be used for fine roll adjustments to
achieve the arcsecond alignment requirements for the focal plane.
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The hexapod workspace for option 3 is shown in figure 145, and coordinates of lowest actuator
points are indicated to determine packaging space on the lander interface surface.
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Option 3--actuator workspace and region available for subsystem packaging.
Option 4 utilized the lander inner hardpoints, at a radius of 0.381 m. For a rollring radius of
0.56 m, the maximum tilt angle as function of actuator length is plotted in figure 146. This option
requires a 1.118 m actuator to meet the 15" tilt requirement, so it will not be pursued.
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Option 4--maximum ti]t angle for various actuator lengths.
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In summary,four hexapodconfigurationsshownin figure 136wereanalyzed.Thefirst option
providesnochoicefor upperandlowerhardpointlocations,andrequireda0.813m actuatorto meetthe
15° tilt requirementneededduring thefirst half of thestudy.Themaximumactuatorforcewas 120N for
this configuration.Option2requireda0.559m actuatorfor the 15° tilt capability, but the best config-
uration was statically indeterminate. Option 3 was found to provide 15 ° tilt with a 0.508 m actuator,
required 460 N maximum actuator force, and the triangular region on the lander interface surface below
the actuator workspace had a height of 0.22 m. Option 4 provided no choice for upper or lower hard-
points, and required a 1.118 m actuator to meet the tilt requirement. Hence, option 3 with a 20 =angular
separation between actuator pairs is the preferred configuration for hexapod mounts.
During the second half of the study, the site selection and pointing declination were changed to
improve the thermal environment for the optics. The tilt range requirement changed from 15 ° to 42 °, and
hexapod mounts were no longer a suitable candidate. Hence, tilt-plate mounts and azimuth-elevation
mounts were reconsidered.
5.7.6 Tilt-Plate and Azimuth-Elevation-Roll Mount Trades
The tilt requirements applicable during the second half of the study required a revisit to the
mount trades. Figure 147 shows some of the mount options considered. The actuator lengths in hexapod
configurations tend to grow as the tilt requirement is increased, increasing the telescope/lander stack
size. The overall height could be decreased by attaching the lower actuator hardpoints on the lower struts
of the lander, which would require some redesign of the lander to ensure room for actuator motion, or
attaching the upper actuator hardpoints above the telescope base. Both of these options violate guide-
lines, and so the mount is constrained to lie between the lander upper surface and the telescope base.
Figure 148(a) shows a parametric study of tilt capability as a function of actuator length for the hexapod
configuration selected earlier. The tilt space for a 3.048 m actuator meets the 42 ° tilt requirement, as
shown in figure 148(b), but this length is unsuitable for this application. Hence, hexapod mounts were
eliminated from consideration. Lander accommodation of large tilt errors, either by adjusting the legs or
the lander structure, was also eliminated, since those options would produce large shifts in the composite
telescope/lander center of mass that could affect stability and would require modifications to the lander.
TelescopeMount
r4,- i
]Actuator |
Figure 147. Mount options for 42 ° tilt requirement.
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Figure 148. Hexapod mount tilt capability.
Viable options included azimuth-elevation-roll mounts and variations on the tilt-plate mount
considered earlier. Aligning the elevation axis through the telescope center of mass reduces loads on the
bearings, but would require that the mount extend up past the telescope base and violate the mount
guidelines. Hence, the elevation axis of the azimuth-elevation-roll mount will be located at the telescope
base. Tilt-plate mounts include two-actuator dual-rollrings and single-actuator dual-rollrings. The single-
actuator tilt-plate rollring mount is a blend of tilt-plate and azimuth-elevation-rollring mounts. These
four concepts are shown in figure 149.
Azimuth-Elevation-
Roll Mount
Two-Actuator
Tilt-Plate
DuaI-Rollring
Figure 149.
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Azimuth-elevation-roll and tilt-plate concepts.
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The azimuth-elevation-roll mount is composed of upper and lower rollrings and elevation
actuators mounted on a support structure, as shown in figure 150. The lower rollring rotates until the
elevation axis is aligned perpendicular to the deck tilt vector, in the plane of the lander deck. The
elevation axis is offset from the telescope centerline by 0.199 m, which aligns the telescope center of
mass vertically over the elevation axis when the telescope is tilted 26.5 °. This minimizes the moment
about the elevation axis. Compensation for lander tilt error will shift the telescope center of mass within
a 15 ° cone around this position, producing a maximum static torque load of 53 Nm on the elevation axes
(based on a 305 kg moving mass estimate). A 100 Nm torque is required to initially tilt the telescope by
26.5 ° from its launch-lock position to align the center of mass over the elevation axis, and will be used to
size the elex;ation motors. The upper rollring rotates the telescope and detector to its proper east-west
orientation, which puts the high side of the light shade and the antenna on the southern side of the
telescope. The 0.4 m vertical clearance between the two rollrings provides a 90 ° tilt capability.
The two-actuat0r tilt-plate dual-rollring concept shown in figure 151 utilizes the same two
rollrings considered in the previous concept. The elevation axis has been replaced by two linear
actuators and a ball-joint attached to the upper rollring. The location of the upper and lower hardpoints
for the actuators and ball-joint were varied to maximize tilt capability and minimize mount height. Both
radial and azimuthal variations of the upper and lower hardpoints were analyzed for various actuator
lengths. The optimum location for the actuator hardpoints is diametrically opposite each other, with the
upper hardpoints located 0.24 m apart. A 0.82 m actuator length provides a 42 ° tilt capability on the ball-
joint side, as shown in figure 152, but only a 24 ° capability on the "free" side. Hence, the lower rollring
is necessary to align the maximum tilt capability with the required azimuth. The vertical separation
between the two rollrings is 0.46 m when the actuators are backed down to their minimum lengths. The
upper rollring still aligns the telescope assembly to its proper east-west orientation.
Vibration Isolation
and Fine Adjustment
System
Rotary
Incremental
Actuators
Figure 150.
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Azimuth-elevation-roll mount.
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Figure 151. Two-actuator tilt-plate dual-rollring mount.
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Figure 152. Top view and tilt region without lower rollring for two-actuator tilt-plate
dual-rolldng mount.
Since the previous configuration still requires two rollrings to provide + 180 ° tilt capability, a
single-actuator tilt-plate roll concept will perform the same function with one less actuator. This mount
concept is shown in figure 153. The lower rollring aligns the elevation axis for tilt by the single linear
actuator. The elevation axis is a simple single DOF rotational joint, with no motors or sensors, and is
offset from the telescope centerline by 0.199 m to minimize the bearing loads. A 1.63 m linear actuator
with 0.54 m stroke provides a uniform 42* of tilt capability, but requires a 1.36 m vertical separation
between the upper and lower rollrings. Telescope east-west alignment is still provided by the upper roll-
ring, which can be designed to an appropriate diameter.
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Single-actuator tilt-plate roll mount.
In an attempt to eliminate the lower rollring, the two-actuator dual-rollring mount was revisited.
A parametric study was made of actuator lengths, upper hardpoint locations, and ball-joint location, with
goals of minimizing mount height and maximizing tilt capability. AS shown in figfire 154, the optimum
mount configuration requires 1.0 m actuators, with lower hardpoints Iocatedat the outer lander interface
points and upper hardpoints located at a 0.187 m distance apart, diametrically opposite each other on the
upper rollring. The ball-joint location was varied in the study, but the most even tilt coverage was found
for the ball-joint at the same radius as the actUator upper hardpointsl The tilt region for this configura-
tion is shown in figure 155; a 90" tilt capability is provided on the ball-joint side, and a minimum of 42 °
in tilt is provided on the actuator side. The minimum actuator length, with the ball screws backed into
the actuators, is the limiting factor for this tilt capability. As in the previous mount concept, the upper
roll_ring has not been sized. The figure shows a small rollring directly over the upper hardpoints of the
actuators and the ball joint, but a larger rollring such as that shown in the previous mount concept is also
possible with additional support structure.
A top-level assessment was made of the four mount concepts shown in figure 149. The two-
actuator tilt-plate dual-rollring concept, although short at 0.46 m, utilizes two actuators as well as the
lower rollring to meet the 42" tilt requirement, and needs a two DOF elevation point. Its DOF's are also
not independent of each other, so that tilt commands must coordinate the motion of both actuators. The
single-actuator tilt-plate roll concept does exhibit independent DOF, and a single DOF elevation axis,
but is very tall, requires a long actuator, and still needs the lower rollring. The two-actuator tilt-plate roll
mount concept does not require the lower rollring, but exhibits interdependent DOF and needs the
two DOF elevation point. The azimuth-elevation-roll mount is the shortest concept considered, has
independent DOF, and is amenable to drive-motor redundancy on the elevation axis. It requires the
lower rollring. The azimuth-elevation-roll mount concept was chosen for the phase A reference design.
Since the LUTE holds the same fixed pointing attitude over its lifetime, the mount must provide
enough range to initially acquire the proper right ascension and declination, and enough precision to
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Figure 155. Top view and tilt region for two-actuator tilt-plate roll mount.
hold that attitude. The mount concepts considered here are two-tiered systems, in which the lower
system provides the DOF for the proper orientation, and the upper system interfaces between the lower
mount and the telescope baseplate. This upper system will provide vibration isolation and fine adjust-
ment capability to accommodate any disturbances to the telescope attitude. A major source of distur-
bances will be the warping and structural distortions of the lander and lower mount due to lunar thermal
cycling. These disturbances will occur at very low frequencies, and will most likely require an active
isolation and adjustment system. Other sources of disturbances may be thermal expansion and contrac-
tion of tanks, joints, and structural components in the lander, which may occur at high frequencies and at
unpredictable times during the telescope operation. Since a specific lander has not been chosen for this
telescope, no assessment has been made of frequency and amplitude characteristics for the disturbances,
which would be necessary to design the upper isolation system. A preliminary weight and power esti-
mate for the isolation system has been provided, however, based on a recent study of passive and active
damping using magnetostrictive actuators. 52
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Sincethetelescopepowersourceis locatedon thelander,powermaybe transmittedacrossthe
mountby eithersliprings or powerrollrings,or by acablebundlethatrotateswith themountstructure.
Thelatterchoiceis baselinedfor theLUTE. Although thecablebundlewill provideanonuniformload
on themountduringoperation,this designsimplifiestherollring componentsof themountbearingsand
actuators,allowing selectionof raceringssupportedby bearings.Theraceringandbeatingsystemfor the
SpaceStationAlpha joints 53 has been used as a design template for the upper and lower rollrings in the
mount.
5.7.7 Component Selection and Weight and Power Estimates
To provide weight and power estimates, a nominal set of hardware was selected for some
components of the pointing system. The elevation axis motors are rotary incremental actuators, as shown
in figure 156. The selected motor is a permanent magnet stepper with an output of 0.004 ° per step, and a
harmonic drive ratio of 200:1. Optical disk and absolute encoders are located in a small chamber in the
motor housing. The output torque capability for a typical load is 136 Nm, with a maximum torque of
272 Nm. Typical unpowered holding-torque capability is 90 Nm, and 200 Nm for powered capability.
Total mass for each elevation actuator is 7.7 kg, with an average power estimate of 16 W each during
usage.
The upper and lower rollring assemblies utilize pinion-gear-driven racerings supported by
redundant tapered roller bearings, as shown in figures 157 and 158. These racering assemblies have been
scaled from the 3.2 m diameter Space Station Freedom solar array rotary joint. Six sets of trundle
bearings have nominally been allocated to each LUTE racering; a design analysis will be necessary to
determine the minimum number of bearings and to optimize their location for our application. The upper
and lower drive motors include resolvers and utilize 10 W apiece during operation. The upper racering
assembly mass estimate is 7 kg, and the lower assembly is 15 kg. An additional 10 kg is allocated for the
structure to support the elevation axis and upper rollring, and 2 kg for the launch lock and its support
structure. Although the mount structure has not been designed in this preliminary assessment, it should
exhibit dimensional stability over the range of lunar temperature variations.
Figure 156. Elevation axis actuators.
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Figure 157. Upper and lower racering bearings.
Figure 158. Motor-driven pinion gear drive assembly for upper and lower racerings.
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TheSunsensor,which is usedonly duringinitial acquisitionafterlanding,hasa massof 1.3kg
includingits remotely-locatedelectronics,andrequires2.8W. Thethree-axisaccelerometerthat
providestilt-sensingafter landingandpossiblysomevibrationaldisturbancesensinghasa massof
0.34kg andrequires3W.
Thevibration isolationandfineadjustmentsystemhasa massallocationof 10kg. If six mag-
netostrictiveactuators/transducersareutilized,anominalpowerestimateof 60W wouldbeneeded
duringtheir shortperiodsof use.
Thesecondarymirror actuatorstilt, focus,anddespacethesecondarymirror. An optical assess-
mentof thenecessaryrigid bodydisplacementsof thesecondarymirror hasnotbeencompleted,but a
nominalsetof actuatorswaschosenfor weightandpowerestimates.Thesecondaryactuatorshaveboth
coarseandfine strokes.Eachcoarsestrokesteppermotorprovides750 lamstrokewith 0.2I.tmresolu-
tion, andrequires0.35W continuouslyand16W peakpower.Its remotelylocateddrive electronics
requires2 W. Thefine strokephase-changeactuatorhasa2 _m stroke,with lessthan0.006_tm
resolution,andrequireslessthan0.05W; its driveelectronicsat aremotelocationalsorequires2 W of
power.LinearVariableDifferentialTransducers(LVDT's) providedisplacementsensingfor feedback
control of thecoarseactuators,andrequire2.4W of continuouspower.The totalmassof eachactuator
is 0.23kg, andincludesthesteppermotor,harmonicdriver, LVDT, two circular flexure springs,aguide
tube,mountinghardware,a mirror-mountbutton,andthefine strokephase-changeactuator.A
breadboardactuatoris shownin figure 159.
Figure159. Secondarymirror actuator.
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With a3 kg nominalestimatefor cables,thetotal massestimateis66kg. Initial acquisition
requires6 W for sensors,and42W for the lowerraceringandelevationactuators.Theupperracering
assemblyrequires10W, andwill probablybeusedafterthelower actuatorshavebeenmoved.The
vibrationisolationandfine adjustmentsystemmayrequire60W, but it will mostlikely beactivatedfor
veryshortperiodsof timeduringtelescopeoperation.Thesecondarymirror actuatorsrequire30W
duringperiodsof their operation.
5.7.8 Conclusions,Issues,andConcerns
A telescopepointing systemhasbeendefinedto meettelescopedeclinationrequirementsandto
accommodateattitudeerrorsof the lander.Acquisitionsensorsanda telescopemounthavebeen
identifiedby designtrades,andweightandpowerestimateshavebeencompletedfor components.
Thereare,however,someremainingissuesandconcernswith thepointing andalignmentsystem
that haveto beaddressedin phaseB. TheSunsensorheadusedfor initial attitudeacquisitionwill only
beoperationalduring thefirst 24hoursafterlandingonthelunarsurface,dueto thesignificant
temperatureincreaseandtheabsenceof thermalprotection.Hence,alignmentmustbecompletedduring
this first 24hours,andoperationaltimelineanalysishasnot indicatedif this is adequate.Thetelescope
mountactuatorswereselectedfor a305kg movingmasslocated0.4m abovethetelescopebase,and
maybe inadequatefor aheaviermassestimate.Raceringandbearingsizeandlocationhavenotbeen
determinedfor the loadsencountered uringtelescopeoperation.Materialselectionfor themount
structureandbearingsurfacesshouldbemadewith considerationof thelunar thermalvariationsand2
yearlifetime. Requirementsfor both thevibrationisolationandfineadjustmentsystemandthe
secondarymirror actuatorsystemhavenotbeenidentified,soactuatorselectionmaynot beadequate,
andthefrequencyof usewith thecorrespondingpowerprofile is unknown.Theneedfor tertiary mirror
tilt actuatorshasnot beenidentified.Controlalgorithmsnecessaryfor operationwerenotdeveloped
duringthephaseA final study.
5.8 LandingSiteSelectionAnalysis
5.8.1 Introduction
Theselectionof thelandingsitefor LUTE is drivenby scientificgoalsanddesignconsiderations
thatinfluenceits performance.Of particularconcernarethesite influenceson thermalperformance
communicationsandattitudeandalignmentrequirements.
5.8.2 Requirements
A completelist of specificsciencerequirementsfor lunarastronomyis currentlyin theformative
stagesin theastrophysicscommunity.Until thesedetailedrequirementsareagreeduponandmade
available,thegroundruleslistedin table50areusedto serveasaguidefor selectinga lunarsite for
LUTE. Includedin table50arethelocationson theMoon whereeachgroundrule canmosteasilybe
satisfied.
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Table50. Groundrulesusedfor LUTE siteselection.
Requirement FavoredLocation
1. Maximize skycoverage
2. Avoid sunlightin telescopeaperture
3. Avoid earthshinein telescopeaperture
4. Providecontinuouscommunicationwith Earth
5. Providegalacticpoleviewing
6. Minimize telescopealignmentrequirements
7. Minimize lunarsurfacethermalradiation
8. Avoid geocoronaLyman-ctbackground
9. Locatein areaof lower micrometeoroidflux and
velocities
Equator
Mid andhigherlatitudes
Primemeridian,mid to high latitudes
Nearside
30° latitude
Smooth,fiat mareregions
High latitudes,polar region
Easternor westernlimb
Easternlimb
5.8.3 Sky Coverage
TheLUTE is a "transit" telescope.After landingon theMoon,it will bealignedto view a select-
ed lunardeclination.Otherthanthis initial alignment(andperhapsoccasionalalignmentadjustments),
nocapability to point theopticalaxisto otherareasof thesky isrequired.Therotationof theMoon on
its axiscausestheopticalFOV to sweepaswathacrossthelunarsky.This is illustratedin figure 160.In
27 days,7 hours,43minutes,11.5seconds,theMoonrotates360°with respectto thestars(or about
13.18°/day).As indicatedin figure 160,theskycoveragebecomeslessfor higherviewing declinations.
Themaximumsky coverageis achievedfor a pointingdirectionthatis perpendicularto theMoon's spin
axis: for example,a zenith-pointingtelescopelocatedattheEquatoror atelescopeat 45° latitudetilted
45° southwardfrom zenith.Althoughaviewingdeclinationof 0°maximizessky coverage,later
discussionwill revealthedifficulty in adequatelyshieldingthetelescopefrom sunlightandearthshine
while orientedin this direction.
In additionto theMoon's rotationaboutits polaraxis, thepolaraxis itself hasa motionwhich
affectstheamountof sky thatcanbeobserved.Figure161showsthegeometryof theEarth-Moon
systemrelativeto theecliptic plane.
As indicatedin figure 161,theMoon's spinaxisis tilted from theecliptic pole by aconstant
angleof approximately1.5".Furthermore,thespinaxis"cones"abouttheecliptic polemakinga
completecircuit every18.6years.This motionoccursbecauseof (1) theprecessionof theMoon's orbit
planeabouttheecliptic pole,and(2) thefact thatthenodesof thelunarequatoron theecliptic remain
alignedwith thenodesof the lunarorbit planeon theecliptic.Thismotion of theMoon's spinaxis
causesthemonthlyvisibility swath(fig. 161)toshift slightly from month-to-month.Eventually,afterthe
Moon's orbit plane(andits spinaxis)hascompletedits 18.6yearprecessionalcycle, thetelescopewill
haveseenasmuchof thecelestialsphereasis possiblefor theLUTE FOV. Figure 162showshow sky
coveragechangeswith viewing declinationfor variousLUTE FOV's assumingcontinuousLUTE opera-
tion.The useof solarpowerasasolepowersourcewouldprecludeLUTE operationwhentheSunis
below thehorizon.LUTE operationswould,therefore,belimited to approximately2 weekseachmonth
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(about194"of Moon rotationwith respecto thestars).Hence,slightly morethanhalf of thevisibility
swathshownin figure 160will beseenin a month.Thefollowing month,theobservableswathstrip will
beshiftedeastwardby about30°. This eastward shift, in the view swath, is caused by the motion of the
Earth-Moon system in its orbit about the Sun. About 51/2 months after the initial 2 week operational
period, a complete band around the celestial sphere will have been viewed by the LUTE. The use of an
RTG as now baselined, however, would allow viewing operations to continue into the lunar night.
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Figure 160. Sky area surveyed by LUTE depends on viewing declination and telescope FOV.
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5.8.4 Sunlight Avoidance
The focal plane sensor to be employed in the LUTE consists of an array of CCD's that must
operate at temperatures less than about 210 K. To minimize sources of thermal energy that could
damage the sensor and stray light that could mask the incoming UV data, it is necessary to provide an
appropriate shade to prevent sunlight from entering the LUTE aperture.
5.8.4.1 Site Lighting Geometry
As illustrated in figure 161, the Moon's spin axis is tilted 1.5" from the pole of the ecliptic plane,
causing the Moon to experience "seasons" as the Earth-Moon system orbits the Sun. For a LUTE site in
the Northern Hemisphere, lunar summer solstice is the "worst-case" scenario for Sun-shading because
light from the upper limb of the Sun reaches its highest lunar declination. As the Moon rotates the LUTE
site into view of the Sun, the Sun will rise in the east, reach a maximum elevation angle at local noon
with the Sun directly south of the telescope, and then set in the west.
5.8.4.2 Solar Light Shade
Based on the Moon's rotational motion and the geometrical constraints discussed previously, the
solar light shade must be an enclosure around the telescope mirror structure with its upper portion cut at
an angle. Such a shade is illustrated in figure 163 as a truncated cylinder. The tall side of this shade must
be on the south side (for northern sites) of the telescope, and the angle between the plane of the shade
opening, and the local horizontal plane must be large enough so that the solar vector spends most of its
time on the south side of the plane. The required light shade angle is determined by the telescope's view-
ing declination (equal to site latitude for a zenith-pointing telescope) as illustrated in figure 164. Assum-
ing lunar summer solstice as a worst case, the Sun will have a declination of about 1.5 °. Adding 0.25" to
account for the angle subtended by the Sun's radius yields the highest declination that the limb of the
Sun will have--l.75 °. For this case, a shade angle of 90*-&iew+Max _Sun+OeSun would allow sunlight to
enter the shade interior throughout the lunar day except at the instant of local noon; hence, additional
shade angle is necessary to provide a longer period of sunlight protection. As will be discussed in a later
section, the light shade angle must be approximately 10 ° larger than the above value in order to provide
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complete Earth-shine protection. Satisfying the Earth-shine avoidance requirement will result in an ade-
quate shade for sunlight protection since the Earth reaches higher lunar declinations than does the Sun.
5.8.4.3 Light Shade Size
As the lunar day progresses, the Sun will rise in the lunar sky (as seen from the LUTE site),
reaching its highest elevation angle at local noon. At the Equator, this elevation angle is greater than
88.5 °, or almost directly over the LUTE viewing axis (for a zenith-pointing LUTE). It would be
impossible to keep sunlight out of the telescope aperture in this situation. Likewise, even at a latitude of
30 °, the light shade angle required for effective shading would b.e about 70 °. This would result in a light
shade that is about 23/4 m taller than the telescope metering structure (from the bottom of the diagonal
slice to the tip of the shade) assuming a 1 m telescope diameter. This shade, along with the LUTE
lander, cannot be accommodated by the volume constraints of a Delta II launch vehicle. An Atlas IIAS
launch vehicle, however, seems to have adequate space for such a configuration. Figure 165 shows the
recommended light shade angles to be used at different pointing declinations. These light shade angles
would ensure complete sunlight protection for most of the lunar daylight period.
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Figure 163. Path of the Sun relative to the LUTE light shade.
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Figure 164. Light shade angle depends on viewing declination.
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5.8,4.4 Unavoidable Sunlight Intrusion Near Sunrise and Sunset
In lunar spring and summer, the Sun actually rises slightly north of due east and sets slightly
north of due west. For some period to time after sunrise, sunlight will illuminate a portion of the light
shade interior. The same will occur just before sunset. In figure 163, if a view is taken along the east-
west axis in the plane of the shade opening, the'view illustrated in figure 166 is seen. This figure shows
that immediately after sunrise (and also before sunset), there is a period of time that sunlight will illumi-
nate the shade interior until the solar disk is fully on the south side of the plane of the shade opening.
This situation occurs only in lunar spring and summer when the selenocentric declination of the Sun is
positive. This effect cannot be avoided for a passive and immovable light shade unless effective light
baffling inside the shade can be provided. The duration of this Sun interference period (worst case) is
about 26.8 hours for a viewing declination of 30 ° and a light shade angle of 70 °. This Sun interference
period can be significantly longer for lower shade angles. For example, a 60 ° shade angle would impose
an operation wait time after sunrise of approximately 205 hours (8Va days). The time after sunrise that
the LUTE must wait for complete sunshading is a function of shade angle, viewing declination, and site
latitude. The path of the Sun in the lunar sky, relative to local horizontal, changes with site latitude. If
the LUTE site were on the Equator, the path of the Sun in figure 166 would be nearly vertical with
respect to the horizon.
5.8.5 Earthshine Avoidance
The Earth is another source of radiation that can interfere with LUTE observations. Fortunately,
the shade designed for Sun-shading (as described previously) can also serve as a shade for reflected light
from the Earth. Recall that for Sun-shading, the tall side of the truncated cylinder shade must be oriented
toward the south so that shading is effective when the Sun is at its maximum elevation angle (which
occurs at local noon when the Sun is due south of the LUTE). To assess the effectiveness of this shade
for earthshine, it is necessary to determine the motion of the Earth in the lunar sky.
5.8.5.1 Earth Motion in the Lunar Sky
The same side of the Moon generally faces the Earth at all times because the Moon's rotation
rate is precisely equal to its orbital period around the Earth. There is, however, an apparent "wobble" in
the Moon's orientation as viewed from Earth. The effect of this apparent motion is to cause the Earth-
Moon line to deviate from the mean center of the Moon's disk. This drift of the Earth-Moon line on the
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Figure 166. Lunar sunrise relative to the LUTE light shade.
lunar surface is never more than +8 ° in longitude, nor +7° in latitude (selenographic coordinates). This
variable orientation of the Moon relative to the Earth is caused by the optical librations. From a position
on the Moon looking at the Earth, these librations will cause the Earth to move in the lunar sky. The
optical libration in latitude is described in figure 167. This phenomenon occurs because the Moon's spin
axis is not perpendicular to its orbit plane. At one position in the Moon's orbit, the lunar north pole is
tilted toward the Earth, placing the Earth over the +6.7 ° latitude line. Approximately 2 weeks later, the
Moon has moved 180 ° in its orbit where the lunar north pole is tilted away from the Earth. At this posi-
tion, the Earth is over the -6.7* latitude as shown in figure 167.
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Figure 167. Optical libration in latitude.
The optical libration in longitude occurs because the Moon is moving around the Earth at a
variable angular rate, but the Moon is spinning on its axis at a constant rate. This is illustrated in figure
168, which shows a view of the Earth-Moon system from above the ecliptic plane. In 1 month, the
central meridian of the Moon moves west, then east of the Earth-Moon line due to the mismatch between
the Moon's constant spin rate and its variable orbital rate.
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Figure 169 shows an azimuth-elevation track of the path of the Earth as viewed from a lunar site
at 40 ° north latitude and 4.4 ° west longitude. The circles represent the Earth at intervals of 1 day. Trajec-
tories are shown for two sample months: January 1997 and January 2000.
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Figure 169. Earth motion as viewed from a lunar site.
The Earth's movement in the lunar sky, as observed from a lunar site, is always confined to a
relatively small region. This region can be approximated by an 11.6 ° cone (half angle) emanating from
the site. (The actual shape of the region in which the Earth can move is closer to a rectangle than a cone.
The 11.6 ° cone approximation encompasses the corners of the actual rectangular region.) For any site on
the Moon where the Earth is visible, this cone is fixed, and its pointing direction depends on the lunar
site. For the sample site used in figure 169, the Earth confinement cone is centered at about a 174 °
bearing and a 50 ° elevation angle (slightly east of due south). For locations near the Moon's limb, the
Earth will disappear beneath the horizon, causing interruptions in communications with Earth.
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5.8.5.2 Light Shade Requirements for Earthshine Avoidance
Ensuring that reflected Earth light never enters the telescope aperture requires that the entire
Earth confinement cone (referred to in the previous section) is on the south side of the plane of the
LUTE light shade opening. Figure 170 illustrates this geometry. For a given LUTE location, the portion
of the sky (the cone) that contains the Earth has a fixed direction from the site. Orienting the plane of the
shade opening until it is just tangent to the cone will define the minimum shade angle that will ensure no
Earth light intrusion into the telescope. This criterion was used to determine the light shade angles for
any northern site on the Moon's near side. These data are shown in figure 171.
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Figure 171. Light shade angles.
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Theillumination from thegeocoronawasnotconsideredin computingtheseshadeangles--only
thereflectedlight from thephysicaldiskof theEarth(full Earthassumed).In figure 171,theshadeangle
is theanglebetweentheplaneof the light shadeopeningandtheplaneperpendicularto thetelescope's
opticalaxis.Theshadeheight is thedistancefrom thetip of thelight shadeto thebottomof the"slice"
(measuredalongtheoptical axis).Thedatashowthatfor a givenviewing declinationsite longitudes
approachingtheeasternor westernlimb of theMoonrequiretallerlight shades.Thereasonfor this is
thattheshademusthaveits tallestsideorientedtowardthesouthfor optimumSun-shading.(It is
assumedthattheLUTE hasnoout-of-planemisalignmentwith thelocal meridianplane).With this
orientationandtheLUTE neartheeasternor westernlimb, theEarth(i.e.,theEarthconfinementregion)
is no longerdirectly southof thelight shade,but rathersoutheast(or southwest).TheEarthcanrise
abovetheplaneof the light shadeopeningif theshadeangleis not increasedfrom its prime meridian
value.
5.8.5.3 SunlightandEarthshineConstraintsonLUTE Operations
A computersimulation,whichmodelsthemotionandorientationof theMoon with respectto the
SunandEarth,wasusedto computethetimesthatLUTE canoperate.This simulationincludedthe
effectsof optical librationsin latitudeandlongitudeandin lunarorbit planeprecession.Thecriteriafor
LUTE operationfrom a light avoidancepoint of view are:(1) light raysfrom theSunor Earthmustnot
enterthe light shadeopening,and(2) theSunmustbeabovethelocalhorizonfor a solar-powered
LUTE. Figure 172showsthetotaloperationtime achieVedduringa2 yearmissionstartingonJanuary1,
1998.Resultsareshownfor a rangeof light shadeanglesfor bothasolar-poweredLUTE andanRTG-
poweredLUTE locatedat66.5°north latitudeand24.2°westlongitude.Theviewing declinationis 30°.
TheLUTE, in thiscase,mustbe tilted from thezenithdirectiontowardthesouthby anangleequalto
site latitudeminusviewing declinationto enablethetelescopeto pointat 30° declination.Theresults
shownin figure 166indicatethat,for thissamplecase,a light shadeangleof 70° is neededto completely
avoidall earthshinein thetelescopeaperture.A light shadeanglelessthanabout53° providesno
earthshineprotectionat all. SincetheRTGpoweredversioncanoperateduringlunarnight, approxi-
matelytwiceasmuch"on" timeis achievedcomparedto thesolarpoweredversion.For largeshade
angles(>70°),theRTG versionis completelyshadedagainstsunlightandearthshineintrusionat all
timesexceptfor theperiodbetweensunriseandtheinstantthesolarvector Ison thesouthsideof the
shadeopeningplane.(Referagainto figure 166.Thiseffectonly occursduringlunarsummer.)
Figure 172.
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5.8.5.4 LUTE OperationTime VariationWith Viewing Declination
Figure 173showsthepercenttime in operationduringa2 yearmissionfor viewing declinations
of 30*and40°. In bothcase,theLUTE sitelocationis 66.5*north latitudeand24.2°west longitude.This
figure showsthatabout10°morelight shadeangleis necessaryto achievethesameoperationtime at 30*
aswasavailableat 40°viewing declination.Usinga60°light shadeangleandviewing at40° declination
allowsasolar-poweredLUTE to accumulatenearlythreetimesmoreoperationtimethanviewing at 30*
declinationwith thesamelight shade.A 70° shadewould be more appropriate for the 30 ° viewing
declination. In general, the best light shade angle is approximately 100 ° minus the viewing declination.
This will ensure sunlight protection during most of the lunar day while also ensuring no intrusion of
reflected earthlight.
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Figure 173. Solar-powered LUTE operation time for two different viewing declinations.
5.8.6 Continuous Opportunity for Earth Communications
In section 5.8.5. I, "Earth Motion in the Lunar Sky," a description is given of the optical
librations in latitude and longitude. These phenomena explain why the Earth-Moon line drifts across the
surface of the Moon with excursions in latitude of almost__7 ° and excursions in longitude of almost 4-8*.
A consequence of these effects is that the Earth's elevation angle, as viewed from a lunar site, varies
between a minimum value and a maximum value over the course of a month; that is, the Earth rises and
sets. For a continuous opportunity of line-of-site communications between the LUTE and Earth, it is
necessary that the Earth never set below the lunar horizon. This condition is satisfied if the LUTE is
within about 80 ° (measured along a great circle) of the mean central point of the Moon (0 ° latitude, 0 °
longitude). Figure 174 shows the limits placed on site selection for line-of-site Earth visibility.
Placing LUTE at any site within the closed contour ensures that the entire Moon-side hemisphere
of the Earth is always visible. If the telescope is placed at a high latitude, the available longitudes are
limited. For example, at 70 ° latitude, LUTE must be within +60 ° longitude to achieve full-time Earth
line-of-site. The LUTE site indicated in figure I74 is a potential site which is in a relatively smooth area
in a generally mountainous part of the Moon. (A later section will explain the desirability of a high
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latitude.)Placingthetelescopeon thefar sideof theMoonwouldcertainlyhaveits benefits,suchasthe
eliminationof theearthshineshadingproblem.A far-sidesite,however,wouldnecessitate itherrelay
satellitesin lunarorbit (a"halo" orbit aboutastableEarth-Moonlibration point maybeonepossibility)
or lunarsurfacerelay antennasremotefrom theLUTE site.A siteselectedon thenearsideof theMoon
representsthemostcost-effectivesolutionfor continuousEarthcommunications.
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Figure 174. Earth visibility from the Moon.
5.8.7 Communications Antenna Pointing
Figure 175 describes how the high-gain communications antenna must be oriented to point
toward the Earth. The mean direction of the Earth from any LUTE site is parallel to the lunar equatorial
plane, as indicated in the figure. The elevation angle and azimuth direction are easily computed by trans-
forming a 0 ° latitude/0 ° longitude vector (in the selenographic coordinate system)to the LUTE_ site ref-
erence frame. The dot product between this vector and the local zenith will yield the elevation angle.
The dot product between the horizontal projection of this vector and the north horizontal vector yields
the mean antenna pointing azimuth. The Earth's position deviates from this azimuth/elevation point by
no more than approximately 10.6" in any direction. The antenna system must have sufficient pointing
capability to follow the Earth as it moves through this region if the beam width of the transmitted signal
is not sufficient to cover the entire 11.6 ° region (10.6 ° plus 1° Earth radius).
5.8.8 Galactic Pole Viewing
The LUTE is designed to view and record very faint UV emissions from very distant objects.
Viewing in the galactic plane will provide some valid science data, but attempting to view distant
objects through the bright UV background of our own galaxy, could completely mask the desired UV
detections. Therefore, it is desirable to provide viewing opportunities as close as possible to the galactic
north pole. Some galactic plane viewing is unavoidable, however, because the rotation of the Moon will
swing the LUTE optical axis through the plane two times each month. For LUTE viewing declinations
greater than 60 °, the Moon's rotation will cause the optical axis to approach the galactic plane to within
approximately 60 ° minus the declination, but the viewing axis will remain on the north side of the
galactic plane. The galactic pole is located at a celestial latitude of about 29.8 °. This is illustrated in
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Figure 175. Antenna pointing direction for Earth communications.
figure 176. Also shown in this figure is the Moon with its full range of orientations with respect to the
ecliptic plane. The Moon's equatorial plane is tilted at a constant angle from the ecliptic plane of approx-
imately 1.5". Furthermore, the Moon's spin axis cones about the ecliptic pole making a complete circuit
in 18.6 years. If the LUTE is oriented to point at a lunar declination of 29.8*, it will point within 1.5"
(the exact value depends on the lunar season) of the galactic pole once each month. This will remain true
regardless of the position of the lunar pole in its coning cycle. Figure 176 depicts a zenith-pointing
LUTE located at the optimum latitude for galactic pole viewing (29.8°). For a solar-powered LUTE,
which can operate only during the lunar day, the galactic pole will be on the sunlit side of the Moon only
during about half of the year. This is due to the orbital motion of the Earth-Moon system around the Sun.
When the galactic pole is viewable during lunar day and the LUTE is oriented to view the 29.8 ° declina-
tion, the LUTE viewing axis is within I0 ° of the galactic pole for only a 42 hour period every lunar
month. Therefore, the total yearly viewing time within 10* of the galactic pole is only about 105 days.
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Figure 176. Site location required for galactic pole viewing.
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5.8.9 Avoiding Lyman-a Emissionsin theGeocorona
Detectionandmeasurementof thehydrogenLyman-aemissionsfrom thestellartargetsis oneof
theobjectivesof theLUTE telescope.Theseemissionscanbemaskedby theLyman-a emissionsthat
arepresentin theEarth'sgeocorona.It wouldbedesirableto avoidthis interferenceasmuchaspossible
by viewing in a directionthat wouldminimize theLyman-a illumination seenby theLUTE. Figure 177
depictsa view of theEarth-Moonsystemwith thegeocoronafrom abovetheecliptic plane.Data from
theNRL's far-UV camera/spectrograph,whichwasoperatedon thelunarsurfaceduring theApollo 16
mission,showedthatthehydrogenLyman-o_geocoronahasa"tail" in theanti-Sundirection.TheMoon
will travel throughthis tail eachmonth,andtheLUTE will unavoidablyencountersomeincreased
Lyman-ocbackground.However,theproperchoiceof site longitudeand/orviewing declinationwould
point theviewing axisperpendicularto thedirectionof theEarth.Referringto figure 174again,azenith-
pointingLUTE could belocatedat anylatitudeandlongitudealongwith closedcontourandstill satisfy
thecontinuouscommunicationrequirementwhile achievingthebestLyman-a reductiongeometry.
Locatingon thefar sideof theMoon couldbeasolutionto thisproblembut,aspreviouslydiscussed,
thiswould complicatethecontinuousEarthcommunicationsrequirement.Besides,it is notclear
whetherafar-sidelocationwith LUTE pointingantiearthwardwouldencounterlowerLyman-a inter-
ferencethanviewing perpendicularto theEarthdirection.
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Figure 177. Avoidance of hydrogen Lyman-_ in the geocorona.
5.8. l0 Lunar Surface Thermal Radiation
The upper interior portion of the LUTE light shade receives thermal radiation emitted from the
lunar surface on the north side of the telescope. Preliminary studies have shown that the resulting heat
input to the mirror and detector is difficult to reject. At locations near the equatorial regions, the thermal
load is especially high because of the high Sun-incidence angles encountered during the lunar day. One
possible solution for reducing this thermal load on the light shade is to locate the telescope at a more
northerly latitude and tilt the telescope southward to point at the desired lunar declination (e.g., 29.8" to
provide galactic pole viewing). This geometry is illustrated in figure 178.
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Figure 178. Avoidance of surface thermal radiation.
The example shown in this figure is for a LUTE site at 66.5 ° north latitude with the telescope
tilted southward by 36.5 ° . This points the viewing axis at 30 ° declination. Tilting the telescope south-
ward causes the view that the upper light shade interior has of the lunar surface to be at a greater hori-
zontal distance from the telescope. This reduces the intensity of the radiation seen by the shade interior
and thus the heat load. Thermal analyses have verified that for a viewing declination of 30 °, a light shade
angle of 70 °, and the telescope site at 66.5 ° latitude, the resulting 36.5* southward tilt substantially
reduces the thermal load on the primary mirror and telescope detector to acceptable limits. To implement
this scenario, however, adds the complexities of a mechanism to perform the tilting operation after
landing the telescope.
5.8.11 The Lunar Terrain
A tilting telescope can be used to reduce the lunar surface radiative thermal loads as described in
the previous section. A dominant factor in determining the tilt requirements to be used in designing the
tilt mechanism is the slope of the lunar surface at the landing site. To help ensure that steep terrain
slopes are avoided, a landing site in one of the smooth maria is recommended. However, there are no
maria at the high latitudes that are needed for a southward tilting LUTE. Lunar orbit photographs were
examined in an attempt to locate areas that are relatiyely free of large craters or other prominences. A
somewhat smooth area was found at 66.5* north latitude and 24.2" west longitude. From this site, the
LUTE can be tilted 36.5* southward to view the 30 ° declination i'egion. The resolution of the lunar
orbiter photographs is not fine enough to ascertain the specific texture of the lunar surface. The highest
resolution photographs that are available resolve objects (boulders and craters) only to about 2 m. These
photographs reveal that essentially every square meter of the lunar surface is pock-marked with craters.
It will be difficult to acquire knowledge of the terrain roughness at the LUTE touchdown point without
higher resolution surveys of the proposed telescope site.
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5.8.12 MicrometeroidAvoidance
LocatingtheLUTE neartheeasternlimb of theMoonmayresultin a lower flux of micro-
meteroidhits.This locationis sometimesreferredto asthe"trailing" limb becauseit is on thesideof the
Moon oppositetheMoon's Earth-orbitalvelocity vector.However,theEarth-Moonsystemis moving
throughinterplanetaryspaceat avelocity of about30km persecond.This meansthat,with respectto a
Sun-fixedframeof reference,theMoon's velocityvariesfrom 29km persecondnearthe"new" Moon
positionto 31km persecondnearthe"full" Moonposition.Relativeto interplanetaryspace(aSun-fixed
frame),theeasternlimb is "trailing" only in the"full" Moonposition;it is "leading" in the"new" Moon
position.Theremaybeaslight benefitachievedby placingLUTE at aneasternlongitudenearthe
Moon's limb. This site is on thetrailingsideof theMoonwhentheMoon's velocity is greatest--31km
persecond.Therefore,it will avoidcollisionswith micr0meteroidswhosevelocities(componentin the
directionof theMoon's velocity) arelessthan31km perSecond.Comparethissite to oneon the
westernlimb of theMoon wherethesite is on thetrailing sideof theMoon whentheMoon's velocity is
ata minimum(29km persecond).This situationprovidesprotectionagainstmicrometeriteswhose
velocitiesarelessthan29km second.
5.8.13 TheFocalPlaneArray
Basedon current technology, the sensor at the telescope's focal plane will probably be a design
that is currently in use in Earth-based telescopes. These devices consist of a plate covered by a mosaic of
frame transfer CCD's. In the LUTE, the sensor will be di_gn-ed so that the columns of pixels in the
CCD's are in an east-west direction. As the optical images_bf stars travel across the sensor, they traverse
down the columns of pixels on the CCD's. The CCD detectors are clocked at the apparent sidereal rate
of the Moon's rotation as the electrical images are integrated along each column of pixels, At the end of
each column of pixels on a CCD, the integrated result is read out and recorded. As the Moon rotates on
its axis, an image of a star will traverse across the focal plane sensor in a slightly curved path, The
curvature of the path is a function of 6_h ihe selenocentricdeciination of the star and the pointing
declination of the telescope's optical axis. After establishifig the desired pointing declination of the
telescope, the focal plane array must be constructed such that the columns of pixels on each CCD are
tangent to the curved star image tracks. If the LUTE is slightly misaligned, the image track curvature
will be different from what the focal array was designed for, and the image will smear across the pixel
columns at a small angle. Assuming a maximum allowed smear of 0.1 pixel-per-pixel column and a
3,000 pixel length for a CCD, it has been computed that the angle between the star image track and the
pixel columns cannot exceed 6.87 arcseconds. This translates into about a 5 arcminutes declination
pointing accuracy at 40 ° declination. Furthermore, the east-west alignment of the focal plane sensor must
be within 6.87 arcsecond accuracy. These stringent alignment requirements would vanish by designing a
sensor that does not depend on a custom fabrication to closely match an expected star track curvature.
5.8.14 Summary of LUTE Site Selection
The preceding analyses indicate that it is difficult to find a telescope site on the Moon which
mutually satisfied all of the ground rules listed in table 50. For example, for a simple zenith-pointing
LUTE:
(1) Maximizing sky coverage from an equatorial site encounters the highest lunar surface tem-
peratures, misses galactic pole viewing by 29.8 °, and is impossible to shade against sunlight or earth-
shine.
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(2) Providing galactic pole viewing by locating at 29.8* latitude (on the central meridian)
requires a tall light shade that may be difficult to accommodate within the weight and volume limits of
the launch vehicle.
(3) Locating farther north than 29.8* to permit a practical light shade and a cooler lunar surface
compromises galactic pole viewing and further reduces sky coverage.
(4) Total earthshine protection requires increased light shade height (angles) for sites east or
west of the prime meridian.
(5) Locating on the limb of the Moon (or far side) to view 90" to the Earth's direction for Lyman-
a interference reduction provides less than 100 percent Earth communication opportunity.
(6) Relaxing the light shade height requirements for full sunshine and earthshine shading will
reduce the total telescope operation time.
For a zenith-pointing LUTE, it was finally decided to relax the galactic pole viewing ground rule
and locate the LUTE at 40" north latitude. The light shade needed to provide sufficient light protection
(neglecting possible baffling benefits) is about 60 ° . Since moving east or west of the prime meridian
would require a taller light shade, and since the smooth Mare Imbrium is in this region, a longitude near
the central meridian was selected. The exact placement in longitude was selected to be 4.4 ° west after
inspection of lunar orbiter photographs revealed that this site fell between major local craters and moun-
tains. For a LUTE designed to tilt southward to lessen the effects of lunar surface thermal radiation, a
site at 66.5" north latitude and 24.2 ° west longitude was selected. The amount of tilt (from zenith)
required to point the LUTE at 40 ° declination (assuming a horizontal landing site) is 26.5". Viewing at
30" declination to achieve galactic pole viewing would require a tilt of 36.5". As more specific science
requirements become known, the site selection process will be revisited to determine if other locations
on the Moon would better satisfy them.
5.8.15 Cosmic Rays
Lunar-based astronomical instruments will be exposed to a solar and galactic cosmic-ray
environment, more severe than that present on the Earth or in LEO. The Moon is located outside the
Earth's protective atmospheric envelope, which acts as a thick shield for highly-energetic cosmic-ray
particles from space. The Moon lacks the benefit of the Earth's protective geomagnetic and atmospheric
envelopes, which serve to deflect energetic cosmic rays. Cosmic rays can produce noise in the detector
CCD's and could impact the lifetime of these CCD's.
5.8.16 Lunar Dust
Dust contamination on the telescope optics from any source is another concern in placing the
LUTE on the lunar surface. The Apollo missions have shown that any activity can easily disturb lunar
dust and launch even the smallest grains in ballistic paths that stretch far across the lunar surface. The
lofted dust may be transferred onto the telescope, obscuring the sensitive optics, scattering light resulting
in distorted observations, degrading the performance of thermal control coatings, and potentially
interfering with mechanical devices forming a part of the telescope.
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5.8.17 LunarThermalEnvironment
Thelunar thermalenvironmentischaracterizedby largetemperatureswingsandlong soaktimes
atthetemperatureextremes.Thisenvironmentpresentsachallengefor anyequipmentwhich must
operateon thelunarsurface,but isespeciallychallengingfor telescopeswhich mustmaintainprecise
spatialrelationshipsbetweenopticalcomponents.Thelunarsurfacetemperaturevariesfrom approxi-
mately90 K at sunriseto ashot as390K at localnoon.Thesurfacetemperaturerisesrapidly aftersun-
rise, remainingabove300K for a periodof about240hours.Thesurfacetemperaturealsofalls rapidly
at sunsetandis near100K for about290hours.Withoutadequatethermalcontrol, theselarge
temperaturechangesandlongsoakperiodscancausemisalignmentof opticalcomponents,damageto
electroniccomponents,andfailure of mechanicaldevices.
5.8.18 LUTE LunarEnvironmentInstruments
A largedatabaseon lunarenvironmentalconditionshasbeenassembledthroughremotemeas-
urementsandby instrumentscarriedonunmannedlunarlandersandtheApollo missions;however,
therearemanyareasin which thedataareeitherinsufficientor lacking.Thedesignof future lunar tele-
scopes,rovers,andlunarbaseswould, therefore,benefitsubstantiallyfrom furtherdataon thelunar
environment.In addition,analysisof thescienceandengineeringdatareturnedfrom theLUTE telescope
could beaidedby adetailedknowledgeof theenvironmentalconditionsto which thetelescopeandits
subsystemsaresubjected.Designof theLUTE mission sh0uid, therefore, COnsider incorporating a lunar
environmental monitoring package which would ride along -on the LUTE lander platform, be deployed
on the lunar surface, and operate in conjunction with the LUTE power and telemetry system. Resear-
chers at New Mexico State University have suggested such an environmental monitoring system. A
group of four instruments to monitor the lunar environment has been outlined and is currently under
study at New Mexico State University. The instruments are:
(1) Micrometeorite Detector--Detect and determine the velocity vector and mass of micro-
meteorites up to 100 mm in diameter.
(2) Dust Detector/Deflector--Incorporate a charged dust deflector into the design of the LUTE
telescope and characterize the local, time-varying dust conditions. Determine particle sizes of dust and
local natural electric field variations.
(3) Lunar Atmosphere Detector--Determine the composition and time variation of ionized
atmosphere components using an ion mass spectrometer.
(4) Cosmic Ray Detector--Determine the rate and energy distribution of cosmic rays using a
stacked-detector instrument.
These instruments would be mounted on a common pallet with the LUTE telescope and share
power and communications with it. The micrometeorite and cosmic-ray detectors should be mounted
high enough tO see a full 2 n steradians view of the Sky without blockage by the telescope. The instru-
ments are expected to operate over the full 2 year lifetime of the LUTE telescope. Preliminary estimates
of instrument parameters are approximately 30 kg, with a volume of 0.05 m 3 and a power requirement of
about 20 W.
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5.9 Software
A management plan outline, development schedule, and content outline for LUTE software have
been included in this section. In addition, a brief description is provided for the seven different types of
software required for the LUTE project. This effort is consistent with the NWODB in a phase A activity
and provides a strong basis for the development of a more detailed software program at the start of
phase B.
All the required software for LUTE and its related interfaces will be designed, developed, and
tested according to the latest version of MSFC "Software Management and Development Requirements
Manual," MMI 8075.1.
5.9.1 Software Management Plan Document Outline
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
Scope
Description
RELATED DOCUMENTS
PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION OF LUTE SOFTWARE
Flight Systems
Science Data
Electrical Ground Support Equipment
Lunar Lander
Launch Vehicle
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Level III Change Control Board
Level IV Change Control Board
Software Review Board
ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Program Manager
Program Engineer
Program Science Adviser
Astrionics Laboratory
Software Quality Assurance Office
Systems Analysis and Integration Laboratory
Mission Operations Laborato.ry
UNITS OF MANAGEMENT
Work Breakdown Structure
Software Configuration End Item
Related Software Documentation
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SOFTWAREMAINTENANCE
SoftwareDevelopmentFolders
All SystemsSoftware
UserTraining
SOFTWAREREVIEW MANAGEMENT
ProjectRequirementsReview
SoftwareRequirementsReview
PreliminaryDesignReview
Critical DesignReview
TestReadinessReview
ConfigurationInspection
AcceptanceReview
LUTE SOFTWAREDOCUMENTATION
5.9.2 LUTE SoftwareDevelopmentLife Cycle
LUTE developmentatMSFC will utilize NWODB andthedevelopmentlife cycle, projectedin
figure 179,reflects thisapproach.
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Figure 179. Software life cycle.
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5.9.3 LUTE Software Content Outline
Software for the LUTE is divided into seven systems: flight software, science software, EGSE
software, software development and verification, simulation, operations, and sensor data base.
5.9.3.1 LUTE Flight Software
The LUTE flight software consists of the following components: executive controller, command
and data management, dynamics and pointing control, optics calibration and processing, electrical power
management, thermal control, launch vehicle interface, and lander vehicle interface.
5.9.3.2 Science Data Software
It is projected that the science software will be a separate system and will consist of the
following: ephemeris data, data acquisition and processing, command requests and telemetry, data
display, and science data base.
5.9.3.3 EGSE Software
Phase A final results indicate this software will include the following systems: executive
software, data acquisition and processing, data display, spacecraft integration, command and telemetry,
launch vehicle interface, and lander vehicle interface.
5.9.3.4 Development and Verification Software
This software is projected to include the following components: support of flight software
development, software configuration management, software archives, documentation development, test
procedure development, test procedure interpreter, and test procedure execution.
5.9.3.5 Simulation Software
The software defined for simulation will contain the following: system modeling, commands and
telemetry, launch and lander interfaces, and training.
5.9.3.6 Operations Software
Operations software will contain the following systems: data acquisition and processing, timeline
management, command and data management, data display, and data archive and playback.
5.9.3.7 Sensor Data Base Software
The sensor data base software will be designed as a separate system and contain the following:
data acquisition, data processing and display, measurement identification, data base generation, and data
base configuration and control.
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5.10 Lander
5.10.1 Common Subsystem Study
After the total mass of LUTE increased to the point of exceeding the performance capability of
Artemis, a mass reduction study was initiated. Since both Artemis and LUTE have individual power and
C&DH subsystems, an investigation was made to determine if significant mass reductions could be
realized by using common subsystems, The results of the study showed that a potential mass reduction
of 30 kg (5 kg from power and 25 kg from C&DH) may be available. Future LUTE and lander studies
will take advantage of the mass savings (although small) resulting from combining subsystems.
5.10.2 LUTE Level II Requirements Imposed on Lander
The constraints under which LUTE must operate directly affects the design of the lander. Figure
180 lists the level II requirements imposed on the lande r by LUTE:
O LANDING LOADS NOT TO EXCEED LAUNCH VEHICLE ASCENT LOADS
AT LUTE/LANDER INTERFACE
O LAND WITHIN 3 KM OF SPECIFIED LANDING SITE
O DELIVER A 450 KG LUTE TO THE LANDING SITE
O LANDED VEHICLE TILT WILL NOT EXCEED 15 DEGREES
O PROVIDE STRUCTURAL SUPPORT FOR LUTE AND ITS SUBSYSTEMS
O PROVIDE FOR COMMONALITY OF LUTE/LANDER SUBSYSTEMS
O LANDER SUBSYSTEMS SHALL NOT INTERFERE WITH LUTE PERFORMANCE
Figure 180. LUTE level II requirements imposed on lander.
5.10.3 Parametric Sizing Study for Lander
Early in the LUTE preliminary design process, the Artemis lander was baselined as the delivery
vehicle for placing LUTE on the lunar surface. As LUTE became better defined, its rri_s increased
beyond the performance capability of Artemis. At this point, a parametric study was begun to scale up
the Artemis lander to accommodate LUTE masses which were varied from 338 kg to 1,200 kg. Launch
vehicles were also selected which would be required to inject the variable LUTE/lander masses into a
5 day transfer to the Moon. Total costs of the LUTE, lander, and launch vehicle were also developed. A
mass contingency of 32 percent was included in the burnout mass of the upscaled Artemis. The ground
rules and assumptions used in this assessment are shown in figure 181.
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• Potential launch vehicles--Delta, Atlas, Titan series, proton
• Use LUTE masses of 338 kg (1 m aperture), 700 kg (1.5 m), and 1,200 kg (2 m)
• Use Artemis as basic lander design
• Use historical lunar logistics system (LLS) storable propellant landers as additional
data point
• Compute stage mass fractions from Artemis and LLS data
• All systems/subsystems scaled by mass fraction
• A 10 percent mass contingency is added in addition to the Artemis 20 percent
contingency giving a total contingency of 32 percent
• Launch vehicle performs all burns through TLI to C3 = -1.9 km2/s 2
• 120 hour, 5 day transfer time
• No hardware jettisoned from TLI through landing
• Use Artemis Delta V budget of 2,781 m/second from TLI through landing
• Storage propellant with Isp = 310 seconds
Figure 181. Ground rules and assumptions.
Figure 182 shows the mass relationship between LUTE, lander, and launch vehicle capability.
For a 1 m aperture LUTE, the lander mass including residuals is approximately 671 kg (including the
RTG) and requires a propellant mass of approximately 1,510 kg. The total mass at translunar injection
(TLI) amounts to approximately 2,561 kg and requires the Atlas II AS launch vehicle. A payload growth
margin of approximately 239 kg is available for this configuration.
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Figure 182. LUTE/lander/launch vehicle relationships.
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A gross estimate of the LUTE, lander, launch vehicle, and cost relationships is shown in figure
183. The total cost for placing a 338 kg,1 m LUTE on the lunar surface is $521 million. A more detailed
cost estimate for the LUTE reference design concept is provided in section 8.0.
• LUTE
• Lander
• Total LUTE/Lander
at TLI
• Launch Vehicle
Req'd
• Total
Mass (kg)
338
2181
2519
Atlas IIAS
Aperture Size
1M 1.5M 2M
Cost (MS)
126
266
Mass (kg)
700
3150
3850
Cost (MS)
155
332
487
236
Mass (kg)
1200
4700
59OO392
129
521
Titan I11/
TOS
723
Titan IV/
Centaur
Cost (MS)
185
4O2
587
352
939
Figure 183. LUTE/lander/launch vehicle mass/cost summary.
Figure 184 shows the mass and cost relationships for varying LUTE masses. The total mass
including the LUTE and lander at TLI and the total costing including the LUTE, lander, and launch
vehicle are displayed as a function of LUTE mass. The step functions of the "total cost" plot result from
the total mass of the LUTE and lander increasing to the point that a larger launch vehicle is required.
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Figure 184. Performance and cost.
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6.0 SAFETY AND MISSION ASSURANCE
6.1 f_S_a.f_
A preliminary system safety plan was prepared during the phase A final study which established
the system safety objectives. The system safety responsibilities and hazard analysis methods are
discussed in this plan, which is enclosed in appendix N. A preliminary hazard analysis was prepared
which identified potential safety hazards and potential techniques for eliminating or controlling these
hazards.
The preliminary hazard analysis, which is enclosed in appendix O, addresses the LUTE as an
independent experiment from the lunar lander or the launch vehicle. The LUTE will be launched into
space by an expendable launch vehicle, and no manned contact is planned following the launch. There-
fore, the only system safety concern will be ground processing and on the range during launch. If the
LUTE is launched from the Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) and processed at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC), it will be required to comply with safety requirements specified by ESMC 127-1,
"Eastern Space and Missile Center Range Safety Requirements," and KHB 1710.2, "KSC Safety Prac-
tices Handbook."
At this point of design maturity, LUTE has potential range safety hazards associated with power,
thermal control, structures and materials, pressurization, command and data management, and pointing
and alignment systems. During phase A, two options for the electrical power system were studied. One
option for a power source was a solar array system and the other was an RTG-powered system. The
RTG option was selected for the phase A design concept. However, the hazard analysis for the solar
array system was included in the preliminary hazard analysis. An RTG is classified as a major ionizing
radiation source. A user of a major ionizing radiation source is required to follow the space nuclear
safety review process and obtain approval for use by the Executive Office of the President through the
Office of Science and Technology Policy. This review and approval process is also required if the LUTE
uses a Russian-built RTG, lander, and/or is launched by a Russian launch vehicle. During the ground
processing of a spacecraft with an RTG at ESMC or KSC, radiation protection controls that are
identified by ESMC-160-1, "Radiation Control Program," and KHB 1860.1, "Radiological Controls for
Major Sources and Nuclear Assemblies," will be implemented. Also, redundant methods of cooling the
RTG during ground processing will be required. During all mission phases, the potential of failures of
the launch vehicle, transfer stage, lunar lander or the LUTE, which may result in a hazardous
radiological release, must be assessed for acceptable risk.
In the thermal control system, RHU's, heat pipes, and electrical heaters were evaluated for their
hazard potential. If the RHU's are used, radiation protection controls will be implemented during ground
processing. If heat pipes are used, controls will be provided to prevent rupture, which produces shrapnel,
and the subsequent release of potential flammable substances. As with all heater systems, personnel
touch temperature hazards will be considered in the design.
The mechanical ground support equipment (GSE) and the flight structure will be designed in
accordance with MSFC structural design practices to ensure that personnel injury and damage to flight
hardware and ground processing facilities are avoided. All GSE and flight pressurized systems will be
designed to MSFC standards.
The materials used on LUTE will be selected using MSFC materials' standards. All solvents and
plastic films used during ground processing will be approved by the ESMC and KSC launch site safety
offices. These are generic-type hazards associated with all structures and materials.
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TheLUTE C&DH hasthecapabilityto causea potentialrangesafetyhazardduringground
testingandprocessing.This potentialhazardis apersonnelexposureto high levelsof nonionizing
radiationfrom theLUTE radiofrequencysystemtransmitter,whichmaybecausedby inadvertent
commandsor inadequatepersonnelshielding.Thepropernumberof inhibits for transmitteroperation
andprecautionsfor personnelprotectionwill beprovidedto controlthishazard.Thepointing and
alignmentsystemwill havethecapabilityto roll andtilt theLUTE.
If thepointing andalignmentsystemwereto inadvertentlyroll or tilt theLUTE afterit is encap-
sulatedin themissile fairing, apotentialexiststo damagethelaunchpadfacility andthelaunchvehicle.
Also, duringgroundprocessingandtransportation,aninadvertentroll or tilt mayinjuregroundperson-
nel or damagesite facilities. Theroll andtilt mechanismswill bestructurallydesignedto therequired
MSFCstandardsandtherequiredmechanismpowersupplyinhibitswill beprovidedwhich will control
this hazard.
Overall,given thepresentLUTE designconcept,all thesafetydesignconcernsfor theLUTE
havebeenpreviouslyaddressedin thedesignof spacecrafthathavepreviouslyflown.
6.2 R_liability
The MSFC Reliability Office will be actively involved in the design and buildup of the LU'IE. A
reliability program plan was prepared during phase A (see appendix P). The plan will serve as the im-
plementing directive for management of reliability program activities for LUTE. The activities described
in the plan are structured to reflect the unique nature of the LUTE program. The reliability plan will be
updated, as appropriate, for the different phases of the program. How stringent the reliability require-
ments are will depend on the payload classification. It is recommended that LUTE be a class B payload
per NMI 8010.1A.
6.3 Quaiiiy Assurance
The MSFC Quality Assurance Office will become more involved with the LUTE project as it
moves into phase B. This involvement wi!l continue through the buildup and test]checkout of the pay-
load. A formal quality assurance program, including closed-loop problem reporting and analysis, will be
developed and implemented. A formal qualification and acceptance test program will also be required. A
quality program plan will be prepared during phase B and will be updated as required.
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7.0 SCHEDULE AND COST
7.1 Fut0r¢ Planning
A phase A management assessment of LUTE at the end of 1993 will yield the go-ahead (or no-
go) for a full in-house phase B. The project will then follow timescale of approximately 2 years for a
phase B (definition phase) and approximately 3 years for phases C (design and development phase) and
D (fabrication, integration, and test). The schedule depicted in figure 185 shows a generic timescale
from the start of phase B through the end of the project. The uncertainty of the start of phase B and the
funding availability dictate a generic timescale. The lander milestones will be added when a definitive
agreement is reached for the lunar lander.
7.2 Funding Requirements
The current estimated funding requirements for LUTE are defined by programmatic considera-
tions such as the in-house development approach and the inclusion of NWODB, as well as technical
parameters such as weight and power. The following two sections, Predevelopment Funding and Devel-
opment Funding, illustrate the current LUTE baseline cost and civil service manpower estimates. Sec-
tion 7.2.3, Ground Rules and Assumptions, details the philosophies underlying the baseline cost
estimate. The alternative minimum configuration cost estimate is discussed in section 7.2.4. The
application of NWODB is explained in section 7.2.5.
7.2.1 Predevelopment Funding Requirements
The predevelopment funding for LUTE is of vital importance. One of the main goals of NWODB
is to define and understand the problems and requirements early. Therefore, the funding and manpower
demands for prephase C/D are necessary to ensure that the NWODB cost savings can be realized. The
LUTE predevelopment funding and civil service manpower estimates are given in figure 186. This
exhibit gives the full funding and manpower profile for LUTE, from the predevelopment phase through
2 years of operations and data analysis. The predevelopment funding and manpower estimates are shown
under FY94. The cost is 19.2 RY$M and manpower is 44.3 man-years.
Predevelopment estimates are the sum of two requirements: adequate prephase C/D resources
and early development/long lead procurement. The prephase C/D resources have been estimated as
10 percent of the development phase cost and manpower (FY95 through FY98). To ensure adequate
resources for the predevelopment phase, and to allow for early development and the procurement of long
lead items, 5 percent of the phase C/D estimated cost and manpower was shifted into FY94. The sum of
these two percentages yield the FY94 numbers shown in figure 186.
7.2.2 Development Funding Requirements
The funding and civil service manpower needs for the development of the LUTE are shown in
figure 187. The development funding and manpower is inclusive of the years FY95 to FY98. The cost
and manpower shown for FY99 and FY00 are for 2 years of operations and data analysis. The total cost
for the development phase is 134.6 RY$M. Total civil service manpower for designing, developing, and
building the LUTE is 280.6 MY, with an additional 35.0 MY required to fulfill project office
requirements. Cost for operations and data analysis is estimated to be 14.5 RY$M plus 6.0 project office
man-years. A detailed cost and manpower matrix for LUTE is shown in figure 187. This matrix provides
detailed cost and manpower estimates by various subsystems and system level cost elements for the
baseline and minimum configurations.
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LUTE COST ESTIMATE
ONE METER
NEW WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS
IN-HOUSE
C. S. MANPOWER
DESIGN & PROJECT
FY COST (RY$M) DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
93
94 19.2 44.3
95 23.9 52.7 4.4
96 54.8 115.6 10.2
97 45.0 91.1 10.2
98* 10.9 21.2 10.2
99 7.1 4.0
00 7.4 2.0
TOTAL 168.3 324.9 41.0
* Launch Year
Note: The total cost for a Prime Contractor Business as
Usual Approach is 263.9 RY$M.
Figure 186. LUTE cost estimate.
BASELINE MINIMUM CONRGURA DON
IdPRPMS COS'I MPP./PId$ COST
ELEMENT MY/I:IY$M RY$1_ MY/RYSM RY$M MII_,MIZINGASSUMPTIONS
PHASES 44.311.0 18.2 39.7/0.9 9.5 Reduca:lD_'elopmentinCCD&OpticsTechnology
DETECTOR 12.2 7,1 UsedAvailableCCDTec_
O&T___AL_SY_S..TEM_IO_P_'R_C_S___STRU_CTt2_RE3............... _3_0._8............ 2_3:.3___ a_oH _ S.y_=_em_to_M_at__,SvaLt__ CC_D_'s__.
POWERREGULATION& DISTRIBUTION 10,610.3 1.3 10.3/ 0.2 1.3
COMMUNICATIONS&DATAMANAGEMENT 63,711.5 7.6 62.0/1.5 7.5
ST_RUC__' U_RE...................... 23_,2'0.;6_..... _2.e_22.5._/O.S..... 2.7..............................
MECHANISMS 15,4/0.4 1.8 15.0/0.4 1.8
POINTIN_VIBRATIONISOLATION/FINEADJIlST 31,8/0.8 3.8 31.0/0.7 3.8
THERMALCONTROl.SYSTEM 34.7/ 0.8 4.1 33.8/ 0`8 ¢1
......................................................................................
ATI"ITUDEDETERMINATION&CONTROL
PROPULSIONSYSTEM
G_R__N_O_SYS_r_EM_O_Ey_..LO PM.E.NL. ....... _ __O_.8_.... _3_,_!_r_/-0_..... _2:.4__R_up__..Sx=e..__s! ................
I"ELESCOPELANDERINTEGRATION 14,5/0.4 1.7 9.4/0.2 1.1 Inlegratio_SimprdiedW_'tou_RTG
PAYLOADtI.AUNCHVEHICLEINTEGRATION
_s_s_E_a_t_ea..r_Es_r_.................. _ Z_/1.5_..... Z._s____.L_..3..... .s:.s.._R___l __f_RLG___s____.a.r___LR___s__p_" _
IROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENT 11.6/0.3 1.4 10.3/0.2 1.3
PROJECTMANAGEMENT 13,5/ 0.3 1.6 12.2/ 0.3 1.5
RTG 45.9 PadofLarder
_ISSIONOPERATIONS(2YEARS) 6.0 / 02 14.6 NotIncluded
tOTALMANPOWER(MY/S) 365.6/ 8,8 322.217.7
tOTALHARDWARE 159.3 74.2
tOTALCOST 168.1 81..g
NOTES."
- HARDWARECOSTINCLUDESPROGRAMSUPPORT,CONTINGENCY.ANDFEE
- CIVILSERVICEMANPOWERINCLUDESPROJECTOFFICE(INDIRECT)AND DESIGNANDDEVELOPMENT(DIRECT)
- UNCOSTEDITEMSARECONSIDEREDTOBEI)_OER UNIQUE
- MINIMUMCONFIGURATIONASSUMESDESCOPEDTELESCOPEANDDETECTORWITHMISSIONOPERATIONSFUNDEDSEPERATELY;ASSUMES
RUSSIANCOOPERATIONFORTHE LAUNCHVEHICLE,LANDER,ANDRTG
Figure 187. LUTE cost matrix.
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7.2.3 GroundRulesandAssumptions
TheLUTE costandmanpowerestimateincludesall life cycleelementswith only thecostof the
landerandthelaunchvehicleexcluded.Themajorcostelementsof theLUTE estimatearethetelescope,
supportingsubsystems,assemblyandtest,telescope/landerintegration,andgroundsystemsdevelop-
ment.The telescopeconsistsof theoptics,CCDdetector,meteringstructure,light baffles,andthe
primary mirror supportstructure.Thesupportingsubsystemsarethesupportandpointing structure,the
RTG basedpowersubsystem,thecommunicationsandcontrolsubsystem,andthethermalcontrolsub-
system.Thesesubsystemsarenecessaryto maintainandoperatethetelescopefollowing lunar landing;
therefore,theyhavebeenincludedaspartof thecostestimate.Assemblyandtestaccountsfor the inte-
grationof thetelescopewith thesupportingsubsystemsandtestingof thefull packageensurereliability.
Testsincludethermalvacuum,vibration,andmirror accuracy.Thetelescope/landerintegrationis to
supportthe integrationof thecompleteLUTE packagewith the lander.It is assumedthatthe interface
betweenthetelescopeandlanderis asimplestructuralandpowerinterface.Groundsystemdevelopment
consistsof thesoftware,computers,networks,andfacility modificationsnecessaryto operateLUTE,
receivethedata,analyzethedata,anddistributethedatato thescientists,universities,andschools.The
groundsystemiscurrentlythe leastwell-definedportionof theLUTE; therefore,thegroundsystem
developmentcostestimatehasthelowestconfidencelevel.
All of theLUTE's majorcostelementsareestimatedusingparametricapproaches.Thecost
modelsusedare theMSFC instrumentcostmodel,theMSFCNASA costmodel (NASCOM), theGSFC
missionsystemintegrationandtest(MSI&T) costmodel,andtheGSFCgroundsystemscostmodel.
Weight is usedasthecostdriver for all of themodels,with theexceptionof thegroundsystemscost
model.A 10percentcontingencyis includedfor all weights(for costingpurposesonly).
Costfor two of theelements,thedetectorandRTG, is takendirectly from outsidesources.The
detectorcostswereestimatedby theSpaceScienceLaboratory.Developmentof thedetectoris consid-
eredthehighestrisk activity for LUTE; andtherefore,carriesaveryconservativecostestimate.The
DOEprovidedtheRTGcostestimate.The RTGis a follow-onunit to thetypeusedonGalileoand
Cassini.Both theRTG anddetectorareconsideredfull out-of-housedevelopmentsanddo not
incorporateNWODB costsavings.Theopticalsystemis alsoassumedto beanout-of-housepurchase,
butNWODB creditsaretakenagainsthecost.
In additionto theabovesubsystems,theestimatedcostalsoincludesprogramsupport,contin-
gency,programmissionsupport(PMS),andfee.Programsupport,contingency,andfeeareestimatedas
percentages.Theprogramsupportpercentageis 5 percent,feeis 10percenton thedetectorandoptics,5
percentonall otherelements,andthecontingencyis estimatedat 15percent.The low contingency
percentageis consistentwith NWODB.PMSis estimatedat 21FY935kpercivil serviceman-year.
In-housecivil servicemanpowerwasestimatedusingacivil servicemanpowermodeldeveloped
from datacompiledfor theEngineeringCostGroup.Themodelestimatedtotal in-housemanpowerfor
the in-housedesignanddevelopment.Theestimatedmanpowerwasthenallocatedat 10percentto the
projectoffice and90percentto thehardwaredesign,development,fabrication,andtest.Thereductionin
out-of-housecostwasestimatedusingdatafrom theCosmicBackgroundExplorer.
Operationsanddataanalysiscostandmanpoweris estimatedusingapercentagefactordevel-
opedfrom aJSCstudy.TheJSCstudyindicatedthatoperationsanddataanalysiswouldcostabout
3 percentof thetotal phaseC/D cost(andin thiscase,in-housemanpower)peryear.
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7.2.4 Minimum Configuration
An alternative cost estimate is shown in figure 187 (LUTE cost matrix). This estimate, titled
"minimum configuration," incorporates several changes to reduce the cost. These changes reduce man-
power by 43.6 MY and save 86.2 RY$M. The minimum configuration LUTE requires 322.2 MY and
81.9 RY$M. One of the important changes is to use available CCD detector technology rather than
developing new technologies in the areas of pixel size and detector shape. Using available detector
technology not only reduces detector cost but also enables a lower cost optical system. Phase B funding
requirements can be reduced since advanced development is not required for the detector and the optical
system. The second important change is the deletion of the RTG and mission operations cost. The RTG
is assigned to the lander, and lander items are not costed in this study. Mission operations costs are
assumed to be funded separately, and thus are not included. Finally, ground system development cost is
reduced due to the overall flight hardware cost reductions.
7.2.5 NWODB
The LUTE cost and manpower estimate reflects a new approach to the way that NASA does
business. Called NWODB, this methodology estimates the impact to program cost for changes in the
procurement process, phase B funding, funding stability, management approaches, design methods, and
production processes.
Implicit in the NWODB cost savings are several changes in the relationship between NASA,
Congress, and the contractors. The NASA/Congressional relationship must change to allow for adequate
phase B funding and phase C/D funding stability. Adequate phase B funding will enable problems to be
identified and resolved early, with resulting savings in cost and manpower. Funding stability during
phase C/D will eliminate cost growth due to schedule slips and funding shortfalls. The NASA/contractor
relationship is assumed to change from a hands-on detailed oversight role to a performance specification
driven hands-off approach. The goal is to allow the contractor to find the best design solution for a set of
performance specifications. It is believed that such a change in the NASA/contractor relationship will
result in savings in both contractor dollars and NASA civil service manpower. This will require careful
definition of the performance specification and discipline by NASA/contractor management and
technical personnel.
The estimated effects of these NWODB changes of the LUTE cost are shown in figure 188. The
total possible NWODB cost savings is 25 percent. As can be seen in figure 188, the estimated LUTE
savings is less. The reason for lower estimated savings is that the limited timeframe for implementing
LUTE reduces the possibility for incorporating these changes into NASA's culture.
Proposed Culture Change
More Extensive Phase B
Multi-year Funding Stability
Enhanced Quality/Management Methods
Advanced Design Methods
Advanced Production Methods
Improved Procurement Processes
Cost
5.8%
5.5%
8.2%
2.0%
Cost/Manpower Savings
Design & Development
5.8%
5.5%
8.2%
2.0%
Pro ect Office
5.5%
8.2%
2.0% 2.0%
Total 21.5% 19.9% 15.0%
Figure 188. Potential LUTE savings as a result of NWODB.
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8.0 FUTURE WORK
8.1 Near-Term Effort
The next technical effort for LUTE, either as an initial part of phase B or a precursor to phase B,
is described in detail in the following paragraphs.
8.1.1 LUTE Optical Systems Analysis
Design studies of the LUTE optical system have been performed during the phase A final study.
The resulting optical configuration, m_iterlaI-s_le&iofi, metering structure design, mirror support
schemes, etc., have been Conceptually developed and evaluated to the depth Which is normally
commensurate with a phase A level. Since the LUTE telescope is a very sophisticated optical system and
is constrained principally by cost and also by launch weight, further development of the design is
necessary to derive the best optical approach within these constraints. These studies must consider
manufacturing, assembly, and testing aspects within the current ability of optical houses and NASA.
Therefore, overall optical system analyses and evaluations should be performed by optical com-
panies with space telescope expertise, as an initial task in phase B or a precursor task to systems prelim.
inary design. These studies should address changes to the design that would optimize performance,
manufacturability, testing, cost and schedule, etc., made possible by relaxation of the mass constraints
and the availability of additional power for thermal control. The applicability of 7 _tm pixels in the CCD
detector should be part of these analyses with regard to the effects on focal length, optical prescription,
overall telescope design, and the primary/tertiary mirror structural design.
Results from these studies, with the assessments of LUTE overall assembly and testing concepts,
can then be utilized to derive contract0r and Government cost estimates, and the technical results can be
utilized early in the phase B activity.
8.1.2 Large-Area Detector Array
Analyses of the large-area detector during the phase A studies pointed toward a detector pixel
size of 5 _tm. The resolution of the current LUTE f/3 three-mirror D. Korsch design is considerably
better than the limits imposed by the 5 jam pixels; however, 5 I.tm pixels are currently beyond the
commercial manufacturing state-of-the-art. Thus, it wriild 15enecessary to develop this manufacturing
capability in industry and research Iaboratories.VChffe Siich_fforts should be continued, and since CCD
detectors of such pixel size are of interest to many researchers, another approach should be investigated
for LUTE, in which the pixel size of the detector elements is increased to commercially available
dimensions. This approach will save time and money, but its impact on the identified scientific
objectives for LUTE must be assessed.
Another area of concern with the CCD focal plane array derives from the requirement that the
observed stars describe curved tracks on the image plane which are in direct relation to the declination at
which the telescope is pointed_ _us, the rows of pixeis in tl/e array must be curved according to prese-
lected pointing declination. This is not only difficult to accomplish, it also requires accurate alignment to
that declination after the telescope has been deployed on the Moon. A more flexible and possibly
simpler solution might be obtained through the development of an array which responds to software cor-
rections of the star tracks in the time-delay-integration charge transfer. It is, therefore, proposed to assess
if such a declination-independent array could be designed and the algorithms developed. We propose to
proceed with a two-pronged approach, where modest funding continues the 5 lam pixel development and
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larger fundingis dedicatedto thedevelopmentof aLUTE focalplanearrayusinglargerpixels.Evalua-
tionof developingcurvedpixel tracksversusapplyingsoftwaremethodsof startrackregistrationis
recommended.
Thecapability of industryto producelargeareaCCD detectors,eitherfabricateddirectly ona
sphericalsubstrateor sufficiently thinnedthattheycouldbe "stretched"to conform to aspherical
surface,to allow matchingthedetectorto the imagefield curvaturemustbeinvestigatedfurther.If a
photoncountingratherthanadrift scandetectionmodeis contemplated,softwaresolutionsto the
distortionproblemsmustbeinvestigated.
Usingtheopticalanalysesdescribedpreviously,a breadboardCCD arrayof commercially
obtainablewaversshouldbedevelopedto therequirementsof typical dimensionsandcurvatureof the
LUTE focal plane.
8.1.3 EnvironmentalMeasurementPackage
Oneof thekey supportingsystemsfor LUTE andfor future lunarinstrumentdevelopmentisa
lunarenvironmentalmeasurementpackage,whichhasbeenproposedandiscurrently understudyat
New Mexico StateUniversity.Becausethisassemblyof instrumentsenhancestheLUTE missionand
workswith information from theLUTE opticalsystem,theanalysesanddesignof this measurement
systemshouldbeexpanded.Studyresultsonweight,powerrequirements,communicationanddata
relay,etc.,will directly affecttheLUTE subsystemsandtotalweightandvolumeestimates.
8.2 Long-Range Plans
A preliminary outline of LUTE programmatics, with 5 years from the start of phase B to launch
of the LUTE and a 2 year operational phase, are described in figure 189. In addition, the required docu-
mentation to support these programmatics is outlined on figure 190. The development stage for each
document is indicated as (P) for preliminary, (U) for update, or (B) for baseline. Several preliminary
documents, mentioned above, such as safety plan, reliability plan, and hazard analysis plan, are available
at the end of phase A, ahead of the documentation plan outlined.
Another effort to accomplish some early long-range planning and to identify risks in the project
was also accomplished through a small, disadvantaged business contract. The fidelity of the data avail-
able to include in planning activities of this nature is reflected directly in the results. However, the
activity forced early consideration of real hardware processes, was instructive to all the team members
participating in the activity, and provided a lower level of detail on tasks and sequencing of tasks than
the top level planning described above. The report on this long-range planning and risk-assessment
activity is included in appendix Q.
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9.0 CONCLUSION
The LUTE has been studied at MSFC for more than 1 year. Extensive evaluations of the scien-
tific merits were made by the astronomical community during a series of reviews and a LUTE science
workshop. Based on the scientific, technical, and programmatic assessments, it can be concluded that the
LUTE mission is scientifically justifiable, technically feasible without major new technology develop-
ment, and possible within schedule and cost envelopes which support the science and pathfinder mission
objectives. Significant by-products of this scientific mission are new engineering insight into long-term
lunar design criteria and requirements and the use of science data as an educational tool at all levels of
the educational system.
The unique LUTE UV survey will provide valuable tools for astrophysical research. It will be a
primary data source for the study of point and diffuse UV sources of all classes and will identify prime
targets for high resolution study with orbital instruments.
Production of the LUTE telescope is well within the capability of existing manufacturing facili-
ties and current technology, as shown by detailed analyses of the LUTE optical system and the telescope
supporting subsystems. The detector is the only area where a current technological challenge exists and
an alternative approach should be considered. The LUTE telescope was initially laid out with a very fast
f/3 optical system, which is desirable from a scientific aspect. Thls system ideally requires a focal plane
CCD detector array with a pixel size smaller than 5 _tm, which is not currently available. While 5 l.tm
pixel CCD's will eventually be developed, the LUTE design should be based on a technically mature
CCD pixel size. Introducing currently available 7 jam pixels for the LUTE CCD would change the
system to a f/4.2 (still a very fast system) and increase the back focal length, i.e., the telescope length by
only 26 cm, which can easily be accommodated in the design. Reviews by the scientific community
should confirm that this approach will not have a significant impact on the science objectives as defined
by the LUTE Science Working Group in March 1993. Assessment of the LUTE development schedule
has shown that a 5 year deveiopment program is reasonable Within the boundaries of detailed design,
manufacturing, and testing. NWODB, now being implemented by industry and Government, will reduce
the amount of documentation required via concurrent engineering practices, and thus shorten schedules
and reduce cost. These concepts have been included in the schedule and costing analyses for LUTE.
During the studies of LUTE, various options for delivery to and landing of the telescope on the
Moon have been analyzed. Because a definitive lunar landing vehicle is not currently available, a
generic lunar lander was devised as a representative lander and lunar platform for LUTE. In this context,
the LUTE design is conservative because a guideline that LUTE be a self-sufficient system has been
strictly maintained during the study.
The only interfaces with the generic lander are structural connections and an electrical cable
interface with the RTG mounted on one of the lander legs. Pointing and alignment, power distribution,
thermal control, and communication are telescope functions ifi the current design. When a specific
lander vehicle becomes available or is defined, some of the telescope supporting subsystems, such as
electronic equipment and computers, communication and data handling, and others, may become
integral with the equivalent lander systems, which will reduce system weight and cost.
Independent documented assessment of the telescope optics by experienced optical houses and
selected subsystem evaluation by aerospace industries further confirm the overall technical feasibility of
the LUTE.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
This document describes the planned activities, interfaces, and objectives for
the MSFC developed Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE). The New
Ways of Doing Business (NWODB) philosophies will be used to a_hieve
streamlined documentation which will evolve as the project progresses. This
document will be used to satisfy documentation required between the
Administrator and Program Associate Administrator (PAA) and the PAA and
the Field Installation Directors (FIDs).
1.2 Scope
The scope of the LUTE project, as described by this plan, includes the in-house
definition, design, development, production, integration/test, and operation of
the LUTE with contracted effort only in specific areas of need,
This document will outline the management plan, technical interfaces,
procurement strategy, schedule and resource estimate, and technical/
programmatic risks for the LUTE project. The NWODB for the LUTE project will
be discussed as it applies to these areas.
2.0 PROGRAM SUMMARY
In 1989 a National commitment was made by the President of the United States
to achieve the goals of human and robotic exploration of the Moon and Mars,
as soon as possible, within the constraints of the national resources. The .LUTE
project will respond to these goals by developing a one meter ultraviolet
telescope which will take advantage of the unique aspects of the moon to
perform astrophysics astronomy. The LUTE will serve as a technological
pathfinder for the design of future lunar surface instruments, as well as, as a
scientifically viable, small, quick, inexpensive initial step in our return to the
moon.
The LUTE project falls under the responsibility of the Office of Space Science.
Through the authority of the Astrophysics Division of the Office of Space
Science, the MSFC has been designated as the lead project management and
development center for the LUTE. Close relationships will exist between NASA
Headquarters, the LUTE Task Team, the Principal Investigator (PI) groups, and
the Russian space program.
A cooperative effort to integrate the LUTE project with the Russian space
program is envisioned for the lander, launch vehicle, and Radioisotope
Thermoelectric Generator (RTG).
3.0 MISSION OBJECTIVES
3.1 Science
The LUTE will take advantage of the unique aspects of the moon (i.e., fixed
rotation rates, vacuum environment, etc.) to perform astrophysics astronomy.
l °
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The LUTE will be able to produce an ultraviolet imaging survey of the universe
over a larger fraction of the sky than has ever been produced. The astronomy
performed by the LUTE will complement the earth orbiting telescope program.
Furthermore, the data retrieved by the LUTE will support research on
hundreds of astronomical point-sources, ranging from analysis of UV colors in
main sequencestars to studies of active galactic nuclei and quasars.
The LUTE science will also be used in the educational and public outreach
programs. The transmission of LUTE images will have direct application to
science and astronomyat all levels of the educational system.
3.2 Lunar Science/Exploration Technology
The LUTE plans to serve as a pathfinder for the design of future lunar surface
instruments. The LUTE will provide information about the lunar
environmental effects on operational systems hardware by serving as a long
duration exposure facility (2 year minimum). The operation of the LUTE will
also provide important lunar engineering data in the area of material
degradation due to the lunar thermal fluctuations, dust contamination,
radiation, and vacuum effects. The information obtained by LUTE will be
significantly beneficial to the future exploration missions to the Moon.
4.0 BACKGROUNDANDRELATEDSTUDIES
The MSFC has gained experiencein the definition, design, and developmentof
telescopes through the Hubble Space Telescope. Furthermore, there are
several conceptual telescope studies which have been developed prior to the
LUTE. Theseprecursorstudies are depictedby Figure 4.0. This figure depicts
how the desire for a lunar telescopestarted with the study of a large 16 meter
telescope,the Large Lunar Telescope(LLT); was reduced in size and studied as a
4 meter cluster telescope, the Lunar Cluster TelescopeExperiment (LCTE); and
then was further reduced to the 2 meter Lunar Transit Telescope(LTT) before
being studied as a 1 meter telescope.
The LTT went through an extensive feasibility study. This study, completed in
early 1992, producedtwo significant documents: the LTT Feasibility Study (Doc
#LLT-004, January 1992) and the LTT Project Description (March 1992). The
LUTE is derived from the LTT study and therefore a brief overview of the LTT,
taken from these two documents, is beneficial in understanding the origin of
the LUTE.
The LTT study involved a fixed-declination,2 m-class, optical telescopewith an
observing capability in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions of the
spectrum. This unmanned, transit telescope was to be placed on the lunar
surface in the early stagesof returning to the Moon.
The LTT used an all-reflective optical system composedof a very low weight
two meter primary mirror plus the active optics of two correcting mirrors.
The elements of the telescope, including the optics, the metering structure, the
baffles, the light shield, and the sunshadewere to be mounted on a central
core structure which would also support the propulsion subsystem, the
landing mechanismsand other subsystemsserving the LTT.
-2-
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FIGURE 4.0 -"LUTE Precursor Studies
The propulsion, power, communication, guidance, navigation, and reaction
control and landing mechanism subsystems, were designed to place the LTT on
the lunar surface accurately at a designated site With the required orientation.
Once the LTT was settled on the Moon, the core structure, landing structures,
and mechanisms were to serve as the pedestal and fixed mount for the
telescope throughout science operations.
The landing subsystem concept developed during MSFC studies was to support
the LTT mission in its initial configuration, and grow to meet the needs of
future lunar observatories. The LTT integrated landing system/payload was
planned for launch to the Moon aboard a Titan IV - Centaur launch vehicle.
The study showed that LTT could become a "flagship" project, leading the way
to increased system procurement and management effectiveness. New,
creative and imaginative management techniques were planned for
application to the development of the LTT system to effect the maximum
savings in time and cost.
The LUTE, being a smaller, less expensive telescope is a perfect place to start in
the developmental evolution of these larger telescopes. The early operation of
the LUTE will provide vital information which will facilitate larger lunar
telescope design.
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5.0 SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PLAN
5.1 LUTE Description
The LUTE is a stationary, 1-meter ultraviolet optical telescope designed for a
two year life on the Moon. (See Figure 5.1.) The LUTE will be the first major
instrument to profit from the unique advantages of the Moon (i.e., a
superstable astronomical platform with negligible atmosphere).
The LUTE will achieve a wide field of view with a compact three mirror optical
system using lightweight mirror materials. The focal plane instrument is a
two-dimensional mosaic of charge coupled devices (CCD's), arranged to give a
1.4-degree-wide field of view. The LUTE will not track specific targets, but will
be pointed continuously at a chosen declination. As the Moon rotates about its
axis during its 28-day period, the LUTE will observe continuously along a 1.4-
degree-wide path across the celestial sphere.
The LUTE will produce a UV imaging survey of a swath of the universe to a
limiting visual magnitude of 27 with high angular resolution and broad
wavelength coverage. Each year the LUTE will survey greater than 300
square degrees of the celestial sphere with a resolution of 0.5 arcsec or better.
Most of this swath will be examined at least 24 times to enable astrometric and
variability assessments of interesting targets. The bandwidth accessible with
the LUTE extends from 1000 to 3500 ]k in three bandpasses currently assumed to
be 800 A wide. This ensures acquisition of a statistically complete sample of
both point and extended sources which are bright in the UV.
The LUTE data will support research on hundreds of astronomical point-
sources ranging from asteroid coma and cometary H and OH, through analysis
of UV colors in main sequence stars, investigations of cataclysmic variables
and accreting binaries, out to studies of active galactic nuclei and quasars.
The LUTE will also serve as a lunar long duration exposure facility. Its data
stream will include information about the lunar environmental effects on
operational lunar systems.
5.2 LUTE Operations
5.2.1 Integration/Test, Launch, and Flight Activities
Integration and end to end test of the LUTE will be performed at the MSFC.
Integration of the LUTE to the Russian lander will be performed by MSFC
personnel and the Russian lander organization. Testing of the integrated
telescope/lander system will be performed at TBD.
-4-
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FIGURE 5.1
RTG
Lunar Uitraviolet _ _'eiescope Experiment (LUTE) on
Generic Lander (Exploded View)
integration of the teleScope/lander system to an expendable launch vehicle
will be done in conjunction with the Russian space program. All testing and
control of the launch vehicle will be managed by TBD. Launch of the LUTE
will occur at the TBD launch site.
Upon launch of the LUTE, control will be given to the MSFC. The flight will be
monitored and controlled from the LUTE Operations Control Center (LOCC).
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5.2.2 Communications
The LUTE will generate a continuous, minimum 200 kilobit telemetry stream to
Earth utilizing the NASA Deep Space Network. Data will be routed to the LUTE
Operations Control Center (LOCC) located at the TBD institution. The LOCC will
process and distribute the downlink information from the LUTE to the
Scientific Data Center (SDC), the Engineering Support Center (ESC), and the
Educational and Media Service Center (EMSC). The LOCC will also provide the
capability to control the instrument by ground initiated commands.
The SDC will distribute and archive the science information from the
telemetry downlink for the scientific community. The ESC will provide
information to engineering support personnel to monitor health and status of
the LUTE. The EMSC will coordinate the dissemination of LUTE operations
information to scientific, educational, and media services.
The LOCC will utilize many existing institutional electronic data transfer
networks to communicate with the SDC, ESC, and the EMSC. These centers may
be located within the LOCC or electronically connected.
5.3 Technological Products
Several technological products and contributions to future lunar telescopes
will result from the LUTE project. Three significant areas where there will
be technological contributions are in the thermal, structural, and pointing &
alignment systems of the LUTE.
Innovative application of existing thermal control technology will result from
the operation of the LUTE. Significant knowledge of material degradation and
the lunar thermal environment will be applicable to any future lunar
operations: habitats, unmanned science/robotic exploration missions, rover,
etc.
In the structures area, the LUTE will (1) gain insight into the design of optical
structures for large bulk temperature cycles and internal temperature
gradients, (2) gain significant information into the design of telescopes for a
surface gravity of one-sixth earth gravity, and (3) help to characterize the
degradation of structural materials exposed to the lunar environment.
Long term attitude and alignment sensing will require the development of sun
sensors, LED systems, star trackers, and other sensors that will operate
accurately in the lunar thermal and dust environment. This development will
not only be necessary for future lunar telescopes, but for any structure
requiring precision alignment and knowledge.
6.0 MANAGEMENT APPROACH
6.1 Introduction
The management of the LUTE project will involve the use of new philosophies
to minimize cost and schedule. These NWODB include: streamlined
documentation and review process, concurrent engineering, organization of
-6-
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task team in Phase A, integration of Program Development and S&E personnel
in Phase A, more extensive Phase B, and others.
6.2 Organization
The proposed LUTE Organization is shown in Figure 6.2. The organizational
structure, which specifically addresses the Phase A study, reflects the
integration of Program Development and S&E personnel. This new way of
doing business deals with the importance of having all parties involved in the
project in its earliest stages to facilitate a smooth transition into later stages of
the project.
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In the following paragraphs, the responsibilities for the organizations shown
in Figure 6.2 will be described. These responsibilities will evolve into more
detailed tasks as the project progresses.
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6.2.1 Office of Space Science
The Astrophysics Division of the Office of Space Science has overall
responsibility for the LUTE. The Astrophysics Division has designated the
MSFC as the lead project management and development center for the LUTE.
6.2.2 Russian Space Program
TBD
6.2.3 LUTE Task Team
6.2.3.1 Task Team Manager
The LUTE Task Team Manager is responsible for the overall management of the
LUTE's definition, design, development, integration, test, and operation within
the constraints of cost, schedule, and performance. Furthermore, the Task
Team Manager is responsible for the
• development of the LUTE goals and objectives;
• management of contracts and agreements with industry,
universities, other NASA centers; and International Space Agencies
• maintenance of management milestones and reviews; and
• integration of all mission elements.
6.2.3.2 Deputy Task Team Manager
The Deputy Task Team Manager assists and supports the Task Team Manager in
the overall management of the LUTE as described in 6.2.3.1 and serves as Task
Team Manager in his absence.
6.2.3.3 Chief Engineer
The Chief Engineer is responsible for the engineering and technical aspects
of the LUTE project. The Chief Engineer is responsible for
• the identification of engineering required to accomplish the project,
• ensuring staffing to address project engineering and technical
aspects, and
• the identification of technical issues which require resolution.
6.2.3.4 Project Scientist
The LUTE Project Scientist is responsible for the science definition and
integration. The Project Scientist is responsible for the
• development of the LUTE science rationale, goals, and objectives;
• participation in the planning of mission science operations to
ensure the attainment of mission goals; and
• consultation with the LUTE Task Team Manager on all science
matters.
-8-
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6.2.3.5 Principal Investigators (PIs) and Universities
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The Principal Investigators will be responsible for
• supporting the development of the LUTE science rationale, goals, and
objectives;
• participation in the planning of mission science operations;
• definition and design of the focal plane instrument; and
• consultation with the LUTE Task Team Manager and Project Scientist
on all science matters.
6.2.3.6 Program Development
The Program Development Directorate has the overall authority for the LUTE
Task Team. Personnel from the Program Development support in the
subsystem definition and design of the LUTE. Subsystem support is provided in
the following areas: thermal analysis, electrical power, communications &
data management, configurations/mechanisms, pointing & alignment, and
structures.
6.2.3.7 MSFC Science & Engineering (S&E) Directorate
The S&E Directorate is supporting the Task Team by providing personnel in the
definition and design phases. These personnel are responsible for
overall design integration of the optical system;
focal plane instrument software design and integration; and
support to the LUTE design in the following areas: systems analysis,
operations, structures, electrical power, communications & data
management, pointing & alignment, thermal control, mechanical
design, stress & dynamics, materials, fabrication planning, software
planning, and integrated test planning.
6.2.3.8 Project Control
The Project Control function of the LUTE Task Team is made up of personnel
from the Program Development Directorate. The functions of these personnel
are as follows:
6.2.4
• cost estimation for the design, development, production, and
operation of the LUTE;
• overall project planning: development, maintenance, and
monitoring of schedules; development and management of logic
networks; and
• overall resource management: establish and control cost and
manpower requirements and the implementation of procurement
strategies.
Procurement
The procurement organization will provide the necessary support to develop
and facilitate the acquisition of the optical telescope assembly and detector for
the LUTE.
-9-
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6.2.5 Safety& MissionAssurance(S&MA)
S&MA will provide the safety, reliability, and quality functions during all
phasesof the LUTE project.
The systemssafety function of the LUTE Task Team will be provided by the
Systems Safety Engineering Office. Their responsibilities will include the
following:
During the Feasibility and ConceptPhase (Phase A), a preliminary
hazard assessmentbasedupon the Phase A LUTE configuration will
be performed.
• During the definition phase,the LUTE SystemSafety Plan will be
developed and specific safety criteria will be established.
During the design phase,a detailed LUTE hazard analysisand safety
assessmentwill be performed. An integrated LUTE and lander
hazard analysis will also be performed.
The reliability function will be provided by the Systems Safety and Reliability
Office. Their responsibilities will include the following:
A reliability program plan will be prepared and coordinated with the
LUTE Task Team during the Feasibility and Concept Phase (Phase A).
The reliability plan will address the appropriate set of tasks and
requirements to assure a project reliability commensurate with the
designed "class of payload" and acceptable project risks. The plan
will address in-house required tasks as well as identification of the
reliability effort to be performed under any contracted agreements.
Basic reliability tasks will be performed starting with the Definition
Phase (Phase B) and proceeding through the Design/Development
Phase (Phase C/D). These tasks include: Failure Mode and Effects
(FMEA) and Critical Items List (CIL) preparation, support to the
design review process, problem reporting and assessment, and
acceptability of the EEE parts program.
6.2.6 Contracted Effort
To date, the known contracted effort will include the procurement of the
1-meter optical assembly and the detector. These are long lead procurement
items which must be procured as early in the process as possible. Specialized
testing of the LUTE will also be a contracted effort, however, the specific
testing required will be defined early in Phase B.
6.3 Requirements Definition & Documentation
During Phase A, the LUTE requirements will be developed, maintained, and
integrated by the LUTE Task Team and approved by the LUTE Task Team
Manager. The required documentation is depicted in Figure 6.3.
- 10-
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6.4 Schedule
The LUTE schedule is shown in Figure 6.4. The schedule was developed as a five
year in-house development using NWODB which includes a streamlined
requirements and design review process. The LUTE project will meet all
required programmatic documentation and reviews according to NMI 7120.4.
Generic years are used after 1993 pending Phase B go ahead decision and out
year funding commitment.
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6.5 Resources - Cost and Manpower Estimates
The LUTE cost estimate is based on standard parametric assumptions and
techniques. The estimate is for the design, development, and build of a single
flight telescope with corresponding supporting subsystems. Costs are also
estimated for an in-house Phase B, ground systems development, and post-
flight operations. Descriptions of the telescope and supporting subsystems
provided by the LUTE Task Team form the inputs to the estimate.
Several key assumptions are made concerning the planned development of
LUTE in order to facilitate the cost estimate. Among these assumptions are the
following: in-house design, development, and build; standard integration, fee,
and contingency percentages; use of a 60% cost/50% time beta curve to spread
the cost; and use of the latest NASA Headqua_ers Inflation Index for all cost
escalation. The most important assumption is the New Ways of Doing Business
(NWODB) factors to reduce the cost. These factors assume that changes will be
made in the way that NASA does business, thus reducing cost. The NWODB
include a more extensive Phase B, multi-year funding stability, enhanced
quality/management methods, advanced design methods, and
procurement/contract management reform.
The cost models used for the LUTE estimate are the MSFC Instrument Cost Model
to estimate the telescope cost and the NASA Cost Model (NASCOM) to estimate the
supporting subsystems cost. The detector costs are provided by the Space
Science Lab (SSL) and the RTG costs are provided by the Department of Energy
(DOE). Ground systems development cost is estimated using the GSFC Ground
Systems Cost Model. Operations and data analysis cost is based on the JSC
Spacecraft Operations Cost Model. In-house manpower is determined using
analogies to previous in-house NASA projects and MSFC developed estimating
relationships. All estimates assume a protoflight approach.
The current cost estimate includes all expected costs from Phase B through
launch, plus two years of operations. Only two items are not costed: the
launch vehicle and the lander. Though these items represent a cost to NASA,
it is not expected that the cost will be attributed to the LUTE project.
The baseline cost and manpower estimate is $168.3 million and 366 civil service
man-years (see Figures 6.5A and 6.5B). These numbers are based on a one year
Phase B, a four-year development schedule with Phase C/D start in FY93,
launch in CY98, and two years of data analysis. NWODB credits are fully taken.
Without the NWODB reductions, cost and manpower increase to $208.4 million
and 481 man-years. (For comparison purposes, a total out-of-house approach
with no NWODB reductions would cost $263.9M and require 185 man-years for
the project office.)
6.6 Risk Assessments
Many technical and programmatic risk areas exist that could increase the cost
of the LUTE mission. Technical areas of high risk are :development of the
detector array, thermal control of the detector, control of deformations in the
optical system, and weight. The detector array is high risk because it involves
the development of new technologies; the risk is always great for cost
overruns when developing new technologies. The thermal control system is
13-
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complicated by the extreme temperature environment of the moon and the
sensitivity of the optics (and other subsystems) to temperature gradients and
changes.
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The largest programmatic risk is the use of the New Ways of Doing Business
(NWODB) factors. Many of the cost reductions realized using these factors are
beyond the control of the task team. If any of the NWODB assumptions are not
met, cost increases will occur. Other programmatic assumptions that carry
significant risk are unanticipated events during the in-house development
effort which may require the use of outside engineering support. This
engineering support may require additional expenditures. These uncosted
items are not high risk, but are necessary and may require additional futtds (a
few can possibly be done totally in-house). These costs will either be charged
directly to the project office or born by some other part of NASA.
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7.0 PROCUREMENT APPROACH
The procurement approach for the LUTE involves some contracted activity in
parallel with the MSFC in-house activity throughout the conceptual,
definition, design, and development phases of the LUTE.
During the conceptual phase several studiesl awardeff _as grants, were
performed by universities. Also, several procurement contracts were initiated
and completed with the optical industry and Small Disadvantaged Businesses. It
is anticipated that the LUTE project will use these types of procurements to
obtain other relevant studies in future phases of the project.
The only major procurement to be utilized by the LUTE project is the
acquisition of the optical telescope assembly and the detector. It is anticipated
that these items will be a long lead procurement, acquired through a full and
open competition. The NWODB approach to managing this contract by using
performance specifications (i.e., NASA as a technical advisor rather than
monitor) will decrease cost and schedule.
15-
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LUTE PROJECT LEVEL I SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
1.0 SCOPE AND CONTROL
This program requirements document establishes the Level I requirements for the Lunar
Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) program. Currently the LUTE program
includes the development of both the LUTE and the Lunar Lander, which together form
the Integrated Payload (IP). The IP is designated as a Class B payload per NMI 8010.1A
in terms of the total approach to development, reliability, and quality assurance. The
requirements specified in this document are established on the basis of science
requirements which exist at the time of Phase A development of the program, and include
functional, physical and procedural requirements for the LUTE mission. The LUrE
system shall be designed to meet these requirements unless specific waivers have been
approved by the Associate Administrator of the Office of Space Science and Applications
(OSSA), NASA Headquarters. This is a Level I document that is controlled, and
maintained at Level I by NASA Headquarters, OSSA.
2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
2.1 LUTE Mission
The LUTE mission is to transport an ultraviolet(UV) astronomical observatory to
the lunar surface and to collect useful astronomical data during the operational life
of the experiment for both scientific and educational purposes. The two year
mission of the LUTE will be to ensure acquisition of a statistically complete
sample of both point and extended sources which are bright in the UV. By
utilizing the moon and its natural rotation as a moving observation platform, the
UV telescope will gather scientific data and relay it to earth for analysis.
2.2 In-flight Transportation
2.2.1 The LUTE shall be delivered to a nominal low earth orbit by TBD
{Atlas IIAS/Proton } Launch vehicle.
2.2.2 The TBD {Centaur} upper stage shall initiate the lust phase of
Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI) and the main propulsion system of the Lunar
lander shall complete TLI.
2.2.3 The Lander shall provide a controlled, powered descent to the
predetermined landing site.
2.3 Lunar Operational Life.
2.3.1 The LUTE shall be have a 2 year fully operational life, with
operations continuing after the 2 years as capabilities allow.
: =
2.3.2 The LUTE shall be considered fully operational if all subsystems
are functioning to their design requirements.
2.3.3 The LUTE shall be considered operational as long as useful
science data can be obtained.
2
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2.3.4 The IP systems shall have a fail-safe fall-op capability to assure
safety and operability of all LUTE systems and subsystems after launch.
2.4 Environmental Effects.
All reasonable precautions shall be taken during development,
transportation, launch, and operations to protect against environmental
conditions which could jeopardize the scientific performance of the
LUTE.
2.5 Calibration
The LUTE shall be calibrated on the ground and on the lunar surface to
provide quantitative values to all parameters which will be required for
future data analyses. The calibrations shall be performed with the goal of
determining the operational performance with accuracies of 1 percent or
better, whenever scientifically important and technically feasible.
2.6 Verification
A verification program for a Class B payload shall be conducted to insure
that the LUTE meets all program requirements. The verification program
shall include the transmission of data through the NASA Communication
Network (NASCOM), Lunar Operations Support Center (LOSC), LUTE
Science Center (LSC), to demonstrate the compatibility of ground support
systems. The verification program shall insure the interface compatibility
between the LUTFJLander and launch vehicle.
2.7 Ground Integration
2.7.1 The LUTE and Lander shall undergo final acceptance prior to
delivery to the launch site {CCAFS/TBD }. Final integration and
verification of launch readiness shall occur at the launch site.
2.7.2 Ground integration activities shall be compatible with existing
launch site facililities.
3.0 FLIGHT SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Telescope
3.1.1 Mission Requirements
3.1.1.1 The Telescope shall provide for viewing within
approximately 10° of the Galactic pole.
3.1.1.2 The Telescope placement and viewing direction shall
minimize the optical depth of the geocorona through which
observations must be made.
3.1.2 Observatory Requirements
3.1.2.1 The observatory shall be a wide field, three mirror,
aplanatic ultraviolet Telescope with a nominal 1.0 meter aperture.
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3.1.2.2 The observatory shall be a capable of imaging a 1.4-
degree-wide field of view.
240
3.2.
3.1.3 Telescope Subsystems Requirements
3.1.3.1 Optical Subsystem
3.1.3.1.1. The optical subsystem shall have a nominal back
focal length of TBD {65} era, and a nominal outer diameter
of 1.0m.
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.1.2. The optical subsystem shall have a focal ratio of
TBD {3} (F]3).
3.1.3.1.3' The optical subsystem shall produce UV imaging
in a b_dwidth that extends from approximately 1000A to
3500A in three band passes 800A in width (exact limits
TBD).
Structural Support Subsystem
The LUTE structural support subsystem shall provide the
structure to mount all associated subsystems and the three-
mirror observatory.
3.1.3.3 Pointing Control Subsystem
After landing, the Pointing Control Subsystem shallbe
capable of making a one-time adjustment to the LUTE
subsystems to position them in the orientation needed to
fulfill requirement 3.1.1.3.
3.1.3.4 LUTE Contamination Control
The LUTE contamination control shall prevent catastrophic
loss of subsystems.
Lander
3.2.1 Mission Requirements
3.2.1.1 The lunar lander shall be capable of delivering the LUTE
Telescope to within TBD km of a specified landing site.
3.2.1.2 The Lander shall deliver LUTE to the lunar surface
without disrupting the operability of the LUTE systems.
3.2.1.3 The Lander shall provide the final stage of trans-lunar
injection (TLI), lunar orbit insertion (LOI), and descent to the lunar
surface.
4
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3.2.1.4 The Lander systems and subsystems shall not interfere
with LUTE performance.
3.2.1.5 The Lander shall determine and transmit landing site
orientation and coordinates after stabilization on the lunar surface.
3.2.2 Operational Capability
3.2.2.1 As a platform, the lander shall have a 2-year fully
operational life, with operations continuing after the 2 years as
capabilities allow.
3.2.2.2The Lander systems not common with LUTE shalloperate
on the lunarsurfaceonly tothepointof ensuringthe safetyand
operabilityof theLUTE systems.
3.2.3 Lunar Lander Subsystem Requirements
3.2.3.1 PropulsionSubsystem
3.2.3.1.1 The Lander shall provide the thrust required to
execute TLI, LOI, and a controlled landing.
3.2.3.1.2The propulsionsubsystem shallgeneratecontrol
torquestoachieve and maintainvehicleattitudesduring
TLI, LOI, and landing.
3.2.3.2 Structural Support Assembly
3.2.3.2.1 The Lander shall provide a structural interface
with fixed mounting points to support all LUTE systems.
3.2.3.2.2The Lander shallbe capableof supportingstatic
and dynamic loadsincurredon theIP duringallpreflight,
flight,landing,and operationphases.
3.2.3.2.3 The Lander shall provide a post-landing stable
platform.
3.2.3.3
3.2.3.4
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) Subsystem
The GN&C subsystem shall maintain attitude and
directional control during all phases of the flight from TLI
to lunar landing.
Tracking Subsystem
The Lander shall incorporate a tracking subsystem to
support descent and landing.
5
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3.3 Integrated Payload Subsystem Requirements
3.3.1 Thermal Control Subsystem
3.3.1.1 The TCS must accommodate a variety of flight attitudes
during all phases of the mission.
3.3.1.2 The TCS shall provide the capability to keep all IP
subsystems operational within the temperature limits of the lunar
environment.
3.3.1.3 The TCS shall minimize power consumption and
subsystem weight.
3.3.2 Data Management SubsYStem
3.3.2.1. Transmission Links
3.312.1.1. All normal data transmissions to and from the IP
shall be via the Deep Space Network and NASCOM.
3.3.2.1.2. The Data Management Subsystem shall be
capable of simultaneous and separate transmission of
scienceand engineeringdata.
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3.3.2.2 Data Acquisition
3.3.2.2.1 Data shallbe recorded and transmittedwith high
accuracy and reliabilitysuch thatno more than 5% of the
acquireddatashallbe lostintransmittingdatafrom the
spacecrafttotheLSC.
3.3.2.2.2 All flightand ancillarydata (i.e.,translunar
flightcoordinates,lunarlandinglocation,universaltime,
etc.)shallbe availabletotheLSC within72 hours after
receiptattheLOSC.
3.3.3 Power Supply and Distiibution Subsystem
The Power Supply and Distribution Subsystem shall provide
sufficient power to all of the IP systems.
3.3.4 Flight Software
3.3.4.1 The IP Flight Software shall provide the data processing
modules necessary to control and monitor all aspects of the IP
operations ....
3.3.4.2 The Flight Software shall provide the capability to restore
memory data in the onboard computer and also provide the
capability to dump the onboard computer memory to ground
support.
6
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SAFETY
The design of the LUTE integrated payload shall assure that safety of the Launch
Vehicle, launch vehicle operations personnel and ground support personnel are
not compromised at any time under normal or any credible mode of operation.
$.0 RELIABILITY
Except for structural assemblies, including pressure vessels, no credible single
point failure will jeopardize the mission. No two credible failures shall cause loss
of life or damage to surrounding facilities (transporters, launch pads, launch
vehicle, etc.).
6.0 MISSION GROUND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
6.1 LUTE Operations Support Center (LOSC)
The LOSC shall provide the ability to monitor, evaluate, operate, and control the
performance of all LUTE flight systems for the duration of the LUTE mission and
shall provide a communications link from the IP to the LSC.
6.2 LUTE Science Center (LSC)
The LSC shall provide science planning, data reduction and analysis, archiving
and dissemination of data, and a focal point for interaction with the scientific
community.
6.3 Autonomy
The LUTE shall be designed with an appropriate balance between autonomous
operation and supporting ground communication and interaction, in a manner to
maximize life and minimize life cycle costs.
7
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LEVEL H SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LUTE PROJECT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to define the Level II desi .gn and development
requirements for the LUTE project. The performance requLrements outlined in this
document represent the minimum performance levels of the Telescope to be used in
carrying out the requirements of the LUTE program throughout its mission life.
1.2 Scope
This document establishes the systems requirements for all elements of the LUTE
and shall comply with the LUTE Level I Program Requirement Document.
1.3 Document Format
The Level II Systems Requirements Document (SRD) is organized in a standard
format of five sections as described below.
Section Number
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
i
5.0
6.0
7.0
[ Title
Introduction
Applicable Documents
Requirements
Verification
Preparation for delivery
Notes
Appendix
Content
Defines the purpose and
scope of the document and
includes a description of the
LUTE project.
Lists the applicable
documents cited in Section
3.0.
Defines the functional and
performance requirements
imposed upon the LUTE
design.
Defines the verification of
Section 3.0 requirements.
Instructions for preparation
packaging and shipment.
1.4 Project Description
The purpose of the LUTE program is to take advantage of the unique
aspects of the lunar environment for astronomy observations in the
ultraviolet wavelengths, collect environmental data to support the design of
future lunar equipment, and to provide a source of educational material for
wide distribution to primary and secondary educational systems both for the
United States and the international community. The LUTE Lander shall
both transport the LUTE telescope to the lunar surface and provide a stable
platform for the Telescope
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1.5 Control
This document shall be controlled at Level II by the MSFC Advanced Projects
Office, Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment Task Team, PF21. For further
reference regarding documentation flow, refer to Figure 1-1, below.
Figure 1-1 LUTE Systems Requirements Documentation Tree
LUTE Level I
Systems Requirements Document
LUTE Level II
Telescope Systems
Requirements Document
I
LUTE Level H
Lander Systems
Requirements Document
256
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1.6 Reference Configuration
Figure 1-2 represents the coordinate system for the latest LUTE reference
configuration.
Figure 1-2: LUTE Configuration Reference Coordinates
TOP FIEW
y (North)
Telescope
andLander X (East)
TOP ymW
0
SIDE .VIEW
z (vertical)
Lunar Surface
Figure 1-3 represents the latest reference configuration for the LUTE subsystems.
Figure 1-3 Telescope Reference Configuration
Reference Configuration TBD
257
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1.7 Definition of Terms
Deck Tilt - The angle at which the deck of the Lander is tilted away from the local
horizontal plane. This angle must be stated in conjunction with the 0 angle.
Viewing Declination - For a certain 0 angle, the viewing declination angle is equal
to the latitude minus Deck tilt angle minus the tilt of the optical assembly.
Integrated Payload(IP) - This term is used to refer to the integrated LUTE
telescope and the Lunar Lander as one package.
Lander - Refers to the LUTE Lunar lander.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The folloWing documents form a part of these requirements to the extent specified
herein. In the even of conflict between documents referenced below and other
project documentation, the requirements specified herein shall govern.
DOCUMENT NO. TITLE
K-STSM- 14.1 Launch Site Accomodations 3.2.3.1
Handbook for Payloads
MSFC-PLAN-904
MSFC-SCPE-1548
OCC/LOSC Functional
Requirements on the HOSC
GSE Requirements for
MSFC STS Experiments
3.2.4.2.3
3.6
DSN-TBD LUTE/Lander Compatibility 3.10.2
with DSN
DOC-TBD IP Software Management 3.12.1
Plan
NASA TM-X-73343 TBD 3.14.1
MSFC-HDBK- 1453 Fracture Control Handbook 3.16.1
258
MSFC-PLAN-_D
NHB 5300.4(1D-2)
Safety and Mission
Assurance Plan for the
Lunar Telescope
Safety, Reliability,
Maintainability.and Quality
Provisions for the Space
Shuttle program
4
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3.18
3.18.1.1
NI--IB5300.4(IC)
NASA-TM-TBD
NASA-T BD-DOC
NHB 5300.4(1C)
NHB 5300.4(31)
NHB 5300.4(3K)
MSFC-STD-506C
MSFC-HDBK-527F
JSC-SP-R-0022A
MSFC-SPEC-1443
MSFC-SPEC- 1238
D-R-A-F-T
Inspections Systems
Provisions for Aeronautical
and Space System Materials,
Parts, Components and
Services
Natural Environment Design
Specifications for the Lunar
Telescope
Meteoroid, Orbital and
Lunar Debris Design
Specifications for the Lunar
Telescope
Inspection Systems
Provisions for Aeronautical
and Space System Materials,
Parts, Components, and
Services
Requirements for Printed
Wiring Boards
Design Requirements for
Rigid Printing Wiring
Boards and Assemblies
Materials and Process
Conlrol
Materials Selection List for
Space Hardware Systems
General Specification,
Vacuum Stability
Requirements of Polymeric
Materials for Spacecraft
Applications
Outgassing Test for Non-
metallic Materials
Associated with Sensitive
Optical Surfaces
Thermal Vacuum Bakeout
Specification for
Contamination- sensitive
Hardware
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3.18.1.1
3.19.1.1
3.19.1.2
3.22.7.5
3.22.7.5
3.22.7.5
3.22.9.1
3.22.9.1
3.22.9.2
3.22.9.2
3.22.9.2
5
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MSFC-SPEC-250A
NHB-8060.1C
MSFC-SPEC-522B
NMI-8010.1
MMI-8030.2
MMI-8080.5
MSFC-HDBK-527F
MSFC-STD-506C
D-R-A-F-T
Protective Finishes for
Space Vehicles, Structures,
and Associated Flight
Equipment; General
Specification
Flammability, Odor, and
Offgassing Requirements
and Test Procedures for
Materials in Environments
that Support Combustion
Design Criteria for
Controlling Stress Corrosion
Cracking
Classification of NASA
Paylbad_
Policy on MSFC Payloads
Policy for
Certification/Qualification
of Flight Hardware and
Program Critical Ground
Support Equipment
Materials Selection List for
Space Hardware Systems
Materials and Process
Control, Standard
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3.22.9.4
3.22.9.5
3.22.9.6
3.22.9.7
3.22.9.9
4.5.1
4.5.4
4.5.4
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Mission Requirements
The LUTE shall be designed to serve as an international lunar ultraviolet
astronomical observatory. Its design shall incorporate those features required to
adequately serve the academic and scientific world by using the moon as a platform
for exploring the universe. The LUTE shall adhere to the following mission
requirements:
3.1.1 In-Flight Transportation
LUTE shall be delivered to orbit by a TBD launch vehicle, delivered to
Iransltmar flight and injected into lunar orbit by TBD upper stage vehicle,
and delivered to the lunar surface by a TBD Lander
3.1.2 Mission Parameters
3.1.2.1 Operational Environment
The LUTE shall be designed to operate in a nominal lunar
environment and survive the induced environments incurred on a
payload during launch, flight and touchdown of the IP as described
in Section 3.19.
3.1.2.2 Lunar Site Selection Criteria
3.1.2.2.1 The landing site shall allow for minimizing
sunlight that enters the telescope aperture.
3.1.2.2.2 The landing site shall allow for minimizing
earthshine that enters the telescope aperture.
3.1.2.2.3 The landing site shall be on the near side of moon
to provide continuous earth communications.
3.1.2.2.4 The landing site shall be selected to minimize the
lunar thermal environment on the LUTE and its supporting
subsystems.
3.1.3 Landing Orientation
3.1.3.1 The LUTE systems shall accommodate a maximum deck tilt
of 14.8 ° .
3.1.3.2 The LUTE shall utilize its own mechanisms to provide
proper rotational orientation {about the Z axis} such that the.
3.1.3.3 The final selenographic declination of the LUTE after
landing shall be +TBD ° {+65 ° } with an accuracy of +1 °.
3.1.3.4 The final landing orientation of the LUTE shall provide for
viewing within 10° of the north Galactic pole.
7
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3.1.3.5 The final landing orientation shah ensure acquisition of a
statistically complete sample of both point and extended sources
which are bright in the UV.
3.1.4 Lunar Operational Life
The LUTE shall be designed to be fully operational for at least two years of
operation after landing on the lunar surface.
3.2 Operational Requirements
262
3.2.1 IP Contiguration
TheLUTE telescope shall interfaee With _e _nder in accordance with the
interface requirements defined in Paragraph TBD.
3.2.2 Launch Configuration
The LUTE shall interface with TBD |aunch vehicle in accordance with the
interface requirements defined in Paragraph TBD.
3.2.3 Ground Operations
3.2.3.1 Installation and Removal
The LUTE, in conjunction with the launch site, shall provide for
checkout, servicing, maintenance, Lander and launch vehicle
integration, and verification of launch readiness. _muons shall be
compatible with K-STSM-14.1 (ATLAS/CCAFS) or TBD
(Proton/Balkanour), as appropriate.
3.2.4 Flight Operations
3.2.4.1 LUTE Operations Support Team (LOST)
All flight operations from TLI through post-landing sating shall be
under the control of the LOST.
3.2.4.2 LUTE Operations Support Center
3.2.4.2.1 The LOST will be located in the Huntsville
Operations Support Center (HOSC) at the Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC).
3.2.4.2.2 The i_OSC shall provide support for development,
verification, and operations irrespective of other operations
activities within the HOSC.
3.2'4.2.3 LOSC/LU'IE requirements on the HOSC shall be
documented in MSFC-PLAN-904.
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3.2.4.3 Autonomy
The LUTE shall operate autonomously until LOI at which time the
LOST will provide checkout and verification of the LUrE systems
before allowing the LUTE tO operate autonomously again. When
LUTE systems return to autonomous operation, they shall remain so
until landing.
3.2.4.4 Commanding
3.2.4.4.1 A multi-rate command capability shall be
implemented to optimize commanding in real time and
memory load modes and to maximize link margin for
contingency operation.
3.2.4.4.2 The LUrE shall have the capability to accept real-
time commands from the LOSC and execute them without
interfering with the execution of stored commands.
3.2.4.4.3 The LOSC shall have the capability to uplink real-
time commands to the LUTE.
3.2.4.4.4 The LOSC shall not transmit a command to the
LUTE without controlled constraint checks.
3.2.4.5 Telemetry
The LUTE shallhave thecapabilitytodownlink allthe data
necessaryfor facilitycontroland monitoring.
3.2.4.6 Post-Landing Safmg
3.2.4.6.1 The LUTE shall be capable of its required post-
landing sating and shutdown without ground intervention.
3.2.4.6.2 The LUTE shall provide a positive signal to the
LOSC verifying post-landing sating.
3.2.5 Post-landing
3.2.5.1 Safing Modes
3.2.5.1.1 Landing Safe Mode
LUTE shall be designed to enter a safe mode of
autonomous acquiescence automatically upon
landing, and to remain there until the LOSC
determines that dust cover removal and aperture door
removal operations are appropriate.
3.2.5.1.2 Operational Safe Mode
In case of post-activation contingencies, or loss of
signal, LUTE shall be capable of autonomous
263
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powered self-stabilization until further contact is
made from the LOSC.
3.3 Optical Systems
3.3.1 Field of View
3.3.1.1 The telescope shall be a capable of imaging a 1.4-degree-
wide field of view, with a 1.4-degree-wide unvignetted field of view
for selene& _
3.3,1.2 The TeleSc0_ shall have a resolution of TBD {0.1 } aresec
or better using the Rayleigh criterion for contrast
3.3.1.3 The Telescope shall have a full-width half-intensity diameter
of TBD {0.1} arcsec.
3.3.1.4 70% of the total energy of a stellar image shall be contained
within a radius of TBD {0.10} arcsec of the primary mirror.
3.3.2 Wavelengths
3.3.2.1 The LIME system shall produce UV imaging in a bandwidth
that extends from 1000A to 3500A in three band passes 800A in
width (exact limits TBD).
3_.2.2 LUTEshalihave an on'axiS static wavefront error of no
more than TBD_, {0.075_, _=6328]k)} rms under lunar operation
conditions.
3.3.3 Sensitivity
The LUTE point source sensitivity for a Class B0 star at 1500_ shall be
greater than or equal to 25 mv (after correction for reddening) with a signal
to noise ratio of TBD { 10}, and a resolution of at least TBD {0.33 } arcsec
per pixel.
264
3.3.4 Stray light
3.3.4.1. The LUTE design shall attenuate stray light such that the
straylight irradiance at the focal plane is less than the irradiance of
the image of a region of sky having the radiance of a TBD {23} mv
star per arcsec.
3.3.4.2. The LUTE shall have a light shade configuration which is
capable of avoiding stray light from sunshine, lunar surface
reflection and the bright earth limb, and fits within the TBD launch
vehicle payload shroud.
10
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3.4 ElectricalPower System
3.4.1
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Power Usage
The LUTE power system shall provide TBD watts { 100W}
maximum power to the IP subsystems.
3.4.2 Continuous Operation
The LUTE power system shall be furnished continuously for the life
of the LUTE mission.
3.4.3 EPS Interfaces
The EPS shall interface with TBD IP subsystems.
3.4.4 Wire Protection
TBD
3.4.5 Electrical Grounding
The EPS shall have access to a single-point ground.
3.5 Reserved
3.6 Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
GSE shall be in accordance with MSFC-SPEC-1548.
3.6.1. Mechanical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE)
3.6.1.1 The LUTE MGSE shall include all equipment required to
support subsystem and system verification, assembly, integration,
and transportation, and launch support.
3.6.2 Electrical Ground Support Equipment
3.6.2.1 System EGSE, hardware and software, shall be provided to
enable system level pre-launch checkout of the LUTE and the IP.
3.6.3 Ground Support Software
TBD
3.6.4 Servicing
TBD
3.7 Propulsion
N/A
11
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3.8 ThermalControlSystem TCS
3.8.2 Optical Temperature/Gradient Requirements
3.8.2.1 The TCS shall maintain the following operating temperature
range and gradient for the optical system:
Minimum Temperature: 65 ° K
Maximum Temperature: 250 ° K
Maximum Gradient: TBD (°K/cm)
3.8.2.2 The TCS shall be capable of rejecting TBD Watts and
adding TBD Watts to stabilize the temperature of the optical system.
3.8.2.3 The TCS shall prevent thermal distortions in the LUTE
structural support systems from interfering with the LUTE optics.
3.8.3 Detector Temperature Requirements
3.8.3.1 The TCS shall maintain the following operating temperature
range and gradient for the detector system:
Minimum Temperature: 77 ° K
Maximum Temperature: 210 ° K
Maximum Gradient: TBD (°K/cm)
3.8.4
3.8.3.2 The TCS shall be capable of rejecting TBD Watts from the
detector during the Lunar day.
3.8.3.3 Heating for detectors shall not be required at night.
Electronics Temperature Requirements
3.8.4.1 The TCS shall maintaiii the following operating temperature
range and gradient for the electrical system:
Minimum Temperature: 220 ° K
Maximum Temperature: 358 ° K
Maximum Gradient: TBD (°K/cm)
3.8.4.2 The TCS shall be capable of rejecting TBD Watts from the
electronics box during the Lunar day.
3.8.5 Mechanisms
LUTE mechanisms shall be designed to minim!ze the need for active
thermal conditioning, and thermal conditioning shall be provided to
the LUTE mechanisms where necessary.
3.9 Thermal Protection System
TBD
12
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Communications and Tracking System (C&TS)
3.10.1 Functional Requirement
The C&TS shall provide the capability to transmit engineering and
scientific data, receive and demodulate commands, and provide
tracking.
3.10.2 DSN Compatibility
The C&TS shall be compatible with the DSN per DSN TBD {810-
5}.
3.10.3 Uplink and Downlink Transmission
3.10.3.1 All uplink and downlink data transmission to and from
LUTE shall be via the Deep Space Network (DSN).
3.10.3.2 The LUTE shall be capable of continuous uplink and
downlink transmission.
3.10.4 High Gain Antenna (HGA)
3.10.4.1 HGA shall have an unobstructed view of earth.
3.10.4.2 The HGA shall have pointing capability for tracking the
earth so as to provide maximum signal to the ground receiving
station.
3.10.4.3 The HGA shall be capable of providing cove.rage via DSN
to accommodate command, monitoring, and engineenng data.
3.10.5 Data Transmission
3.10.5.1 RF Link Margins
TBD
3.10.5.3 Bit Error Rates (BER)
Data transmitted (sensor to user) shall have no more than one
error in TBD bits.
Data Management System
3.11.1 Functional Requirements
The DMS shall perform command processing for the Lander subsystems,
provide the required storage for data and commands, provide the central
timing, and provide computation support for all Lander subsystems.
3.11.2 Timing and Clock Frequencies
3.11.2.1 The LUTE shall provide time in Universal Time
Coordinated O.JTC) format and required clock frequencies at
13
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constant frequency with a resolution of one microsecond and a
stability of TBD Hz in 24 hours.
3.11.2.2 The time in UTC format shall be relatable to UTC within
TBD milliseconds.
Science and Engineering Data
The LUTE shallbe capable of simultaneousand separate
transmissionof scienceand engineeringdata.
Data Transmission Rates
3.I1.4.I The LUTE shallbe capableof transmittinguncomprcsscd
data at a rate of 200 kbits/s utilizing data reduction and data stitching
at the landing site.
3.11.4.2 The LUTE data transmission system shall provide an RF
signal of TBD watts so as to provide sufficient link margins for the
transmitted data signal.
3.11.4.3 The data system shall operate continuously.
3.11.4.4 Bit Error Rates (BER)
Data transmitted (sensor to user) shall have no more than one
error in TBD bits.
Command Capability
3.11.5.1 Command Optimization
Commanding shall be optimized the link margin maximized for
contingency operation in the real time and memory load modes by
implementing a multi-rate command capability.
3.11.5.2 Command Storage
The LUTE shall have the capability for onboard command storage of
TBD thousand words.
3.11.5.3 Command Error
The onboard data management system shall allow for no more than
one erroneous command in TBD commands to go undetected.
3.11.5.4 Command Confirmation
The LUTE shall have the capability to verify command reception
and engineering data transmission during all phases of its mission.
3.11.6 Data Processing
The DMS shall contain a digital computer(s) for data processing.
z
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3.11.7 Computer(s) Reloading
The DMS digital computers shall have the capability to reload or patch the
computer(s) software upon ground command.
3.11.8 Error Detection and Correction
TBD
3.12 Software
3.12.1 Software Management
The management and development of the Lander flight software and
supporting computer software shall be included in the LU'I_ Lunar
Lander Software Management Plan, using MM 8075.1 as a
guideline.
3.12.2 Preflight Test Software
TBD
3.12.3 Flight Software Design Parameters
TBD
3.13 Mechanism and Pointing Control Systems
3.13.1 High Gain Antenna
3.13.1.1 A gimbal capability of+_ll ° half cone angle shall be
provided for the HGA with a tracking accuracy of TBD ° in order to
keep the LUTE in constant contact with the LOSC.
3.13.1.2 The mean pointing direction of the antenna shall be due
South and 50 ° above Lunar horizontal with a +180 ° azimuth range
and a pointing accuracy of +1 °.
3.13.1.3 The HGA elevation range shall be approximately +14.8 ° to
accommodate an unfavorable deck tilt angle of the lander, with a
pointing accuracy of ±1 ° .
3.13.2 Focal Plane Array
3.13.2.1 The focal plane array shall have the capability to roll in an
east-west direction with an azimuth range capability of +180 ° and a
pointing accuracy of +14.6 arcsec.
3.13.2.2 The focal plane array shall have the capability to point
toward the zenith with a range of +14.8 ° and a pointing accuracy of
+_5 arcmin.
15
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3.13.3 Optical Assembly
3.13.3.1 The optical assembly shall point to 40 ° above the south
Lunar horizon with a pointingaccuracy of_ arcsecand the ability
tocompensate fora deck tiltup to 14.8°.
3.13.4 Light shade
3.13.4.1 The light shade positioning mechanism shall have the
capability to position the high side of the light shade due south with
a +180 ° range of movement and a positioning accuracy of+l*.
3.13.4.2 The light shade positioning mech_ism, sh_l have the
capability to point the light shade in the Zemth direction by
accommodating a maximum deck tilt of 14.8 °, with an accuracy of
+1 °.
3.13.5 Spider assembly
TBD
3.13.6 Steerable Secondary Mirror
3.14
TBD
Physical Standards
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3.14.1
3.14.2
3.14.3
3.14.4
Coordinate System
The LUTE coordinate system shall be in accordance with NASA
TM-X-73343, as shown in Figure I-2, page 3 of this document.
Envelopes/Dimensions
The IP shall reside within the TB-D Usabie static envelope prodded
by the TBD launch vehicle payload shroud.
Mass Requirements
The total mass of LUTE including interface hardware shall not
exceed TBD {305]kg.
NASA Standard Components
The LUrE shallincorporate,NASA standardand otherproven or
qualifiedpartsor components,
Measurement Unit System
International System (SI) units Shall be used. Expression in both SI
and US Customary Units is acceptable where the use of SI units
alone would obviously impair communication or reduce the
usefulness of a report to the primary recipients. When both systems
of units are used, the units used for the principal measurements and
16
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calculations will be stated first, followed by the other system in
parentheses.
Factors of Safety
TBD
Fatigue
TBD
3.15 Reliability Requirements
3.15.1 Single Point Failure
Single point failures that would cause permanent loss of command
capability, engineering telemetry or scientific data shall be
individually dispositioned.
3.16 Maintainability Requirements
3.16.1 Fracture Control Program
Fracture control program will follow MSFC-HDBK-1453 where
appropriate (TBD).
3.17 Quality Assurance Requirements
TBD
3.18 Safety and Mission Assurance Requirements
3.18.1 S&MA Plan
A S&MA Plan, MSFC-PLAN-TBD, shall be prepared, maintained, and
implemented for the LUTE program. The plan shall describe the
organization and method of implementation of the S&MA program for the
Lander design, development, production, test, and flight with respect to
safety, reliability, and quality assurance requirements.
3.18.2 Launch Vehicle Mission Assurance
3.18.2.1 The safety and mission assurance for the LUTE will meet
the requirements of NHB 5300.4(1D-2) and NHB 5300.4(1C) as
appropriate, per the LUTE payload classifications on specific
materials, parts, components and services (TBD).
3.18.2.2 No hazard associated with the LUTE or its deployment
procedures shall prevent the safe execution of the launch vehicle
mission.
17
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Ordnance Devices
Ordnance devices shall not be used on the LUTE.
Range Safety
The LUTE shall not preclude the launch vehicle from properly
executing a launch vehicle mission abort sequence should one be
considered necessary.
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3.19 Environment Requirements
3.19.1 Natural Environment
3.19.1.1 General Requirement
The LUTE design shall comply with the natural environment
specified in NASA TM-TBD.
3.19.1.2 Meteoroid, Orbital, and Lunar Debris Impact
The LUTE shall provide protection against loss of functional
capability when subjected to the debris flux models as defined in
TBD-DOC.
3.19.1.3 Radiation/Nuclear Radiation
TBD
3.19.1.4 Thermal
3.19.1.4.1 The LUTE shall be capable of withstanding the
following temperature extremes:
Earth Orbit
Minimum: _D ° K
Maximum: TBD ° K
Translunar Hight
Minimum: TBD
Maximum: 70 ° K
Lunar Surface Temperature
Minimum: 93 ° K
Maximum: 395 ° K
3.19.1.4,2 The LUTE shall demonstrate survivability in
simulated environments representing each phase of its
mission life before integration with the Lander system. (i.e.,
Thermal-Vacuum test, vibrations test, etc.)
18
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Induced Environments
3.19.2.1 Provisions shall be made to preclude over pressurization
damage to any part of the LUTE during the in-flight segment.
3.19.2.2 The LUTE shall be capable of being rotated at TBD
revolutions per minute (rpm) for TBD days during translunar flight
in order to avoid overheating of the LIYlE systems and elements.
3.19.2.3 Launch Vehicle Induced loads
3.19.2.3.1 Acoustics
The LUTE shall be designed to assure structural integrity and
functionality upon exposure to the maximum acoustic levels
within the launch vehicle payload shrouds.
3.19.2.3.2 Random Vibration
The LUTE shall be designed to withstand the random
vibration environments during lift-off and transonic flight.
3.19.2.3.3 Shock
The LUrE shall be designed for the shock levels generated
by the facility and launch vehicle separation devices. The
shock levels at the separation interface shall be attenuated
throughout the structure to component/subassembly
locations.
3.19.2.3.4 Low Frequency and Steady State Accelerations
The LUTE shall be designed to withstand the low frequency
and stead-state acceleration environments that occur during
the launch, ascent, and on-orbit flight elements.
3.19.2.3.5
LUTE system shall accommodate the following quasi-static
loads induced by the launch vehicle: TBD {6.5 g's axially
and 3.5 g's laterally}. Frequency constraints are TBD.
3.19.2.4 Lander Induced Loads
3.19.2.4.1 The LUTE system and interface hardware shall
accommodate the following loads induced by the lander:
TBD. Frequency constraints are TBD.
3.19.2.4.2 The LUTE system shall accommodate a
maximum powered descent thrust equal to TBD {3914N at
-15 ° pitch and a touchdown thrust of 979N at 90 ° pitch }.
19
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3.19.3 Contamination
3.19.3.1 The LUTE shall be maintained in a class TBD environment
during and following assembly.
3.19.3.2 All LUTE elements involved shall be maintained in a 10K
clean environment when optics are exposed,
3.19.4 Magnetic
3.20
TBD
Transportability/Transportation Requirements
3.20.1 Shipping Container Design
The LUTE shall be shipped in a container specifically designed to
protect the LUTE during surface and air transportation.
3.20.2 Transportation Environment
The LUTE transportation _ntainer shall maintain an environment
that meets cleanliness specifications for ground processing as
outlined in section 3.17 of this document.
3.20.3 Prime Mode of Transportation
The prime mode of transportation of the LUTE between ground sites
shall be by TBD mode of transportation.
3.21 Storage Requirements
3.21.1
3.21.2
Storage Cleanliness
3.21.1.1 The LUTE shall be stored in a class 100K environment
during idle periods after assembly and lander vehicle integration.
Shelf Life
3.21.2.1 The LUTE shall be capable of nominal operations after
TBD years of idle storage.
3.21.3 On-pad Stay Time
274
TBD
3.22 Design and Construction Requirements
• 3.22.1 Main Optics System :_ ....
3.22.1.1 The LUTE shall be a wide field, three mirror, aplanatic
ultraviolet telescope with a nominal 1.0 meter aperture.
20
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3.22.1.2 Mirror deformation shall be less than TBD {0.1 } microns
without actuators.
3.22.1.3 The primary, secondary and tertiary mirrors shall be
aluminized with a TBD {silicon} polishable overcoat.
3.22.1.4 The primary, secondary and tertiary mirror blanks shall be
constructed of TBD material {Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
Silicon Carbide}.
3.22.1.5 The back focal length shall be TBD {300} crn.
3.22.1.6 Optical axis shall be aligned within TBD arcmin of the pre-
planned pointing delineation.
3.22.1.6.1Primary Mirror
TBD
3.22.1.6.2Secondary Mirror
3.22.1.6.2.I The secondary mirrorshallbc
articulatedby hexapod actuatorsforpiston,tiltand
lateraldisplacement.
3.22.1.6.2.2 The secondary mirrorshallhave an
outerdiameter (OD) of 38 cm, and an innerdiameter
(ID)of 15 cm.
3.22.1.6.3TertiaryMirror
The tertiarymirrorshallhave a 28 cm OD (ID = 0 cm.)
3.22.1.6.4Detector
3.22.1.6.4.I Detectorsshallhave fineEast-West
alignmentwith TBD arcsccresolution.
3.22.1.6.4.2The detectorshallbe a CCD array.
3.22.1.6.4.3The detectorarrayshallbe constructed
of 5-7.5mm pixels(typical).
3.22.1,6.5Wavefront Sensor
TBD
3.22.2 StructuralSupport Assembly
The LUTE structuresubsystem shallprovide the structuretomount
allassociatedcomponents and the opticalassembly.
3.22.2.1 Base Plate
21
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3.22.2.1.1 The base plate shall provide support for the
entire optical assembly and light shade.
3.22.2.1.2 The base plate shall interface with the roll ring
and hexapod mounts.
3.22.2.1.3 The base plate rate of thermal expansion shall
be compatible with that of the optical systems.
3.22.2.2 Metering Structure
The metering structure supports the secondary mirror and science
instrument.
3.22.2.2.1 The metering structure shall maintain the back
focal length (the distance between the optics) to within +TBD
microns.
3.22.2.2.2 The metering structure shall minimize
conductive heat transfer to the optics and minimize light
blockage.
3.22.2.2.1 Spider
TBD
3.22.2.2.2 Inner Hub Ring
TBD
3.22.2.2.3 Outer Ring
TBD
3.22.2.3 Secondary Mirror Assembly
3.22.2.3.1 Housing
TBD
3.22.2.3.2 Reaction Plate
TBD
3.22.2.3.3 Launch Locks
TBD
3.22.2.4 Optics Support Structure
3.22.2.4.1 Flexures
TBD
22
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3.22.2.4.2 Launch Locks
TBD
3.22.2.5 Baffles
TBD
3.22.2.6 Antenna Assembly
TBD
3.22.2.7 Light Shade
3.22.2.7.1 The light shade shall be capable of supporting
multi-layer insulation, an aperture cover and the electronics
box.
3.22.2.7.2 Light shade angle and length shall be
determined according to landing site as shown in Figure
TBD.
3.22.2.7.3 Orientation of the light shade (highside) shall
be due South.
3.22.2.8 Electronics Support
TBD
3.22.3 Thermal Control System
3.22.3.1
3.22.3.1.1
TBD
3.22.3.1.2
TBD
3.22.3.2 Detector
3.22.3.2.1
TBD
3.22.3.2.2
Optical System
Heat Pipes
Thermal Isolators (for mirrors)
Radiator
Heat Transfer Device
TBD
23
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Thermal Shield
LUTE thermal protection shall be passive to the
maximum extent possible.
Supporting Subsystems
3.22.3.3.1 Radiator
TBD
3.22.3.3.2 Louvres/Door
TBD
3.22.3.3.3 Insulation
TBD
3.22.3.3.4 Coatings
TBD
3.22.3.3.5 Heaters
3.22.3.4 Light Shade
3.22.3.4.1 Insulation
TBD
3.22.3.4.2 Coating
TBD
Pointing Control System
3.22.4.1
3.22.4.1.1
TBD
3.22.4.1.2
Nuts
TBD
3.22.4.1.3
TBD
Hexapod Mount
Rotary Incremental Actuators
Encoders, Potentiometers, Ball Screws and
Guide Tubes
24
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3.22.4.1.4 Harmonic Drives
TBD
3.22.4.1.5 End Joints
TBD
3.22.4.2 Light Shade & Antenna Roll Assembly
3.22.4.2.1 Rolling
TBD
3.22.4.2.2 Motor
TBD
3.22.4.2.3 Cables
TBD
3.22.4.3 Articulating Secondary Mirror
3.22.4.3.1 Course & Fine Stroke Actuators
TBD
3.22.4.3.2 Drive Electronics
TBD
3.22.4.4 Acquisition Sensors
3.22.4.4.1 Sensors
TBD
3.22.4.4.2 Electronics
TBD
3.22.4.5 Deformable Primary Mirror (optional)
TBD
Telescope Protection System
3.22.5.1 Aperture Cover
3.22.5.1.1 Deployment Mechanism
TBD
MSFC-RQMT-XXXX
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3.22.5.1.2 Launch Locks
TBD
3.22.5.1.3 Seals
TBD
3.22.5.2 Telescope Saf'mg
The LUTE structure subsystem shall provide an aperture door
system to satisfy contamination protection requirements.
3.22.6 Data Management System
3.22.6.1 Transponder
TBD
3.22.6.2 Command Detector
TBD
3.22.6.3 Diplexer
TBD
3.22.6.4 Central Data Unit
TBD
3.22.6.5 Central Computer
3.22.6.51 The LUTE shall provide the capability to
restore memory data in the onboard computer.
3.22.6.52 The LUTE shall provide the capability to
dump the onboard computer memory to ground support.
3.22.6.6 Antenna Drive Electronics
TBD
3.22.6.7 Power Distributor
TBD
3.22.6.8 Cabling
High Gain Antenna
TBD
26
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3.22.6.10 Omni Antenna
TBD
3.22.7 Power Distribution System
3.22.7.1 Radio-isotope Thermoelectric Generator
LUTE electrical power requirements shall be met by Radio-
isotope Thermal Generator (RTG) battery.
3.22.7.2 Battery (optional)
The LUTE electrical power system shall be accompanied by
a small primary battery for start up.
3.22.7.3 Power Distributor
TBD
3.22.7.4 Power Regulator
Electrical/electronic processes shall be controlled per the
requirements of NHB 5300.4(3A-2, 3G, 3H, and 3J).
3.22.7.5 Cabling
Electrical/electronic design and parts shall meet the
requirements of NHB 5300.4(1F, 3I, and 3K).
3.22.7.51 All deployable appendages shall have redundant
systems which will insure proper deployment upon lunar
landing.
3.22.7.6 LUTE to TBD Lunar Lander Interface
3.22.7.61 LUTE shall utilize mechanical interface consisting
of TBD discrete hardpoints as defined in TBD lunar lander
Document XXXX. The TBD lunar lander/LUTE interface
will be located at launch vehicle station TBD.
3.22.8 Weight Allocation
O tieal S ste m
Prim Mirror
Second Mirror
Terti Mirror
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Telescope Basep_ _ 44
Light Shade ..... 42 ]
Light Baffles
Miscellaneous Hardware
,lescope Protection System,
Aperture Cover
ElectronicBox Support
Launch Locks
pporting Subsystems
Power System Attachment
Antenna Bracket
Pointin$ System
Electrical Power System
Command & Data Handlin_
Thermal Control System
14
6
10
8
4
TBD
TBD
36
24
37
26
Contingency (10%) ...... 30
Total 330
3.22.9 Materials Construction
3.22.9.1 Materials and Processes
Materials and processes used in the construction of the LUTE shall
meet the requirements of MSFC-STD-506C. The materials selection
list, MSFC-HDBK-527F, or the MAPTIS Database shall be used
during design.
3.22.9.20utgassing of Materials
=
All materials used in the construction of the LUTE shall meet the
thermal vacuum stability requirements of JSC-SP-R-0022A and
MSFC-SPEC-1443. Cables, connectors, and other equipment shall
be baked out per MSFC-SPEC-1238.
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3.22.9.3 Castings
Castings shall not be used in the LUTE design without specific
MSFC approval.
3.22.9.4 Corrosion of Metal Parts
Metal parts shall be protected from corrosion in accordance with
MSFC-SPEC-250, provided that such protection is compatible with
the operating and space environmental requirements.
3.22.9.5 Dissimilar Metals
The use of dissimilar metals (as defined in MSFC-SPEC-250) in
direct contact is discouraged. When dissimilar metals are required to
be joined, their facing surfaces shall be adequately insulated,
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preferably by an approved sealing compound, to assure protection
from electrolytic corrosion.
3.22.9.6 Finish
The LUTE finish shall be in accordance with MSFC-SPEC-250A
except for special thermal and baffle finishes.
3.22.9.7 Flammability
All nonmetallic materials used in construction of the LUTE shall
meet the flammability requirements of NHB-8060.1.
3.22.9.8 Corrosion Resistant Metals
Metals in contact with fluid media shall be corrosion resistant and
shall be compatible with the media to which they are exposed. Use
of metals and their weldments subject to embrittlement at low
temperatures shall be avoided in all cryogenic applications.
3.22.9.9 Stress Corrosion
MSFC-SPEC-522B shall be used as a requirement for stress
corrosion susceptibility of various materials.
3.22.10 Ground Support Equipment Design
3.22.10.1 Electrical Ground Support
TBD
3.22.10.2 Mechanical Ground Support
TBD
Interface
3.23.1
3.23.2
3.23.3
Requirements
Telescope to Science Instrument
The Telescope to Science Instrument interface shall be in accordance
with the Telescope to Science Instrument Interface Control
Document (ICD).
LUTE to Lander
The LUTE to Lander interface shall be in accordance with the LUTE
to Lander ICE).
Telescope to Mirror Assembly
The Telescope to Mirror Assembly interface shall be in accordance
with the Telescope to Mirror Assembly ICD.
29
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3.23.4 LUTE to Ground Systems
The LUTE to Ground Systems interface shall be in accordance with
the LUTE to Ground Systems ICE).
4.0 VERIFICATION
4.1 General
TBD
4.2 Verification Types
TBD
4.3 Verification Requirements Matrix
TBD
4.4 Verification Facilities and Equipment
TBD
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4.5 Spacecraft Hardware Requirements
4.5.1 Payload Classifications
LUTE shall use liberalized payload classifications based upon use of proven
flight design, parts, and materials with applicable testing, as required in the
following documents:
NMI 8010.1
MMI 8030.2
MMI 8080.5
4.5.2 Previously Flown Hardware
LUTE shall reuse previously flown hardware which has been refurbished
and tested as required.
4.5.3 Controlled Prototype Hardware
LUTE shall make use of controlled prototype hardware as flight hardware
by manufacturing to baselined engineering requirements with quality
verifications which have not subjected the hardware to structural or life-
limiting environments exceeding program flight requirements.
30
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4.5.4 Off-the-shelf Parts
LUTE shall make use of"off-the-shelf" parts, materials and components
qualified for flight use, per the information contained in the following
documents:
MSFC-HDBK-527F
MSFC-STD-506C
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Preparation, Packaging and Shipment
6.0 NOTES
TBD
7.0 APPENDIX -. A Verification Matrix
TBD
31
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LEVEL II SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
LUTE LUNAR LANDER PROJECT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to define the Level II design and development
requirements for the LUTE Lunar Lander project. The performance requirements
outlined in this document represent the minimum performance levels of the
Lander to be used in carrying out the requirements of the LUTE program
throughout its mission life.
1.2 Scope
This document establishes the project requirements for all elements of the LUTE
Lunar Lander and shall comply with the LUTE Level I Program Requirement
Document.
1.3 Document Format
The Level II Systems Requirements Document (SRD) is organized in a standard
format of five sections as described below.
Section Number
1.0
2.0
3.0
Title
Introduction
Applicable Documents
Requirements
4.0 Verification
5.0 ...... Preparation for delivery
6.0 Notes
7.0 Appendix
Content
Defines the purpose and
scope of the document and
includes a description of the
Lunar Lander project.
Lists the applicable
documents cited in Section
3.0.
Defines the functional and
performance requirements
imposed upon the Lunar
Lander desil_n.
_m
Defines the verification of
Section 3.0 requirements.
Instructions for preparation
packaging and shipment.
1.4 Project Description
The purpose of the LUTE program is to take advantage of the unique aspects of
the lunar environment for astronomy observations in the ultraviolet wavelengths,
collect environmental data to support the design of future lunar equipment, and to
provide a source of educational material for wide distribution to primary and
secondary educational systems both for the United States and the international
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community. The LUTE Lander shall both transport the LUTE telescope to the
lunar surface and provide accommodations for the operation of the Telescope
1.5 Control
This document shall be controlled at Level II by the MSFC Advanced Projects
Office, Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment Task Team, PF21. For further
reference regarding documentation flow, refer to Figure 1-1 below.
LUTE Level I
Systems Requirements Document
Figure 1-1 LUTE Systems Requirements Documentation Tree
/
I
t
LUTE Level II
Telescope Systems
Requirements Document
(
LUTE Level II
Lander Systems
Requirements Document
1
Support Plans ._
[,, Interface Documentation J
_. Specifications .J ")
I_. Drawings J
2
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1.6 Reference Configuration
Figure 1-2 represents the latest design reference configuration for the LUTE and
Lander coordinate system.
Figure 1-2: LUTE Configuration Reference Coordinates
, _,,,_ d Ill
TOP _VIEW
y (North)
TOP _VIEW
Telescope
and Lander x (East)
0
SIDE _VIEW
z (vertical)
Lunar Surface
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Figure 1-3 represents the latest reference configuration for the LUTE Lunar
Lander subsystem configuration
Figure 1-3 Integrated Payload Reference Configuration
Reference Configuration TBD
1.7 Definition of Terms
Deck Tilt - The angle at which the deck of the Lander is tilted away from the
local horizontal plane. This angle must be stated in conjunction with the 0 angle.
Viewing Declination - For a certain 0 angle, the viewing declination angle is
equal to the latitude minus Deck tilt angle minus the tilt of the optical assembly.
Integrated Payload(IP) - This term is used to refer to the integrated LUTE
telescope and the Lunar Lander as one package.
Lander - Refers to the LUTE Lunar Lander.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of these requirements to the extent specified
herein. In the even of conflict between documents referenced below and other
project documentation, the requirements specified herein shall govern.
DOCUMENT NO.
K-STSM- 14.1
MSFC-PLAN-904
TITLE
Launch Site Accomodations
Handbook for Payloads
OCC/LOSC Functional
Requirements on the HOSC
GSE Requirements for
MSFC STS Experiments
MSFC-SPEC- 1548
PARA, NO.
3.2.3.1
3.2.4.2.3
3.5
DSN-TBD LUTE/Lander Compatibility 3.9.2
with DSN
4
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DOC-TBD IP Software Management
Plan
NASA TM-X-73343 TBD
MSFC-HDBK-1453 Fracture Control Handbook
MSFC-PLAN-TBD Safety and Mission
Assurance Plan for the
Lunar Telescope
NHB 5300.4(1D-2)
NHB 5300.4(IC)
Safety, Reliability,
Maintainability and Quality
Provisions for the Space
Shuttle program
Inspections Systems
Provisions for Aeronautical
and Space System Materials,
Parts, Components and
Services
NASA-TM-TBD
NASA-T BD-DOC
NMI-8010.1
Natural Environment Design
Specifications for the Lunar
Telescope
Meteoroid, Orbital and
Lunar Debris Design
Specifications for the Lunar
Telescope
Classification of NASA
Payloads
Policy on MSFC Payloads
Policy for
Certification/Qualification
of Flight Hardw_e and
Program Critic/ilGround
Support Equipment
Materials Selection List for
Space Hardware Systems
MMI-8030.2
MMI-8080.5
MSFC-HDBK-527F
MSFC-STD-506C Materials and Process
Control, Standard
OTHERS: To Be Determined (TBD)
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3.11.1
3.14.1
3.16.1
3.18.1
3.18.2.1
3.18.2.1
3.19.1.1
3.19.1.2
4.5.1
4.5.1
4.5.1
4.5.4
4.5.4
_! !]
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Mission Requirements
The Lander mission requirements are to deliver to the lunar surface from Trans
Lunar Injection the LUTE telescope without disrupting the operability of the
LUTE telescope systems. The Lander must also provide throughout the required
operation time a stable platform for the LUTE telescope and certain other
spacecraft accommodations as required below.
3.1.1 Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI)
3. I.I.I Control
The Lander shall not provide the delta-V burn required for TLI
however it shall automatically make midcourse corrections to set
up for proper Lunar Orbit Insertion.
3.1.1.2 Attitude
The Lander shall maintain a rotational rate at TBD revolutions per
minute (rpm) for TBD hours during TLI. This requirement shall
be accordance with the Telescope thermal requirements.
3.1.2 Lunar Orbit Insertion 0-,OI)
3.1.2.1 Lunar Circular Orbit Requirements
3.1.2.1.1 The Lander shall insert itself into a circular orbit
(eccentricity less than TBD) at an altitude above the lunar
surface of TBD (100 km).
3.1.2.1.2 The circular orbit chosen shall provide for a
nominal descent to the lunar site selected by the LUTE
TBD.
3.1.2.2 Control
The Lander shall automatically make midcourse corrections and
insert the payload into the required lunar circular orbit at which
time it will wait for a command from the LOT to proceed with
descent.
3.1.2.3 Lunar Circtilar Orbit Verification of Subsystems
TBD
3.1.3 Lunar Descent
3.1.3.1 Control
Upon receiving the go ahead command from the LOT the Lander
shall perform a descent to the specified lunar site.
6
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3.1.3.2 Attitude
TBD
3.1.4 Lunar Landing
The Lander shall provide a controlled landing according to the
requirements listed below
3.1.4.1 The Lander shall limit descent and landing loads to TBD.
3.1.4.2 The Lander shall touchdown on the lunar surface within 3
km of the specified landing site.
3.1.4.3 The Lander shall accommodate for the final selenographic
declination of +TBD ° {+65 ° } with an accuracy of +1 ° for LUTE
after landing. _
3.1.4.4 The final touchdown shall not result in a deck tilt of more
than _D degrees.
3.1.4.5 The Lander shall be capable of landing under daylight.
3.1.4.6 Upon landing the Lander shall provide its location and
orientation to the LOSC.
3.1.5 Post Landing Sating, Shutdown and Mission Operations
3.1.5.1 System Sating and Shutdown Requirements
TBD days after landing, the Lander, from that point on, shall not
adversely affect the operation of the LUTE.
3.1.5.2 Post Landing Mission Requirements
3.1.5.2.1 LUTE Accommodations Requirements
TBD
3.1.6 Operational Environment
The Lander shall be designed to operatein a nominal lunar
environment and the induced environments during launch, flight
and touchdown of the Lander as described in Section 3.19.
3.1.7 Lunar Operational Life
Upon landing on the lunar surface, Lander systems required for
LUTE operation shall have a 2-year fully operational life, with
operations continuing after the 2 years as capabilities allow.
7
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3.2. Operational Requirements
3.2.1 IP Configuration
The Lander shall interface with the LUTE telescope in accordance
with the interface requirements defined in Paragraph TBD.
3.2.2 Launch Configuration
The Lander shall interface with TBD launch vehicle in accordance
with the interface requirements defined in Paragraphs 3.14.2 and
3.23.1.
3.2.3 Ground Operations
3.2.3.1 Installation and Removal
The Lander, in conjunction with the launch site, shall provide for
checkout, servicing, maintenance, LUTE and launch vehicle
integration, and verification of launch readiness. Operations shall
be compatible with K-STSM- 14.1 (ATLAS/CCAFS) or TBD
(Protort/Balkanour), as appropriate.
3.2.4 Flight Operations
3.2.4.1 Lander Operations Team (LOT)
All flight operations from TLI through post-landing sating shall be
under the control of the LOT.
3.2.4.2 LUTE Operations Support Center
3.2.4.2.1 The Lander Operations Team (LOT) shall
conduct flight operations from the LUTE Operations
Support Center (LOSC), located in the Huntsville
Operations Support Center (HOSC) at the Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC).
3.2.4.2.2 The LOSC shall function within the guidelines
established for the HOSC. The LOSC shall provide
support for development, verification, and operations
irrespective of other operations activities within the HOSC.
3.2.4.2.3 LOSC/LUTE requirements on the HOSC shall be
documented in MSFC-PLAN-904.
3.2.4.3 Autonomy
The Lander shall nominally operate autonomously until LOI at
which time the LOT will provide checkout and verification of the
Lander systems before giving control back to the Lander systems.
Upon Lander receiving control in lunar orbit, it will again operate
autonomously until landing.
8
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3.2.4.4 Commanding
3.2.4.4.1 All commanding of the Lander shall be
performed from the LOSC.
3.2.4.4.2 A multi-rate command capability shall be
implemented to optimize commanding in real time and
memory load modes and to maximize link margin for
contingence operation.
3.2.4.4.3 The Lander shall have the capability to accept
real-time commands from the LOSC and execute them
without interfering _t!a the execution of stored commands.
3.2.4.5 Telemetry
The Lander shall have the capability to downlink all the data
necessary for facility control and monitoring.
3.2.4.6 Post-Landing Sating
3.2.4.6.1 The Lander shall be capable of performing the
post-landing safing and shutdown without the need of
ground intervention.
3.2.4.6.2 The Lander shall provide a positive signal to the
LOSC verifying post-landing safing.
3.3 Electrical and Power System (EPS)
3.3.1 Power Requirements
The Lander shall provide power for the LUTE operations. The LUTE will
operate on the lunar day and night cycle for 2 years.
3.3.2 EPS Interfaces
The EPS interfaces with TBD LUTE subsystems.
3.3.3 Wire Protection
TBD
3.3.4 Electrical Grounding
The Lander shall provide LUTE with single-point ground.
3.4 Airborne SUpport Equipment
TBD
_I ll;
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3.5 Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
Lander GSE shall be in accordance with MSFC-SPEC-1548.
3.5.1 Mechanical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE)
3.5.1.1. The Lander MGSE shall include all equipment required to
support subsystem and system verification, assembly, integration,
and transportation, and launch support.
3.5.2 Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE)
3.5.2.1. System EGSE, hardware and software, shall be provided
to enable system level pre=launch checkout of the Lander and the
IP.
3.5.3 Ground Support Software
TBD
3.5.4 Servicing
TBD
3.6 Propulsion Performance
3.6.1 Main Propulsion System (MPS)
3.6.1.1. Functional Requirement
The MPS shall provide the required thrust for LOI, lunar descent,
and landing.
3.6.1.2. Propellant Requirements
The MPS shall provide the propellant necessary to perform the
velocity change maneuvers required by the mission.
3.6.1.3. Propellant Quality
TBD
3.6.2 Reaction Control System (RCS)
3.6.2.1. Functional Requirement
The RCS shall generate the required control torques to achieve and
maintain vehicle attitudes during TLI, LOI, and landing.
10
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3.6.2.2. PropellantRequirements
TheRCSshallprovidethepropellantnecessaryto perform the
maneuversin paragraph3.6.2.1.
3.6.2.3. PropellantQuality
TBD
3.7 ThermalControlSystem
TheTCS shallmaintainall Landersystemandcomponentemperatttres
within thespecifiedlimits duringall missionphases.Thethermaldesign
shallbebasedonworstcasemissionpa_?__¢tersof attitude,altitude,beta
angle,andheatrates. Thedesignshallalsobebasedonworstcase
estimatesof interfaceconductance,multilayerinsulation(MLI)
performance,powerconfiguration,andmissiontimeline. Passivethermal
control shallbeused.
3.8 ThermalProtectionSystem
TBD
306
3.9 Communications and Tracking System (C&TS)
3.9.1 Functional Requirement _
The Lander C&TS shall provide the capability to transmit engineering and
scientific data, receive and demodulate commands, and provide tracking.
3.9.2 DSN Compatibility
The C&TS shall be compatible with the DSN per DSN TBD {810-5}.
3.9.3 Uplink and Down!inkTransmission
3.9.3.1 All uplink and downlink data transmission to and from IP
shall be via the Deep Space Network (DSN).
3.9.3.2 The Lander shall be capable of continuous uplink and
downlink transmission from LOI to post landing shutdown.
3.9.4 High Gain Antenna
The HGA shall be capable of providing coverage via DSN to
accommodate command, monitoring, and engineering data.
s
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Data Transmission
3.9.5.1 Transmission Rates
TBD
3.9.5.2 RF Link Margins
TBD
3.9.5.3 Bit Error Rates (BER)
Data transmitted (sensor to user) shall have no more than one error
in TBD bits.
3.10 Data Management System (DMS)
3.10.1 Functional Requirements
The DMS shall perform command processing for the Lander subsystems,
provide the required storage for data and commands, provide the central
timing, and provide computation support for all Lander subsystems.
3.10.2 Timing and Clock Frequencies
3.10.2.1 The IP shall provide time in Universal Time
Coordinated Ct.JTC) format and required clock frequencies at
constant frequency with a resolution of one microsecond and a
stability of TBD Hz in 24 hours.
3.10.2.2 The time in UTC format shall be relatable to UTC
within TBD milliseconds.
3.10.3 Command
3.10.3.1 Command Capability
A multi-rate command capability shall be implemented to optimize
commanding in the real time and memory load modes and to
maximize link margin for contingency operation.
3.10.3.2 Command Storage
The Lander shall have the capability for onboard command storage
of TBD thousand words.
3.10.3.3 Command Error
The onboard data management system shall allow for no more than
one erroneous command in TBD commands to go undetected.
12
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3.10.3.4 Command Confirmation
The Lander shall have the capability to verify command reception
and engineering data transmission during all phases of its mission.
3.10.4 Lander Engineering Telemetry
Data shall be contained in an engineering data stream to determine
the health and status of all on-board systems.
3.10.5 Format Capability
The DMS shall provide re-programmable and fixed format capability and
the capability to select formats.
3.10.6 Data Processing
3.10.6.1 The DMS shall contain a digital computer(s) for data
processing. _
3.10.6.2 The data system will be capable of processing uplink and
downlink transmissions from LOI to post landing shutdown.
3.10.7 Computer(s) Reloading
The DMS digital computer(s) shall have the capability to reload or patch
the onboard software upon ground command.
3.10.8 Error Detection and Correction
TBD
3.11 Software
3.11.1 Software Management
The management and development of the Lander flight software and
supporting computer software shall be included in the IP Software
Management Plan, using MM 8075.1 as a guideline.
3.11.2 Preflight Test Software
TBD
3.11.3 Flight Software Design Parameters, TBD
3.12 Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) System
3,i2.1 Functional Requirements
3112.1.1 The GN&C contains the necessary hardware and software
to autonomously execute the IP vehicle attitude and control during
all Lander powered flight phases.
13
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3.12.1.2 The Lander shall incorporate a tracking system to support
descent and landing at the specified lunar landing site.
3.12.2 Performance Requirements
TBD
3.13 Mechanical System Requirements
TBD
3.14 Physical Standards
3.14.1 Coordinate System
The Lander coordinate system shall be in accordance with NASA TM-X-
73343, as shown in Figure 1-2, page 3 of this document.
3.14.2 Envelopes/Dimensions
The IP shall reside within the TBD usable static envelope provided by the
TBD launch vehicle payload shroud.
3.14.3 Mass Requirements
The total mass of Lander including interface hardware shall not exceed
TBD kg.
3.14.4 NASA Standard Components
The Lander shall incorporate NASA standard and other proven or
qualified parts or components.
3.14.5 Loads and Frequency Requirements
The Lander shall withstand the structural and thermal loads produced by
natural and induced environments as required in Section 3.19.
3.14.6 Measurement Unit System
International System of Units (SI) shall be used. Expression in both SI
and US Customary Units is acceptable where the use of SI units alone
would obviously impair communication or reduce the usefulness of a
report to the primary recipients. When both systems of units are used, the
units used for the principal measurements and calculations will be stated
first, followed by the other system in parentheses.
3.14.7 Factors of Safety
TBD
14
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3.14.8 Fatigue
TBD
Reliability Requirements
3.15.1 Single Point Failure
No single point failure within the LUTE/Lander subsystems shall cause a
loss of the IP or permanent loss of command capability, engineering
telemetry, or scientific data.
Maintainability Requirements
3.16.1 Fracture Control Program
Fracture control program will follow MSFC-HDBK-1453 where
appropriate (TBD).
3.17 Quality Assurance Requirements
TBD
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3.18 Safety and Mission Assurance (S&MA) Requirements
3.18.1 S&MA Plan
A S&MA Plan, MSFC-PLAN-TBD, shall be prepared, maintained, and
implemented for the LUTE program. The plan shall describe the
organization and method of implementation of the S&MA program for the
Lander design, development, production, test, and flight with respect to
safety, reliability, and quality assurance requirements.
3.18.2 Launch Vehicle Mission Assurance
3.18.2.1 The safety and mission assurance for the IP will meet the
requirements of NHB 5300.4(1D-2) and NHB 5300.4(1C) as
appropriate, per the IP payload classifications on specific
materials, parts, components and services (TBD).
3.18.2.2 No hazard associated with the Lander or its deployment
procedures shall prevent the safe execution of the launch vehicle
mission.
3.18.3 Ordnance Devices
Ordnance devices utilized in the Lander/Launch vehicle interface shall not
degrade the performance of the IP.
15
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3.18.4 Range Safety
The Lander shall not preclude the launch vehicle from properly executing
a launch vehicle mission abort sequence should one be considered
necessary.
Environment Requirements
3.19.1 Natural Environment
3.19.1.1 General Requirement
The Lander design shall comply with the natural environment
specified in NASA TM-TBD.
3.19.1.2 Meteoroid, Orbital, and Lunar Debris Impact
The Lander shall provided protection against loss of functional
capability when subjected to the debris flux models as def'med in
TBD-DOC.
Radiation/Nuclear Radiation3.19.1.3
TBD
3.19.1.4 Thermal
3.19.1.4.1 Flight Environment
The Lander shall be capable of withstanding the following
temperature extremes:
Earth Orbit
Minimum: TBD ° K
Maximum: TBD ° K
Trans-Lunar Flight
Minimum: TBD
Maximum: 70 ° K
Lunar Surface Temperature
Minimum: 93 ° K
Maximum: 395 ° K
3.19.1.4.2 Ground Environment
GSE shall be provided to accommodate thermal control
requirements for the Lander when subjected to the ground
environments defined in TBD-DOC which are experienced
during pre-flight assembly, test, and transport.
16
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Induced Environment
3.19.2.1 General Requirement
The Lander shall be capable of meeting its performance
requirements after exposure to any environment or combination of
environments specified in DOC-TBD.
3.19.2.2 Acoustics
The Lander shall be designed to assure structural integrity and
functionality upon exposure to the maximum acoustic levels within
the launch vehicle payload shrouds.
3.19.2.3 Random Vibration
The Lander shall be designed to withstand the random vibration
environments during lift-off and transonic flight.
3.19.2.4 Shock
The Lander shall be designed for the shock levels generated by the
facility and launch vehicle separation devices. The shock levels at
the separation interface shall be attenuated throughout the structure
to component/sub-assembly locations.
3.19.2.5 Low Frequency and Steady State Accelerations
The Lander shall be designed to withstand the low frequency and
stead-state acceleration environments that occur during the launch,
ascent, and on-orbit flight elements.
3.19.2.60verpressurization and Control
Provisions shall be made to preclude over pressurization damage to
any part of the Lander during launch.
3.19.3 Contamination
The Lander shall be maintained in a class TBD environment during and
following assembly.
3.19.4 Magnetic
A magnetic cleanliness program with magnetic materials and wiring
control shall be implemented.
Transportability/Transportation Requirements
3.20.1 Shipping Container Design: ....
3.20.1.1 The Lander shall be shipped in a container specifically
designed to protect the IP during surface and air transportation.
17
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3.20.2 TransportationEnvironment
3.20.2.1TheLandertransportationcontainershallmaintainan
environmentthatmeetscleanlinessandthermalspecificationsfor
groundprocessingasoutlinedin section3.19of thisdocument.
3.20.3 PrimeModeof Transportation
3.20.3.1The primemodeof transportationof theLanderbetween
groundsitesshallbeby TBD modeof transportation.
3.21 StorageRequirements
3.21.1 StorageCleanliness
3.21.1.1TheLandershallbestoredin aclass100Kenvironment
during idle periodsafterassemblyandLander vehicle integration.
3.21.2 Shelf Life
3.21.2.1 The Lander shall be capable of nominal operations after
TBD years of idle storage.
3.21.3 On-pad Stay Time
TBD
3.22 Design and Construction Requirements
TBD
3.23 Interface Requirements
3.23.1 Launch System Interface
The Lander shall interface with the TBD launch vehicle and its related
facilities as defined in TBD-DOC.
3.23.2 Lander to LUTE
The Lander shall interface with the LUTE as defined in ICD-TBD.
3.23.3 Lander to Deep Space Network
The Lander shall interface with the DSN as defined in ICD-TBD.
(-3-600041)
4.0 VERIFICATION
4.1 General
TBD
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4.2 Verification Types
TBD
4.3 Verification Requirements Matrix
TBD
4.4 Verification Facilities and Equipment
TBD
4.5 Spacecraft Hardware Requirements
4.5.1 Payload Classifications
The Lander shall use liberalized payload classifications based upon use of
proven flight design, parts, and materials with applicable testing, as
required in the following documents:
NMI 80!0.1
MMI 8030.2
MMI 8080.5
4.5.2 Previously Flown Hardware
The Lander shall reuse previously flown hardware which has been
refurbished and tested as required.
4.5.3 Controlled Prototype Hardware
The Lander shall make use of controlled prototype hardware as flight
hardware by manufacturing to baselined engineering requirements with
quality verifications which have not subjected the hardware to structural or
life-limiting environments exceeding program flight requirements.
4.5.4 Off-the-shelf Parts
The Lander shall make use of "off-the-shelf" parts, materials and
components qualified for flight use, per the information contained in the
following documents:
MSFC-HDBK-527F
MSFC-S_-506C
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Preparation, Packaging and Shipment
TBD
6.0 NOTES
TBD
19
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TBD
Verification Matrix
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LUTE/ARTEMIS
LUTE/Artemis Layout
Launch Configuration
Operational Configuration
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Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment
1-3730-3
Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment
LaUnch Configuration
LUTE
Delta II
2.9m Dia Shroud
STAR 48
,Artemis Lander
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1-3925-2-381
"] I "
Lunar Ultravlolet Telescope Exoerlment
System Schematic
High Gain
Antenna
Solar
2.17m
2.88m
11.71m
j Optical
Bench Assy
Integrated
Electronics Box
.38m
Pointing Systeml
1-3_'27-2-,383
-- Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment
Operational Configuration
Antenna,_(_
2_1 WJ. , _ Electronics m I I "_\
/=1 r"j'exa?°° Box. _ I "_
Deployment Sequence _
1-3gt29-2-385
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EDDY CURRENT DAMPER
R. C. F/lis*, R. A. Fink*, R. W. Rich*
_ _CT
A high torque capacity eddy_rent damper has been success-
fully developed as a rate limiting device for a large solar array
deployment m_ism. _e eddy cu{rent damper eliminates the
problems associated with the outgassing or leaking of damping
fluids. It also provides other performance advantages such as
damping torque rates _%ich are truly linear with respect to input
speed, continuous 360 degree operation in both directions of
rotation, wide operating temperature range, and the capability of
convenient adjustment of unit damping rates by the user without
disassemhly or special tooling.
........ mmo rION
The eddy c_r_£ damper shown in Figure I consists of a cop-
per alloy disk which rotates between opposed samarium cobalt mag-
nets. Rotation of the disk in the magnetic field generates cir-
culating eddy currents within the disk which create a damping
torque proportional to rotation speed. _he damp_ Output can be
dramatically increased by coupling the eddy current disk to a
gearhead speed increaser (Figure 2). The overall damping rate is
magnified by the square of the gear rati o since the gearhead acts
to simultaneously increase disk speed _hile reducing the trans-
mitted torque from the mechanical inp_ of the unit. The damper
design presented in this paper uses a four-stage planetary gear-
head to boost _ _it damping rate to2260 N-m-sec/rad (20,000
in-lb/rad/sec.). Dsmping rates can be easily adjusted in the
field by rotating the unit end bell, thereby misaligning magnets
on either side of the eddy current disk.
The damper design also incorporates other special design
features intended to minimize the size and weight of the unit and
improve tel iabil ity.
348
* Honey_ll Space and Aviation Systems, Durham, NC
! |!
DAMPER QUALIFICATION STATUS
Program
Milstar
MSAT
Shuttle R.MS
Radarsat
TOPEX
Milstar
DMSP
Qual. temp Oual. Vibr.
Customer Status (*(2) Equiv. GRMS
LMSC Qualified -51 to +104 18.6
LMSC Qualified -51 to +104 18.6
SPAR Flown -36 to +96 15.1
SPAR Qualified -70 to +60 12.2
Fairchild Flown -51 to +104 18.6
Hughes Qualified -73 to +121 Non-op. 26.3
-51 to +71 Oper.
Astro In fab. -56 to +61 22.4
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
HOLEX SERIES 5800 GUILLOTINES
DESCRIPTION
The HOLEX 5800 Series Guillotines were designed to incorporate the one amp-one watt No
Fire characferistic in the versatile 2800 Series Guillotines. Additional handling safety is
provided while retaining all the reliable operating characteristics of the 2800 Series.
The 5800 Series Guillotines are classified as "Class C" Explosives and may be shipped by
air or surface transport.
20 GA STRANDED WIRE,
VINYl.iNSULATED O DIATHRU's..4
csKEo,,
. L__L
;" 8, S0".50 --.7 L...... I,_--_--B ---_
APPLICATION DATA
The 5800 series guillotines have been extensively tested for
operation over a temperature range of -65°F to + 160°F and
are designed to meet most current mililary environmental
specifications.
These guillotines will cut the following specific cables:
MODEL 5800--3/32 Dia 7 x 7 Cres Cable per MIL-C-5424
MODEL 5801--3/16 Dia 7 x 19 Cres Cable per MIL-C-5424
MODEL 5802--3/8 Dia 7 x 19 Cres Cable per MIk-C-5424
MODEL 5803--7/16 Dia 7 x 19 Cres Cable per MIL-C-5424
1/2 Dia 6 x 19 Galv Stl Commercial Cable
For applications involving other sizes and materials please Contac!
HOLEX incorporated
_EYELET SHUNT FOR SHIPPING _ STORAGE
s" "-,,----- WHITE '. I
,_'_'-- WHITE_ _ BRIDGEWIRE
SCHEMATIC
FIRING CHARACTERISTICS
NO-FIRE CURRENT -- 1.0 AMP FOR 1 MINUTE
ALL-FIRE CURRENT -- 4.5 AMPERES 3
RECOMMENDED ALL-FIRE CURRENT -- 5.0 AMPERES
BRIDGEWlRE RESISTANCE -- 10 :t: O1 OHM
PIN-TO-CASE RESISTANCE -- 2 MEGOHMS AT 500 VDC
PIN.TO.CASE NO-FIRE -- 100 VAC RMS
HOLEXpART OIAA DiM.B OcM OR_LL CSKE UNITwT
NO ± 005 ± 035 :t 025 DIA DIA (OZI
#30
5800 375 1.490 ,200 (1285) .188 71B
1/4 11132 I
5801 500 201 .250 (2500)
7/16
5802 875 3120 .B70 (4375) 5/8 3-112
9t16 15803 1 _2S 3.500 .800 (.5625) 718 15
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E LECTR ICAL
CONNECTORS
NOTE: A PLUG IS INSTALLED IN THE
UNUSED INITIATOR PORTOF
EACH PIN PULLER INSTALLED
ON THE UMBILICAL BOOM.
.O-RINGS
I 1-/_ ____
t r_Jl_l ";tttU IL....._
HOUS,NG----/ _- SHEARP,N ATTENUATOR--"
_,'_ e,;_, 214_ ORIG, 4/7!
ASE Pin Puller
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HOWTHE SN9400 SERIESNUT SEPARATES
SEQUENCEOF OPERATION
1. High pressure gas produced by Power Cartridges is introduced into the
pressure chamber.
2, Locking piston moves away from the bolt, unlocking the threaded segments
engaging the bolt. Movement of the locking piston is stopped by the
separator. This collision is ;SO]Bred from the nut housing and surrounding
structure, transmitting a very low shock level.
3. Threaded segments displace radia/[y away from bolt.
4, Separator locks segments in open position.
5. If optional ejector is incorporated, ejector thrusts bolt out of structure joint.
6. Structure joint is cleanly separated.
3_0 o
ROTATABLE
MANIFOLD
HOUSlN(
RE, YArN
LOCKING
O-RING:
THREAOED
SEGMENT!
BEFORE ACTUATION
1. Bolt is threaded fully into nut seg-
ments.
2. Nut segments are fully supported by
locking piston,
3. Structure joint is clamped up to tension
rat;ng of bolt.
AFTER ACTUATION
1. Gas pressure acts on locking piston,
moving it away from bolt to unlock
threaded segments.
2. Segments displace tad[ally away from
bolt.
3. Bolt ejects and structure joint sepa-
rates.
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MODEL 9421-2 NON-EXPLOSIVE SEPARATION NUT
Space-Grade Command Separable 1/4 Inch Fastener
MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES:
PERFORMANCE:
Link Wire Resistance:
Separation Voltage:
Separation Time:
Bolt Load (1/4-28)
Functional -
Proof -
• Efficient Redundant Separation
• Field Resettable for System Level Testing
• Temperature Ranges from
-238_F (-150*C) to +250*F (121_C)
• Virtually Shockless Operation
• No Fragments or Debris
° High Strength Nut Carries Full Bolt Load.
Tensile Loads to 5000 Pounds (22,050 Newtons)
• Safe Easy-to-Use Devices Contain No
Explosives. Separation Nuts Can be
Used Without Special Handling or
Transportation Restrictions
1.0 _+0.1Ohms
3.5 VDC Minimum
20 Milliseconds Maximum
at 4.5 Amperes
'5,000 Pounds (22,050 Newtons)
6,400 Pounds (28,224 Newtons)
Technolog.. Inc.
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THE G&H ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SEPARATION NUT
Reliable Minimum Shock Separation
The heart of the Model 9421-2 Separation Nut is a pair of G&H non-explosive spools, small
electro-mechanical devices that have demonstrated unmatched performance in numerous
space and military applications. Actuation of either one of these spools will initiate nut
separation. The spools are insensitive to spurious or unintended signals and separation of
the nut can not occur until the required electrical command is received.
Upon command, however, nut separation is reliable and ultra-rapid. The non-explosive
spools unwind in milliseconds, freeing internal plungers. This movement releases enough
spring force to push the nut locking sleeve out of position. The internal nut threads pull
away, cleanly releasing their grip on the bolt.
Release of the bolt is extremely fast and no debris or contaminants are created. Complete
and reliable separation occurs without the need for pyrotechnic devices. The result is safe,
non-polluting and virtually shock-free separation.
I Model 9421-2 Separation Nut IReady to Actuate - Bolt Not Shown
SPOOL
/_ j- NEA SPOOL
i
Redundancy
Each separation nut contains a pair of G&H non-explosive actuators. Complete separation
will occur if either one, or both, of these actuators is fired. This provides complete electrical
and mechanical redundancy, ensuring that these separation nuts perform when required.
G&H Technology, Inc., Special Products Division
1649 17th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 (310) 450-0561 FAX (310) 452-5478
FullyTested
The G&H 9421-2 non-explosive nut has been subjected to an intensive developmental
and qualification testing program to establish its performance characteristics. Test fire
separations were successful after environmental testing at both temperature and load
extremes, demonstrating the reliability and effectiveness of these devices. The results
are summarized below:
TEST TEST
NO.
1 Insulation Resistance
2 High Temperature Exposure
284±5°F (140+3°C) for 1 hour
3 iTemperature Cycling
8 cycles from -238°F (-I50°C)
to +250°F (121°C)
4 Shock
3,000 g at 10,000 Hz
Three shocks in each direction
of the three major orthogonal axes
S Random Vibration
10 to 2000 Hz 22 grins
3 minutes In each direction
6 Static Discharge
2S kv discharge from
SO0 pF capacitor .........
7 No-Fire Verification
0.6 amps for 5 minutes
8 Firing Tests
-100°F (-73°C) and
+250°F (121°C)
4.5 amps 2900 lb preload
4.5 amps 5000 lb preload
9 Bridgewire Resistance
A complete report on the G&H 9421-2
Separation Nut performance and
environmental test program is
available upon request. Contact your
G&H marketing representative for
information on metric and other size
non-explosive separation nuts,
additional nut applications, and your
copy of the full test report.
TEST
METHOD RESULTS
MIL-STD
-1576
2117 Passed. 5 Megohm minimum
at 500 VDC
3404 Passed. There was no
evidence of bolt loosening or
nut damage. Temperature
exposure did not initiate nut
separation
3407 Passed. There was no
3114
3113
2205
2404
2201
evidence of bolt loosening or
nut damage due to
temperature cycling
Passed. There was no
: evidence of bolt loosening or
nut damage due to shock
Passed. There was no
evidence of bolt loosening or
nut damage due to vibration
Passed. Discharge did not
initiate nut separation
Passed. Current did not"
initiate nut separation,
Passed. Nuts separated
cleanly in less than 18.7
milliseconds at each
temperature
Passed. 1.00 ±.05 ohm
1
G,,HTechnologu.Inc.
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Shock Output Data
The shock generated by the
non-explosive separation of
these G&H nuts is signifi- ,.
cantly less than that
typically caused by
pyrotechnic separation
devices. The low shock , :.
output during "firing" and
separation of the G&H
9421-2 nut has been
verified in a series of
laboratory tests. The
results of a typical test are
shown at the right.
Resettable
__ iJ,_' .......... tl
:',,,', ,
il.it
rl¢out_c_ - _Z
I
G&H non-explosive nuts can be fired during system and subsystem level testing
programs with no damage to attached equipment or the nuts themselves. This enables
designers to establish full confidence in their system performance through a complete
ground verification program. Customers can quickly and easily field refurbish these
separation nuts with no special safety or handling restrictions. This makes them an
attractive and economical alternative to other separation fasteners.
High Strength
Lightweight compact G&H 9421-2 Separation Nuts provide excellent fastening strength.
They will carry the full torque and tension loads of the mating 1/4-28UNF bolts and are
available in high strength materials for special ultra-high load applications. The mounting
pattern uses standard NAS 618 hole limits and these units will replace most commonly
used separation nuts. Their small size and light weight, 6.125 oz. (175 gm), make them
ideal candidates for space applications.
"250"28UNFTFoR
I ._ BOL'[
!--{i:
-- 2.25
15.72)
0 (3116)
4 .7501.6351
1.765
I- 11.94}2.37
16.02)
.680
(1.72)
G&H Technology, Inc., Special ProductsDivision
1649 17th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 (310) 450-0561 FAX (310) 452-5478
:sT1F ]
/
Description:
The Starsys Research RL-50-C Launch Latch _-a manually resettable release
mechanism for use with moderate release loads (0-150 Ibf). It provides an effective
solution to small satellite solar panel release requirements. Powered by one SRC
HOP linear motor, the RL-50-C is a "T-bar" type release latch which provides
launch restraint and release equivalent to that of a pin puller. The latch is fully
resettable, and can be operated hundreds of times during testing to fully verify
performance.
The modular design minimizes component size and reduces interface
requirements. The latch contains an integral limit switch for sensing latch release.
All electrical connections are made through a standard 9 pin connector mounted to
the latch.
Characteristics:
• Highly reliable operation:
• HOP linear motor driven.
• Resettability allows extensive testing of flight hardware prior to flight.
• All surfaces self lubricating.
• Designed for moderate launch and release loads.
• Self aligning geometry during re-latch.
• Optional kicker springs and active ejection ensure positive release.
• Multiple degrees of freedom are provided between the latch and the mating
T-bar to accommodate misalignment and thermal strains.
Principle of Operation:
When the actuator is energized, it acts upon an internal "latch pin" causing it to
slide relative to the mating, T-shaped release bar. The geometry of the latch pin
and T-bar are such that this extension reiea;es the T-bar. At the moment of
release, loads are carried by high hardness coatings in line contact allowing high
load release without galling or wear. Further extension of the actuator actively
ejects the clevis from the latch body.
Re-latching is accomplished by extending the actuator, and locating the clevis
within the latch body. As the actuator cools and retracts, the clevis is re-latched.
Specifications:
Physical envelope:
Mass:
Launch load capability:
Release load capability:
Power requirement:
Time-for-release:
Lifetime:
Degrees-of-freedom, latch/T-bar:
4.5" X 1.5" X 1"
140 grams w/actuator
200 Ibf
150 Ibf
10 watts at 28 volts
150 seconds from 0° C
Minimum 500 releases
+2.50 conical misalignment
allowable between the latch and
T-bar
C15
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THERMAL KNIFE*
General purpose Release system
ARTIST IMPRESSION OF
THERMAL K_WE
RELEASE SYSTEM
THERMAL KNIFE
Fokker Space & Systems has
developed an alternative release
system for space applications.
The thermal knife system which
is based on Kevlar cables being
degraded by two heating ele-
ments, has numerous advantages
over using pyrotechnic devices.
The thermal knife wa. used for
the first time in 1988 on a CNES
antenna release experiment at
the Soviet space station MIR.
This successful release system is
part of Fokker's Avanced Rigid
Array (ARA) solar arrays, but is
also applicable to antennae, pay-
Ioac)s and jettison systems.
• THERMAL KP;IFE tS PATENTED IN THE USA
UNDE_ NO 4 540.873 (I0098J
Advantages:
- no risk of spontaneous release
- minimum release shock
- ground testing of flight units
possible
- requires low current to release
- low weight
- high flexibility in release re-
quirements
DESCRIPTION OF THE
THERMAL KNIFE
This highly reliable release
system can be applied to almost
every system to be released in
space. It is based on the use of
Kevlar cables for example, to
keep solar arrays together during
launch.
Kevlar is used because of its
s_'ength and its capacity to
degrade when heated above 600
Centigrade. Within the thermal
knife two ceramic plates are
pressed against the Kevlar cable.
These plates are electrically
heated for a period of about one
minute. This period depends on
the diameter of the cable, envi-
ronmental conditions and re-
quired tension in the cable. The
tension in the cable decreases
gradually, preventing any sudden
shocks. Because this release
system is not sensitive to electro-
magnetic disturbances, the possi-
bility of a spontaneous release
has been eliminated.
The thermal knives can be
used many times, so that perfor-
363
During the Advanced Rigid
Array qualification program, the
thermal knife successfully pas-
sed a series of tests, such as:
- cutting under atmospheric and
vacuum conditions at room
temperature
- vibration tests in flight config-
uration
- thermal cycling under dry air
and vacuum conditions
humidity test
contamination test
life test
The thermal knife has proven
to survive at least 15 cuttings
under several conditions during
the qualification program
APPLICATIONS
,INMARSAT 2 TELECOM 2 POLAR PLATFORM
SAX SOHO ARTEMIS
CNES/MIR HISPASAT DRS
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TOP TO BOTTOM:
OEGRADATION OF THE KEY'_t.q CABLE
IN_OE THE THERMAL KNIFE
_F6kker
_ Space &Systems B.V.
Hoogoorddreef 15
1101 BA Amsterdam-Z. 3oost
The Netherlands
TOephcne (020_6059' ""
Telex 11526 FMNSNL
OataFax :020_605603e
Cables :ok#lanes Am.=:_'zram
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LUTE Mission Operations Plan
Purpose
This document presents the methodology to be used in the development of LUTE mission
operations capabilities appropriate for accomplishing the LUTE mission objectives.
Scope
The scope of this document erncompasses the activities necessary to prepare for and
successfully execute LUTE operations,
Operations Philosophy
The purpose of the LUTE program is to enhance our knowledge of the universe by exploring the
ultraviolet spectrum from an instrument on the moon. NASA will provide the instrument and a
means of controlling and monitoring the functions of the instrument for use primarily by the
scientific and educational community. The function of monitoring and controlling the LUTE will
be performed by the LUTE Operations Team (LOT) within the LUTE Operations Control Center
(LOCC). The LOCC will provide communications to and from the instrument to control the
instrument configuration and to evaluate the retumed information from the instrument. Routine
operations and maintainence of the LOCC will be the responsibility of the LOT.
Operations of the LUTE will be determined by a planned sequence of instrument operations and
configurations known as the mission timeline which will be developed under the direction of the
LUTE Management Team (LMT). This timeline will be developed to ensure that mission success
criteria will be met during the LUTE operational period. NASA will work with the scientific and
educational community to establish mission success criteria based on their desires and
operational capabilities of the LUTE,
It is intended for the LOT to be comprised primarily of personnel from the scientific and
educational community. It will be the responsibility of NASA to cerify both the personnel of the
LOT and the guidelines and procedures to be used during the mission in order to ensure mission
success.
It is desired to draw upon existing resources within NASA and the scientific and educational
community to develop the LOCC. It will be the responsibility of NASA to verify and certify the
LOCC facility for operational readiness to support the mission as the primary control center.
Routine operations of the facility will be the responsibility of the LOT. Although the LUTE and
LOCC will be provided as a service to the scientific and educational community, NASA will
maintain a vested interest in the instrument performance and the science return for the mission.
NASA will provide technical support as needed throughout the mission to ensure nominal
operations of the LUTE and LOCC.
It is desired to make LUTE operations and science data easily accessible to necessary and
interested individuals and institutions. The LOCC will have a substantial capability for access and
dissemination of this information. Remote electronic access capabilities will be established
commensurate with security requirements of the LOCC data systems.
Operations Development
Two critical areas which will be very important to the overall success of the LUTE mission are the
development of the LUTE Operations Control Center and development of the LUTE Operations
Team. The following paragraphs detail the philosophy which will be used in these areas of
operations development.
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LUTE Operations Control Center
The LOCC will be located at a selected location which has the necessary facilities
required to accomplish LUTE mission operations objectives. It is desired that this
location be an institution which has a vested interest in the success of the LUTE, such
as an educational institution or a related research institution. Iris also desired that the
LOCC be developed from much of the existing infrastructure within that institution and
within NASA. It is the responsibility of NASA to direct thedeveiopment and certify the
operational readiness of the LOCC. However, it is the responsibility of the LUTE
Operations Team to maintain the facility for day-to-day operations of the LUTE.
LUTE Operations Team
The LUTE Operations Team will consist of all individuals involved in the operations
of the LOCC and the LUTE. This team will conslst-0f ind3V_K:iuaiswho _ave the
responsibility of maintaining the LOCC for day-to-day operations, such as hardware, _:
software_ and communications su_ppo_ The-LOT wgl a_soconsid Of gi;oundcontrollers
responsible for valid science return from the LUTE along With the health and status of
the instrument. It will be the responsibility of NASA to certify these individuals for
LUTE operations in order to achieve mission goals.
Operations Phases
Prelaunch
..... : ---- . . .
Prior to launch, LuTE will be prepared for mission operations by subjecting the
LOCC and spacecraft to end-to-end testing. Telemetry from theLUTEw_ll be
transmitted to the LOCC where it will be displayed and verified. Commands will
also be transmitted to the instrument in the launch facility from the LOCC and
verified for valid execution.
i
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Landing
LUTE landing and instrument verification will occur prior to normal operations.
Communications will be established between LUTE and the LOCC utilizing
NASA Communications (NASCOM) after landing and prior to normal operations.
Normal Operations
Upon successful landing andinstrument verification, normal operations will begin.
NASCOM will providenecessary communication to the LOCC for instrument ......
control and for health and status monitoring. The LOCC will be designed and prepared
to support continuous support during the normal operations period. The LUTE
configuration will be controlled as directed by the LUTE operations schedule. The LOCC
will provide the capability to transmit commands to control the instrument configuration.
Likewise,information from the instrument will be transmitted to the LOCC for monitoring
by ground controllers responsible for instrument configuration and engineering support.
Ground Systems
Operations of the LUTE will require ground systems to perform specific functions to accomplish
LUTE mission goals. The primary ground system will be the LUTE Operations Control Center
(LOCC). Within the LOCC will be the Scientific Data Center (SDC), the Engineering Support
Center (ESC), and the Education and Media Support Center (EMSC).
_IIF
LUTE Operations Control Center
The function of the LOCC will be the execution of mission operations while processing and
displaying engineering and scientific data for the LUTE OperationsTeam (LOT). In addition, the
LOCC will provide for the dissemination of LUTE operations and science information to interested
educational institutions and media services. These functions will be accomplished by the
following facilitieswithin the LOCC. These facilities can be within the LOCC or remotely dispersed
and connected electronically.
Scientific Data Center
This portion of the LOCC will distribute and archive the scientific data from the
LUTE telemetry downlink. The data will be provided to the interested parties of
the scientific community for analysis to determine its value for mission success.
Engineering Support Center
This portion of the LOCC will process and display the engineering data from the
LUTE telemetry downlink. This data will be monitored and analyzed to determine
the health and configuration status of the instrument in order to maintain proper
operations of the instrument.
Education and Media Services Center
This portion of the LOCC will compile and maintain information about LUTE
operations for distrubution to interested educational and media services.
Information provided by the EMSC will include completed operations, scheduled
operations, and information regarding the viewing targets. The EMSC will
interface with the SAC and the ESC to obtain the desired information for the
interested educational institutions and media services.
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iii
LUTE Management Team
-Establish operations policy
-Select and certify the LUTE Operations Team
-Develop and certify the LUTE Operations Control Center
-Certify instrument operations guidelines and ground operations procedures
-Establish mission success criteria with the scientific community
I I IIII I
LUTE Operations Team
-Perform LUTE mission operations
-Operate and maintain hardware, software, and communications needed
for prelaunch testing and mission support
-Monitor instrument performance and provide necessary enginnering
support from the ESC, SDC, and the EMSC
-Coordinate the dissemination of LUTE operations information to
interested institutions
LUTE OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
-Located at institution selected by the LUTE Management Team
-Serves as the focal point for reception of LUTE real time information
-Provide distribution of information to each center within the LOCC
Centers can be within the LOCC or remotely dispersed iJ
ENGINEERING SUPPORT
CENTER
-Provide information to engineering
support personnel to monitor health
and status information of the LUTE
SCIENTIFIC DATA CENTER
-Distribute and archive science
information for the scientific
community
EDUCATION AND MEDIA
SERVICES CENTER
-Coordinate the
dissemination of LUTE
operations to the scientific
community.
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ACRONYMS and SYMBOLS ( CONTINUED )
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Scope
The LUTE phase A report on mirror materials is an overview of information
accumulated from a 4 month long investigation of Beryllium and Silicon Carbide. The
main objectives of this study were to l) build a Be and SiC material property database and
2) recommend an optical material for the primary mirror based on mirror material
comparison factors/figures of merit ( see SEC. 2 ) .Some of the topics addressed for these
two state of the art lightweight optical materials are material properties, material stability,
material toxicity, processing and fabrication. References are listed at the end of the mirror
material report. As a design aid, an indexed mirror material data book is also provided.
1.2 LUTE System Description
The Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE), modeled in Figure 1, is a
1 meter class transit( fixed declination ), UV imaging telescope. The LUTE will be placed
on the Lunar surface by an unmanned lander and remotely operated. The wavelength
region of interest for LUTE is between 100 and 350 nm.
Figure : LUTE concept as depicted on Lunar surface
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2.0 MIRROR MATERIALS
2.1 Introduction
The selection of substrate materials for an optical system is a very complex task;
many areas have to be analysed such as structural, thermal, and material properties. Other
areas that also have to studied are ease of fabrication, polishability, surface scatter, and
the cost of the mirror blank.The LUTE program has keyed in on two mirror materials
(Beryllium and Silicon Carbide) that designers throughout the world consider for high
performance optical Systems. Properties for these tWO materials are presented in tabular:
form throughout this report for comparison and reference.
2.2 Mirror Material Comparison Factors
Standard comparison factors and/or figures of merit for selection of optical
systems are listed below •
1. Structural
a. Specific stiffness - E( Young's Modulus )/9(Density)
b. Specific Stength - YS(Yield Strength )/9(Density)
c. Fracture Toughness - the behavior of a material with a crack present.
d. Mirror Weight - W
e. Area Weight Density - W/A is the weight per unit area, A=mirror area
f.. Flexural Rigidity ( D ) - measure of structural stiffness given by
D= IE/( 1 -v 2)
Where I = Moment of inertia
E = Young's Modulus
v = Poisson's ratio • :c
k. Characteristic Length ( L )- this property is useful for the characterization of
active, deformable mirrors. L is the measure of the spatial extent of influence of a figure
control actuator. A decrease in the the ratio of actuator spacing to characteristic length
increases the accuracy to which the shape of a mirror can be controlled. L is given by:
L = (R2D/teE) 1/4
IIF
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Where R = mirror radius of curvature
te = thickness of solid mirrror having the same area weight density.
2. Temporal Stability
a. Temporal Instability - A permanent change that takes place in a component as a
function of time in a fixed environment.
b. Microyield Strength ( MYS )- this property is a sensitive measurement of the
resistance of a material to becoming permanently deformed under cyclic loads. Prior
history of the material affects this property significantly. High MYS is a desirable
property.
c. Dimensional Instability - the time dependent dimensional change in response to
internal or external influences.
3. Thermal Stability
a. Steady State Thermal Distortion Coefficient - CTE/k
b. Homogeneity of Thermal Expansion
c. Thermal Instability - a reversible dimensional change measured in a fixed
environment after a change from another fixed environment that is independent from the
environmental path.
f. Transient Thermal Distortion Coefficent - (CTE-o-Cp)/k
g. Hysteresis due to Thermal Cycling - A distortion that can be either permanent or
reversible and is defined as the change measured in a fixed environment that is
dependent on the environmental path to the fixed environment.
4. Optic Measurements
a. Surface Figure
b. Surface Microroughness ( rms )
c. Optical Scatter
d. Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) - BRDF characterizes
the directionality of the radiation reflected from a surface. The definition of BRDF is the
ratio of the measured radiance (L) emitted from the sample surface to the irradiance (E)
incident on the sample.
e. UV reflectance (normal incidence}
5. Manufacturability
a. Material availability
b. Material Polishability
c. Material Toxicity
381
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d. Component Size
e. Overall Maturity of Technology
f. Cost
Other areas that need to be analyzed when evaluating materials for optical systems
for space applications are environmental conditions the materials will be exposed to such
as the space vacuum, radiation environment, atomic oxygen, and micrometeroid and
orbital debris.
2.3 Mirror Material Discussion for Beryllium (Be)
In general, Be has the following favorable characteristics; 1) low densitY, 2) high
specific heat, 3) high elastic modulus, 4) high infrared reflectance, 5) high thermal
conductivity, 6) low X-ray absorption, 7) athermalized systems can be produced from Be
materials, 8) Be components can be readily fastened with inserts, 9) Be components can be
produced to near - net - shape by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIPing) with little or no
machining or material waste and 10) Be mirror substrates are polishable bare or coated.
Some of Be's unfavorable characteristics are 1) moderate thermal expansion, 2)
low microyield, 3) anisotropy ( directional properties ), 4) toxicity, and 5) thermal induced
porosity.
Several different Be materials and fabrication methods are utilized in the
production of Be optics. Due to the high anisotropic nature of single crystal Be (hexagonal
close- packed), it is not used for Be 0ptics. Since Be is prone to anisotr0pic behavior,
random orientation of the grains is required. Thus, Be optics and practically all Be parts
are produced by powder metallurgical processes as opposed to the crystal growth process.
Be powders can be produced by the following methods: 1) attrition,
2) impact attrition, 3) rotary atomization, and 4) inert gas atomization. Even when
cons0iidfited under high temperatures and pressures,the attritioned Be (fine powder of
small flakes) Component w ili- h-ave definite anisotropydue-io the alignment 0fthe flat
surfaces of the Be flakes. The gas atomization of Be produces spherical shaped
multicrystalline granules of Be. By utilization of the gas atomized Be powder, a more
uniform Be mirror blank can be produced by HIPing :i Material Properties for several
different Be powders are detailed in the Tables 1, 2, and 3.
382
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TABLE 1: 1-250, 1-70, and 0-50 Material Characteristics
Grade
1-250
79
1-70
300.2% YS (KSI)
UTS (KSI) 95 38 48
%ELONGATION 3 3 3
MYS (KSI) 14 1.7 - 1.8 1.8
% BeO 2.0 0.7 0.5
Grain Size 2.5 10 9
(microns)
Q-50
33
Where 1-250 = Instrument/Structural grade of Be
1-70 = Optical grade of Be
0-50 = Optical grade of Be
TABLE 2: Instrument Grades of Beryllium
Property C,rade
1-250
79
1-220
5O0.2% YS (KSI)
UTS (KSI) 95 65 80
% ELONGATION 3 2 --
MYS (KSI) 14 7.2 13
% BeO 2.0 2.1 6.7
2.5Grain Size
(microns)
6-8
1-400
1-3
383
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TABLE 3: Structural Grade Material Characteristics
C,rade
0.2% YS (KSii .....
UTS (KSI)
%ELONGATION
1-250
79
%BeO 2.0
Grain Size 2.5
(microns)
S-200
38
95 58
3 3
1.7
8-10
Note: Tables 1-3 are excerpts from Reference # 1.0.1.
The 1-250 grade of Be is relatively new and is designed to function as both a
structural and instrument material. It has a minimum MYS of 14 KSI, low oxide content,
high yield and ultimate strength, and ductility eqivalent to structural grade Be materials.
1-250 is also isotropic. Although 1-250 may not be suitable for bare mirror applications
due to its high oxide content, a coated 1-250 optic would be highly dimensionally stable
based on the material properties. 1-250 would also be a good material for an optical bench
due to its high strength, high ductility, and isotropy.
Be optics can be fabricated by several methods such as machining, epoxy bonding,
brazing, or near-net-shape (NNS) processing ( see Reference # 1.0.3 ). The newest
method for Be fabrication is near-net-shape processing. For this process, Be powder is
HIPed around non-Beryllium ( copper ) tooling. The tooling is then leached out chemically
using a nitric acid solution. Most waste, and machining operations that are associated with
detailed components are eliminated with this process. Structures as large as 1.2 m can be
produced with this process.The NNS processis a tailorable cost-effective process for the
manufacture of optics, optical support structures, and other Be components.
In order to produce a dimensionally stable Be optic, Be material
properties must be satisfied by certain requirements. For example, a highly isotropic Be
material is produced by utilization of atomized spherical Be powder that is
HIPed. Other material properties and their requirements for the production of
384
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dimensionally stable Be optics are as follows: 1) high microyield which is the result of a
fine grain size, high oxide, texture strengthening material, 2) low optical scatter as a result
of a low oxide, low impurity, high density, basal plane oriented Be material, 3) optics
survivability which is due to a fine grain size, high purity, low oxide, low x-ray absorbtion,
high microyield strength material, 4) thermal cycle stability due to isotropy and high
thermal conductivity, 5) temporal stability from lack of stress gradients and residual stress,
and 6) high thermal conductivity which is due to large grain size and low oxide content of
the Be material. In short, Be optical materials are very well understood, characterized,
documented ( see Reference #1.0.2 ) and can be tailored to produce temporally and
thermally stable optics.
Be is toxic in fine particle form ( less than 10 microns ). Be particles are produced
when Be is machined, ground, sanded, or chemically processed. Be is not toxic in solid
form. Touching, feeling ,and eating solid Be metal or accidentally cutting oneself with
solid Be metal would not have toxic effects. Hybrid type structures where AI or Ti are
bonded to Be assemblies to replace mount pad locations allow flexibility for modifying,
lapping, polishing, threading, and/or line drilling of the mounting surfaces. This
procedure effectively removes potential toxicity hazards associated with other
manufacturing alternatives that would release airborne Be particles.
Overall Be is a highly designable, lightweight, rigid, and thermally stable material
that should be considered where stiffness, weight, and stability are highly critical.
Although initial material costs are high, Be becomes a cost effective material in the
"finished product" form ( see Reference # 1.0.3 ).
2.4 Mirror Material Discussion for Silicon Carbide (SIC)
Traditionally, SiC has been used for high temperature applications such as reaction
tubes and furnace components used in semiconductor processing chambers, heating
elements, refractory ware, abrasives, and coatings for wear and corrosion resistance.
However. SiC exhibits favorable properties for use as a substrate for solar collectors and
concentrators, laser mirrors, and astronomical telescopes. Some of the properties of SiC
that are favorable to the production of optical substrates are: 1 ) low density, 2) low
coefficient of thermal expansion, 3) high thermal conductivity, 4) high thermal shock
resistance, 5) high specific stiffness for lightweight designs, 6) high fracture toughness
relative to glass and glass ceramics, 7) high hardness for enhanced polishability,
and 8) low static and dynamic thermal distortion characteristics required for dimensional
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stability. SiC is also the material of choice for mirrors for use in the vacuum ultraviolet
(LUTE environment ) and X-ray regions ( see Reference #1.0.7 ).
On the other hand, SiC does has some unfavorable characteristics such as :1)
anomalous scatter in some cases, 2) the material is difficult to fasten and machine, 3)
optical coatings like Si cladding or Ion Beam Sputtered ( IBS ) amorphous SiC are
required for improved polishability and surface finish, and 4) the technology is less mature
than Be optic technnology. Table 4 list the typical (average) properties of SiC.
TABLE 4: Typical SiC Mirror Material Properties
Density, g/cc 2.92
Elastic Modulus, GPa 311
Specific Modulus, 10.7
relative
156Thermal
Conductivity, W/m- K
Specific heat, J/K_,-K
Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion,
ppm/K
1255.2
2.6
Diffusivity, relative 0.43
Microyield Strength, none
MPa
Note: Table 4 is an exert from Reference # 1.0.6.
There are two crystal forms of SiC, alpha and beta. Alpha SiC has a
hexagonal crystal structure with some anisotropy exhibited in its thermal expansion
properties. Beta SiC has a cubic crystal structure that has some anisotropy present in the
386
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elastic modulus. Although there are a number of fabrication processes that exist for the
production of SiC, the processes associated with the fabrication of optical components are
Reaction Bonding (RB) [a powder processing technology (sintering or hot pressing of
powders) ] and Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) ( a high temperature, low pressure
process that deposits high purity beta SiC ).
RB SiC is a material with a two phase microstructure consisting of SiC
grains in a silicon (Si) matrix. The SiC slurry is cast, dried, and fired. A porous body is
formed which is refired to fill the porous body with pure Si yielding a 100% dense
material. It is highly formable and repairable in the manufacturing process due to the
tailorability of the slurry and other process parameters. RB SiC can be fabricated into near
net shape lightweight mirrrors and RB SiC also has a mature, low cost manufacturing
process. RB SiC mirrors have been fabricated in sizes ranging from a few centimeters to
two meters, with uncoated polished surfaces that have surface roughnesses < 30 Angstrom
rms. Low scatter surfaces with a surface roughness of 10 Angstroms rms can be obtained
on the bare two phase material utilizing polishing techniques developed by Hughes
Danbury Optical Systems. Ultra-low scatter surfaces ( < 5 Angstrom rms ) can be obtained
for a RB SiC optic with a coating such as Ion Beam Sputtered (IBS) amorphous SiC.
When exposed to cryogenic temperatures, bare and amorphous SiC coated mirrors are
thermally stable. In short, RB SiC is a competitive material for large optics. Characteristic
properties of RB SiC are listed in Table 5.
TABLE 5: Reaction Bonded SiC Characteristic Properties
Properties
Hexural Strength 280-385
(MPa/
Young's Modulus 280-350
(GPa)
Thermal 155
Conductivity (W/In-
K)
Specific Heat (J/Kg- 670
K)
2.57CTE (ppm/K)
Grain Size(micrgn.s)
Density (g/cc)
varies
varies
(approximately) 2.9
Note: Table 5 isexcerpted from Reference # 2.0.6.
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CVD SiC has high UV reflectanAe and exhibits a low scatter surface. A scalable
CVD process for SiC has been developed to produce a dense, high purity beta SiC that
p0sSesses' material "_ are ......... opticalproperties that excellent for ....... applications i Material
characterizationmeasurements for physical, thermal, mechanical, and optical properties
have=been COnducted and the results show that CVD SiC is a dense, highly pure, single
phase (cubic) material capable of being polished to< 3 angstrom rms. The material is
homogeneous in terms of CTE and also has a very high elastic modulus, high strength,
hardness, relatively high heat capacity, and thermai c0nductivity. CVD SiC has good
retention of mechanical properties up to 1500 degrees Celsius and the material also
exhibits superior thermal and cryogenic stability ( -i90 tO i350 degrees C). It is highly
resistant to atomic oxygen and electron beam degradation ( see reference # 2.0.3 ). The
CVD process is also scalable: for example, monolithic 0.5 meter diameter mirrors have
been produced. Disks up to 60 cm in diameter and plates 76 cm by 46 cm wide with
thicknesses up to 13 mm have also been produced. Currently, there is work being done on
scaling the process to produce a mirror 1.5 meter in diameter. All of the positive material
atu@utes of-CVD SiC suciqas-durab{lity, strength, _[ghlstiffness-to-weight ratio, good
thermal dislortion resistance, and thermal stability establish the material as a good
candidate maieriai for Current and future optical applications especially where high optical
tolerances (ultra-low scatter' surfaces ) are required. Characteristic Properties of CVD
SiC are iiste-cl:=_n:Table 6.
TABLE 6: CVD SiC Characteristic Properties
Prooerties
Flexural Strength (MPa)
Young's Modulus (GPa)
Thermal Conductivity
(W/m-K)
550
470
25O
Specific Heat (J/Kg-K) 700
CTE/pprn/K) 2.4
Grain Size (microns) 2-10
Density (g/cc) 3.2
Note: Table 6 is exerted from Reference # 2.0.6.
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Most forms of SiC are non-toxic. Reaction Bonded SiC is a hot pressed powder
that is relativily non-toxic. Solid pieces of polycrystalline SiC are also relatively non-toxic.
The only form that is toxic is SiC whiskers.
In conclusion, RB SiC offers a low cost mature technology with relatively
good properties; whereas, CVD SiC offers the best properties with the least
mature manufacturing technology. CVD SiC is the best SiC material suited for the LUTE
wavelength region ( CVD SiC has high ultraviolet reflection and can be manufactured with
the lowest scatter surface ). Overall, both SiC materials are excellent lightweight mirror
substrates.
2.5 Be/SiC comparison
The performance of an optical system is related to the physical and mechanical
properties of a material, material compatability with other system components, and
dimensional stability. From the previous descriptions of both Be and SiC, it is evident that
both materials are good candidates for the LUTE program optics. The material property
table shown below lists both Be and SiC properties for comparison purposes.
TABLE 7: Mirror Material Properties
sic
300K-150K 300K-150K
Young's Modulus IGPa) __ 290 310-462
Density (_/cc) 1.85 2.82-3.21
Specific Stiffness(10E5) 159 112-147
Fracture Strength (MPa) ......... 241 >275
Microyield Strength (MPa) >7 none
Fracture Toughness (MPa m) 9 3
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (ppm/K)
Thermal Conductivity (W/m-K)
Specific Heat (J/Kg-K)
Thermal Diffusivity (sq cm/sec)
Steady State Distortion Coefficient (gm/W)
Transient Distortion Coefficient ,(_.sec/s q cmK)
11.3-3.4 2.4-0.6
194-316 160-150
1840-840 710-330
0.57-2.05 0.83-1.40
0.06-0.01 0.02-<0.01
2.9-0.4
Note: Table 7 is exerted from reference # 1.0.7.
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SiC is a lightweight material that has structural characteristics that are between
glass and Be. On the other hand, Be has the best mechanical properties and can be used
to produce the lightest mirror designs. The data from Table 7 shows that Be has the
lowest density of the two mirror materials.However, SiC has a Young's Modulus that is
higher than Be; therefore, SiC is the stiffer of the two materials. The specific stiffness
( stiffness to weight ratio ) of Be is higher than SiC which is an extremely important
property in the sense that deformations of the mirror substrate under load could feasibly
result in optical figure distortion. Thus, Be on a weight for weight basis will not be as
susceptible to deform under load as SiC.
The thermal properties of Be and SiC contribute to the dimensional stability of
mirror substrates fabricated from these materials. Since Be and SiC have relatively high
thermal conductivities, Be and SiC mirror substrates attain thermal equilibrium quite
rapidly resulting in small thermal gradients. The high specific heat of Be indicates that
Be can absorb large amounts of heat. Therefore, def0rmation would not occur unless a
significant amount of heat was imparted into the mirror substrate. The high diffusivity of
both Be and SiC enables these materials to rapidly equa]ize the temperature of a mirror
substrate resulting in little or no thermal gradient whic_co_! d leadto distorti0n , The
of Be is moderate ( 11.3-3.4 ppm/K ) in comparison to SiC which has a CTE range of 2.4
-0.6 ppm/K; therefore, SiC is not as likely to experience dimensional movements due to
temperature variations. In short, both Be and SiC thermal properties indicate high thermal
stability for optics.
Based on all material presented, a Be optic fabricated from spherical powders
would be a good choice for the LUTE mirror substrate except in the area of ultraviolet
reflectance. An appropriate optical coating may be the solution to this problem. ( NOTE:
problems associated with bi-metallic bending should be a part of a coating trade study if
Be is the final optical material choice for LUTE ). Be has the most mature manufacturing
base in comparison to SiC mirror materials. Reaction Bonded SiC is a competitive
material to Be in the sense that the manufacturing process is low cost, tailorable, and with
the aid of ultra-low scatter coatings surface roughnesses of < 5 Angstroms rms can be
achieved. Although the overall properties of CVD SiC are exceptional, CVD SiC can only
be produced in limited geometrical forms. The cost effectiveness of this material is also
questionable since the production process is not as mature as RB SiC or Be.
3.0 Conclusion
The comparison study of Be vs. SiC for the LUTE program has resulted in the
in the following ranking for the optical material choices based on mature manufacturing
'1 1i7
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technology : 1) HIPed spherical Be, 2) RB SiC, and 3) CVD SiC. The optical materials
rank as follows for use in the LUTE wavelength region: 1) CVD SiC, 2) RB SiC, and 3)
HIPed spherical Be. CVD SiC technologies should be tracked for final selection of the
LUTE primary mirror optic.
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NOTE 1: The Proceedings from the Aluminum, Beryllium, and Silicon Carbide Optics
Seminar, February 23-24, 1993, Oak Ridge National Laboratory are excellent
references for AI, Be, and SiC. Topics addressed in the proceedings are toxicity of
the optical materials, material properties ( structural, thermal, and optical ) of AI, Be, and
SiC, and manufacturing considerations.
NOTE 2: The indexed literature search data book which accompanies this report contains
the references listed in this report as well as other supporting information.
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TableTempProps.Beryllium
LUNAR ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT (LUTE) PD22 / Paul L. Luz
Mlrror Materlal Temperature-Dependent Properties Nov 9. 92
,r,v, r,r,l-111,r111, r fl, rJ11_
Temp.
T
(K)
0 •
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
4E
45
5C
55
6(:
65
7C
75
81:
85
9C
9_
10¢
10_=
11¢
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
22O
23O
240
25O
260
270
273.16
28O
29O
294.26
300
Material: Beryllium 0-50
Density
rho
(k/m^3}
1856
1856
1856
1856
1856
1858
1856
1856
1856
1856
1854
1852
18501
18491
CrE
( perK)
3.16E-10
9.60E-10
2.31 E-09
4.83E-09
9.14EOO9
1.61 E-08
2.67E-08
4.24E-08
6.48E-08
9.61E-08
1.38E-07
1.94E-07
2.66E-07
3.56E-07
4.67E-07
5.99E-07
7.52E-07
9.26E-07
1.12E*06
1.32E-06
1.54E-06
I. 77 E -06
2.27E-06
2.82E-06
3.41E-06
4.01E-06
4.62E-06
5.24E-06
5.84E-06
6.43E-06
7.00E-06
7.54E-06
8.07E-06
8.57E-06
9.04E-06
9.50E-06
9.94E-06
1.04E-05
1.05E-05
1.08E-05
1.11E-05
1.13E-05
1.15E-05
Conductivity
k
IW/m-K)
26
34
55
68.5
85.6
104
120
1 50
175
195
220
245
250
260
25O
236
218
220
20(:
Specific heal
c_
(J/kg-K)
1.6
I0.C
34.1
90.4
202._
354.¢
636.¢
1112.{
1535.!
1875.0
1832.6
FIGURES OF MERIT
Thermal
Diflusivily
[k/rho-Cp]
(cm^2/sec)
221.0C
33.4¢
11.60
6.30
1,30
0.59
Steady-state
Distortion
{CTE/k]
(cm/MW)
3.69E-03
6.79E-03
8.78E-03
1.33E-02
1.88E-02
2.57E-02
3.53E-02
1.29E-01
2.03E*01
3.07E-01
4.21 Eo01
5.39E-01
6.16E-01
8.73E-01
1.13E+00
4.0_E+O0
4.82E+00
5.14E*00
5.75E+00
Transient
Distortion
ICTE-rho-Cp/k]
E-6(sec/cm A2-K)
2.61E-05
4.14E-05
6.59E-04
2.88E-03
8.18E-03
4.03E-0 _,
5.15E-0_
2. I 0E-01
5.74E-Ol
5.38E+0(
1.14E+01
1.78E+01
1.95E+01
RBR_IENCE:
A A
near zero ile&r zero
is good is good
Young's P_sson's
Mod_us R=_
E mu
IGPal I--I
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.25 0.0334
321.16 0.0335
321.06 0.0336
321.03 0.0338
320.94 0.0339
320.74 0.0341
320.52 0.0345
320.33 0.0347
320.11 0.0351
319.86 0.0355
319.55 0.0360
319.23 0.0363
318.89 0.0368
318.54 0.0373
318.20 0.0378
317,76 0.0384
317.38 0.0389
316.94 0.0395
316.50 0.0399
316.04 0.0407
315.59 0.0413
315.36 0.0416
315.13 0.0419
• D.H. Killpatrick, REPORT ON THE PROPERTIES OF BERYLLIUM, Oak Ridge Nalional Laboralory, May 1990,
• Swanson, "HIP beryllium: Thermal expansivily from 4 to 3001< and heal capacity from 1 to 108K', JOURNAL
OF APPLIED PHYSICS, 70(6), Sept. 1991.
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Temp.
T
(°K)
0 _
10¢
123
128
133
150
173
2OO
223
25O
273
294.26
298
Material:CVD Silicon Carbide
Dens_y
rho
Ikg/m^3)
- 321 o
= 3210
,, 3210
- 3210
• 3210
321
CTE
(per'K)
- 4.00e-7
4.00E-7
8.00E-7
= 1.35e-6
1.90E-6
Cond uctivit
k
(W/m-K)
179
,179
223
235
202
193
Specific heat
cp
(J/kg-K)
250
= 250
Thermal
Diffusivily
[k/rho-Cp]
(cm^2/sec)
2.23
- 2.23
400 1.74
0.80J
RGURBS OF MERIT
Steady.state
Distortion
[CTE/k]
(cm/MW 1
- 2.23E-01
- 3.59E-01
- 5.74E-0t
= 9.41E-01
Transient--
Distortion
[CTE-rho-Cp/k]
E-6(seclcm ^2-K)
- 1.79E-01
- 4.61E-01
= 1.01E+0(_
,, 2.11E+O_
Young's
Modulus
E
(GPa)
461-466
Poisson's
Ratio
mu
(-I
^ ^
near zero near zero
is good is good
FIB:B:IENCE: "CVD Silicon Carbide _'. CVD Materials, Technical Bulletin #107, Morion Advanced Materials, date unknown.
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Strength
IMPal
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TempProps.CERAFORM SiC
LUNAR ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT (LUTE) PD22 / Paul L. Luz
Mirror Materials Selection Nov 30, 92
Materlal:UTOS CERAFORM® Silicon Carbide (siliconized SiC)
Temp.
T
0 o
25
5O
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
273.16
294.26
300
Density
rho
(kg/m^3)
2920
CTE
( per OK)
1.02e-6 ?
1.13e-6 ?
1.40e-6 ?
1.75e-6 ?
2.2Oe-6 ?
1.60e-6 ?
2.57E-6
ConductJvlly
k
(W/m-°K)
125 ?
175 ?
200 ?
190 ?
156
Spedflc heat
cp
(J/kg-°K)
670
RGURES OFMER_
Thermal
Diffusivily
[k/rho-Cp]
(cm^2/sec)
Steady-state
Distortion
[CTE/k]
(cm/MW)
- 9.04E-01
. ILOOE-01
- 8.75E-01
- 1.16E+00
1.65E+00
Transient
Distortion
[CTE-rho-Cp/k]
E-6(sec/¢mA2-°K)
Young's
Modulus
E
(GPal
311
Poisson's
Ratio
mu YTS
I--1 IMPel
^ A
zero fleer zoro
is good is good
_ °UI'I_ CE_FORM® Silicon Carbide (sil_iz_l SIC)', Unh_ Technologies I_fie.,al Systems, dale unknown.
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Introduction
This brief study of primary mirror options for the Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope was conducted to
evaluate the potential of either a passive or active mirror configuration to achieve "diffraction-
limited" performance in the lunar surface environment, described in the LUTE telescope analyses
done by the MSFC task team. Itek therefore started from the premise that any acceptable design
must achieve the desired weight given in the overall LUTE weight statement, and must achieve a
WFE of .03_tm rms in the environment of the LUTE analyses. This report provides summary data
describing active and passive mirror configurations which have an acceptable weight and would
provide high quality wavefront performance. This information is in the form of presentation
material used for a final briefing held at Itek on May 10, 1993. As appendix material, we include
copies of memos and other information provided in the course of our study activity, as well as
some information describing Itek-manufactured hardware, made to meet similar requirements for
other programs.
Summary
To summarize the mirror structural analysis results in the light of the error budget, it appears that
the goal of operation at near-diffraction-limited performance in the vacuum ultraviolet (0.1-
0.35p.m) is extremely restrictive. In a formal sense, there appears to be no simple combination of
materials and common processes from which a passive lightweight mirror can be constructed to
achieve the desired mirror performance (0.01 Ixm rms WFE) over the range of temperatures (and
temperature distribution) seen by the LU'IqE primary in a full lunation. The solution to the dilemma
is then to:
1. Reduce the optical performance goal to less than diffraction-limited (0.1 gm rms total WFE),
thus reducing the scientific mission,
2. Thermally control mirrors and metering structure to a smaller temperature range, or
3. Adopt an active primary mirror configuration
Our evaluation of mirror performance over the lunar temperature range shows that achievable fused
silica or SiC passive lightweight mirror designs will yield -0.05l.tm rms wavefront error, and have
mass/area ratios of 39.1 kg/m 2 and 33.3 kg/m 2 respectively. (Use of either of these materials for
such a lightweight mirror is a low risk based on currently operational hardware.) A SiC mirror
"cold figured" at the average operating temperature of 190K will yield a WFE of .03 l.tm rms.
These thermally-induced errors exceed diffraction-limited performance requirements by factors of 3
to 5. Reducing system performance to accommodate this level of mirror capability might be
acceptable, if overall scientific output is not strongly degraded. However, should sufficient power
be available, using active thermal control with one of these materials may allow achieving
diffraction-limited performance. For example, a total system error budget of 0.05 gm rms WFE is
feasible for swings limited to about 50K. However, any final system goals for mirror weight and
performance must be set on the basis of more detailed analysis than we have been able to provide
here: these comments are for exemplary purposes only. It is safe to say that we have met the limit
of the state of the art in this area, and we recommend that it would be cost-effective to do
something other than try to develop even more advanced passive mirror approaches.
If an active mirror solution is required, because both the performance and weight goals are deemed
to be firm, then we can certainly indicate that this technology also has a reasonable degree of
maturity, based on almost twenty years of hardware development, under Itek and Government
sponsorship. We can provide hardware specifics, if required in the future for review committee
purposes, but at this time, a good summary of the Pepi/Nagle evaluation is that they were able to
use their standard methodology, and interpolated into previously defined design curves to develop
the parametric description and sketches of the active mirror baseline concept shown in the briefing.
l IY
From this evaluation, it appears that the reference mirror can be launched, land on the moon and
(analytically) operate over the entire thermal cycle to the specified level. However, as also noted, to
achieve the operating performance, a simple open-loop controller based on the analytic predictions
is probably not sufficient, and some version of a "standard" active optic control system would be
required for performance maintenance. The additional elements of the standard figure maintenance
system are a wavefront sensor (either direct measurement or wavefront data inferred from
deconvolution of the scientific imagery), a processor to derive the primary mirror surface shape (as
well as alignment errors) from the wavefront, and a control system to drive the active mirror into
the desired shape.
For the LUTE application, a simplifying assumption is that the constancy of the environment, and
the truly repetitive nature of the thermal cycle, will allow a detailed analytical prediction of mirror
distortion as a function of time, which would be phased with the varying temperature distribution
within the telescope. Thus, once wavefront and temperature measurements are made over the first
Iunation, for validation and "calibration" of the predictive model, it should be possible to use the
time and temperature distribution (only) to control the mirror, using the calibrated model. It is
likely that the operating bandwidth of this "active" mirror control system will be in the .001 hz
regime, so that the number of independent degrees of freedom will be modest, and the number and
precision of thermal sensors should not be extreme. Finally, because there is likely to be small, but
measurable, hysteresis of the mirror actuators, an occasional recheck of wavefront performance
with the wavefront sensor will be a useful part of the system operating timeline. A second use for
the WFS would be to check system optical alignment.
As a practical matter, we enumerate the hardware required for the active mirror system:
• Active mirror, with (nominally) 90 actuators (number depends on material and environment)
• Actuator drive electronics (1 card including amplifier, 12-15 IC chips, D/A, power supply
and data bus interconnects)
• Wavefront sensor (CCD camera with ancillary pupil imaging optics and shear grating)
• Processing and control electronics (a 486-class, RISC computer, similar to existing Litton
ATD unit. Memory of 16 megabytes would be more than ample for all active mirror functions.)
• Thermal sensors, of the order of 50-100 maximum, located strategically within the telescope.
Based on twenty years of development and hardware demonstration under various environmental
conditions, at Itek and elsewhere, we feel that use of an active mirror for LUTE is a low to
moderate risk, even though such a mirror has not yet flown in space. While we certainly agree that
the additional parts count, failure modes and assembly complexity make an active mirror less
attractive than a passive one, it should not be ruled out if the performance and mission cannot be
supported by existing passive mirror technology.
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APPENDIX M
MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR THERMAL ANALYSES
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The following material is a compilation of memos and working notes generated
during this brief study effort.
PRF,C-tiD_G P-AGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Litton
Itek Optical Systems
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
DATE: 3/2293
TOTAL PAGES 4
(Including This)
TO:
Max Nein, MSFC
FROM:
Len Solomon
PROJECT:
LUTE
RECEIVING STATION
205 544-5861
SENDING STATION NO.
(617)276-3306
SENDERS TELEPHONE NO.
617 276-2038
SUBJECT:
LUTE Memo #1
REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
In the spirit of getting you the information as I receive it, here is the first of the material we
spoke about. While it is primarily qualitative, I think Chris makes the desired points:
• The overall laboratory system-level budget of 1/30 wave or tighter is likely to be a major cost
driver, if not a nearly impossible task.
• Alignment effects on the overall budget should be traded against size and weight, in terms of
cost impact.
• Be sure to minimize the number and difficulty of the stated requirements; each one costs
something to verify, and small ones cost more.
Note: Passive mirror data to come shortly.
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Systems
To:
From:
Subject:
Len Solomon
Chris Ullathorne
LUTE Error Budget and System Design Comments
Date:
Memorandum
Fri, Mar 19, 1993
Since John Pepi is providing commentary on the design of the primary mirror and the effect the
lunar thermal environment has on the mirror performance I will restrict my comments to
general note on the form of the error budget and the system design. Additionally, I have a few
specific suggestions that I believe may improve the MSFC design and provide higher
confidence in the error budget.
First, the strawman error budget is not in a form that is particularly "friendly" to an instrument
manufacturer. Terms that we would normally group together are scattered about which makes
it difficult for a manufacturer to know an adequate system has been produced. The attached
figure is a typical layout for an error budget that we would produce, it includes many of the
issues that are of concern here. The most noticeable difference with our format is that a
laboratory based, or "as built" condition, of the system is separately tracked, allowing the
manufacturer to have a so called "buy off condition" for the assembly. Additionally, this form
provides for a convenient means to assess the benefits of spending resources to improve the
system assembly, versus spending them to control the environmental impacts. If we were to
evenly divide the top level wavefront error of 0.05 waves RMS between the laboratory and
environmental terms, the resulting requirement for the laboratory assembled system would be
in the 1/30 th wave wavefront class. This class of system would not be produced easily,
especially considering that the distribution between the Laboratory system and the
Environmental errors would more likely be on the order of 40/60 rather than 50/50.
Next, worrying about angstrom level errors is a bit premature at this stage of the design and
may probably be unnecessary to ever consider. My intuition tells me that changes in errors at
this level will have insignificant impact on the error budget. Additionally, such levels of error
will be meaningless with respect to the system point spread function or encircled energy
requirements, which, more likely than not, are the more important system level requirements. I
would urge anyone doing an error budget to remember that the functions of an error budget are
to help perform first-and second-order design/manufacturing trades and to help with the
processes of manufacturing and integration. Regardless of what happens in the design or
assembly stages, the final measure of the value of a design or assembly is going to be against
the more critical system requirements, which in this case may be the point spread function and
or encircled energy. Therefore, the error sources that one should track are those that impact
these requirements the most.
One final comment about the degree of precision of the error budget. Unfortunately, error
budgets get a great deal of overexposure and unnecessary attention, therefore, the precision
reflected in any published error budget implies that the individual terms will be verified to that
level or better. This can place very difficult requirements on manufacturing metrology systems
which in turn will strongly drive the overall cost.
Finally, I would suggest that the effect of the active wavefront correction be more visible in the
error budget. This can be most easily done by showing the before and after correction terms.
This allows for a quick assessment of the worth of the active correction and some insight into
the degree of correction assumed.
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Regardingthesystemoptical design, the ftrst issue that jumps at me is the speed of the optical
design and the apparent speed of the primary mirror. It isn't shown, but the F# of the primary
minor appears to be fairly fast, which is good from the standpoint of keeping the overall
system short but is detrimental where the line-of-sight and wavefront error sensitivities are
concerned. Additionally a fast overall system F# has the same results on the line-of-sight and
wavefront sensitivities. These terms may have asignificant impact on the System by
complicating the system alignment and by making the on station alignment stability
requirements drive the thermal control designs. I would suggest that _alignment sensitivity
study be performed in order to assess the feasibility of aligning and maintaining that alignment.
This study should not be very difficult to perform. All that is necessary is to perturb, one at a
time, each mirror in decenters and tilts, and record the resulting wavefront and line-of-sight
changes in the lens design.
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Suggested LUTE Error Budget Form
Total System
Wavefront Errror
I
I Laboratory AssembledSystem
Alignment
Manufacture tt
Environmental
l
Gravity
Release
Moisture
Outgassing
Thermal
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Memorandum
To"
From:
Subject:
J. Pepi Date: Thu, Mar 25, 1993
R. Nagle _ Log No: 270-93-013
LUTE - Passive Primary Mirror Design Concepts
.co: L Solomon. C. Roberts. C. Ullathome
Several Lunar Ultravioiet Telescope" (LUTE) passive primary mirror concepts
were evaluated for thermal performance in a lunar environment, where the
temperature varies between 120K and 261K.
Mirror design concepts were based on equal stiffness to weight and equal
weight. The equal stiffness to weight mirror concepts are shown in Figure 1; equal
weight mirror concepts are shown in Figure 2. As shown, the LUTE primary mirror
geometry has a 40 inch diameter aperture with a 20 inch diameter central hole; and
a radius of curvature of 80 Inches.
The lightweight configuration selected for each material was based on
optimum performance for minimum weight, while considering the ease of
manufacturing. For example, the ULE, Fused Silica, and SiC concepts have an
open, fiat back shape with a triangular core configuration for minimum weight and
ease of manufacturing; compared to a dosed back, meniscus shape configuration.
In addition, the ULE and Fused Silica concepts have inte_ediate depthdbSto
further reduce the weight. The Beryllium concept mustbe :.aclosed back, :meniscus
shape to allow for uniform thickness ntckel coatings t0 be _0plied on the front and
back surfaces to reduce the "bimetal" thermal distortion.
Of the candidate material choices (ULE, Fused Sil!_ SiC, and Beryllium)
for this mirror application; the SiC concept yielded the best parformance for
minimum weight, followed by Fused Silica, ULE, and Beryllium. Figures 3, 4, and 5
show the thermal performance for the equal stiffness to weight material
configurations; and Figures 6,7, and 8 show the thermal performance for the equal
weight material configurations, over the operating temperature range. As shown,
the SiC equal stiffness to weight and equal weight configurations yield the best
performance over most of the temperature range, followed by the Fused Silica,
ULE, and Beryllium mirror configurations. These figures also show that the thermal
performance is driven primarily by the soak conditions.
All mirror concepts show increased performance for the deeper, equal
weight configurations. However, increasing the depth beyond those shown in
Figure 2 will result in decreasing performance due to the bulk thermal expansion (4
CTE x depth x T soak) thru the depth of the section.
Attachments (8)
/map
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FIGURE 1
PASSIVE PRIMARY MIRROR CBNCEPTS
MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGNS BASE]] ON EQUAL STIFFNESS/WEIGHT
MAT'L WT/AREA RMS WFE
(KG/M"2) _ 190 K
ULE 41,8 ,075
FS 39,1 ,060
3,4"!1F_ '
,1-_L_2,78 8O
SIC 33,3 ,O6O
F,097 ._._I I
--" 40 "-"
Be 25,4 ,275
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FIGURE Z
PASSIVE PRIMARY MIRROR CONCEPT3
MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGNS BASED ON EQUAL WEIGHT
f ,1%5,06
MAT'L WT/AREA RMS VFE
(KG/M"2) e 190 K
ULE 41,8 ,075
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
SOAK AND GRADIENT COMBINED
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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Systems
To"
From:
Subject:
L. Solomon
J. Pepi
LUTE Passive Mirror Performance
Memorandum
Date: Thu, Mar 25, 1993
Log No: 270-93-014
Reference: (a) LUTE Passive Primary Mirror Design Concepts, 25 March, 1993,
270-013-93, R. Nagle (Itek)
(b) LUTE Thermal Control System Analysis and Design (Draft),
MSFC, December 1992, S. Walker Et. AI.
(c) LUTE Structural Analysis, Feasible Study, MSFC, Dated 1
February 1993, P.L. Luz
The memorandum of reference (a) describes the performance of the various
material candidate and design options. Thermal soaks are based on the extremes
at the lunar day environment noted in reference (b). Errors induced by soak are
due to expansion inhomogeneities and are after focus removal; radius changes are
assumed compensated by either the metering structure or articulating secondary
mirror. Values utilized for inhomogeneity are known values of 10 ppb/'C for ULE
and fused silica, a presumed value of 15 ppb/'C forSilicon Carbide, and an
estimated value of 50 ppb/'C for Beryllium. Thermal gradients are based on figures
(1) and (2) from the analyses of reference (b) at the specified temperatures, while
performance is based on the analysis of reference (c) and instantaneous coefficient
of expansion values obtained from the literature.
/map
Dl#tribution:
R. Nagle
C. Uilathorne
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Memorandum
To: J. Pepi
From: R. Nagle
Subject:
Date: Mon, Apr 5, 1993
Log No: 270-93-016
LUTE - Active Primary Mirror Design Trades
Reference: (1) Itek Memo 270-93-013, "LUTE - Passive Primary Mirror Design
Concepts", by R. Nagle, 3/25193
(2) Itek Memo 270-93-014, "LUTE Passive Mirror Performance",
by J. Pepi 3/25193
Active primary mirror design trades were conducted to evaluate the increase in
thermal performance over the LUTE passive mirror design concepts shown in
Reference (1). The active mirror designs traded actuator spacing against facesheet
thickness for constant optical wavefront error contributors of 0.0144 waves rms at
0.6328 microns. The active mirror design trades also considered facesheet stress
due to launch loads and surface correction, facesheet correctability due to reaction
structure distortion, and weight per area of the facesheet plus actuators. Several
candidate facesheet materials (ULE, Fused Silica, SiC, and Beryllium) were
considered in the trades.
Figure 1 shows a typical active primary mirror design concept for any of the
facesheet materials. The actuator configuration is a cylindrical, stacked PMN
device which is pin connected to the facesheet and fixed to the support structure.
The support structure is graphite/epoxy with an "eggcrate core" and front and back
sheets.
Figure 2 thru 5 show the design trade curves for the various facesheet materials.
The various curves bound a design zone which is shown cross-hatched. The
location in this design zone which yields the lowest weight per area is selected for
the point design; and the corresponding facesheet thickness and actuator spacing
is indicated. These curves were based on the material, geometry, and load inputs
shown in the Appendix; and the thermal data shown in Reference (2). The design
equations are also shown in the Appendix.
Results of this trade study have shown that the SiC facesheet design yields the
lowest facesheet plus actuator weight/area (12.6Kg/m 2) followed by the fused
silica, beryllium, and ULE designs (15.4, 18.2, 20.6) respectively.
Figures 6 thru 8 shown the thermal performance for equal stiffness to weight
passive mirror designs which are "cold figured" at the average operating
temperature of 190K. These curves shown there is a significant increase in
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performance over the designs shown in Reference (1), which were not "cold
figured'. Here again, the silicon carbide design yields the best performance over
the operating temperature range.
Attachments (8) plus Appendix
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Beryllium Facesheet
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APPENDIX
LARGE ACTIVE MIRROR DESIGN
This file is designed to study the various design parameters
(facesheet thickness_ actuator spacing, structural and thermal
properties_ actuator stiffness, etc.) for large active mirror
designs.
The values for the following parameters may be changed
to plot new design curves for various design conditions.
Note: All units must be consistant.
FS
Facesheet thickness/fine figure actuator spacing relations:
,._ := 10CiO psi ....... Facesheet allowable stress
_:, := .079
3
lb/in Weight Density
nu := . 167
6
E := 10.6" 10 psi
Poisson's Ratio
Modulus of Elasticity
-6
0: := .17" I0 in/in/F ...... Coeff. Thermal E_-'pansJ.on
-6
dCTE := .003' 10
Cp := .5;4:3 Btu/ib/
in/in/F ..... Delta Coe_f. I-herin. ExF-,an.
0
F .... Sp(-,c:J fi.c Hea$-
0
K : = . ()39 BTL!/hr J.n F "Fhc-:.Ym,_,] Cc:,r,<Iklc t i _"i tv
ts t a r t := 0
t.f_r,,_l :=: .,,
inches Min:im, tm " .-r-._ ........ '- +-,7 .......... F';-., b_'• . • • • .E,k _..:;_t.:,C : ',..L' ;':il_,'."[_ _E" .o
:,. r! C: Y"': :' f(i _-::'17 t: E" {:J ,
_17(': hE'":S .... ;"_,_3 _-: : !F _ '<,'. _: -'_C: (<?:-_.I"!E',(" "': i- !i j. ,'::"!.'!Ti_,t=._S
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deg F ..... soak temperature
deg F ..... gradient
G := 20
-6
SEgs := .9 10
-6
SEhg := .9 10
-6
SEhs := .9 10
Qabs := 6.6041
inches ..
inches ..
inches ..
2
BTU/hr in
Gravity load factor
RMS SE due to gravity sag
RMS SE due to HEL load (gradient)
RMS SE due to HEL load (soak)
• .. Absorbed HEL Flu>" Loading
r := .13889 hours ........ HEL exposure tin_
-4
W := 1.6 1(3 inches ..... Actuator stroke
Dp := 40 inches .... Panel Diameter
Rs := 80 inches ....... Mirror spherical radius
-6
rrms := .9 10
-6
irms := 140 10
Watt := .118 L.b
v_pa := .o:3i5; L.h/in
inches . . Residual RMS SE
inches .... Input RMS SE
..... Actuator Weight
2
...... Desired weight pe, ucit area
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*,_:*#:_i:* lEND OF F'ARAMETER INPUT DATA *_:*:_*_**_
tTi;7_.l -- tstart
i-.i I'7c:r ............................................................
i7(J D
!:inc-r := 0_:-)18
=1 !!_
LARGE ACTIVE MIRROR DESIGN
This file is designed to study the various design parameters
(facesheet thickness, actuator spacing_ structural and thermal
properties, actuator stiffness, etc.) for large active mirror
designs.
The values for the Tollowing parameters may be changed
to plot new design curves for various design conditions.
Note: All units must be consistant.
Facesheet thickness/fine figure actuator spacing relations:
,._ := I00(_ psi ....... Facesheet allowable stress
3
_:, := .079 ib/in Weight Density
nu := .176
6
E := 9.8" 10 psi
F'oisson's Ratio
Modulus o_ Ela_ticity
-6
o: := .42' 10 in/in/F ...... Coeff. Thermal Expansion
-6
dCTE := .006 10
o
CD := .4-52 Btullb/ F
i.n/in/F ..... De:[ ta Coe_:_ . Th(_r_r,. E.xpart.
.... Specific Heat
o
K : = . (].'24 [i:TU/hr- i.n F Thermal C-:onduct:i,._,._ tv
tst,:,r't " = (]
tfinal := .5
O_GtNAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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®
Ts := 311
Tg := 13
G := _'(
-6
SEgs := .9 10
-6
SEhg := .9 10
-6
SEhs := .9 10
Qabs := 6.6041
r := .13889
deg F ..... soak temperature
deg F ..... gradient
......... Gravity load factor
inches .. RMS SE due to gravity sag
inches .. RMS SE due to HEL load (gradient)
inches ..
2
BTU/hr in
RMS SE due to HEL load (soak)
... Absorbed HEL. Flux Loading
hours ........ HEL exposure time
t
-4
W := 1 .6 10 inches ..... Actuator stroke
Dp := 40 inches .... Pane] Diameter
Rs := 8c) inches ....... Mirror spherical radius
-6
rrms := .9 _10
-6
irms := 140 lq
Watt := .018
wpa := °(-)35
inches .. Residual RMS SE
k b
I...b / ..i.r,
inches .... Input RMS SF
..... Actuator Weight
...... Desired wc;,J.o, ht peF t_nlf ar'ea
*****:i::_,:._. FF.ID OF: F'APAMII::'I'i_!'h: INF'[.IT DAI-A **i_:_:***_.
t.-i-_n,'_.] - t.sfart
k. 1 nC r- .'_ .................................................................
Fi (:J I:7_
I-.i.n c: r :.... '_. 01 P,
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LARGE ACTIVE MIRROR DESIGN
This file is designed to study the various design parameters
(facesheet thickness, actuator spacing_ structural and thermal
properties_ actuator stiffness_ etc.) for large active mirror
designs.
The values for the following parameters may be changed
to plot new design curves for various design conditions.
Note: All units must be consistant.
Facesheet thickness/fine figure actuator spacing relations:
,_ := 2000 psi ........ Facesheet al]owable stress
3
_:, := .06,7 ]b/in Weight Density
• (-)m_n LI -" _ . .4._J
6
E := 43.5' 1(3 psi
F'oisson's Ratio
Modulus of Elasticity
-6
0: := 3.9 10 in/in/F ...... Coeff. Thermal E,.,'pansion
-6
dOTE := .028 It_
E:D := .452 E;'t.u/lb/
in/in/F ..... Delt.a Coeff. "rherm. Ev, pan.
o
F .... "Specific Heat
(3
K := :1el 6 -'-" ' '-' _.... 7 h e r ma ] C o F,d u C:L i ,.' .i tv
t.st.ar-t := (7
.1_,c - . _ : ..,
C_.'_iNAL PAOE !_
OF POOR QUALITY
O_ICIINAL PAGE fS
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iTs := 167
Tg := .36
deg F ..... soak temperature
deg F ..... gradient
G "= 20
......... Gravity load factor
-6
SEgs := .9 10
-6
SEhg := .9 i<)
-6
SEhs .'= .9 I(7
Oabs := 6.6()41
inches ..
inches . .
inches ..
BTU/hr in
RMS SE due to gravity sag
RMS SE due to HEL load (gradient)
2
RMS SE due to HEL load (soak)
... Absorbed HEL Flux Loading
T := .13889 hours ........ HEL exposure time
-4
W := 1 .6 10 inches ..... Actuator stroke
Dp := 4(] inches .... Pane] Diameter
Rs := 80 inches ....... Mirror spherical radius
-6
rrms := .9 i0
- 6
irms := 140 :I0
Wa-ct := .018
wpa := .035
inches .. Residual RMS SE
inches .... Input RMS SE
1__b
I._.b / .i_n
Actuator Weight
Desir_'d weight per- unit area
*******_:
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LARGE ACTIVE MIRROR DESIGN
This file is designed to study the various design parameters
(facesheet thickness, actuator spacing, structural and thermal
properties, actuator stiffness, etc.) for large active mirror
designs.
The values for- the following parameters may be changed
to plot new design curves for various design conditions.
Note: All units must be consistant.
Facesheet thickness/fine figure actuator spacing relations:
,.T := 800() psi ....... Facesheet allowable stress
3
_:, := .I06 Ib/in Weight Density
nu := . 14
6
E := _:. 8 i0 psi
F'oisson's Ratio
Modulus of Elasticity
-6
,- := .83" 10 in/in/F ...... Ec:e_f. Thermal E'<pansion
--" _)
dCTE := .0083 i0
E:p := .:1.61 Bt-._/lb/
in/in/F ..... Delta Coeff. Therm. Expan.
0
F .... Specific Heat
T
K := 9.6 [{.:TU/hr 7n F T h e r ma 1 C c,n c.iL.,C:t'. _..'." _i t.
t.start := 0
'-.Ftna.l : = .5.
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LC,C
Ts := 167
Tg := .54
deg F ..... soak temperature
deg F ..... gradient
G := 20
......... Gravity load factor
-6
SEgs := .9 i0
-6
SEhg := .9 10
-6
SEhs := .9 i0
Qabs := 6.6041
inches ..
inches ..
inches ..
2
BTU/hr in
RMS SE due to gravity sag
RMS SE due to HEL load (gradient)
RMS SE due to HEL load (soak)
... Absorbed HEL Flux Loading
r := .13889 hours ........ HEL exposure time
-4
W := 1.6 10 inches ..... Actuator stroke
Dp := 40 inches .... Panel Diameter
Rs := 80 inches ....... Mirror spherical radius
-6
rrms := .9 10
-6
irms := 140 I0
Wact := .018
wpa := .035
inches .. Residual RMS SE
inches .... Input RMS SE
Lb ..... Actuator Weight
2
l_b!ir, ....... Desired weight per ur,_t area
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The major objective of the Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Primary Mirror Materials
and Design Study is to investigate the feasibility of the LUTE telescope primary mirror. We took a
systematic approach to accomplish this key goal by first understanding the optical, thermal and
structural requirements and then deriving the critical primary mirror-level requirements for ground
testing, launch, and lunar operations.
After summarizing our results in Section 2, Section 3 discusses those requirements which drove the
selection of material and the design for the primary mirror. Most important of these are the optical
design which we assumed to be the MSFC baseline (i.e. 3 mirror optical system), telescope wave-
front error (WFE) allocations, the telescope weight budget, and the LUTE operational temperature
ranges. Section 3 also discusses mechanical load levels, reflectance and mieroroughness issues,
options for the LUTE metering structure and initiates an outline for the LUTE telescope sub-system
design specification.
Section 4 presents our primary mirror analysis and results. We discuss the six material substrate
candidates and show four distinct mirror geometries which we considered for our study. With these
materials and configurations together with varying the location of the mirror support points, a total of
42 possible primary mirror designs resulted. We also investigated the polishability of each substrate
candidate and present a usage history of 0.5 meter and larger precision cryogenic mirrors (the opera-
tional low end LUTE temperature of 60 K is the reason we feel a survey of cryogenic mirrors is
appropriate) that have been flown or tested. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 present performance data in sum-
mary form via bar charts; more detailed analysis is provided in the data tables. Additional material is
provided in Appendix A. Material cryogenic properties are provided in Appendix B. Section 4 con-
cludes with a mass properties summary to aid both telescope feasibility and telescope material
selection along with information required for launch vehicle applicability and performance. The active
primary mirror design approach is also discussed and its impact on weight and performance is
assessed.
We describe the leading mirror materials and configurations in Section 5 with rational on these selec-
tions and our assessment of producing such a primary mirror.
We conclude our study with a set of recommendations not only with respect to the LUTE primary
mirror but also on other topics related to the overall feasibility of the LUTE telescope sub-system.
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SECTION 2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The ability to design, build, test and successfully launch and operate a 1-meter class diffraction-
limited telescope operating over a 200 K temperature range appears to be feasible, albeit very techni-
cally challenging. From our understanding of the requirements, a primary mirror areal density (mass
per unit area) of 28 kg/m2 is necessary and must have a wavefront error of less than -1/30th wave
rms at 0.6328 IJ.m of which no more than ~l/46th wave rms can be caused by thermally induced distor-
tions. The primary mirror can not have a 1-g to 1/6-g residual (after telescope re-alignment) distor-
tion of more than - 1/200th wave rms. The ability to fabricate such a l-m cryo mirror that weighs less
than 22 kg and is diffraction limited is unproven at this time.
After evaluating all of the candidates in our trade space, a single arch mirror design, fabricated from
beryllium is the leading candidate for the LUTE primary mirror. This design is marginally_acceptable in
terms of residual 1-g deformation. All other candidate designs have poorer performance. This leading
candidate design is very strongly based on our engineering judgment that use of a cryogenic metrology
mount (to simulate 1/6-g deformation in a 1-g environment) would be an excessively high risk
approach. We believe a logical approach to l-g testing and verification is one which does not utilize a
cryo "met" mount.
We have briefly assessed an active primary mirror design option which uses figure control actuators
to compensate for mirror distortions. In addition to a significant weight penalty we doubt that the level
of figure error correction required (better than 90%) is attainable. A further disadvantage of an active
primary mirror is the need to periodically determine what figure corrections are needed and the need to
actuate them reliably over several years. We have, therefore, rejected the active primary mirror
design option_
We have also briefly assessed the concept of fabricating the tertiary mirror directly on the same
substrate as the primary mirror. This approach would avoid the need for a separate mount for the
tertiary mirror and make the optical system less sensitive to thermally-induced misalignments.
Although we have done no analysis, in the judgment of our optical fabrication experts it is feasible to
fabricate the tertiary minor and the primary mirror on the same substrate.
510
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Thermally induced mirror deformations must be closely monitored. The 5:100 K range of operating
temperatures is an exceptionally severe environment for a precision optical system. Our analyses
show that the allowable temperature gradient across the mirror diameter or through its thickness is
highly dependent on the particular temperature at which the measurement is taking place. This is due
to the fact that each candidate primary mirror material has a different temperature dependence of its
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE.) For a single arch design a lower operating temperature (e.g.
60 K) is preferred if the CTE at the lower temperatures is lower than its room temperature value.
At 60 K, a side-to-side (i.e. diametral) gradient of approximately 1 K is allowable. From our discus-
sions with MSFC this value seems realistic based on preliminary thermal analyses. However an area
which needs further investigation is the allowable variation in CTE (and AL/L) of the substrate itself.
Our calculations show that the beryllium AL/L inhomogeneity must be maintained to within less than
1%. This represents a technical challenge and further discussions with beryllium vendors is certainly
warranted. This issue is also important in the overall architecture of the LUTE mission and may
determine whether olserating temperatures should be more closely controlled via a telescope thermal
control system.
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SECTION 3
PRIMARY MIRROR DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Our derivation of the LUTE primary mirror top level requirements is based on the three-mirror
telescope configuration as baselined by MSFC and shown in Figure 3-1. The driving requirements
include both wavefront error and weight allocations. Mirror performance predictions were calculated
using these allocations as guidelines in our design effort and these calculations ultimately resulted in
a recommended substrate and mirror geometry design which we feel is warranted for further
investigation.
Study logic flow is summarized in Figure 3-2. Efforts centered around the Primary Mirror Assembly
design and, in particular, three aspects of this assembly: 1) the candidate mirror substrates, 2) candi-
date mirror designs, and 3) whether active mirror correction capability is required. To a lesser degree
we evaluated whether LUTE should have active thermal control to minimize the large operational
temperature range as currently baselined. We show further study logic and discuss analytical results
in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
SYSTEM DIMENSIONS:
PRIMARY O. DIAMETER : 100 cm
PRIMARY I. DIAMETER ; 50 ¢m
SECONDARY DIAMETER ; 30 ¢m
SECONDARY HOLE ; 15 am
TERTIARY DIAMETER ; 28 ¢m
MIRROR SEPARATION : 65 ¢_t
BACK FOCAL DISTANCE : 65 cm
SYSTEM FOCAL LENGTH : _ cm
IMAGE DIAMETER : 7.4 cm
.......
FocAL
.=&Lm i "_'_',r_-'=:--
PRIMARY
TERTIARY
Figure 3-1.
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REQUIREMENTS
• WEIGHT
• OPTICAL DESIGN
• TELESCOPE SIZE
• FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
• LAUNCH LOADS
TRADE SPACE
• TELESCOPE THERMAL CONRGURATION
-THERMAL CONTROL
-ACTIVE (E.G. HEATERS)
-PASSIVE (AMBIENT)
• PMA CONRGURATION
-MIRROR DESIGN
-SUBSTRATE DESIGN
-MENISCUS
-LW'r CLOSED BACK
-LWT OPEN BACK
-LWT SINGLE ARCH
-SUBSTRATE MATERIAL
-FUSED QUARTZ
-2ERODUR
-ULE
-BOROSIUCATE
-BERYLLIUM
-SILICON CARBIDE
-MIRROR CORRECTION CAPABIUTY
-ACTUATORS
-NO ACTUATORS
PR D15-0013A
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
• WAVEFRONT ERROR BUDGET
ALLOCATIONS
• WEIGHT ALLOCATIONS
• PM THERMAL DISTORTIONS
• 1 'G' SAG UNCERTNNITY
• PM NATURAL FREQUENCY
• ETC.
Figure 3-2. Critical Requirements Were Addressed to Ensure the Recommended Design(s) Meet
Ground Testing and In-Operation Scenarios.
3.1 OPTICAL DESIGN
The optical design for LUTE was provided by MSFC. The need for a third optical element is derived
from the need for a wide field of view. The LUTE concept is presently defined as a "transit" telescope
that surveys the sky using only lunar rotation (and lunar precession.) It increases its effective sensi-
tivity for faint objects by having a wide field of view to a focal plane fully populated with CCD's. This
allows the integration time per object to be increased. The wide field system also increases the swath
width of the sky that can be surveyed. No optical design analyses were performed as part of th;.s
study.
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3.2 WAVEFRONT ERROR ALLOCATION
We developed a wavefront error allocation (Figure 3-3) for LUTE using that of the Hubble Space
Telescope as a starting point. There are, however, significant differences in the two systems, and the
LUTE allocation reflects its unique environment. The allocation forms a first-cut judgment of an
equitable distribution of difficulty, but much more analytical work is required and considerable revi-
sions to the allocation are likely to be needed in the future. Note that we have assumed that the
secondary mirror has a re-alignment capability such that low-order wavefront errors are fully
correctable.
The top-level value of 1/20 wave is a "round number" that, lacking analytical support, we believe will
provide a reasonably good image quality at ultraviolet wavelengths. The majority of the budget has
been allocated to the primary mirror. Only a small portion of the budget is available for primary mirror
fabrication-related errors since we believe that the changes in the shape of the primary mirror from
earth to moon may be particularly difficult to meet.
0,0500 LUTE On-A,_s Wavldront Error Nlocation
0.0335 Primary Mirror
0.0184 Fabrication
0.0154 Full Aperture
0.0082 Sub-Aperture
0.0058 Micro-Roughness
_ 0.0034 Measurement0.0034 Subs'oats
0.00,34 Coating
0.0198 Fabrication to Moon Changes
---..-0.0063 Correction of Radius Error
0,01_ Figure Errors
---.-- 0.0084 Right Mount0.0168 Thermal Ground-to-Moon
0.0198 Lunar Day-NightChanges
----- .0140 Thermal Radius Change
0.0140 Thermal Figure Change
----- 0.0125 C'rE grad_n_
0.0063 T gradients
0,0224 Secondary Mirror
0.0158 Tertiary Mirror
0.0224 PM. SM, and TM Alignment
--.-. 0.0071 In_al Alignment
0.0212 Lunar Day-to-Night Changes
0,0100 Measurement of On-Axis Wavebont
0.0050 Alignment of SI
unite are:
waves rms. 1 wave ,- 0.6328 pm
Figure 3-3. The LUTE Wavefront Error Allocation (Based on the HST WFE Budget).
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There are three key contributors to post-launch changes in the shape of the primary mirror. First there
is the change in deformation due to gravity. The HST mirror was precisely supported during fabrica-
tion/metrology such that it was measured in its 0-g configuration. As noted above, we believe that the
use of a similar metrology mount for ground testing at LUTE's cryogenic operating temperatures
would likely add more uncertainty to the intefferometric data than an alternate approach that avoids
the use of a cryo met mount. This decision has a very major impact on the mirror geometry selection
as described below.
The second key contributor to wavefront errors is the "bulk" (mean) temperature change from the
room temperature fabrication to the lunar enviror'_ment. The primary effect of such a change is a radius
of curvature change in the primary mirror that can be essentially eliminated by a focus mechanism at
the secondary mirror. The budget allows for higher order errors, such as trefoil, spherical aberration,
etc. that might be caused by CTE non-uniformities in the mirror substrate or residual effects of the
mirror mount.
The third key contributor to wavefront error will be thermal gradients in the telescope. LUTE mass
limitations preclude the use of a power system that can provide a stable thermal environment. Thus,
as the 28 day long lunar "day" progresses there will be a changing thermal distribution in the tele-
scope. If the mirror has a gradient in its CTE then a temperature change will produce a non-cor-
rectable figure error. Unfortunately, even if the mirror substrate has a perfectly uniform CTE, a thermal
gradient in the mirror will produce a figure error. We have separated these two effects as an analytical
tool for the study of primary mirror material and geometry.
3.3 WEIGHT ALLOCATION
Our weight budget allocations are based on our understanding of the LUTE telescope subsystem. We
have assumed that an allocation of 84 kg total mass has been given to the telescope subsystem
based on LUTE system engineering analyses done at MSFC. We have sub-allocated this 84 kg total
i.nto five major categories. They are:
• Mirrors
• Structure
• Electronics
• Thermal Control
• Alignment Sensor
These major categories and the weight allocations are shown in Table 3-1.
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TABLE 3-1
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LUTE TELESCOPE WEIGHT BUDGET DEFINED TO CONDUCT FEASIBILITY STUDY
Major Element
1) Mirrors
2) Structure
3) Electronics
Sub-Assembly/Component
Sub-Total
4) Thermal Control
5) Alignment Sensor
Primary Mirror
Secondary Mirror
Tertiary Mirror
Sub-Total
Baffle Subassembly
• Main
• Central
• SM
Mirror Mounts
• PM
• SM
• TM
Sub-Total
Main Bulkhead Subassembly
• Main bulkhead
• SIC interface fittings (3)
Sub-Total
Metering Bar Subassembly
• Metering bars (3)
• Interface fittings (6)
Sub-Total
SM Subassembly
• Spider
• Hub
• Spider ring
• Spider flexures (3)
• Actuators (6)
• Cabling
Sub-Total
Sub-Total
ACE
'ICE
DMS
ASE
S ub-Total
Heaters
Thermocouple
MLI
Weight (Ibs)
48
6
3
57
9
2
1
12
5
3
2
I0
12
3
15
3
3
6
4
3
3
3
6
4
23
3
3
3
3
12
Sensor
Sensor mount
Sub-Total
Total (w/o reserve):
Reserve
TOTAL
10
2
12
154.0
31.6
185.6
I Weight (kg)
21.9
2.7
1.4
25.9
4.1
0.9
0.5
5.5
2.3
1.4
0.9
4.5
5.5
1.4
6.8
1.4
1.4
2.7
1.8
1.4
1.4
1.4
2.7
1.8
10.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
5.5
0.9
0.9
1.4
3.2
4.5
0.9
5.5
70
14
84
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Based on our experience with other flight programs, we believe that a nominal value of 18% of the
total 84 kg should be held in reserve for contingency factors. It is our experience that at this early
stage in the development of a program, it is absolutely necessary to carry (at least) such a factor. As
shown in Table 3-2, this schedule changes as a function of program maturity.
TABLE 3-2
WEIGHT CONTINGENCY SCHEDULE
Design Maturity
Conceptual Estimate (Based on
sketches, descriptions, experience, or
finite clement model)
Layout calculation (Equivalent to
major mod's of existing hardware or
soft mockup)
Prereleased drawings
Released drawings
Actual/measured weight
Structures [
18
13
Contingency Factor (%)
Mechanisms
18
13
Wire/Cable I Therm. Control
33
18
18
13
3 3 8 8
1 1 2 2
0 0 0 0
3.4 QUASI-STATIC LOADS
Once our weight allocations were established, we conducted a "zero th order" stress analysis on sev-
eral telescope components to ensure that some leVelOf credibility existed for those allocations. We
used a quasi-static load of 15-g's rms, applied singly in each of three orthogonal directions. The 15-g
level is considered a limit load factor. Factors of safety of 1.25 and 1.5 for yield and ultimate criteria
were used to assess the resulting design load factors. These design load factors are fully consistent
with other flight programs that have used for expendable launch vehicles (ELV) including Titan IV,
Delta II, and Atlas/Centaur.
A coupled loads analysis will eventually be required in order to attain more specific loads at each
location of the telescope subsystem. This analysis will take into consideration the contribution of both
"rigid" and "elastic" body effects due to transieht, random vibration, steady state, and acoustic
environments during ascent. However, this analysis may be deferred until a more definitive architec-
ture for both the telescope subsystem and the spacecraft is in place.
3-6
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The fundamental frequency of the telescope subsystem and each component is also a variable in the
determination of flight load levels. There are generally two overriding concerns when trying to
determine requirements for natural frequencies. The first is what is termed "avoidance frequencies."
We desire the telescope to be sufficiently stiff relative to the ELV to avoid possible amplification of
loads which might result if the elastic body (e.g. the telescope) dynamically couples into the launch
vehicle modes. As an example, the Titan IV vehicle has two distinct avoidance frequencies; from 6-10
Hz in the lateral direction and 17-24 Hz in the axial (e.g. thrust) direction. If a high mass system's
natural frequency is sitting between these bands, dynamically amplified loads will probably occur.
The second fundamental frequency requirement is derived from control system servo/structural inter-
action concerns. If the telescope has a closed loop servo system such as a fast steering mirror it is
highly desirable that the structural modes be considerably higher than the bandwidth of the servo.
Since we do not envision any closed loop active systems being implemented for LUTE, this
requirement is not of concern here.
To address fundamental frequency requirements we have set as a guideline that we desire that the
telescope be sufficiently stiff so that no amplification of loads will exist during ascent. To'this end we
have derived a requirement that the telescope, assuming a fixed base at the spacecraft interface (i.e.
approximately 0.25 meters aft of the primary mirror virtual vertex), should have a fundamental fre-
quency of at least 50 Hz. With this top level telescope requirement we have determined that a pri-
mary mirror natural frequency, assuming a three point rigid mount, should be greater than 150 Hz.
This requirement has been used in our assessment of primary mirror substrates and designs.
3.5 MICROROUGHNESS
We have allocated a small portion of the LUTE wavefront error budget for the effects of mirror rough-
ness at high spatial frequencies. The effects ofmicroroughness become increasingly important as the
operating wavelength decreases. Microroughness increases the amount of wide angle scatter that
would increase the stray light seen by the focal plane detector. We have done no analysis in support
of the allocation.
The applicability of beryllium mirror for the LUTE ultraviolet wavelengths also remains somewhat in
question. We have considerable experience in polishing beryllium mirrors "bare" (uncoated) but they
may exhibit too much scatter to be suitable for wavelengths as short as 0.1 p.m. It is possible to
overcoat beryllium mirrors with either beryllium or aluminum to reduce the amount of scatter, but one
must then be careful about the magnitude of any thermal-induced "bi-metallic" effects. Analytical
models of the effects of thin films have an additional uncertainty associated with the uncertainty in the
518
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mechanical properties of very thin films. It is our judgment that beryllium mirrors can be polished to
meet LUTE's scatter requirements but we currently lack physical proof.
The lunar environment is well-known to be dusty. Furthermore, dust particles are likely to travel very
long distances in the airless environment. Thus, although it may be possible to fabricate a very
smooth optical surface, lunar dust contamination could severely degrade system performance, both in
terms of stray light rejection and throughput. Protection from dust, perhaps including sensors, a pro-
tective cover, and a means for in situ cleaning may be required by LUTE, but we have not included
such subsystems in the weight budget.
3.6 COATING REFLECTANCE
We have computed the normal incidence reflectance of several candidate coatings for the LUTE
telescope. The reflectances (plotted for a single reflection; note that LUTE requires three reflections)
are shown in Figure 3-4. For the majority of materials that are well-known to be good reflectors at
visible wavelengths, the UV reflectance shows a dramatic decrease. Silicon carbide and beryllium are
somewhat exceptions to this trend, but neither exhibit excellent UV reflectance.
Aluminum appears to be an excellent reflector at wavelengths as short as 0.1 IJxn. However, it must
be emphasized that the plotted values are for bare aluminum, without an oxide layer as would result if
an aluminized mirror were exposed even to very small amounts of oxygen. A typical approach to this
problem is to immediately follow the aluminum deposition with, for example, magnesium fluoride,
while the mirror remains under high vacuum. The overcoating prevents oxidation of the aluminum
without significantly absorbing UV photons. We have not computed reflectances for overcoated
materials as part of this study.
Ill
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Figure 3-4. UV-to-IR Normal Incidence Reflectances of Candidate Coatings.
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Optical coating of the LUTE mirrors remains a key issue for wavefront error performance. That is,
since the operating temperature is far below the coating deposition temperature, and since the coating
material will probably have a very different CTE than the substrate, coating stresses may deform the
mirrors. The addition of an overcoat compounds this problem since it adds a third material. Analytical
study of the wavefront effects of coatings is difficult since it is unclear that thin films have the same
mechanical properties as the bulk material.
An alternative to overcoating remains a possibility for LUTE, but it is as-yet, an untried approach.
Future LUTE studies should consider re-coating the mirror(s) in situ. Presumably there is insufficient
oxygen in the lunar environment to oxidize the freshly-coated aluminum, and there would be no need
for an overcoat layer.
3.7 METERING STRUCTURE
Several candidate metering structures are available to use for the LUTE telescope subsystem. These
candidates are summarized in Figure 3-5.
BASELINE DESIGN
STRUCTURAL TYPE
I
I I
COMBINATION SUPPORT
METERING/SUPPORT STRUCTURE w/
STRUCTURE METERING RODS
I
TRUSS
[ BERYLLIUM TUBE
I I w/ZIG-ZAG GRAPHITE-EPOXY
(HST METERING TRUSS) LONGERON METERING RODS
520
Figure 3-5. Various Candidate Metering Truss Designs Are Available for LUTE. Active thermal control
could dictate preference. "Baseline Design" is a ring stiffened tube.
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Although we did not conduct analyses on the LUTE metering structure, results conducted on other
programs showing the optimum truss design for a given weight (see Figure 3-6) are directly applica-
ble when considering a design which yields a high fundamental frequency for low weight. It is c(
interest that the "baseline design" (i.e. a ring-stiffened tube) for this particular trade space far
surpasses both truss designs.
A variation of the metering structure is a support structure with metering rods. This design concept
was successfully implemented on the OAO-C, an 80-cm UV orbiting telescope. Schematically shown
uJ
o
ILl
F
r_
n-
O
Z
1.,9.-
1-
0.8
O.B
0.4 '
71GZAGV$ LONGERON TRUSS TYPE
LONGERONTYPE
LENGTHDIAME ER " 1:1
0,2 i i i ! i
0 20 40 00 80 1()0 120
TRUSS INCLUDEDANGLE (DEGREES)
Figure 3-6. Results from Other Programs Can Be Applied to LUTE Specific Investigations. Metering
structure type trades obtain high frequency and low weight.
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in Figure 3-7 (for a Gregorian Telescope), this design is especially attractive if fabricated from beryl-
lium, due to its outstanding stiffness to weight ratio. However, since beryllium's CTE properties
would require the telescope to maintain very tight lateral temperature control, low CTE metering rods
are employed to maintain primary mirror to secondary mirror despace and decenter within acceptable
limits. These metering rods are attached to the main baffle by axial flexures at their centers and tan-
gential flexures at their ends. With this design, should the structure "hot-dog" due to a side-to-side
temperature gradient, both primary and secondary mirrors would decenter equal amounts with no
relative tilts.
• ALLOWSTHE USE OF BERYLLJUMFORMAIN SUPPORT
STRUCTURE
-OUTSTANDING STIFFNESSTOWEIGHT PERFORMANCE
-HIGH CTE
• APPROACHEMPLOYSLOWCTE METERINGRODSTO MAINTAIN
MIRRORSPACING
TANGENTIAL
FLEXURE
SUPPORT
STRUCTURE
Figure 3-7.
: :-..
: ..... i::["
_..--
\/ .......................
q
.i 'i
t.
i
I
k.f
11 ;
AXIAL METERING
FLEXURE ROD
The Support Structure with Metering Rod Design Allows A High CTE Material to Be Used
in the Presence of Large Side-To-Side Temperature Gradients.
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3.8 DESIGN SPECIFICATION
Our design specification for the LUTE primary mirror is the combination of information described in the
preceding paragraphs. The driving requirements which form the basis of this specification are shown in
Table 3-3.
TABLE 3-3
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LUTE PRIMARY MIRROR
Item
Optical Design
Mechanical Configuration
Environment
Requirements/Goals
3 mirror telescope
Diffraction limited @ 0.6328 lain
1 meter class
Operating wavelength = 0.1 to 0.35 ttm
Throughput: > TBD
BRDF: < TBD
PM WFE: < 1/30 waves rms @ 0.6328 lain
Passive primary mirror
Passive telescope thermal control
Mass < 84 kg (including contingency)
Operating temperature range:
- 260K to60K
- lunar day/night period
Launch loads:
- 15 g's (limit) x FOS
Yield FOS = 1.25
Ultimate FOS = 1.5
Fundamental Frequency Telescope: > 50 Hz
Primary mirror: > 150 Hz
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SECTION 4
PRIMARY MIRROR CANDIDATE MATERIALS
AND CONFIGURATIONS
We conducted an extensive investigation of candidate primary mirror substrate materials and
geometries which was then evaluated against the requirements, as stated in Section 3.8, to assess
their suitability for the LUTE telescope.
4.1 SUBSTRATE MATERIALS AND DESIGNS
A broad range of substrate materials were investigated and evaluated against the applicable LUTE
telescope requirements. The substrate materials we investigated are shown in Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1-
LUTE SUBSTRATE MATERIALS
Materials/Supplier Evaluation Criteria
1) Glasses
• Fused Quartz/Silica
Coming 7940
Heraeus Suprasil
Heraeus Herasil
• Ultra-Low Expansion (ULE)
Coming 7971
• Borosilicate
- Coming Pyrex
Ohara E6
2) Ceramics
• Zerodur
- Schott Glaswerks
• Silicon Carbide (Reaction Bonded)
- Carborundum
3) Metallics
• HIP Beryllium
- Battelle
• Repeatability
• Homogeneity
• Isotropy
• Size Availability
• Inspectability
• Specific Stiffness
• Lightweighting Compatibility
• Cryogenic Heritage
• Polishability
• Conductivity and Specific Heat
• Coating Compatibility
• Strength
• Cost
• Schedule
524
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Fused quartz and fused silica are both amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2) but differ in that fused quartz
is manufactured from mined, high purity quartz crystals while fused silica is synthetic. From prior
programs we have obtained an extensive library on the CTE, z_d../L, Young's Modulus, and Poisson's
Ratio characteristics as a function of temperature, ranging from room temperature (293 K) to - 1 K.
Although our library on these parameters for the remaining materials is not as extensive as for fused
quartz, the data on hand is from several sources and, we feel, is a good representation of actual
values.
We continue to develop our experience base in both silicon carbide and beryllium substrates (see
Paragraph 4.2). Although there are a number a candidate silicon carbide vendors, we have worked
closely with Carborundum Specialty Products (CSP) Corporation using their reaction-bonded SiC.
Reaction bonded SiC is an open network of alpha SiC crystals which has its pores completely filled
with silicon, thereby producing a material which is 100% dense.
Our beryllium substrate candidate design is centered around the fabrication technique termed hot
isostatic pressing (HIP) which uses beryllium powder in a high temperature, high pressure envi-
ronment to produce near-net-shape optics.
Along with the substrate candidates mentioned above we also evaluated a number a primary mirror
geometries. Figure 4-1 shows that a large range of structural designs are available for use as the
LUTE primary mirror.
4.2 USAGE HISTORY
Performance data from demonstrated telescopes and mirrors with apertures greater than or equal to
0.5 meter in diameter that are exposed to cryogenic environments is summarized in Table 4-2. This
information was employed in areal density (mass per unit area) surveys along with understanding the
cryogenic cooling-induced deformation of the mirror. Our survey of demonstrated mirrors at cryogenic
temperatures revealed a wide range of substrate material, mirror design and performance.
4.3 THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Figure 4-2 shows the flow of our approach to evaluating mirror materials and geometries for thermal
distortion effects. There are two outputs, the allowable thermal gradient and the allowable AL/L gra-
dient that would meet the wavefront error budget. We emphasize here that the structural analysis
sensitivities were scaled from analyses done for another cryogenic telescope program.
4-2
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SUBSTRATE CONFIGURATION
I
I
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1
I I
[ [
I I[ _o_,ooo,,oJI oo_,oJ[
NON-STRUCTURED I
I MENISCUS ]
I I
_,..o.o.o! [ _o..o.o.o]
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• SINGLE ARCH
• MENISCUS
• OPEN
__ BACK
LWIIIII
• CLOSED BACK
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Figure 4-1. The Lute Study Investigation Yielded Various Mirror Geometries.
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TABLE 4-2
CRYOGENIC MIRROR PERFORMANCE DATA
PR D1S-0013A
Name
RADCfl-IDOS
Dia. (m)
0.4
ARC/Steward 0.4
0.5ARC/U of A
ARC/U of A 0.5
GIRL 0.5
DARPA/EK 0.5
Density
(kg/m 2)
Temp.
(K)
Cryo WF
Distor'n (rms
@ 0.63 Ilm) Config/Mat'!
23 110 n/a Closed Back HIP Beryllium
55 80 0.18 Closed Back Pyrex
96 6 0.30 Double Arch Fused Silica
78 10 0.26 Single Arch Heraeus TO8E
127 8 n/a Open Back Zerodur
23 8 0.19 Closed Back Fused Silica
ARC/t/DOS 0.5 28 8 0.46 Single Arch Beryllium
Aerosp./ISO 0.6 70 10 0.16 Open Back Fused Quartz
IRAS/HDOS 0.6 45 25 0.68 Open Back HIP Beryllium
Heraeus/hek 0.7 57 15 0.52 Closed Back Fused Quartz
HAC/AOA 0.7 × 0.6 52 80 0.50 Open Back Fused Quartz
HAC/AOA 0.9 x 0.4 70 80 0.50 Open Back Fused Quartz
RADC/I-IDOS 1.0 23 110 0.37 Open Back HIP Beryllium
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PM THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
MIRROR
CORRECTION J_l ACTUATORS J
PR D15-0013A
CANDIDATE PM
SUBSTRATE MATERIAL
GEOMETRY
IMAGE H WFE _ THERMAL SENSITIVITYQU LITY ALLOCATIONS NALYSI
J MASS _ tPROPERTIES ALLOCATIONS
i
1) ALLOWABLE PM TEMP GRADIENT
- T (OPERATING)
- MATERIAL
- GEOMETRY
2) ALLOWABLE FRACTIONAL CTE
- T (OPERATING)
- MATERIAL
- GEOMETRY
LEADING PM CANDIDATES I
Figure 4-2. LUTE PM Materials and Design Study Thermal Considerations.
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We did not generate new finite element models specifically for the LUTE study and the results are
only approximate. Unfortunately. the effects of a thermal gradient that may exist in the primary mirror
is also a function of the thermal conductivity of the mirror material. Both beryllium and silicon carbide
have extremely high thermal conductlvities compared to the glassy materials. Thus, beryllium and
silicon carbide mirrors would not tend to develop significant thermal gradients, As part of this study
we did not compute the thermal gradients that would actually be developed in the primary mirror in the
lunar environment. This portion of the study is therefore based upon choosing materials and
geometries based upon relative sensitivities and not on predicted deformations.
Figure 4-3 shows several examples of the results of our investigation into thermal gradient effects on
the primary mirror wavefront error. The intent of the investigation was to determine if one material
and one mirror geometry exhibited a particular insensitivity to thermal gradients. The wavefront error
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budget used for this effect was 0.0063 waves rms (1 wave=0.6328 I.tm.) We computed the wavefront
deformation assuming that the lowest order deformations could be removed by realignment of the
secondary mirror.
The analysis uses the CTE of each material at the designated temperatures. We chose 60 K (the
coldest temperature), 160 K (the "mean" temperature) and 260 K (the highest temperature) for the
comparisons.
Inspection of Figure 4-3 shows that the single arch mirror has a consistently lower sensitivity to dia-
metral thermal gradients than does the closed back mirror geometry. That is, the single arch mirror
can tolerate larger thermal gradients than the closed back mirror before exceeding the wavefront error
budget for this effect. Note that one limitation of this comparison is that mass is not constant between
the various cases.
It is clear from Figure 4-3 that materials with a lower CTE can tolerate larger thermal gradients than
materials with higher CTE's. For example, borosilicate (e.g. Pyrex) has a higher CTE at all three
temperatures than beryllium and has a lower modulus. Therefore borosilicate mirrors are particularly
sensitive to optical deformation from thermal gradients. Silicon carbide has an even lower CTE than
beryllium, and combined with its high modulus it has superior low temperature performance. However,
note that at 260 K, fused quartz is superior due to its very low CTE at that temperature. Thus, it is
clear that the preferred material and geometry are a function of operating temperature and operating
temperature range. _........ :_:
Figure 4-4 compares-ihe sensitivities of a meniscus geometry wiih that Of a single arch in terms of
the effects of gradients in CTE (actually AL/L.) We have used the actual CTE's of the various
materials, integrated over three different temperatu_ ranges. The wavefront error budget for the bulk
AT (293 K to 160 K) was 0.0168 waves rms. The budget for 60 K to 160 K and for 160 K to 260 K was
0.0125 waves. In all cases the lowest order aberrations were neglected as they were assumed to be
correctable using a secondary mirror mechanism.
The single arch geometry is more tolerant of a radially symmetric CTE variation than the meniscus
geome_try. In the 60 Kto 160 K range the material most tolerant of CTE grad!ents is silicon carbide. In
that temperature range it has an exceptionally low AL/L, even lower than the glass and its high stiff-
ness is an additional advantage.
530
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However, at the higher temperatures the glasses have the largest tolerance for CTE gradients.
Beryllium, the preferred material from a structural (mass) viewpoint, does not fare very well in this
comparison. It requires that the center to edge AL/L variation not exceed about 0.1%. Such a tolerance
on a beryllium mirror's CTE gradient may be achievable but we have confirmed this as part of our
study.
4.4 STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE AND MASS PROPERTIES ESTIMATES
The logic used to assess the structural applicability of a particular substrate and mirror design for use
as the LUTE primary mirror is shown in Figure 4-5. The critical requirements when making this
assessment is the weight allocation of 21.8 kg (see paragraph 3.3), fundamental frequency greater
than 150 Hz, and a 5/6-g release uncertainty of less than 0.0063 waves rms at 0.6328 p.m.
The structural analyses conducted to assess each candidate design against the above requirements is
summarized in Tables 4-3 through 4-6. These results present 1 g sag, fundamental frequency, and
weight estimate results for each mirror geometry and substrate material investigated. For the menis-
cus, closed back and open back mirror designs, the effects of varying the mirror mount locations (e.g.
at the 2/3 radius points versus edge supported) is also presented. These results are very good indi-
cators for the relative performance of one design versus another. However, as previously stated, we
WFE ALLOCATIONS
(5/6 g EFFECTS)
FUNDAMENTAL
FREQUENCY
CANDIDATE PM
SUBSTRATE MATERIAL
GEOMETRY
1 g SENSITIVITY AND .._
= FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
A ALYSES
1 g UNCERTAINITY
CALCULATIONS
LEADING PM CANDIDATES
- MATERIAL
- GEOMETRY
532
Figure 4-5. Major Structural Considerations Were Quantified to Determine Leading Candidate
Designs.
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did not generate detailed finite element models (FEM) for every candidate. We developed scaling
laws and applied them where applicable. The results generated by these scaling laws were occa-
sionally checked with a FEM to ensure that we obtained reasonable results. An example of one such
model is shown in Figure 4-6 and the resulting 1-g sag results shown graphically in Figure 4-7.
The uncertainty in the primary mirror deformation caused by the 5/6-g change in acceleration is a
critical requirement in our overall approach to the LUTE telescope design. The 5/6-g uncertainty
budget item is that amount of wavefront error which the mirror can exhibit when going from a l-g
*.arth environment to the lunar surface environment of l/6-g.
TOTAL # OF NODES: 240
TOTAL # OF ELEMENTS: 192
TOTAL D.O.F.: 720
OPTICAL
AXIS
Figure 4-6. Existing Mirror Finite Element Models U_d as Cross-Check for Scaling Laws.
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• SINGLE ARCH MIRROR DESIGN
• LINES OF CONSTANT DISTORTION SHOWN
Y
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Figure 4-7. Mirror Deformation Patterns Decomposed to Determine Wavefront Error after Tilt and
Focus is Removed.
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The Hubble Space Telescope (lIST) program used a "0-g metrology mount" to simulate the on-orbit
0-g environment. Because the metrology mount is always somewhat imperfect some residual error
will exist. HDOS conducted a number of tests to correlate the HST metrology mount/mirror with a
FEM of that system. We were able to correlate very well with test data. For instance, when the
mirror was deformed in an astigmatic shape (sometimes referred to as "saddle") the mirror was
interferometrically measured and compared to the predicted deformation. The mirror and FEM corre-
lated to within 4%. For the LUTE primary mirror our wavefront error allocation for this effect is 0.0063
waves rms at 0.6328 I.tm.
For the LUTE telescope the scenario of using a metrology mount is in question since LUTE operates
over a very wide temperature range compared with HST is + 4° F. It is our judgment that the ability to
design, fabricate and test a cryogenic metrology mount for LUTE would be a high risk approach. That
is, the uncertainty of the metrology mount's performance operating over such a large temperature
range could easily overshadow the 1-g effects we would be trying to measure. A similar concern
affected the approach we used on the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) program. We believe
that a conservative approach to the LUTE primary mirror would be to have a mirror sufficiently stiff (at
least in so far as non-realignable wavefront errors are concerned) that one can do without a cryogenic
metrology mount.
If a cryogenic metrology mount is not used the question remains as to what is the uncertainty value
for the 5/6-g effects. We believe, based on HST and other programs that we will be able to correlate
the physical mirror characteristics to a FEM model to within 10%. Thus we can analytically predict
how the mirror will deform in a 1/6-g cryogenic environment by correlating our model to l-g cryogenic
tests that do not utilize a metrology mount. We note here that it will be necessary to know the
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the.mirror material throughout its operating temperature
range.
Figure 4-8 shows the lg uncertainty factors for the mirror candidates. Several items are noteworthy.
The results shown are for l-g; they should be multiplied by 5/6 to reflect the moon's 1/6-g environ-
ment. The second item to note is our assumption that LUTE will employ despace, decenter, and tilt
capabilities via the secondary mirror subassembly. With this assumption, all the results shown in
Table 4-3 through 4-6 and Figure 4-8 have piston, tilt and focus contributions removed from the esti-
mated wavefront error.
From Figure 4-8 it is clearly seen that a beryllium single arch mirror is superior to all other candidates
in terms of 1-g wavefront error uncertainty. The reason for this is that for the single arch the 1-g
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results are dominated by focus error (i.e. Zernike polynomial terms ZA.) Our assumption of a focus
mechanism makes focus error inconsequential. However, even though the single arch design has
superior performance it is still just marginally acceptable in terms of the 0.0063 waves-rms
requirement. In a future study a more refined investigation of this configuration and a revisiting of the
overall error budget is warranted.
The mass properties estimates are presented in Table 4-7. The coordinate system used for the mass
properties determination is such that the "X" direction is along the telescope optical axis (i.e. along
the thrust axis of the launch vehicle) and the "'Y" and "Z" axes are perpendicular to the "X" axis.
The spacecraft interface in assumed to be 0.25 m aft of the (virtual) location of the primary mirror's
vertex.
4.5 ACTIVE PRIMARY MIRROR DESIGN OPTION
The passive telescope design results presented show that due to the extreme operating temperature
ranges, the ability to meet the top level primary mirror wavefront error budget of 0.0335 waves rms
(at 0.6328 gm) is very challenging. An alternative design approach would be to employ figure control
actuators which provide the ability to correct the mirror's surface figure in a closed loop fashion via an
alignment/wavefront sensor.
We have conducted a first order analysis on the effects of figure control actuators on overall perfor-
mance. Shown in Figure 4-9, the residual error which exists after correction has taken place as a
function of mirror spatial frequency error suggests that for the anticipated low frequency errors asso-
ciated with both temperature and substrate AL/L variations, a large portion (- 80%) of these errors
can be negated with the use of figure control actuators. This correction capability prediction is for a
meniscus mirror design where a moderate number of actuators (approximately 16) are located on the
rear surface of the primary mirror. The number of actuators could be optimized by targeting a specific
set of aberrations caused by the thermal distortion sources (i.e material CTE gradients and variations
in the mirror's thermal environment.)
A schematic of the figure control actuators is provided in Figure 4-10. This design employs a dual
mode approach which provides large dynamic.range while simultaneously providing fine adjustment
capability. HDOS actuator technology has been demonstrated on several DoD programs, on the
NASA HST Program and in HDOS laboratories.
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Figure 4-9. Primary Mirror Residual Distortion After Active Correction Via Figure Control
Actuators. Additional analyses arc required to determine LUTE specific performance.
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!
DIFFERENTIAL SCREW/
ROLLER LEAD SCREW
MIRROR
t CRUCIFORM
FLEXURE
HARMONIC DRIVE
ROLLER LEAD SCREW
"SCISSORS" BEAM/
BALL LEAD SCREW
Figure 4-10. Several Design Concepts Exist for Primary Mirror Figure Control Actuators.
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Our mass estimate for each actuator is about 1 kg. With approximately 16 actuators needed for 80%
wavefront error correction capability a total mass of about 18 kg would be required. The weight allo-
cations as presented in Figure 3-3 would need to be modified if an active mirror approach is adopted.
Our preliminary assessment of active figure compensation for the primary mirror shows that, along
with a weight penalty, the ability to adequately compensate for the mirror distortion would be seri-
ously in question. The residual 5/6-g effects of a beryllium meniscus design (a meniscus mirror is
probably required if figure control actuators are to be used) with a weight consistent with the mass
allocation is still three times larger than the error budget allocation of 0.0063 waves-rms at 0.6328
p.m. All other substrate material candidates would yield even poorer results because of their lower
specific stiffness (E/p) values. For instance, a fused quartz meniscus design would require a correc-
tion factor of better than 99%, a value which is certainly not attainable. We have tentatively concluded
that the option of active control the primary mirror distortions is not viable.
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5.1 RECOMMENDED CANDIDATES
A beryllium single arch design is the leading candidate for the LUTE primary mirror. The next tier of
leading candidates would include an open or closed back beryllium design. All glass and ceramic
candidates of suitable low mass exhibit excessive l-g deformations and thus cannot be considered
viable materials. Mass is the key driver for the choice of beryllium.
5.2 BASIS OF SELECTION
The premise that leads us to recommend a beryllium single arch design is that a cryogenic metrology
mount is a high risk approach which, in our engineering judgment, is not required to verify primary
mirror 1-g to 1/6-g performance. The performance uncertainty of a cryogenic metrology mount may
dwarf the mirror deformation effects which we would be trying to measure.
Verification of 1-g to 1/6-g effects can be predicted using 1-g interferometric test measurements of
the mirror. These results, using both a room temperature metrology mount (for mirror fabrication) and
other support fixturing, can be correlated to a finite element model of the mirror. The degree to which
the model and interferometric measurement results do not correlate is the level of uncertainty which
will exist when transitioning from earth to lunar gravity environments. We have recommended a
slightly conservative correlation uncertainty factor of 10% for LUTE. This being the case, a single arch
beryllium mirror design is the only candidate which approaches the allowable 1-g to 1/6-g uncertainty
level of 0.0084 waves-rms (0.084 waves times 0.10) for the allowable primary mirror mass of 22 kg.
The thermal performance of the single arch beryllium mirror is good. In general, the mirror candidate
geometries are more sensitive to a diametral variation of AL/L than a radial or axial variation. At the
lower operating temperatures an allowable diametral temperature gradient of ~1 K is acceptable for
the single arch beryllium candidate. However at higher operating temperatures an allowable gradient
of 6nly --0.1 K is tolerable. LUTE system level trades must address this issue and whether an active
telescope thermal control system should be considered. With the active thermal control system, an
increase in the allowable temperature gradient as well as an increase in the allowable variation in
material CTE would be realized.
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5.3 CANDIDATE DESIGN PRODUCIBILTY STATUS
The ability to fabricate a 1-m class diffraction limited cryogenic primary mirror with an areal density of
28 kg/m2 has not been proven to date. HDOS has designed and fabricated a 0.5 m, 28 kg/m2 optic and
cryogenically tested it to 8 K. The cryogenic distortion (i.e the amount of distortion transitioning from
room temperature to cryogenic temperatures) was approximately 0.5 waves rms. This suggests that
cryo null figuring will be required to meet the LUTE wavefront requirements. Note that the repeata-
bility of the thermally-induced distortion must be exceptionally high for cryo null figuring to be
successful. Such high repeatability has not been shown to date but may nonetheless be achievable in
beryllium.
Cryo null figuring is an extension of traditional metrology and mirror fabrication techniques. In this
process, metrology data is gathered at a discreet cryogenic temperature (this temperature is chosen
based on worst case predicted mirror deformations.) The inverse wavefront error is figured into the
mirror at room temperature so that subsequent further cooling the mirror wavefront is optimized at
this discreet temperature. The advantages of using a cryo-null figuring approach are further enhanced
if the operating temperature range of the telescope is reduced by the use of an active thermal control
system.
Our current beryllium facilities can easily handle a l-m class optic. Most recently we fabricated and
tested a l-m, closed back HIP beryllium optic. A low scatter surface roughness of approximately 20A
rms was achieved.
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CONCLUSIONS
No areas were identified in this study that would indicate that the LUTE mission is not feasible.
Nonetheless, development of an ultra-lightweight, 1-m telescope with visible wavelength diffraction-
limited performance for operation at cryogenic temperatures with a +100 K temperature range would
undoubtedly prove to be exceptionally difficult. We are unaware of any existing hardware that has met
such requirements. No 1-m beryllium mirror has even been polished to such stringent wavefront error
requirements.
The choice of beryllium was driven by the mass budget. For the currently allowable mass, beryllium is
the only material that has a sufficiently small 1-g to 1/6-g deformation uncertainty.
The ability of beryllium to meet the LUTE primary mirror requirement is perhaps most uncertain due to
the possibility that any cryogenic deformation will not be sufficiently repeatable to be able to be
removed adequately with cryo null figuring. Furthermore a beryllium mirror cannot tolerate more than
about 0.1% AL/L variation throughout the mirror substrate.
There are at least two LUTE system parameters that should be considered for revision following the
results of this study; the first, being the LUTE mass budget. Should a substantial increase in lunar
lander payload mass become available the selection of beryUium must be revisited. Other materials,
particularly fused quartz, have shown a much higher degree of thermal cycling-induced deformation
repeatability. They are likewise known to be suitable for exceptionally high performance optical
systems.
The second LUTE system parameter that has had a major impact on this study is the temperature
range over which the telescope must operate. Mirror Substrate material properties such as coefficient
of thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, etc. are strong functions of temperature. Any change to the
LUTE operating temperature will require that the choice of optical materials be re-evaluated. This is
clearly an iterative process since the evaluation of primary mirror thermal gradients requires knowl-
edge of the material, while knowledge of the thermal gradients is required for the evaluation of the
mirror wavefront deformation.
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The following tasks remain as high priority candidates for further study to support the LUTE program.
• Re-evaluation of mirror material and geometry trades based upon revisions to the lunar lander
payload mass budget and revisions to the operating temperature range.
• Analysis of three candidate beryllium mirror concepts (single arch, structured open back, and
structured closed back) to identify the optimum geometry.
• Optical analysis to determine mirror alignment sensitivities in support of the concept to fabricate
the tertiary mirror on same substrate as primary mirror.
• Ultraviolet scatter measurements on small (3-5 cm diameter) polished and coated beryllium
mirrors.
• Analysis of the candidate materials to identify the optimum temperature range for each material to
achieve its optimum performance.
• Structural analysis of the entire telescope assembly (in addition to the primary mirror) to show
that the weight allocations are feasible.
• Further investigation into the utility of active correction of primary mirror surface deformations.
• Investigation into the CTE and AL/L uniformity of hot isostatic pressed beryllium.
• Optical analysis to support a re-evaluation of the existing wavefront error allocation to check its
suitability for an ultraviolet wavelength telescope.
• Optical design trades to support optimization of the location of the focal plane.
7-1
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APPENDIX A
ALLOWABLE THERMAL AND CTE GRADIENTS
Appendix A contains a set of tables and charts that support the trades between the candidate mirror
materials and geometries. The materials evaluated include fused quartz, Zerodur, ULE, borosilicate,
beryllium, and silicon carbide. For each mirror material we evaluated four mirror geometries: meniscus,
open back, closed back, and single arch.
The charts are simply a graphical representation of the tabulated values and do not contain any addi-
tional information. However, the charts enable one to quickly detect trends.
The last set of tables document the mirror deformation sensitivities used in the previous tables and
charts. Note that the sensitivity values do not include the lowest order primary mirror wavefront
errors associated with rigid body motions or focus error because we assume that a secondary mirror
alignment mechanism will be available. Also note that we computed more deformation sensitivities
than were plotted in the previous charts; these data are provided for completeness.
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APPENDIX B
MIRROR MATERIAL CRYOGENIC PROPERTIES
AND FIGURESOF MERIT
Appendix B contains a series of figures that describe thevariation in mirror material properties with
temperature. Since LUTE will operate over a very wide temperature range, and since mirror material
properties at cryogenic temperatures can differ dramatically from the room temperature values, we
used the following data in the analyses presented in this report.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The major objective of the Lunar Ultraviolet Transit Experiment (LUTE) Telescope
Structural Design Study was to investigate the feasibility of designing an ultra-
lightweight 1-m aperture system within optical performance requirements and mass
budget constraints.This study uses the resultsfrom our previous studies on LUTE
as a basis forfurtherdeveloping the LLFrE structuralarchitecture.
After summarizing our results in Section 2, Section 3 ,begins with the overall logic
we used to determine which telescope "structural form should be adopted for fur-
ther analysis and weight estimates. Specific telescope component analysis showing
calculated fundamental frequencies and how they compare with our derived re-
quirements are included. "First-order" component stress analyses to ensure tele-
scope optical and structural component (i.e. mirrors & main bulkhead) weights are
realistic are presented. Layouts of both the primary and tertiary mirrors showing
dimensions that are consistent with both our weight and frequency calculations also
form part of Section 3.
Section 4 presents our calculatedvalues for the predicted thermally induced pri-
mary-to-secondary mirror despace motion due to the large temperature range over
which LUTE must operate.Two differenttelescope design approaches (one which
utilizesfused quartz metering rods and one which assumes the entiretelescope is
fabricated from beryllium) are considered in this analysis. We bound the secondary
mirror focus mechanism range (in despace) based on these two telescope
configurations.
In Section 5 we show our overall design of the UVTA (Ultraviolet Telescope
Assembly) via an ."exploded view" of the sub-system. The "exploded view" is anno-
tated to help aid m the understanding of each sub-assembly. We also include a two
view layout of the LrVTA from which telescope and telescope component dimen-
sions can be measured.
We conclude our study with a set of recommendations not only with respect to the
LUTE structural architecture but also on other topics related to the overall feasibility
of the LUTE telescope sub-system.
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SECTION 2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Based on this and the previous LUTE study, we remain convinced that the ability to
design, build, test and successfully launch and operate a 1-meter class diffraction
limited telescope operating over a large temperature range appears to be feasible.
The major thrust of this study was to show that the telescope structural form or
"architecture" could meet its weight and frequency allocation while still meeting its
optical performance requirements. We have shown the weight and frequency re-
quirements to be achievable by fabricating the telescope from beryllium. We have
also taken advantage of a telescope architecture which allows efficient use ot the
available weight by designing deterministic load paths which results in non-com-
plex telescope interfaces. The secondary mirror focus mechanism range is dependent
on a number of error sources which have been identified. We have estimated that
the anticipated range is well within that currently available (e.g. Hubble Space
Telescope) and therefore does not represent a technology risk to the LUTE program.
After evaluating a number of telescope structural architectures we believe that a
telescope which uses an "inverted tripod" metering structure in concert with a
"single taper" primary mirror design can meet the stringent telescope sub-system
weight requirement of 84 kg even assuming a 18% weight contingency factor. Our
calculated telescope sub-system weight is 83 kg including this factor. By adopting this
design approach significant weight savings are realized in the areas of the telescope
light baffle and main bulkhead. This design concept not only meets the weight re-
quirement but meets the derived telescope fundamental frequency requirement of >
50Hz. This design also affords us the ability to assemble and align the telescope sub-
assemblies "off-line" so that parallel integration activities can take place.
As mentioned in our previous LUTE study, the extreme temperature range (+ 100 K)
over which the telescope must operate represents a significant challenge in terms of
meeting wavefront requirements. Assuming this temperature range the secondary
mirror focus mechanism should have a minimum despace range (i.e. travel along
the optical axis) of approximately +1 mm. As a point a reference, the HST focus
mechanism has a range of approximately + 3 ram.
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SECTION 3
UVTA DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND
STRUCTURAL ANALYSES
610
3.1 STUDY LOGIC
The logic used to assess the structural design of the Ultraviolet Telescope Assembly
(UVTA) is shown in Figure 3-i. We relied heavily on the results from the MSFC
LUTE Interim Technical Assessment Report and the HDOS LUTE PM Material &
Design Study to formulate this logic. This included the assessment of the MSFC tele-
scope structural architecture in terms of both weight and fundamental frequency
performance. The results of the Hubble Space Telescope-like metering truss design
approach used in the MSFC baseline design were used as a benchmark and point of
departure for our study.
Based on prior programs such as the Orbiting Solar Laboratory (OSL) where we stud-
ied several structural forms for a 1-m telescope, we qualitatively knew the perfor-
mance of a "ring-stiffened" metering structure as compared to the HST type struc-
ture. We therefore focused our attention on two other metering structure designs.
The f'u'st was a metering bar approach where low coefficient-of-thermal expansion
(CTE) material is used to maintain PM-to-SM spacing while decenter errors are min-
imized via a set of axial and tangential flexures. This structural configuration allows
the use of high CTE material (e.g. beryllium) to be used for the load carrying
structure.
The other configuration we investigated we termed an "inverted tripod" design
where the secondary mirror assembly (SMA) is supported via a metering structure
which utilizes the "real estate" between the PM and tertiary mirror (TM). This de-
sign approach has a disadvantage in that the metering structure locally obscures a
small portion of the converging optical beam at three locations. This is in contrast to
a more conventional telescope design which utilizes a SM spider. However we have
qualitatively discussed these effects and have determined this design approach to be
acceptable.- __ .:_........... : _
Our assessments of these two configurations were done in a serial logic form. We
made calculations to assess the metering bar and went through the logic "gate" on
whether this design option was warranted for further study. We concluded that
with the baseline beryllium optics which we recommended in the PM Design Study,
a metering design approach to the LUTE telescope did not display any advantages
3-1
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MSFC LUTE Interim
Technical
Assessment
Will Metering Bar Desi
Approach Work?
HDOS PM Materials
& Design Study
HDOS Prior Flight/Study Program
I
Structural Configuration
V. tLom
1) Metering truss _/
2) Metering bars ?
3) Other
- ring stiffened tube _/
- inverted tripod ?
I
LUTE Driving Requirement
1) optical configuration
2) weight
3) operating temp. range
4) fundamental freq. J
L Configure & JAssess
Configure & AssessInverted Tripod
Finish
Figure 3-1. Telescope Structural Configuration Trades Conducted in Order to Meet Strawman
Set of Requirements.
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(this is discussed further in Section 4). We therefore assessed the inverted tripod de-
sign and concluded that, to first order, this design will meet the optical performance,
weight and fundamental frequency requirements shown in Table 3-1.
TABLE 3-1
A CONSISTENT SET OF REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN
MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT THE LUTE STUDIES
• Optical Design
• Telescope Weight
• 3 mirror telescope
• Diffraction limited @ 0.63
• 1 meter diameter C.A.
• Operating W.L - 0.1-0.35
• <84kg
• Operating Temperature Range
• Fundamental Frequency
• 260K - 60 K
• Telescope: > 50 Hz
• Primary Mirror: > 150 Hz
The inverted tripod design "cut-away" isometric layout is shown in Figure 3-2.
There are several design features worth noting. The first is the ability of this design
to meet its weight allocation of <84 kg. This is possible because of the significant
lightweighting possible of the telescope main bulkhead which acts as both the tele-
scope "backbone" along with the interface structure for the telescope hexapod actua-
tors. This lightweighting is made possible only by the implementation of the single
taper PM design. This PM design locates the PM mirror mounts at the inner hole ID
and therefore the main bulkhead top faceplate can be relatively small in diameter.
The second weight benefit of the invertedtripod design is that the telescope light
shade is no longer a load carrying structure. It does not need to support the 10.5 kg
SMA but only its self weight.
Sections 3.2 through 3.6 will describe each of the major sub-assemblies and/or com-
ponents and give results of weight calculations, fundamental frequency and "first
order" stress calculations due to launch vehicle ascent loads. We summarize the
UVTA telescope weight estimate with particular attention to the weight associated
with the "structural" components.
3.2 PRIMARY/TERTIARY MIRRORS
During our LUTE PM Study we tentatively concluded that an integral PM/TM de-
sign was preferable. Consultations with our optical fabrication personnel indicated
that in fact the fabrication of this mirror is feasible.
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Figure 3-2. Our Lute Telescope is Based on a 3 Mirror Optical Design and a Very Aggressive
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Based on the decision to baseline the inverted tripod metering structure design we
have reassessed our original conclusion. Aside from the configuration decision
there is a weight penalty associated with an integral PM/TM design. For our single
taper mirror design with an inner "hub" thickness of 25 ram, the weight of the por-
tion of the mirror which is a "non-optical" (i.e. an annulus with an OD - 474 mm
and an ID of 306 ram) is approximately 5 kg. Assuming the weight allocation of 2.3
kg for the PM mounts would be adequate to accommodate both this increased
weight and the weight of the TM, a savings of 0.9 kg would be realized because the
TM mounts would no longer be required. The net weight increase to the telescope
system would be 4.1 kg, or an increase of 6%.
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 are the LUTE primary and tertiary mirror layouts. The PM is
supported by three sets of bipod flexures fabricated from titanium with a thickness of
2.5 mm and a width of 12 mm. The TM is supported by a similar set of flexures. Both
mirrors are fabricated from beryllium and each slightly oversized to accommodate
edge rolloff effects and beveling during fabrication. We have assumed 10 mm mar-
gin for rolloff and 3 mm for beveling (both on the radius). The weights are 22 kg and
3 kg for the PM and TM, respectively.
NASTRAN analyses of these mirrors indicate their frequency requirements are met
with margin. These requirements are specified in Table 3-2. Assuming a fixed base,
three point attachment to the mirror, the fundamental frequency of the PM and TM
are 260 and 1950 Hz, respectively. The hand-calculated maximum stress levels in the
mirror assuming a 15 g rms ascent load with factors of safety (FOS) of 1.25 and 1.5 for
yield and ultimate are 2700 and 800 psi, respectively.
Our PM design is of a similar form of that which HDOS fabricated and which was
subsequently cryo tested at Ames Research Center (ARC) in the 1987-1988. That mir-
ror, fabricated from optical grade 1-70A hot isostatic p_ressed (HIP) beryllium was a
0.5 m diameter optic with an areal density of 28 kg/m 2 and was tested at 80 K and 8
K. The room temperature (293 K) figure was -0.06 waves rms @ 0.6328 _'n and the
cryo distortion transitioning from 293 K to 80 K was 0.21 waves rms.
3.3 SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY (SMA)
The SMA is composed of the secondary mirror (SM), a set of actuators to provide 5
degrees-of-freedom for the SM, a SM hub which reacts the loads imparted to the SM,
and the SMA hub which is the main load carrying member of the SMA The SMA
hub also provides the interface to the metering structure. The SM baffle will be dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.
The SM design is essentially the same as we are using for the TM. That is, a HIP'd
beryllium meniscus mirror with a thickness of 12 mm with the same "overage" to
account for rolloff and beveling. "Pockets" at three locations on the rear or "R2" sur-
face of the mirror allow the mirror to be supported as close to its center-of-gravity
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TABLE 3-2
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS BASED ON GROUND
TESTING DIAGNOSTICS AND SPRING-MASS COUPLING
• Lute Telescope 50 Hz
• Primary Mirror Assembly
• Primary Mirror
• Main Bulkhead
• Secondary Mirror Assembly
• Secondary Mirror
• SM Hub
• SM Delta Frame
• Metering Structure
• Tertiary Mirror Assembly
• Tertiary Mirror
100 Hz
150 Hz
500 Hz
300 Hz
800 Hz
500 Hz
500 Hz
60 Hz
500 Hz
1000 Hz
(CG) as possible via 3 sets of bipod flexures. Additional bending moments during as-
cent would cause the flexures to be heavier if we didn't employ these "pockets." A
calculated first mode of 1045 Hz and a stress level of 6100 psi meets the
requirements.
The SM hub and delta frame are both lightweighted designs which utilize a square
core structure sandwiched between two faceplates that are 1.5 mm thick with an
overall thickness dimension of 19 mm. This same type of construction was used on
a number of components on the Visible/Ultraviolet Experiment telescope which
flew in the late 1980's. The construction technique used to fabricate these sections
was to EDM (electro-discharge machine) a number of small diameter holes in the
faceplates and core structure and to lock wire them together during the brazing op-
eration. The wires were removed after the brazing operation. Figure 3-5 _ a photo-
graph of the forward end of the VUE telescope showing two lightweighted bulk-
heads which are nominally 50 mm in depth. Brazed connection between the bulk-
heads and other telescope structure can also be seen along with local inserts in the
core structure to accept threaded connections. Hand calculations to determine the
fundamental frequency of the two LUTE 19 mm deep lightweighted structures show
that the 500 Hz first mode requirements are met (800 and 725 Hz for the hub and
frame, respectively).
3.4 BAFFLES
All of the LWTA baffles are fabricated from aluminum. We considered issues such
as material size availability, the baffle not being a load carrying member (except its
own self weight) and ease of fabrication when determining these designs. For in-
stance, the main baffle could not be fabricated from a single sheet of beryllium.
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The main baffle is nominally 1120 mm in diameter and 960 mm in length. Its con-
struction is a ring-stiffened structure with a wall thickness of 0.4 mm. Internal vanes
which are 25 mm deep are attached to this shell and act as both structural stiffeners
and stray light control vanes. Figure 3-6 is the NASTRAN modal analysis of this
structure which shows a first bending mode frequency of 230 Hz and weight of 5.9
kg. This weight is slightly higher than the original estimate of 4.1 kg and is due to
the further definition of the packaging requirements of the SMA.
Both the SM baffles are of similar construction to that of the PM baffle. Aluminum
is again used for both SM baffles which are truncated cones with vanes located on
the OD and ID. These baffles are attached the SM delta frame through a series of
pinned and bolted joints. The combined weights of both of these structures is 2.1 kg.
The central baffle (primary baffle) has two functions. It's first function is to act as a
stray light control component. We again have kept it's shell thickness the same as
all other UVTA baffles. However this baffle also aids in the stiffening of the meter-
ing structure. In order to decrease the effective cantilevered length of the metering
structure and thereby increase its natural frequency, we've connected the central baf-
fle to not only the main bulkhead top faceplate but also the beryllium tubes which
form part of the metering structure. As will be discussed in the next section, this
"doses" the metering structure on its ID while a second stiffening shell, considered
part of the metering structure assembly, "doses" the structure on its OD.
3.5 METERING STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
Our inverted tripod structure takes advantage of the annular region between the PM
ID and TM OD to package the metering structure. This structure is connected to the
main bulkhead via an interface flange which is pinned and bolted to the top face-
plate. Our current concept for this design is to utilize 6 beryllium tubes that are 34
mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 2.5 mm. These six tubes extend from the
main bulkhead interface flange in a slightly canted orientation (i.e. the origin of the
term "inverted") to a point approximately 240 mm from the main bulkhead inter-
face. Three of the six structural tube members are terminated at this location to min-
imize distortion at the image plane due to this obscuration. The three members that
are terminated are "capped" with three sections of an annular ring. These sections
are brazed to the top of the members and to the periphery of the three structural
members which continue up to the SMA. This adds significant rigidity to the struc-
ture. To further add stiffness of this structure an outer shell is attached to all six tube
members. By designing this structure in this fashion the effective cantilevered
length of the metering structure is significantly reduced.
NASTRAN analysis of this structure has been completed. Assuming that the can-
tilevered length is approximately 560 mm (the distance from the termination of
three metering structure tube members to the SMA support location), and using the
SMA calculated weight estimate of 7.2 kg, our analysis shows the first bending
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mode of the metering structure is 65 Hz. The first torsional mode of this structure is
104 Hz. The 60 Hz c_erived requirement is satisfied with this design approach and
therefore we feel comfortable that ascent and lunar performance can be achieved.
The total weight of this structure is 2.2 kg which includes the weight of the 3 short
and long beryllium tubes, the 3 annular ring "caps", the main bulkhead interface
flange, and the 240 mm long metering structure closure cylinder. The "caps" and the
interface flange are both 2.5 mm thick while the truncated cylinder is 1.3 mm thick.
Hand stress analysis show that tube stress levels are low. A calculated stress of 9200
psi in a tube is well within the nominal values for yield and ultimate failure criteria
for extruded beryllium structural shapes.
3.6 MAIN BULKHEAD
Our main bulkhead design is one of the major reasons why we feel that the 84 kg
telescope weight requirement is feasible. To develop this concept we combined the
fact that the PM single taper design requires its mounts to be located near its central
hub and that the telescope main baffle must only be self supporting.
Lightweighting of this structure is evident. Minimization of weight is accomplished
through the use of lightening holes and cutouts. Shear panels, which "beam" the
loads from the top to bottom faceplates and then transfer these loads to the telescope
hexapod actuators utilize these techniques. Three plates connecting the six shear
panels have been designed to maintain structural stability while adding structural
stiffness to the main bulkhead. These plates also have been lightweighted via
"cutouts". The telescope main baffle only requires connection to the lower face-
plate/shear panel locations at six locations due to its low weight. Local "L" brackets
are used to make this connection through the OD of the main baffle. Where the
main baffle is not connected to these six locations, non-load carrying secondary
structure is used to control contamination and reflections off the lunar lander
and/or surface. To facilitate PM and TM alignment, six local raised pads are located
on the top faceplate of the main bulkhead. This allows tight tolerances to be main-
tained over a relatively small area.
The bulkhead is fabricated from be_Uium. There are 3 "field splices" of the larger
faceplate because of manufacturerlimitations on maximum available size. These
splices occur directly over three of the shear panels. All main bulkhead plate thick-
ness are nominally 2.5 mm. Faceplate, shear panels and plates are brazed together to
make a continuous, rigid, and deterministic structure. We used hand calculations to
show that a first mode of 870 Hz and a maximum stress level of 5200 psi suggests
this design is robust. We believe that more detailed analysis would continue to
show this design meets its requirements.
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3.7 WEIGHT ESTIMATES
The LTVTA telescope weight estimates for the HDOS strawman design is shown in
Table 3-3. This weight estimate reflects the updates to the original design concept use
in the PM Materials & Design Study in terms of the metering structure, main bulk-
head, baffles, and SMA. No attempt was made to assess the original allocations
made to the electronics, alignment sensor and thermal control.
We have concluded that the original "structural" weight allocations are reasonable
and except for some redistribution of weight, our original estimates were reasonable.
There appears to be no outstanding issues with respect to launch survivability or
dynamic characteristics which would indicate that these estimates will significantly
increase.
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TABLE 3-3
LUTE CALCULATED WEIGHT ESTIMATES COMPARED TO ALLOCATIONS
AND ASSESSED TO DETERMINE TELESCOPE FEASIBILITY
Sub-Ass'y/
F.oako_a_
Weight Calculated
I) Mirrors
2) Structure
Primary 21.8 21.8
Secondary 2.7 2.7
Tertiary 1.4 1.4
Sub-Total: 25.9 25.9
Baffles:
Main 4.1 5.9
Pnmary 0.9 0.9
Secondary 0.5 2.1
Sub-Total: S.5 8.9
Mirror Mounts:
PM 2.2 0.9
SM 1.4 0.7
TM O.9 O.7
Sub-Totak 4.5 2.3
Main Bulkhead S. Ass'y:
Main bulkhead 5.4 6.8
SIC I/F fittings (3) 1.4 1.4
Sub-Totah 6.8 8.2
Metering Struc. S. Ass'y:
Metering structure 1.3 1.5
I/F fittings (6) 1.3
Sub-Total: 2.6 2.2
0.7
3) Electronics
4)Thermal Control
5) Alignment Sensor
SM Sub-Assembly
Spider 1.8
Spider flexures 1.4
Delta Frame 1.4
Hub 1.4
Actuators 2.7
Cabling 1.8
Sub-Total: 10.5
1.3
IA
2.7
1.8
7.2
ACE 1.2 1.2
TCE 1.2 1.2
DMS 1.2 1.2
ASE 1.2 1.2
Sub-Total: 4.8 4.8
Heaters 0.9 0.9
Thermocouples 0.9 0.9
MLI 1.5 1.5
Cabling 2.0 2.0
Sub-Total: 5.3 5.3
Sensor 3.5 3.5
Sensormount 0.5 0.5
Sub-Totah 4.0 4.O
Total (w/o reserve): 69.9
Reserve: 14.1
TOTAL: 8¢0
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SECTION 4
PRIMARY-TO-SECONDARY MIRROR
DESPACE PREDICTIONS
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4.1 THERMALLY INDUCED
Early in the study we traded metering structure design options. Using the work
completed and documented in the MSFC "LUTE Interim Report" with respect to the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) type metering truss design, we investigated two addi-
tional types of structures. The first is a metering bar design approach where low coef-
ficient-of-thermal expansion (CTE) material (i.e. fused quartz) is used to maintain
the spacing between the primary and secondary mirrors in the presence of bulk
temperature changes. This design approach is beneficial when considering a tele-
scope design whose bulk temperature change, about some mean, is relatively small.
This design approach possibly allows the elimination of the secondary mirror adjust
mechanism thereby saving weight and reducing telescope complexity. Our "LUTE
Primary Mirror Materials and Design Study Report", PR D15-0013A, discusses addi-
tional aspects of this design and includes a schematic of how this design approach
could be implemented.
Based on the weight allocation of 84 kg for the telescope assembly, we concluded that
the material of choice for LUTE is beryllium. This being the case, we calculated the
amount of PM-to-SM despace if we assumed an all beryllium telescope and a tele-
scope assembly temperature of 293 K (i.e. room temperature). These calculations also
assumed that the mean temperature of the operational LUTE is 160 K with a range
of temperature about this mean of + 100 K. We used the data included in PR D15-
0013A to account for CTE as a function of temperature. The calculations are as fol-
lows using the primary mirror as the reference.
• Beryllium structure:
(AL) mean-to-cold = {(AL) for 160K - 60 K} = 130 _n
(AL) mean-to-hot = {(AL) for 160K - 260 K} = 487 pm
Therefore for beryllium, the worst case is for the mean-to-hot case when the PM-to-
SM spacing "grows" by 487 Inn. However for a telescope which _es the same mate-
rial throughout its optical "train", the telescope is athermalized. What is implies is
that even though the spacing has changes by 487 I_n, the radius of curvature of the
primary and secondary mirror has changes by the same ratio. Therefore by defini-
tion, the wavefront error is identically zero (of course due to material inhomo-
geneities it is not identically zero.)
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When we considered the metering bar approach several issues were immediately
evident. First was that the temperature "swings" of the telescope is measured in
"100's" of degrees not "a few degrees" which we typically would anfidpate when
considering a metering bar design and secondly, the optics are beryllium, not the
more conventional "glass" optics where radius of curvature matching with "glass"
metering rods could be accomplished. As a example of why a metering rod approach
is not appropriate for LUTE, we continue similar calculations as shown above.
• Fused quartz metering rods:
(AL) mean-to-cold -- {(AL) for 160K - 60 K] = 36 pm
(AL) mean-to-hot = {(hi.,) for 160K - 260 K} = 13 gan
These calculations show that even though the relative motion between the mirrors
is much less, this motion obviously does not match the corresponding radius of
curvature changes that the beryllium mirrors undergo. If the mirrors were fabri-
cated from fused quartz (it is our opinion that this could only happen if the tele-
scope weight allocation of 84 kg was significantly relaxed), then an assessment of the
wavefront errors caused by the uncertainty of these values (remember material in-
homogeneities, etc.) would need to be undertaken.
We made similar calculations to assess the impact of axial (i.e. along the telescope's
length) temperature gradients on telescope performance. In this case, a telescope
which uses the same material for both the structure and the optics does not neces-
sarily enjoy any benefit when considering thermally induced deformations. This is
shown in the Table 4-1 were we calculated allowable telescope axial temperature
gradients to meet the PM-to-SM alignment requirement of 0.0212 waves rms (@
0.6328 _m) due to lunar day-to-night changes as shown in PR D15-0013A. These re-
suits show that for axial temperature gradients, the all beryllium telescope will re-
quire a focus mechanism based on our understanding of the thermal analysis results
presented in the MSFC report which suggests that the telescope axial gradients will
be in excess of the 0.3K allowed. Conversely, a large benefit would be realized if the
fused quartz metering bar design was chosen based on the allowable axial gradient.
However as discussed, the PM-to-SM separation due to bulk temperature results
clearly shows that LUTE is not suitable for the metering bar approach.
We did not conduct a LUrE-specific optical sensitivity analysis. In lieu of this we
scaled sensitivity results from a similar three mirror telescope design. These sensi-
tivities are shown in Table 4-2. We recommend that further work be undertaken to
determine the specific optical sensitivities and that further analysis on PM-to-SM
decenter (i.e. motion perpendicular to the optical axis) and relative tilts between the
two elements be considered when bounding the allowable temperature gradients.
From the results presented above we believe our inverted tripod design approach
for the LUTE metering structure is appropriate.
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TABLE 4-1
A MATERIAL WITH A LOW CTE OVER THE ENTIRE OPERATING TEMPERATURE
RANGE IS PREFERRED SO THAT WAVEFRONT DISTORTIONS CAUSED
BY TELESCOPE AXIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS ARE MINIMIZED
Operating
Temp (K)
Allowable Axial Temp Gradient (K)
_Beryllium Fused Ouartz
260 0.3 30
160 --
60 1.5 4
TABLE 4-2
SCALED RESULTS FROM A SIMILAR OPTICAL DESIGN WERE USED
TO CALCULATE ALLOWABLE TELESCOPE AXIAL
TEMPERATURE G RADIENTS
Secondary Mirror
Motion
Wavefront Distortion Sensitivity
(waves rms @ 0.6328 urn)
• 1 lm_ despace 0.02
• 1 IJa'n decenter 0.004
• 1 arcsec tilt 0.017
4.2 SECONDARY MIRROR FOCUS MECHANISM RANGE
To assess the precise amount of despace motion which the telescope must accom-
modate, a number of analyses and/or tests must first be conducted. These include:
a) LUTE-specific wavefront error sensitivity analyses
b) Metering structure material AL/L characteristics:
1) uncertainty
2) repeatability
3) homogeneity
c) Assembly misalignments
d) Launch induced rrdsalignment
e) Exact operational bulk and temperature gradients
f) 5/6's g release
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We have attempted to begin this assessment assuming an all beryllium telescope
which is aligned and tested in lg at 293 K. These results are shown in Table 4-3.
These values should be considered as a preliminary assessment which will need to
be updated as the LUTE specific "architecture" in terms of structural form and mate-
riaI choice is baseIined.
One must apply considerablemargin to account for the error sources shown in Table
4-3 which are "tbd." We believe the LUTE secondary mirror mechanism should
have a minimum despace range of ±I ram. For reference,the HST SM mechanism
has a despace range of approximately _ ram.
TABLE 4-3
IDENTIFICATION OF DESPACE ERROR SOURCES HAVE BEEN MADE.
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES AND TEST DATA REQUIRED TO FULLY
QUANTIFY THESE EFFECTS ON OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
Despace Error Estimated Despace Equiv. Defocus
.Source Motion (ttrn) Error (waves-rms)
• Initial misalignrnent
• 5/6 g releaseuncertainty
• Launch residual
• Bulk temp. effects
- 260 K to 160 K
- 160 K to 60 K
• Temp. gradients
- PM, SM, TM
- Metering structure
• AL/L effects
- PM, SM, TM
- Metering structure
0.4 0.008
0.3 0.006
tbd tbd
490 0
130 0
tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd
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SECTION 5
MECHANICAL LAYOUTS
5.1 OVERALL UTVA
Our recommended LUTE telescope design described in detail in Section 3 is based on
a set of requirements which dictates that the telescope have diffraction limited per-
formance while at the same time be light weight and structurally stiff. Shown earlier
in Figure 3-2, the isometric view of our telescope highlights the major telescope
components which we believe will meet this set of requirements.
Figure 5-1 is an "exploded" view of the telescope providing further de_tion of its
components, the material which the component is fabricated-from,: insight into the
fabrication technique which we recommend for its construction, and other pertinent
information to help in the overall understanding of form and function. Figures 5-2
and 5-3 provide the more classical "side" and "top" views of the telescope. These
figures are "to scale" to show that all components are consistent with volume con-
straints and that no interferences occur which could jeopardize the overall telescope
architecture.
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Figure 5-I. The "Exploded" View of the Lute Telescope Provide Insight into
Assembly Sequences along with Material and Fabrication Techniques.
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Figure 5-2. "Side" View of the Lute Telescope.
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Figure 5-3. "Top Views of the Lute Telescope Sections "A-A" and =B-B" Highlights
the NaJn Bulkhead and Primry/Tertiary Nirrors, Respectively.
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SECTION 6
RECOMMENDATIONS
Our current investigation of the feasibility of the LUTE telescope substantiates the
conclusions from our pervious LUTE study. That is, no areas have been identified
that would indicate that the LUTE mission is not feasible. However, development of
an ultra-lightweight, 1-m class telescope with visible wavelength diffraction-limited
performance for operation across a temperature range of 60 - 260 K would undoubt-
edly prove to be very difficult. Following are some additional tasks and/or tests
which warrant attention in the overall development of the telescope sub-system.
1) Use of other launch/lander vehicles could impact the conclusions made in
our LUTE studies. A revisit of these studies is warranted if allowable telescope
mass is significantly increased from 84 kg.
2) Sub-scale material testing of beryllium to quantify homogeneity as a function
of location. Fabricate a full scale primary mirror blank, remove small sections
and conduct CTE measurements as a function of temperature. Repeat these
tests several times to extract repeatability data. Literature searches along with
obtaining vendor information would complement this task.
3) Design and fabricate a brassboard (i.e. non-flight unit) of the LUTE telescope to
investigate:
a) thermally induced deformations of the telescope sub-system over the an-
ticipated operating temperature range.
b) simulate lunar "dust" applied to the telescope optical surfaces and corre-
late encircled energy degradation as a function of dust "buildup" with op-
tical performance modeling.
4) Topics included in our previous study report:
a) UV scatter measurements on small (3-5 cm diameter) polished and coated
beryllium mirrors.
b) Analysis of the candidate PM materials to identify the optimum tempera-
ture range for each material to achieve its optimum wavefront perfor-
mance.
c) Conduct optical analyses to:
= support a re-evaluation of the existing wavefront error allocation to
check its suitability for a UV telescope.
• determine mirror alignment sensitivities in support of the concept to
fabricate the TM on the same substrate as the PM.
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APPENDIX A
LUTE VIEWGRAPHS FROM 4 MAY 1993 TECHNICAL TELECON
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Appendix A. Material Properties
Table A1. Regolith Thermal Conductivity10
Temperature
0
100
150
2OO
25O
300
350
40O
450
(Kelvin) Thermal conductivity(W/m-K)
0.00116
0.00116
0.00120
0.00128
0.00140
0.00158
0.00183
0.00217
0.00241
Table A2.. Regolith Density times Specific Heat41
Temperature (Kelvin)
0
100
200
300
4O0
Density x Specific Heat (W-hr/m3-K)
84.75
148.92
306.99
405.5
483.4
Table A3. Beryllium Thermal Conductivity 54
Temperature (Kelvin)
36.7
60
70
79
85
250
273.2
300
350
400
500
Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
104
150
175
195
210
236
218
200
178
161
139
10 Cremers, C. J., Birkebak, R. C., and White, J. E. (1972), "Thermal Characteristics of the Lunar
Surface Layer," International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol. 15.
41 Jones, W. P., Watkins, J. R., and Calvert, T. A. (1975), 'q'emperatures and Thermophysical
Properties of the Lunar Outermost Layer." The Moon 13, D. Reidel Publishing Company,
Dordrecht, Holland.
54 "Beryllium Optical Properties," Brush Wellman, Inc., Beryllium Mining Division
February 8, 1994
9:20 AM
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Table A4. Beryllium Density times Specific Heat 13
Temperature (Kelvin) Density x Specific Heat (W-hr/m3-K)
60
80
100
120
150
200
250
300
600
17.49
46.40
104.18
181.73
326.51
571.39
788.34
940.86
1342.55
Table AS. Silicon Carbide
Temperature (Kelvin)
40
100
150
200
250
30O
350
Ceraform TM) Thermal Conductivity13
......Th.ermal conductivity (W/m-K)
120
120
175
20O
190
156
135
Table A6. Silicon CarbideICeraform_ ) Densitytimes Spec_mHeat 14
Temperature (Kelvin) Density x Spec___.Heat (W-h_m3-K)
73 136.28"
298 543.44
* Projected based on fused silica behavior
Table A7. Fused Silica Thermal ConductivityTM
Temperature (Kelvin) Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
40 0.4
73 0.7
173 1.0
273 1.3
298 1.38
373 1.44
12 "Beryllium Optical Properties," Brush Wellrnan, inc., Beryllium Mining Division
13United Technologies Optical Systems, West Palm Beach, Florida, CERAFORM data sheet.
14Data received from Coming, November, 1992.
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Table A8. Fused Silica Density times Specific Heat 15 3 ,,,,
Temperature (Kelvin) Density x Specific Heat (W-hr/m -_/
73 102.5
273 422.7
298 453.4
373 461.1
Table A9.
Material
MLI
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Beryllium
Silicon carbide
Fused silica
Additional Material Properties
Property
Eft. conductivity
Conductivity
Specific heat
Density
Density
Density
Density
Value
0.0002077
237
0.2508
2702
1850
2920
2204
Units
W/m-K
W/m-K
W-hrJkg-K
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
14 Data received from Coming, November, 1992.
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Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE)
System Safety Plan
1.0 INTRODUCTION
i.i SCOPE
This document presents the MSFC System Safety Plan for the LUTE.
Existing MSFC documentation, techniques, and procedures are used
to the maximum extent reasonable to prevent costly and
unnecessary generation of new documentation and procedures in
d_veloping the plans to comply with the requirements of new
projects.
The policies and procedures in this document will provide the
most effective and economical means of implementing the system
safety program. This plan presents the minimum requirements for
the safety policies and procedures which will govern the conduct
of those activities. These requirements will be followed during
fabrication, inspection, testing, transport, pre-launch, and
operation of the LUTE and associated support equipment.
The contents of this document are based on the assumption that
the LUTE will be launched at the Eastern Test Range and that the
ground processing of LUTE will be performed at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC).
1.2 PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to establish system safety objectives
and to maintain an effective and timely system safety program for
the LUTE flight instruments, personnel and equipment, spacecraft
and instrument interfaces.
1.3 REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION
The following documents shall be used as guidelines in the
design, fabrication, testing and integration of the LUTE and, to
the extent applicable, form a part of this document.
Unless otherwise specified, the latest issue of each document
shall be used.
a. ESMCR 127.1, "Eastern Space and Missile Center
Regulation, Range Safety"
b. MIL-STD-882, "Military Standard System Safety Program
Requirements"
c. NHB 1700.1(VI-A), "Basic Safety Manual"
d. NHB 1700.1(V3-A), "System Safety"
e. MMI 1700.6, "MSFC Operational Readiness Program"
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f. KSC 1710.2B, "KSC Safety Practices Handbook"
g. GP 1098F, "KSC Ground Operations Safety Plan"
h. Office of Science and Technology Policy letter, "Nuclear
Safety Review and Approval Procedures for Minor Radioactive
Sources in Space Operations," dated June 16, 1970.
i. MMI 1711.2C, "Reporting, Investigation, and Action on
Mishaps Involving MSFC Employees, Property, Program Hardware, and
Program Critical Problems"
2.0 SAFETY ORGANIZATION
2.1 SYSTEM SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY
All safety aspects of the instrument are the responsibility of
t_e LUTE Project Manager (PM). The LUTE PM may, at his
discretion, appoint a MSFC Project System Safety representative
to implement and oversee the System Safety Program. The role of
PM or the System Safety representative is to ensure that
potential hazards to equipment and personnel are identified and
controlled, and to assure the observance of safety criteria for
launch site ground operations. As a minimum, Category I and
Category II hazards will be identified and corrective actions
will be taken to eliminate or accept these hazards.
The responsibilities of the PM or System Safety representative
will include, but not be limited to, the following:
a. Assure the identification of all hazards associated with
the LUTE and its associated equipment, and eliminate the hazards
or institute controls for the residual hazards.
b. Assure that hazard listing sheets, if required, are
filled out and that hazard analyses are performed, where
appropriate, to define the hazards.
c. Conduct drawing, specification, assembly, and test
procedure reviews to assure minimizing of hazards and control of
hazards.
d. Supervise the preparation of system safety
documentation, including any necessary to fulfill expendable
launch vehicle requirements for safety certification.
e. Supervise the preparation of nuclear safety
documentation for minor and major nuclear sources which will be
required for reviews by the Interagency Nuclear Safety Review
Panel (INSRP) or by the NASA Nuclear Safety Coordinator.
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3f. Assure all system safety requirements are met and all
safety procedures are observed.
g. Participate in design reviews, including the INSRP
reviews, to assure that safety standards are observed and carried
out in the design of all equipment and procedures.
h. Provide the LUTE Project Office with all required safety
documentation for review and approval.
3.0 SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS
3.1 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM SAFETY ASSESSMENT
A preliminary system safety assessment will be conducted by the
PM/System Safety representative and the following will be
documented:
a. A description of identifiable hazards associated with
the LUTE or the support equipment.
b. Identification of components, interfaces and events that
can present or can develop into Category I, II, or III hazards.
., c. A description of plausible hazardous effects on the
equipment and on personnel.
d. A description of proposed techniques for eliminating or
controlling hazards.
3.2 HAZARD LEVELS
Hazards are classified, according to severity, as follows (per
MIL-STD-882B, as referenced by ESMCR 127-i)=
Category I - Personnel loss
System loss
Category II - Severe injury
Severe occupational illness
Major system damage
Category III- Minor injury
Minor occupational illness
Minor system damage
Category IV - Less than minor injury
Less than minor occupational illness
Less than minor system damage
664
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3.3 SYSTEMSAFETY ANALYSES
3.3.1 HAZARDANALYSIS
A hazard analysis will be performed in a systematic manner on the
LUTE, its Ground Support Equipment (GSE), and ground launch site
and flight operations to identify hazardous subsystems and
functions. The hazard analysis shall be initiated early in the
design phases and will be kept current throughout the
developmental phase. The analysis will consist of a
comprehensive, qualitative assessment of the design of the LUTE
and GSE from a safety viewpoint.
3.3.2 HAZARDANALYSIS LISTING
A separate hazard listing will be generated for each specific
h_zard identified. The hazard listing will document the causes,
controls, and verification methods for each hazard.
3.3.3 MISSILE SYSTEMPRELAUNCHSAFETY PACKAGE(MSPSP)
As required by ESMCR127.1, a MSPSP addressing all Category I,
II, III, and IV hazards will be generated. The MSPSP shall be
based on the system safety analysis tasks that have been
performed and shall provide a comprehensive evaluation of the
overall system safety assessment and identify operating limits
and constraints.
4.0 LAUNCHSITE AND GROUNDPROCESSINGPROCEDUREAPPROVAL
Launch site and ground processing procedures will comply with
ESMCR127.1 and will be developed and submitted per the contract
schedule. Any hazardous operation or procedure will be
identified and submitted to the launch site 75 days prior to the
delivery of the LUTE hardware at the launch or ground processing
site.
5.0 SAFETY NONCOMPLIANCEWAIVER REQUESTS
When a specific safety requirement cannot be met, a waiver
request will be submitted that states the reason for the
noncompliance, the proposed method of controlling any additional
risk, and the residual risk after the application of the
additional controls. Each waiver request will address only one
hazard and will be submitted when it is determined that one is
required.
6.0 INCIDENT REPORTING
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6.1 GENERAL
All incidents/accidents involving the safety of flight hardware
and associated GSE or personnel shall be reported to the MSFC
Safety and Mission Assurance Office and the MSFC LUTE Project
Office in accordance to MMI 1711.2C.
The System Safety representative will participate in mishap
fRvestigations which involve hardware and personnel through all
phases of LUTE fabrication, testing, and checkout.
7.0 SAFETY TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
Test and operational personnel will be required to complete
training courses for certain critical or hazardous operations as
prerequisites for personnel certification. All training courses
require system and industrial safety inputs to emphasize critical
and hazardous procedures.
8.0 SYSTEM SAFETY DATA SUBMITTALS AND SCHEDULES
Data submittals:
Preliminary System Safety Assessment and MSPSP .......... PDR
Missile System Prelaunch Safety Package ................. CDR
Updated Missile Prelaunch Safety Package .... 75 days prior to
delivery to launch site
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1.0 Introduction
i.I Purpose
The purpose of this PHA for the LUTE is to identify safety
critical areas, to identify and evaluate hazards and to identify
the safety design and operations requirements needed in the
program concept phase. This PHA will also provide a knowledge of
potential risks for alternative concepts.
1.2 Approach
Since the LUTE is a payload which will be launched at the ETR
from an unmanned ELV, the safety requirements specified by
ESMCR 127-1 will be imposed. The techniques and format described
in NSTS 22254A, "Space Shuttle Methodology for Conduct of Space
Shuttle Program Hazard Analyses," was used to perform this PHA.
This analysis was performed on a subsystems basis using the
instructions specified by figures 1 through 3 and covers the LUTE
payload. The lander, ELY, and potential interface hazards were
not analyzed in this PHA. Also, an analysis will be performed to
evaluate the potential for orbital debris generation in both
nominal and malfunction conditions, which is required by
NMI 1700.8. The methods for conducting this orbital debris
analysis are TBD.
1.3 Hazard Classification
Hazards are classified, according to severity, as follows:
Catastrophic (Category I) - Personnel loss, system loss.
Critical (Category II) - Severe injury, severe occupational
illness, major system damage.
Marginal (Category III)- Minor injury, minor system damage.
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2.0 Documents
ANSI B30 Series, "American National Standard, Standards for
Cranes, Derricks, Hoists, Hooks, Jacks, and Slings"
A. Schock, "Light-Weight Radioisotope Heater Unit," 1981 IECEC
Paper 819175
CT 1724.3, "Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) System
Safety Plan," Draft, dated January 25, 1993
ESMCR 127-1, "Eastern Space and Missile Center Requirements
Range Safety"
JSC 20793, "Manned Space Vehicle Battery Safety Handbook"
"Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment Draft Interim Technical
Assessment," dated January 1993
MIL-B-5087B, "Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning Protection for
Aerospace Systems"
MIL-STD-1522A, "Military Standard/Standard General Requirements
for Safe Design and Operation of Pressurized Missiles and Space
Systems"
MSFC-HDBK-505B, "Structural Strength Program Requirements"
MSFC-HDBK-527B, "Materials Selection List for Space Hardware
Systems"
MSFC-SPEC-522B, "Design Criteria for Controlling Stress Corrosion
Cracking"
NFPA 70, "National Electric Code"
NHB 1700.1 (VI-A), "Basic Safety Manual"
NMI 1700.8, "Policy for limiting Orbital Debris Generation"
NSTS 22254A, "Space Shuttle Methodology for Conduct of Space
Shuttle Program Hazard Analysis"
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33.0 Analysis
3.1 LUTE Overview
LUTE is a I-M class, fixed declination, ultraviolet imaging
telescope. The LUTE will be placed on the lunar surface by an
unmanned lander and launch/transfer vehicle. The payload and
vehicle will be launched from the Eastern Test Range and the
payload will be processed at KSC. The launch configuration for
LUTE is shown on figure 4. The LUTE will produce a multiple
bandpass (i000 Angstrom to 3000 Angstrom) ultraviolet survey of
more than 300 square degrees of the sky, with repeat observations
at monthly and annual intervals to allow studies of variability
and proper motion.
3.2 Subsystem Description
3.2.1 Thermal Control
The purpose of the thermal control subsystem is to maintain
the LUTE optical subsystem, LUTE detector, LUTE light shade,
and LUTE electronics within their thermal qualification
limits for the duration of the mission.
It is anticipated that the LUTE will be cooled and heated
passively and by using heaters. The optics detector will be
cooled using a passive radiator and heated on the lunar surface
using electrically powered heaters. If the electrical power
solar array concept is used, the electronics for LUTE will be
heated using radioisotope heating units. As depicted in
figure 5, each RHU contains a small Pu02 fuel pellet in a capsule
which has a heat output of 1 watt at the beginning of its life.
The electronics will be cooled by a passive radiator. If the
electrical RTG power concept is used, electrical heaters will
provide heating for the electronics.
3.2.2 Structures and Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
For this analysis, it was assumed that MGSE will be required to
move and lift the LUTE during ground operations at KSC and the
ETR. It was also assumed that the flight hardware would be
designed to accommodate handling. It is anticipated that some
nitrogen inerting gas will be required.
3.2.3 Main Optics and Telescope
The LUTE will use a three mirror configuration. The focal
plane is located in front of the telescope. The mirror material
candidates are beryllium, fused silica, and silicon carbide.
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43.2.4 Pointing Control
The pointing system provides the means of orienting the LUTE and
its subsystems. The pointing systems component arrangement is
shown in figure 6. Telescope mount actuators, secondary mirror
alignment actuators and a sunshade/solar array/antenna roll
mechanism are used to perform this function.
3.2.5 Command and Data Management System
The CDMS contains two antennas, which includes one steerable
high-gain antenna and an omnidirectional antenna. The deployment
of the high-gain antenna will occur automatically on landing on
the lunar surface or will be commanded from the ground.
The power required will be less than TBD watts and the power
density is TBD mW/cm2. It is assumed that functional testing
will be performed at KSC. A block diagram of the CDMS is shown
in figure 7.
3.2.6 Power Distribution
The power distribution subsystem is required to provide a
minimum TBDWe average electrical power. There are two
concepts for providing power to the LUTE. One concept is a
TBDWe solar array power system, which will restrict LUTE
operations to sunlit periods. The other concept is a TBDWe
RTG which allows the LUTE to operate continuously.
The solar array system power concept contains a TBD square
meter solar array, a lithium bromine battery, and a power
distribution regulator. The lithium bromine battery is used to
deploy the solar arrays after the LUTE and lunar lander land on
the moon.
The RTG system power concept would contain one RTG with
TBD Plutonium bricks. Figure 8 shows a cross-sectional view of
an RTG that was used on the Galileo mission. A prelaunch cooling
system must be provided.
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3.3 Preliminary Hazard Analysis
Contents:
(i) Human Factors
(2) Materials
(3) Structure/Handling
(4) Thermal Control
(5) Power (Concepts 1 and 2)
(6) Command and Data Management
(7) Pressurized Systems
(8) Pointing and Alignment
The worksheets are enclosed in the Appendix.
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64.0 Preliminary Safety Risk Assessment Summary
4.1 System Safety Risk Assessment
4.1.1 Human Factors
All the potential human factors hazard sources were found to be
critical in severity, which could result in personnel injury.
The controls required to eliminate these hazards are typical for
ground processing. The elimination of access to hot surfaces,
sharp edges, access to moving parts, and exposure to high noise
sources will control human factors hazards.
4.1.2 Materials
In order to control the potential flammability and toxicity
hazards associated with materials used during ground
processing, materials will be selected using MSFC-HDBK-527 and
will be approved by the KSC LSSO.
4.1.3 Structures and Handling
Structural failure of the MGSE or the payload attach points have
the potential of causing a catastrophic hazard. All slings will
be designed in accordance with ANSI B30 and ESMCR 127-1,
paragraph 3.6, and proofload tested as required by KSC and ETR.
Non-destructive inspection will be performed on shackles and
eyebolts following each proofloading. Flight hardware will be
designed in accordance with MSFC structural design requirements.
4.1.4 Thermal Control System
If the solar array concept is used, the thermal control system
will use RHU's which contain a small amount of Pu02. These units
are classified as small radiological sources which, as a minimum,
will require NASA Headquarters approval for use. During ground
processing, personnel exposure will be kept to a minimum.
Also, the thermal control system may contain heat pipes which may
require hazard controls that are typically applied to pressurized
systems.
4.1.5 Electrical Power System
The electrical power system has two options for power sources,
which may be an RTG or a set of solar arrays with a lithium
bromine battery. An RTG is classified as a major ionizing
radiation source, which requires the user to follow the nuclear
safety review process. The NASA procedures, interagency review,
and approval for the use of this type of device are outlined in
Chapter 8 of NHB 1700.1 (VI-A). All nominal and off-nominal
conditions will be assessed for acceptable risk to ensure that
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the general public and range personnel are not overexposed to
RTG-emitted ionizing radiation. The solar array power concept
has several hazards which will be controlled. The potential for
explosion of the lithium bromine and inadvertent deployment of
the solar arrays during ground processing and launch will be
completely assessed when the design becomes more mature.
The hazards associated with both of these options are
controllable and have been previously addressed in the design of
spacecraft that have previously flown.
4.1.6 Command and Data Management System
Hazard controls will be implemented to prevent personnel
overexposure to RF non-ionizing radiation during ground
processing. Safety inhibits and shielding will be provided in
accordance with ESMCR 127-1 and KSC non-ionizing radiation
requirements.
4.1.7 Pressurized Systems
All flight and GSE pressurized systems will comply with the
design, fabrication and testing requirements specified by
M_L-STD-1522 and ESMCR 127-1. Compliance with these requirements
will prevent personnel injury and payload and facility damage
that can be caused by a ruptured pressurized line.
4.1.8 Pointing and Alignment
The _ointing and alignment system has the capability to tilt or
rotate the LUTE experiment. Controls will be implemented that
will prevent inadvertent rotation or tilting of the LUTE during
transportation, ground processing operations, and launch.
4.2 Conclusion
The LUTE concept design has been reviewed and found to meet
current NASA safety requirements. The hazard controls and
methods of verification are listed in the hazard reports which
are enclosed in the Appendix. Overall, all of the safety design
concerns for the LUTE have been previously addressed in the
design of spacecraft that have previously flown.
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9GENERIC'HAZARD GENERIC HAZARD TYPE
I. CONTAMINATION/CORROSION
II. ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE/SHOCK
Ill. ENVIRONMENTAL/WEATHER
IV. FIRE/EXPLOSION
V. IMPACT/COLLISION
VI. LOSS OF HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT
A. CHEMICAL DISASSOCIATION
B. CHEMICAL REPLACEMENT/COMBINATION
C. MOISTURE
D. OXIDATION
E. ORGANIC (FUNGUS/BACTERIAL, ETC.)
F PARTICULATE
A. EXTERNAL SHOCK
B. INTERNAL SHOCK
C. STATIC DISCHARGE
D. CORONA
E. SHORT
A. FOG
B. FUNGUS/BACTERIAL
C. LIGHTNING
D. PRECIPITATION (RAIN/SNOW/SLEET/HAIL)
E. SOLAR/COSMIC RADIATION
F. SAND/DUST
G. VACUUM
H. WIND
I. TEMPERATURE EXTREMES
A. CHEMICAL CHANGE (EXOTHERMIC/ENDOTHERMIC)
B. FUEL AND OXIDIZER IN PRESENCE OF PRESSURE
AND IGNITION SOURCE
C. PRESSURE RELEASE/IMPLOSION
D. HIGH HEAT SOURCE
A. ACCELERATION (INCLUDING GRAVITY)
B. DETACHED EQUIPMENT
C. MECHANICAL_SHOCK/VIBRATION/ACOUSTICAL
O. METEROIDS/METEORITES
E. MOVING/ROTATING EQUIPMENT
A. CONTAMINATION
B. HIGH PRESSURE
C. OXYGEN CONTENT
O. LOW PRESSURE
E. TOXICITY
F. LOW TEMPERATURE
G. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Figure 2 List of Generic Hazards (Page I of 2)
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GENERIC HAZARD GENERIC HAZARD TYPE
VII. PATHOLOGICAL/PHYSIOLOGICAL/ IA.i
PSY CHO LOG ICAL
B.
Vlll. RADIATION
IX. TEMPERATURE EXTREMES
ACCELERATION/SHOCK/IMPACT/VIBRATION
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (HIGH, LOW, RAPID
CHANGE)
C. HUMIDITY
D. ILLNESS
E. NOISE
F. SHARP EDGES
G. SLEEP, LACK OF
H. VISIBILITY (GLARE, WINDOW/HELMET FOGGING)
I. TEMPERATURE
J. WORKLOAD, EXCESSIVE
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC
B. RADIOACTIVE ELEMENT
A. HIGH
B. LOW
C. VARIATIONS
Figure 2 List of Generic Hazards (Page 2 of 2)
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Atlas MPF
226 39
LUTE
Londer
Centaur Interface
Structure
Centaur Equipment
Module
Dimensional units ore inches
Figure 4 Conceptual LUTE Launch Configuration
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PLUG (PG)
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Sun Sensor
\ Alignment CCD's onFocal Plane
5 DOF Steerable
Secondary _rror
Sunshade / Solar Array
/ Antenna
Roll Mechanism
180' gross
adjustment)
Lander Components:
InertialNavigationSystem
Star Tracker
Landing Radar
Altimeter
Hexapod Actuators
(2 DOF tilt,
fine roll adjustment)
Wavefront
Sensor
(o ptional)
_rmable Primary Mirror
(optional)
Figure 6 Conceptual Pointing System Components
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REUABILITY REQUIREMENTS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
This plan shall serve as the implementing directive for management of reliability
program activities for the Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE). The activities
described herein are structured to reflect the unique nature of the LUTE project in that the
hardware will be designed and built in-house by NASA/MSFC.
1.2 Scope
This document is applicable to all LUTE activities conducted in-house by Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC). This plan was developed in accordance with the
requirements given in NHB 5300.4(1A-1), Reliability Program Requirements For
Aeronautical And Space System Contractors as tailored for the LUTE program. A cross
reference matrix which shows the applicability of NHB 5300.4 (1A-1) paragraphs and the
implementing paragraphs of this document is given in figure 1. This document will be
updated to reflect reliability concerns of other organizations, as well as program
perturbations as they occur and are identified.
2.0 RELIABILITY PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
2.1 Organization and Responsibilities
The efforts required for implementation of the LUTE Reliability Program, as outlined
herein, will be accomplished by three organizational units of the Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC). These units are the Safety and Mission Assurance (S&MA) Office
(CR01), the Science and Engineering (S&E) Directorate (EA01), and the Program
Development Office (PA01). The heads of these organizations report to the MSFC Center
Director (Figure 2).
The LUTE Project Manager reports to the Director of the Program Development
Office. The Project Manager is responsible for all LUTE activities including design,
development, and test and verification of all LUTE hardware and software, including
control of all resources.
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The Chief Engineer reports to the Deputy Director for Space Systems, and is
responsible for the engineering design, fabrication, assembly, and testing of the hardware.
The Chief Engineer is also responsible for developing in-house activities within authorized
guidelines, and assuring adequate and appropriate engineering activities across all S&E
Laboratories. In addition, he is responsible for establishing and documenting materials,
components, workmanship, testing, and reporting criteria for all instruments and hardware
developed, consistent with project requirements, MSFC engineering practices, and
general experiment resources constraints.
Responsibility for the management of the LUTE Reliability Program shall reside
within the S&MA Office. As shown in Figure 2, reliability activities are within the purview
of the director of the Systems Safety and Reliability (SS&R) Office (CT01). Within the
SS&R Office, the Chief of the Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) Engineering Office
(CT11) is responsible for direct oversight of the LUTE Reliability Program tasks. Although
the management of the reliability program is organizationally independent from the LUTE
Project Office, all reliability program activities shall be closely coordinated with project
management through the S&MA representative co-located in the LUTE Project Office.
Reliability interfaces with design engineering shall be coordinated with the Chief Engineer
and the appropriate element of the S&E Directorate (see Rgure 2 for organizational
relationship).
2.2 Reliability Planning and Control
2.2.1 Reliability Planning and Status Reporting
The Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Office (CT11) shall be responsible
for the development of reliability program requirements, planning and control of reliability
tasks, support to project offices, and other programmatic tasks. CT11 is responsible for
the development and maintenance of the Reliability Program Plan and supports the co-
located S&MA representative with manpower estimates, task schedules, and by
performing other programmatic tasks as required, including the preparation of reliability
program status reports for presentation at program milestone reviews. CT11 solicits the
other SS&R organizations for input as necessary.
2.2.2 Reliability Task Control
Overall responsibility for LUTE Reliability Program tasks rests with the Director of
the Systems Safety and Reliability (SS&R) Office. Accountability for the individual reliability
tasks described in this plan belongs to the Chief of the SS&R Office (CT11 or CT31)
identified as responsible for the task. Office chiefs shall delegate authority for task
performance to task lead engineers who shall assure that the task is performed in
4
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accordance with this plan and other applicable requirements. Task lead engineers shall
receive support from other MSFC office personnel and contractor personnel assigned to
support the R&M Engineering Office as required. Task lead engineers shall report status
to office and higher S&MA management periodically; coordinate activities with the LUTE
project co-located S&MA representative; and interface with S&E personnel as required.
2.2.3 Reliability Training
The chief of the Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Office (CT11) shall be
responsible for assuring that personnel, which are assigned to LUTE reliability tasks, have
received proper training.
2.2.4 Supplier Control
The Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Office (CT11) is responsible for
coordinating with MSFC offices involved in obtaining LUTE components from suppliers
to ensure that these components meet the reliability requirements of the overall LUTE
program. This applies to all items obtained from any supplier. CTll shall provide
guidance and controls to assure the adequacy of reliability program controls used by
suppliers and that reliability has been integrated into the design. Items obtained from
suppliers not required to have a formal reliability program shall be controlled by selected
appropriate reliability task requirements.
2.2.5 Use of Previously Designed, Fabricated, or Flown Hardware
Where it is proposed to use previously designed, fabricated, or flown hardware in
the LUTE, it shall be verified that the proposed hardware will comply with the reliability
requirements of the LUTE program as well as the performance requirements. Where it
is considered that such hardware has demonstrated compliance with the reliability
requirements of LUTE, substantiating documentation shall be required to be submitted
by suppliers or NASA offices, as appropriate. The documents shall:
a. Compare the performance, design, interface, qualification, and test
requirement for LUTE (as delineated in other documents related to this
procurement) with the corresponding previous requirements. For
noncompliance hardware, a problem report shall be written into the Problem
Assessment System (PAS) and rationale information including additional
testing etc. or a description of what modification will be made to achieve
compliance shall be given for closure.
b. Compare reliability requirements for the LUTE with the corresponding
previous requirement. For non-compliance, describe what will be clone to
achieve compliance or provide a rationale and supporting information
stating why the non-compliance is considered acceptable. In addition, state
5
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how any modifications proposed will be shown to comply with the reliability
requirements of this document.
C. Compare the manufacturing information for the LUTE hardware proposed
with that of the previous hardware. As a minimum, this comparison shall
include the name and location of the manufacturer, the date of manufacture,
and any design, parts or material changes, as well as any modification to
packaging techniques, fabrication or assembly processes.
d= Describe all test and flight experience with the proposed LUTE hardware
and include a description of all failures or anomalies, their cause, and
corrective action taken.
Documentation shall be submitted and updated as applicable.
3.0 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
3.1 General
Reliability engineering consists of a number of interrelated technical assurance
tasks that shall be conducted as an integral part of the LUTE program. These tasks
include design definition and review, reliability analysis, interfaces with other assurance
activities, control of general design practices, and problem identification, evaluation,
correction and prevention. Figure 3 shows the reliability engineering tasks that are to be
performed for the LUTE project and the organizational responsibilities for implementation
of the tasks.
The reliability engineering tasks outlined herein will be conducted in a manner to
assure that the LUTE design complies with the reliability requirements contained in MSFC-
RQMT-TBD, "Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Project Requirements
Document (PRD)." This section elaborates on the reliability task responsibilities and
provides details on the implementation approach to be followed. Figure 4 shows the
schedule for delivery of reliability engineering task products.
3.2 Design Specifications
MSFC's reliability group, in conjunction with other MSFC groups, shall review for
concurrence all design specifications or shall ensure that they are independently reviewed
for compliance with reliability requirements prior to their release. This review shall ensure
that the set of specifications covers all items of hardware and software at the appropriate
levels, that each is complete in its contents, and is functionally and physically consistent
with interfacing design specifications and reliability requirements. These reviews shall also
720
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be conducted whenever individual specifications change. The documentation of design
specification reviews shall be included in reliability status reporting.
3.3 Failure Mode and Effects Analyses (FMEA) and Critical Items List (CIL)
As an integral part of the LUTE design phase, an FMEA analysis shall be
developed to determine possible modes of failure and their effects on mission objectives
and system safety. The primary objective of these analyses shall be to identify critical and
catastrophic failure modes to enable removal from the system or control the susceptibility
to such failure or their effects. The analyses shall be performed for all LUTE flight
hardware, systems interfaces, and critical Ground Support Equipment (GSE) in
accordance with MSFC CR 5320.9 "Payload and Experiment Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis Critical Items Ust Groundrules."
Based on the results of the FMEA, a Critical Items List (CIL) shall be developed in
accordance with CR 5320.9. The CIL will identify and bring to management's attention
all single failure points and areas which do not meet the programs failure tolerance
requirements. The CIL items that remain in the design as risks shall contain risk retention
rational as to why the risk is acceptable.
The FMEA/CIL shall be performed in a timely manner to facilitate prompt action
by design organizations and project management. The findings shall be a major
consideration in design and management reviews and will provide criteria and data for
other types of analysis including design improvements, testing, operations, and analyses
of mission risks.
Important applications include:
a. Determining need for redundancy, fail-safe design features, and/or
further derating.
bo Supporting LUTE systems safety analyses and hazard analyses.
C. Supporting establishment of safety requirements in testing and
operations.
do Assuring that the test program is responsive to known and
suspected potential failure modes.
e. Supporting studies to establish tradeoffs of reliability versus
performance, weight and cost.
f. Establishing frequency of monitoring in testing, checkouts, and
mission use.
9
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g. Supporting mission operations activities such as designing fault
isolation sequences and alternate-mode-of-operation planning.
h, Supporting establishment of quality assurance requirements for
determining mandatory inspection points for critical items during
manufacturing and hardware acceptance.
The Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Office (CT11) shall be responsible
for conducting the FMEA/CIL analysis with support from the Product Assurance Office
(CQ06) and the appropriate elements of the S&E Directorate as required.
3.4 Electrical, Electronic, and Electromechanical (EEE) Parts
The Electrical, Electronic, and Electromechanical Parts Branch (EB13) shall be
responsible for all EEE parts control activities on the LUTE program. These activities shall
include review of parts selection, Screening and qualification criteria, parts stress analysis,
EEE packaging, and other efforts as required to assure conformance with LUTE program
requirements.
3.5 Problem/Failure Reporting and Correction
A closed loop problem reporting and corrective action system will be implemented
by the Problem Assessment and Analysis Office (CT31) as part of the reliability program.
The purpose of this system will be to ensure adequate remedial and recurrence
prevention action for actual and suspected functional nonconformances/failures having
safety or mission success implications. Formal problem reporting will begin with
Acceptance Test Procedures; however, problems at qualification or requalification of
previously flown or used hardware shall also be reported. The LUTE problem/failure
reporting and correction process shall utilize the MSFC Problem Reporting and Corrective
Action (MPRACA) system.
The MPRACA report provides input to the closed-loop problem reporting and
corrective action system. Reports will be completed for all problem/failure incidents
encountered in the LUTE program. The project office and the Product Assurance Office
(CQ06) are responsible for initiating and submitting the report to S&MA for input into the
MPRACA system. The report form documents the date, time, and other pertinent
information of the problem/failure incidents, provides ample room to discuss any pertinent
information, analyzes the nature and cause of the incident, assesses failure criticality, and
identifies any corrective action. The closed-loop reporting system is designed to enhance
problem status tracking, ensure timely problem closure action, ensure adequate problem
recurrence control, and ensure that reports are provided to management for program
monitoring and audit.
The LUTE Failure Analysis Review Board (FARB) will review all MPRACA reports
724
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for adequate close-out. The purpose of the FARB is to evaluate the adequacy and
timeliness of analyses, proposed corrective actions for all reports assigned for analysis,
and review for concurrence of disposition those events not requiring in-depth analysis.
3.6 Umited Ufe Items (LLI)
The Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Office (CT11) with support from the
Payloads Quality Assurance Office (CQ03) shall be responsible for coordinating the
development and maintenance of a limited life items list. This list will be developed in
cooperation with the appropriate elements of the Science and Engineering Directorate.
The list will identify all hardware that is subject to degradation because of age, operating
time, or cycles, and will identify the service limiting parameters. CT11 with support from
CQ03 and S&E will provide status reports, to be submitted at milestone reviews, which
will include life limits, usage to date, and time remaining for each item.
3.7 ALERT System Participation
Problems with parts, materials, equipment, or diminishing sources of supply will be
reported through the GIDEP ALERT System. MSFC participation in GIDEP is as required
by MMI 5310.2D.
As required by MMI 5310.2D, upon receipt of an ALERT from GIDEP, CT31 sends
a copy to the LUTE project ALERT actionee, appointed by the Project Manager. The
Project ALERT actionee is responsible for determining whether or not the ALERT impacts
LUTE hardware. The LUTE project co-located S&MA representative is responsible for
monitoring the status of the ALERT and assuring that the ALERT impact is determined
and closure is expedited. If it is determined that there is an impact to LUTE hardware,
the extent of the impact will be determined and project management will be informed. A
statement of ALERT status is provided to CT31, regardless of impact, in order to close
the ALERT.
ALERTs are due as generated. Responses to ALERTs are due 10 working days
after receipt of the ALERT. Status summaries covering each applicable ALERT or notice
will be included at milestone reviews.
.3.8 Review Support
The Payloads Assurance Office (CP21) shall have the primary responsibility for
representing reliability at all project status, program, requirements, design, and flight
readiness reviews. The Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Office (CT11) and the
Problem Assessment and Analysis Office (CT31) will provide the status of the various
reliability tasks, as detailed in this plan, to the CP21 representative for presentation at
these reviews. Assistance will be provided to these reviews by the Payloads Quality
11
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Assurance Office (CQ03) who will assist in providing limited life item data and the Product
Assurance Office (CQ06) who will assist in providing CIL retention rationale.
3.9 Configuration Control Board Support
The Payloads Assurance Office (CP21) shall provide a representative to the project
manager's Configuration Control Board (CCB). CT11 will review all documents submitted
to the CCB for reliability impact, will coordinate the reviews within S&MA as required, and
will provide inputs to CP21 to support CCB meetings.
4.0 TESTING
4.1 Reliability Evaluation
Reliability will participate in the test programs to ensure achievement of reliability
objectives and requirements. Specifically, Reliability will provide inputs to test planning;
and monitor/review/assess test results to assure that:
1. Specification reliability requirements are verified by test, where applicable.
2. Environmental test levels for critigal items reflect the design specifications,
and results support the rationale for retention documented in the CIL
3. Functional tests sufficiently verify operability of critical circuits, mechanisms,
etc. based on the critical failure modes/causes shown in the FMEA/CIL
4. Any exceedance of specification limits are evaluated for impact on
operational usage of the component/system.
5. Failures are assessed for possible trends, recurrence prevention actions
initiated where appropriate, and any impacts on the FMEA/CIL identified.
Reliability assessments of failures will be reflected in the CIL as applicable.
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Preface
This document is an addendum to the final report dehvered under delivery order H-
20750D, "Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Integrated Program Plan" for the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The work was performed by Systems Studies and
Simulation, Inc. in conjunction with John M. Cockerham & Associates, Inc. (JMCA). All opinions
expressed in this report are solely those of the authors and should not necessarily be interpret-
ed as the positions or views of NASA.
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Section 1. Introduction
This addendum describes the integrated project management network developed for the Lunar
Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Project Office and supplements the final report for the task
under which the network was developed 1. The LUTE integrated project management network charts
were designed to provide LUTE project managers with a frame work for strategic planning and risk
management throughout the life of the project. The charts were created to assist managers in
developing an integrated plan of project activities, and to graphically display the plan as an
integrated network that shows the project activities, all critical interfaces, and schedules. The
documents presents
• The benefits of Risk Management and network simulations (Section 2),
• The Risk Management process performed for LUTE and describes the LUTE integrated project
management network charts (Section 3), and
• Conclusions regarding extensions of the network analysis (Section 4).
1 See the following report:
"Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Integrated Project Plan - Final Report",
System Studies and Simulation, 5307-00-9307-F, 13 July 1993
Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Integrated Program Plan:
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Section 2. Risk Management and Network Simulations
Benefits of Risk Management
Traditional project management is reactive. After award of the prime contract, planning
virtually stops. Tracking and control the project becomes paramount. As problems occur, management
reacts. Change is resisted at all levels and change only occurs after there has been program breakage.
The decision process is reactive. Planning is inflexible and program uncertainties are intuitively
addressed, if at all.
Risk Management is a new and revolutionary management concept. It is a proactive process of
decision analysis and planning. It is continuous. As a project plan is being executed, the plan is
continually challenged and improved through the process of Risk Management. The process incorpo-
rates the knowledge of project uncertainties and risks into strategic planning. Risk Management is
predictive and deals with management strategies to avoid or reduce the impact of problems yet to occur.
Risk Management uses the program knowledge as it is generated to challenge the plans and
change what needs to be changed. Risk management embraces change as a means to continually
revitalize a program through cost and risk reduction. Risk management methods allow the project
manager to:
A. Identify and track performance and programmatic uncertainties;
B. Identify problems and potential problems;
C. Quantify uncertainties and problems in terms of the likelihood of program impact and the
magnitude of the impact;
D. Quantify, classify, track and update performance and programmatic risks;
E. Develop and maintain strategic level networks of integrated activities, schedules, costs and risks;
F. Develop Risk Mitigation options;
G. Conduct performance, cost, schedule and risk trade studies for research, development and
production alternatives;
H. Perform "What-if" analyses; and
I. Restructure projects due to budgetary changes
Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Integrated Program Plan:
LUTE Integrated Project Management Network page 4
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Benefits of Network Simulations
Probabilistic network simulation is one of the most valuable tools available for the support of
Risk Management. The Risk Information System and Network Evaluation Technique (RISNET)
simulation is such a tool. It was the first widely used and accepted model on the market. RISNET has
18 years of application experience and has been used on many hundreds of projects. Over the years
RISNET has been continually improved and updated to meet the requirements of Risk Management.
RISNET is engineered for management to understand and the for analyst to use. The key benefits of
RISNET are listed below.
Key RISNET Benefits
A. The network display allows management to easily see and understand their project.
B. The network and other displays provide a means for management to communicate with the risk
analysts.
C. The model allows for traditional (deterministic) planning to begin the planning process and
probabilistic information to be later added.
D. It is a cost estimating model and a cost risk model.
E. It is an integrated cost, schedule and risk model. (i.e. changes to the cost, schedule or risk in one part
model will predict the effects in areas of the model).
D. Once developed the network simulation model can inexpensively operated for what-if analyses,
problem solving, and program perturbations.
E. The model allows rapid replanning of budgetary resources.
F. The model automatically plans contingency funds for risk.
G. RISNET helps avoids the sub-optimization of resources, i.e. where one manager may be expediting
his program activity through the expenditure of additional resources when there is no probable
benefit to the overall project.
Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Experiment (LUTE) Integrated Program Plan:
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Section 3. Risk Management for the LUTE Project Office
The following discussion concerns the initial risk management planning effort for the LUTE
project office. This effort was directed toward the development of the initial deterministic network
model and the network chart display.
Significance of the LUTE Integrated Network Chart
In order to appreciate the meaning, utility, and limitations of the network chart, one must
understand the place the RISNET tool occupies in project management. Project management takes place
at two levels: the control level where daily progress is monitored and people react to problems as they
occur, and the strategic level where the manager attempts to foresee problems before they occur and to
determine the effects current problems will have on activities not yet initiated. RISNET assists the
project manager in planning at the strategic level, and in risk management.
The LUTE network chart represents the initial step in developing an optimized, time-phased
structure of LUTE project activities. It is a snapshot of the current level of planning within the project,
which at this point (LUTE Phase A) is comparatively low. The LUTE network currently consists of a
group of high level activities representing a level-of-effort expenditure of resources. The planning
effort has not evolved to the point of a baseline plan. The baseline plan is the initial goal of the next
LUTE phase and will include the flow of program decisions, significant accomplishments, the
interrelationship between program activities and the time phased program costs.
Because the network is a visual display, one can easily see how the project flows from start to
finish. The activities are color coded using the major Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) level codes.
The purpose is to enable the manager to quickly see the location of activities with the same WBS code
within the network. A legend is displayed on the chart which matches the WBS codes with each color.
Management can easily see all decision points within the project elemeP.ts and interactions between the
elements. The more important milestones are annotated. Because the total float and free float 2 are
displayed, the manager can see which activities can be delayed or accelerated, if need be.
Total float is the amount of time the start of an activity may be delayed without impacting
the project end date. Free float is the amount of time the start of an activity may be
delayed without impacting the successor activity.
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RISNET Probabilistic Operation and Capabilities
RISNET is a probabilistic network analyzer which addresses both the cost and schedule
uncertainties of a project. RISNET can generate baseline budget estimates for budget preparation,
perform "what-if" exercises, sensitivity studies, and cost estimates. It can conduct cost and schedule
assessments, produce trade-off studies and predict the impact of program risks and help evaluate risk
mitigation alternatives.
RISNET functions by performing a Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the characteristics of a
network. The network can be simulated deterministically (fixed conditions) or probabilistically (with
uncertainties). A deterministic simulation performs one iteration to determine the most probable
critical path, baseline budget estimate, and/or program cost to identify milestones. It is used to
calibrate the network. Calibrate means to ensure that no logic errors exist and that milestones occur in
the network as scheduled. This calibrated network is often referred to as the baseline network against
which all future networks are evolved. A probabilistic simulation performs multiple iterations using
Monte Carlo techniques to determine time and cost probability distributions for selected program
milestones, critical path families, and arc criticality summaries.
RISNET Graph and Display
RISNET uses the results of a network simulation to generate a variety of reports and graphs for
display either on a terminal or output to a printer or graphics plotter. The time-phased network chart
of the integrated program activities is produced by the graphics package RISPLOT.
The time-phased network is produced in three phases. The first phase yields a deterministic
network that serves as a baseline for the project. In the second phase, node logic and schedule
uncertainties are added. Finally, fixed and variable costs and cost uncertainties are added to each
activity.
Network Data Collection
The key to accurate risk assessment using RISNET is the construction of a logically related
interactive activity network. The network is used to create a database that the model can analyze
deterministically and statistically.
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The first step is to examine all available program information to determine what are the
individual activities that make up a program and what are their interrelationships. Toward that
end, the key personnel in all of the major LUTE technical areas were interviewed. The interviews
focused on obtaining information on activities to be performed in a given technical area for all phases
of the LUTE project up to launch, the scheduling of the activities, and their estimated durations. In
addition, the analysts studied program plans, schedules, and work breakdown structures.
The following is a list of the LUTE Project key technical personnel who were interviewed to
provide the network data:
NASA Personnel Topic Telephone Number
Robert McBrayer Overall Program (205) 544-1926
Max Nein Overall Program (205) 544-0619
John Frazier Overall Program (205) 544-1953
Jason Porter Science Requirements (205) 544-7607
Tim Baldridge CCD and Electronics (205) 544-5314
William Jones Optics and FPA (205) 544-3479
Sherry Walker Thermal Analysis and Control (205) 544-0501
Reggie Alexander Thermal Analysis and Control (205) 544-9289
Paul Luz Structures (205) 544-0512
Terrie Rice Materials and Processes (205) 544-4549
Connie Carrington Pointing and Control (205) 544-4869
Don Williams Electrical Power - RTG (205) 544-0491
Harold Blevins Communications and Data Handling (205) 544-0492
James Hilliard Software (205) 544-3739
Tom Dick, son Lander (205) 544-0530
Tim Kauffman Systems Engineering (205) 544-4079
Keith Robinson Operations (205) 544-2054
Jame_ McCarter Mission Planning and Lunar Environment (205) 544-0536
Mark Gerry Layouts - Configuration Status (205) 544-0510
Andrew Prince Cost Estimation (205) 544-8360
Edward Trentham Mission Assurance (205) 544-0667
Michael Galuska Safety (205) 544-3743
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Understanding the LUTE Network Chart
The time-phased network chart network uses activity-on-arrow nomenclature. That is,
activities are described on arrows (lines) connected between nodes or milestones. Each node is
represented as a small box. The user has the option to display the node identifier within each box. The
red diamonds drawn over some of the node boxes indicate milestones that are scheduled to occur at that
time. The length of each solid portion of the activity line corresponds to its duration. If the activity is
on the critical path, a double line is drawn; otherwise, a single line is used. A critical path describes
the activities for which there is no slack time available. If the activity is non-critical, free float is
represented as a dashed line appended to the solid line. The activity description consists of three
parts: a unique activity identifier, a verbal description, and an optional WBS code. The WBS code may
be up to ten characters long. The activity duration and total float is shown below the activity line with
the mnemonic codes of T and F respectively. Activity duration CT) and total float (F) are recorded in
days. When an activity is continuous, T is set equal to C on the chart. If there is not enough room to
write the entire activity description on the line, then at least the activity number is written, and the
entire description is added to the overflow table located at the bottom of the network. Figure 1
illustrates the network layout.
Figure 1. Network Chart Layout
Activity Number
Description
[_ O196 DEV. FPA S.0T= 120, F=O
WBS Code Critical Path Activity Description Will Not Fit In
Indicator Available Spaced. S,o Only Activity
Numl:jer Is Displayed
I MARDEC _JAN FEB I Ii '11 31" 28 31
AO191_ AO19 "rEST FPA. 5.1
I ADO4 DEV ASSY & INSTALL. INTERFACE DWG 5.:_ /| /
IIT= 120, F--60 X _-
= AO04 DEV TOP LEV DWGS 5.2 I
"1"--135. F=45,_,_
Activity Float (or Slack)
Activity Time in Days
Duration
in Days
Non-Critical Float (or Slack)
Path Indicator Time Indicator
ARC START END ACTIVITY
. NUM NODE NODE DESCRIPTION
A0121 10 170 A121 DEV THERM MODEL OF TEST SPEC
A0122 170 180 A0122 PERFOM ANAL OF TEST COND.
ovo.,o:.. j
TIME FLOAT
3.1.8 60 65
3.1.8 30 6.5
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For this network the color coding scheme is as follows:
Color Code Activity
Red Systems Engineering
Blue Project Management
Green Software
Cyan Mission Operations
Magenta Ground Support
Orange Telescope
Violet Test
Additional RISPLOT Capabilities
RISNET can display the network in four different formats: deterministic plot, network logic
plot, family of critical paths plot, and Gantt charts. A deterministic plot displays the most probable
shape of the network based on the node logic. Furthermore, the deterministic plot may be displayed as
a window (time slice) plot or as a zoned plot. A zoned plot is a sorted plot that has each element
plotted in its own horizontal area of the plot page without any logic interfaces to other related
activities. A network logic plot is a time-phased logic plot in which the node logic, except the and/all
rule, is plotted above each node. A family of critical paths plot shows all of the activities determined
to be critical during at least one iteration of the probabilistic simulation. Currently there is insufficient
planning information to support these graphics for the LUTE Project.
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Section 4. Conclusion
The LUTE network chart communicates the current program plan of future activities to the
people responsible for making decisions. The activities describing the LUTE Project need to be defined
in more detail and in terms of decisions and significant accomplishments.
Risk Management is an iterative and intellectual planning process that is enhanced by the use
of the RISNET tool. The network chart is not an end unto itself. The network chart is simply a
manifestation of the planning effort and status. The effort to accumulate the network activity
information is beneficial in forcing the project members to plan more thoroughly. Many problems are
resolved in advance of their occurrence and there is consideration given to new ideas and alternatives
that may otherwise have been overlooked.
If implemented for the LUTE Project, Risk Management will be used to continually assess
critical program areas for the purpose of reducing or eliminating cost, schedule and performance risks.
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